
contatnment structul·ea receive or contain storm runoff except fl"om the local 
area of the pad a•1(- muck pile. 

Water added t" control fugitive dust will be tagg·;i with sodium bromide 
so that tts preaenr:e in the underground can be identif f gd. The rock-storage 
pile will be local:! d to the east of the repository blc-~;::, and will be lined 
and bermed to minLnize potential discharge to the grol -·d water or surrounding 
land. 

The use of radioisotopes for tracer studie.<J and ·<:.c.ioactive sources for 
welllogglng are dtf--cussed in Section 4.l.t.l of the f'nal EA. The radio
active t.racora to be used have short half-lives (from ~~~veral hours to tens 
of dll.ys), and thus will completely decay within a short period of time (from 
a few days to a few months depending on the isotope), The well-logging 
sources are retrievabl':!. Thh type of testing is comrt<only performed through
out the United States for exploration of oil, gas, and mineral deposits. No 
prototype tracer testing involving containers that hold radioactive wastes is 
eurrently planned. 

Issue: Tracer studies 

Five comments were received, all dealing with the chemical and tracer 
studie.<> planned to be conducted at the exploratory shaft facility stte. It 
was recommended that all vadose water should be collected and analyz:ed. and 
that this analysis be included in the final EA. Other commenters opposed the 
use of water at any time during excAvation or drilling of the unsaturated 
zone. claiming that the tagging of water can differentiate from in situ water 
in terms of identification only. not in terms of quantity. The use of sodium 
bromide as a tracer was questioned by all commenters in this area. 

Response 

No appreciable vadose water is encountered during drilling and attempts 
to extract pore water have been largely unauccesef•.1l. Considerable effort ie 
being planned to study any vadose zone water that can be obtained during 
exploratory shaft facility construction testing rather than attempting 
studies for incluaion in the final EA. This will include collecting water 
from any observed inflows during shaft construction, and collecting large 
rock aamples for pore water analysis. Although likely to be minor, water 
seeps in the shaft will be collected by embedding "weep tubes" into the rock 
at the source of the seepage and collecting this water before it reaches the 
shaft sump. These studies will be carried out during site characterization. 
Safety considerations require that some construction water be used for dust 
control, however. such usage will be held to a minimum. 

Sodium bromide will be added to all exploratory shaft facility construc
tton water. Sodium bromide was chos~n as a tracer after laboratory testing 
indicated that neither ion was sorbed by samples of Yucca Mountain rocks. 
This tra.cer is also different from that used during surface drilling of 
USW G-4 eo that the source of possible contamination can be determined. It 
is expected that even with the employment of carefully controlled procedures 
to minimize water usage during construction. construction water will gain 
access to seepages in excavatiott'il. It ia anticipated that large block 
samples of uncontaminated rock can be obtained for pore water analysi9. The 
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purpoa~ of the tra.ct:-1 is to enable potential contamination to bv c.bserved and 
documented, 

Six comments wer-e assigned to this issue. Two comm~'--1':-;!rs wanted to know 
what the potential si ternatives were to decommissioning 'lw exploratory shaft 
H Yucca Mountain is .found to be unsuitsb;l.o for a reposi p;y and what mitiga
tion measures \o/Ould be followed to ensura habitat. rest·ol'ltion. Two other 
cor~menters queationed how Coyoto Wash was selected as tin site for the 
exploratory shaft, On~ commencer wanted to know W'hy th~.' 'OE does not expect 
to find perched water during construction of the explor· tory shaft, and 
another questionei tho ~o~mount of water to be used during constructi.on. 

Response 

The the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA) states that if the site 
is not selected for development of a repository, then J.'eclamation and 
mitigation, as required by NWPA, W'tll occur. All requirer.1ents for shaft and 
borehote sealing \olill be met. Alternative uses could become part <Jf recla
tnation or mit.igation activities. although no information is available at this 
time, 

The site-selection process fot· the exploratory shaft .locst.ion is docu
mented in Bertram (1984), "NNWSI Exploratory Shaft Site and Construction 
Method Rocommendation Report" (SAND8/~-i003). The site sel!!cted in Coyote 
Wash was the preferred site of the five that were considered. 

Water used for coJQpsction of the fill for the site pad oonstruction will 
be tagged, but the amount to be used is not expected to be excessive. It is 
also expected to remain near the surface. 

The water encountered in drill hole USW UZ-1 contained constituents of 
dr-illing fluid, and therefore water introduced to the host rock. by dri-lling 
of a nearby hole, USW G-1, had probably drained laterally and be~ome tempo
ra.rily trapped. The DOE acknqwledgeH that perched water zones may occur, 
although Bvidence to date suggests very little water will be encountered-in 
drilt holeso 

C.4.2.3 Other actlvities 

No comments were received in this category. 

C.4.2.4 Alternative activities 

No comments were receiv:ed :l,n, this category. 
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C,4,3 THE REPOSITORY 

This issue ir ~.ludes 101 comments and questions concerning the design, 
construction, ope··'l.tion, and decommissioning of a u-pository at Yucca 
Mountain. Eighl issueo were identified within this Cf,_egory: (1) Design and 
Construction of S·.·r.fsce and Subsurface Facilities; (2, Jdternative Repository 
Designs; (3) Tran•1port of Men, Materials, and Waste; .) Waste Farro, Content, 
end Packaging; (5) Repository Operations, Waste Emrd.icement, and Waste 
Retrieval; (6) Material, Energy, and Labor Requiremt 11.s; (7) Compatibility 
with Non-repository Operations; and (8) Miscellaneow., 

Section ",1 of the final Environmental Assessmer,t (EA) has been 
rewritten to describe the case of the two-stage repository as developed in 
MacDougall (1985), which has been revised to include .t,ore backgrouod data. 
Manpower, material, and costs are based on the vertical waste emplacement 
case. 

Issue: Design and construction of surface and subsurface facilities 

Thirty-three comments were received on this issue. Because of the 
variety of subjects within this issue, it has been separated further into 
topics which address land resources, site data, transportation, flood control 
measures, and repository deoign. 

Land resources, Reviewers wanted to know the boundaries of the land 
that would be withdrawn if Yucca Mountain were selected as s repository site 
and the number of acres that would be disturbed. Also requested was an 
estimate of the volume of rock that would be affected by the repository. 
Anothe~ questioner indicated that the western flank of Yucca Mountain does 
not allow for lateral expansion of the repository block, but if lateral 
expansion to the west did occur, access to the environment could occur along 
a fault. 

Response. Figure 3-1 (Location of Yucca Mountain site in southern 
Nevada) shows the location of the site. If Yucca Mountain is selected, 
approximately 5,000 acres of public laod administered by the Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) would be withdrawn from public access. 'I'he area is labeled 
"BLM Land" in the lower-left corner of the enlarged area shown on Figure 3-1 
(Location of Yucca Mountain site in southern Nevada). As shown on Table 5-7 
(Highway, bridge, and railroad construction materials), 150 acres would be 
cleared for the main surface complex, 1,200 acres would be cleared for the 
rail spur, and 195 acres would be cleared for the highway. 

The underground area of the repository will be 1,520 acres, although 
many rock pillars and walls will remain. The "volume envelope" is estimatf!d 
to be about 45 meters thick. The current room design for vertical emplace
ment is 15 feet wide by 21,5 feet high, 

'I'he commenter is correct in that eKpansion of the repository to the west 
is not planned; but it is not precluded yet, since the available data are 
insufficient to reach a conclusion. Areas of probable expansion are to the 
north and northeast. The emplacement horizons 18 at least 200 meters 
(656 feet) below the land surface in all areas. 
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Site data. A Et•tot comments concerned the relation between engineering 
measures and the nat·. ral conditions at the site. One cc.rumenter believed that 
the DOE was buildin!! a case to use engineered barriers t0 overcomf' natural 
d-aficiencies at the ,_;ite. Another commenter stated that the draft EA was 
inconsistent in staU ug in Section 5. 1. 1. 3 that perched .,,.iter might be found 
during excavation ot the repository and stating in Se< < ~nn 4.1.2.4 that 
perched water is un·, ikely. It was also asserted that. ::he DOE had not 
described in suffici~nt detail how the access ramp to t!. repository would be 
constructed in areas where it would cross faults and j"d .ta. Several com
me,!ters requested information on the various technique- t.:.r mining tuff and 
information was requerted on the size of surface structu·2s and their cost. 
Another comment(;!r staLed that the mined zeol!tic tuff COI·1d be hazardous to 
the general publ"'c and should be carefully controlled. Finally, one com~ 

menter wanted to know how thick the walls of the reposit ·1ry 1-rould be. 

Response. Regulations issued by the DOE and the NiJClear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) require that a system of engineered barriers be used in a 
repository to supplEment the natU['SJ. barriers to radior•uclide transport. 
Section 6.4.2.1.1 of the final EA has been expandod to d.tscuas in more detail 
the engineered barriers. 

The two statements regarding perched water are not inconsistent; it ia 
unlikely that significant amounts of perched water ~ill be found during 
C'.onatruction of the exploratory shaft or the repository, but the possibility 
cannot be completely ruled out that some perched water may be encountered. 

A variety of techniques will b8 used to ensure that all underground 
openings remain stable. The standard procedure, which is widely used at the 
Nevada Teat Site (NTS), is to use rock bolts and wire mash. If stability 
becomes a problem in areas where underground operlings pass through fault 
planes, other construction materials would be used, such as (l) shot-crete 
(a concrete mixture sprayed ave~ the wire mesh), (2) structural steel, and 
(3) poured concrete formed in place. A monitoring system will provide data 
on underground opening integrity through a performance confirmation program. 

The specific mining technique to be used will cl.eper1d on the results of 
site characteriza~ion, although current information indicates that excavation 
is feasible using either a drill-blast-mucking technique or a continuous 
mechanical miner. 

Design of the surface facilities is preliminary and will not be detailed 
until the license application design is complete. The relative size of the 
facilities is described in Section 5.1 of the EA. Preliminary cost estimates 
are provided in Section 5.4.1.3 and Table 5-44 (Preliminary cost estimate for 
the Yucca Mountain repository assuming vertical emplacement) of the final EA. 

Zeolites included in the muck pile may require more controls than are 
required for other rocks to be rnined at Yucca Mountain. However, materials 
particularly high in zeolitic content, such as the Calico Hills tuff under
lying the host rock, are not expected to be mined during repository 
development. 

There are no man-made walls in the repository design that 
pass the underground opening .. where the wastes will be stored. 
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th~! repository are ct-e rock formations comprising Yucca Mountain. The rock 
pillara that provide support for the underground openil\fl'S will bl! a minimum 
of 30 meters (approX"· mately 100 feet) wide for vertical '-'Sate empl.11cement and 
414 meters (1,360 fe-~t) wide for horizontal waste emplac~ment depending opon 
which method iA fina":.ly selected. 

T'canapor-tation. Several comment.'J concerned the ra; l spur and the access 
road that would be cons true tad i.f Yucca Mountain were cl sen as a waste site. 
The coJWIIenters wunted to know about the exact route of t- ,.e rail spur, as well 
as information on heavy hauls, safety, and the construl ::;_c;n process. Another 
cornmenter suggested that a highway !_,e constructed along the rail route to 
divert truck traffic around (north of) Las Vegas. Fit11.~ly, a commencer 
wanted to know why the DOE plans a 14-meter (46-foot)-·Nide .acceoe road 
considering that most roads in Nevnda are leas than 12 n.::·ters (40 feet) wide. 

Response. 'l'he rail spur would be conBtructed on public lands admini9-
tered by the Federal Government, except for the federally withdrawn lands of 
the NTS and the privately owned land in the vicinity of· Dike Siding. The 
spur would originate at Dike Siding, an existing Union P~cific transshipment 
facility located about 18 kilometers (ll miles) northeast of Las Vegas. The 
single-track route would extend about 161 kilometers ( 100 miles) northwest to 
Yucca Hountain paralleling the north side of U.S. Highway 95. It: "WOuld lie 
south of the southern boundny of the Desert National Wildlife Range and 
enter the NTS l:iOUth of Mercury. The track would bypass the towns of Indian 
Springs and Cactus Springs and the Indian Springs u.s. Ail· Force facilities. 
No final decision has been made on the use of this route, but this is the 
routo that has been considered tn the EA. 

Information about heavy haula, aafety, and the construction process can
not be fully determined until route selection has been finalized. 

Construction of a highway that would parallel the rail spur and bypass 
Las Vsgas has not been considered at this time but neither has the option 
been eliminated. 

Fina.lly, the acceea road from the Town of Amargosa Valley ·to the site is 
presently conceived as having a 30-meter (100-foot) right-of-way. The right
of-way will be fenced, but controlled public access to the site--perhaps 'to a 
visitor center--will be allowed. The actual design of the roadway, however, 
has not been initiated. Therefore, statements concerning "minimum safe 
widths" of roadways are not appropriate at this time. 

Flood control measures. Several comments concerned run-off and 
potential flooding at the site. One commencer stated chat proper management 
of flood waters !a essential to avoid infUtration into the ground water. 
Another commenCer argued that the DOE should not have tried to demonstrate 
that flooding at the site could be mitigated because the guidelihes address 
the potential for flooding, not whether the DOE can mitigate flooding. One 
commenter stated that run-off at the site should be considered contaminated 
and disposed of in an approved manner. A few commenters requested infor
mation about the berm that would be used to retain run-off and leachates from 
the rock-storage pile, and stated that such a discussion was required because 
it was included in Chapter 4 for the eKploratory shaft. A few coromenters 
expressed concern about seepage of effluents into the subsurface from· the 
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sewage lagoon and rol!k·-storage pile. It wsa stated that all notut:al waste 
containment etructur~.-'. should be lined and monitored. Finally, one commencer 
stated that the DOE f.t'\Ould evaluate the effects that floods would have on 
surface facilities, !7ridgeR 1 and rail lines in the Yucca \.'<>untain ares. 

Response. D(Jsi~.l of the surface facilities lll'ill :e baijed on the 
Probable Maximum Flo-( ds determined in accordance. with A 'S"UANS 2.8-J981. 
Surface faciliths will be protected from floods by cor~. tructing channels 
and/or dikes to dlvert run-off alol'ay from (and safely tt.~t:'-'gh) the site, and 
by constructing facilities above flood plains. There 1 ' no reason to con
sider run-off at the s~ te as contamin.:tted because run-ofr rill consist solely 
of surface water {loll/'. Site preparation will provide for ~ppropriate run-off 
diversion and control of erosion. The actual design of the surface facili
ties will be o:ompleted during the license application do.J,'Jign study after 
detailed topugraphic maps become available. All sewage lagoon and rock
storage structures will be lined and monitored although the designs are 
conceptual at this titne. ~ina! designs will address seepage into the sub
ourface. A statement to this effect has been added to !:ection 5.1 of the 
final EA. 

The DOE does not claim credit in the guidelines for flood protection by 
engineering measures. Flood-control structures will nevertheless be con
structed at the site to control sheet wash. 

It is true that no discussion was included in Chapter 5 on a ber111. 1 nor 
on the possible environmental impacts of run-off from the rock-storage pile. 
There is currently no specU1c design of a rock-storage berm for the 
repositoryt although its design will comply with all appUcable State and 
Federal environmental requirements, 

Finally, the draft EA acknowledges the influence that flood potential 
htiS on the design of all surface facilities at and near th" site. 
Additional site-specific information bearing on the design of the r~pository 
wUl be gathered during site characterization. 

Repository design. A few commenters asked W'hy the descriptions of 
surface facilities, shafts, and other components of the repository were not 
consistent among the EAs and asked the.t the DOE provide an explanation of 
these differences. A few commenters wanted to know how the basic as6umptions 
regarding the design, construction, and operation of the repository have 
changed and what effect these changes could have on the environmental 
assessment, Another commenter argued that because the repository design is 
not final, the extrapolation that future design standards can be raet is 
faulty. Another reviewer stated that permita will be nec~ssary for the 
planned fuel storage facilities depicted in Figure 5-4 (Preliminary site plan 
for the main surface facilities comple~ at Yucca Mountain) of the draft EA. 

Response. The differences in the descriptions among the F;As reflect 
site-specific design differences due to such things as differences in surface 
tOpography, subsurface access and layout, t·ock type, and waste-transportation 
needa at each aite. 

The basic assumptions about the repository that have changed since is6u
ance of the draft EA are: (1) commercial high-level reprocessing wsstes will 
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not currently be Ji.'ipoeed of at the repository; therefore, the ':4"aste !nven
to:..-y will conRiat c·: spent fuel and n small amount of defense ld.gh-level 
waste; nnd (2) the concept of the two-stage repository. Each of these new 
topics is addrPesed in Section 5.1 of the final EA. HOl'ever, f1.'1ture accept
ance of commercial :·(.gh-lcvel waste will not be precludf.•':l. 

The final del.' ·.gn of the repository will 
standards in effect at the time of licensing. 
at the time are not met, a license to operate 
r.ranted by the NRC. 

meet a1 :l regulations and 
If dea1 n standards existing 
the r~p ~sitory can not be 

Figure 5-4 in tl·,e draft EA (which depicts fuel stot 1ge facilities) is a 
conceptual mode' of a preliminary plan. The configuration depicted ia not 
necessarily the final design. In this regard, all neceusary permits will be 
obtained. 

Issue: Alternative repository designs 

Twelve comments were received on this ie1:1ue. Moe\. comments concerned a 
lack of information in the EA about slcernative designs {particularly a two
stage repository, monitored retrievable storage (MRS), vertical versus hori
zontal waste emplacement, and backfilling) and their effects on the physical 
and socioeconomic environments. 

Response 

The final EA indicates that a two-atage repository ao described in the 
two-stage repository report (MacDougall, 1985) has been fully discussed along 
with other options in Section 5.1 of the EA. Ramp access is an option for 
the repository, and Chapter 5 has been rewritten to reflect this; however, 
vertical shaft access has not been precluded. Chapter 5 also provides a com
parison of vertical and horizontal emplacement of waste. Present information 
indicates that all impacts will be greBtest for vertical emplacement, eo the 
EA is conservative. A study has yet to be made to determine the preferred 
method. However, the choice of an access method is an issue of safety and 
operating efficiency and will be resolved as part of the conceptual design 
effort; 1t is not pertinent to the siting guidelines. The only activity for 
the two-stage repository approach that is different from the approach des
cribed in the draft EA is the construction of the small Stage I waste
handling building. Operation of this facility will have negligible health 
and safety impacts. 

The possibility of fuel coneolidDtion elsewhere (e.g., a MRS facility) 
is under consideration, but has not been resolved. Analyses in the EA have 
assumed that these operations will be performed onsite, and it is therefore 
conservative with respect to environmental and eocioecc.l,:uuic seeeeamente of 
the Yucca Mountain site. Section 141 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act directs 
the DOE to study the need for, and the feasibility of, construction of MRS 
facilities for spent fuel and high-level waste (NWPA, 1983). It alRo directa 
the DOE to submit to Congress a proposal that establishes a progr-!'!1!1 for the 
siting, construction, and operation of MRS facilities. 
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The initial DOE pJ.ms for a MRS facility, as reflected in the April 1984 
draft Mission Plan (DGP• 1984), consisted of a MRS facUH.y to prov!.de; backup 
storage c:apability shontd there be significant delays in the availability of 
a geologic repository~ In this case, the DOE planned to pl~l>pose to buil4 and 
operate a MRS facil tty t::o store spent fuel until the repos·:.1:ory W'as ready to 
receive it. As aoon i<.S the repository became avr.ilable, the spent fuel 
stored at reactor site.~ was to be shipped to the repositor" for packaging and 
disposal. When the Tl!poaitory had sufficiently reduced ·.he spent-fuel 
backlog at the reactor.s, the MRS facility was to ship i1.11 spent fuel, 
pack'iged in sealed waste disposal containers, to the r1 :>•.IJJ!tory for any 
additional preparation that might be neceaaBry and for dio·r·~SB.l. 

The DOE has C"'refully reanalyzed the provisions of the Nuclear Waste 
Policy Act (NWPA, 1983) and of the programmatlc options in the June 198,5 
Miss.ton Plan (DOE, 1985) and is currently evaluating an integrated W'tl&te 
management system that consists of both storage and dispo~'>al components. A 
MRS facility is the part of the integrated 8ystem that would perform most, if 
not all, of the waste-preparation functions before emplacement :tn a 
repository. 

Therefore, the MRS facility in the f.ntegrated wa~tte-management ayatem 
does not have the ~arne ~:ole as the MRS facility studied in the past or 
described in the draft Mission Plan (DOE, 1984). It8 p~:imary funct:loo 1e 
waste preparation for emplacement in a geologic repository. Its role in 
providing backup storage is secondary, although it could provide temporary 
backup 8torage 1f the startup of the repoa!tory is delayed. Locating the 
wa8te-preparation functions (i.e., spent-fuel consolidation and packag!ng) in 
an integral MRS facility would, to that extent, simplify the design, con
structi.on, and operation of the repository facilitie8. By providing a pro
ceasing and storage capacity between waste Rcceptance flom the utilit!eQ and 
emplacement in a repository, the MRS facility would help maintain better and 
more consistent control over the flow of waste from reactor to repository. 
An integral MRS facility would also provide 8 hub for the logi9tics of 
managing 8pent-fuel transportation, cask-fleet operations, and cask-fleet 
servicing. By shipping COE\Bolldated fuel to the repository, possibly in 
dedicated train8, the number of cross-country shipments could be signi
ficantly ~:educed. 

Studies conducted during the ~ummer of 1985 to support the Janu~ry 1986 
proposal are intended to define more precisely the waste preparation 
functions which would be performed by 8 MRS facility in an integrated waste 
!l!anagement syatem. Qualitatively, the environmental impacts discussed in 
this EA encompass those for a repository design coupled with a MRS facUlty, 
if Congress authorizes a MRS facility. This is due to the fact that the 
repository concepts evaluated in the present EA include those surface facili
ties which would be part of the MRS facility 1f the MRS facility .f,s con
structed separately. 

Appendix A of this EA presents general background information on trans
portation topics and is8ues. A description of s transportation system which 
integrates the MRS faciLity into the waste management system was used to 
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estimate the impact'; of transportation costs and risk.E>o This O'?:W analysis 
does not replace tt• ~ analysis for the reference case b11t. rather is presented 
in addition to it. The reference case and the MRS tran~portation analysis is 
found :f.n Section 3.5 of the final EA. 

The descript:l.r"o of th~ backfill option has been \ hrified in Section 
5.1.3 of the finaJ EA. However. sealing the repos!t.,--y (as opposed to 
back-filling) is a. conservat:lve assullption with regarv to the severity of 
nnvironmental impacts. 

Fioally. Table 1-12 (Comparia(Jn between the two-8t. ge repository concept 
and the prelim;lnary repository concept for the Yucca \lfr.untain site) of the 
draft EA is now Table 5-l and has been expanded in the final EA to show a 
comparison of the two repository design concepts (twu ·stage design nnd 
c.urrent design) in terms of socioeconomic, transport~:~t:i.on, and environmental 
impacts. 

Issue: Transport of men, materialst and waste 

Three comments were recei.ved on this issue. Several comrnenters asked if 
the rotJting noted in the draft EA (L'.S. Highway 95) would influence the 
number of shipments to the repository, and which routes would be used to ship 
construction materials to the site. Other commentera asked abotlt the nuclear 
waste receipt rate in regard to trucks and trains waiting to be unloaded 
because of ill-defined "repository acceptance standards." An error was noted 
in Table 5-11 (SpP.nt fuel waste receipts by year, metric tona uranium 
equivalent) of the draft EA concerning the number and rate of spent-fuel 
shipments. 

Response 

As noted in Section 5.1 of the draft EA, the number of shipments for a 
given waste disposal container quantity will be determined by the carrier
type (rail or truck) selected, not the route. 

The routes used by trucks and trains hauling construction materials for 
highway construction to the site will depend on thelr point of origin. 

Receipt rate and repository acceptance standards for the waste have been 
described in more detail in the final EA. The receipt rate indicated in the 
draft EA on Table 5-11 (Spent fuel waste rece:f.pts by year, metric tone. 
uranium equivalent) has been corrected in Table 5-3 of the final EA. 

Issue: Waste form, content, and pack~ 

Twelve comments were received on thig issue. Two topics were identi
fied: waste storage and waste disposal container design. 

Waste storage. Several colillD.enters stated that defense and transuranic 
wastes were discussed inconsistently throughout the EA. CotDtnents also 
focuaed on whet he!' liquid wastes, fuel rods, and wastes from Three Mile 
Island would be included in the repository. 'I'wo commenters stated that the 
total amount of waste stored at the repository could be more than 70,000 
metric tons of uranium (HTU) and that the possibility of a MRS facility 
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should be discussed. Another commenter stated that the health, safety, and 
thermal-loading impl ~cations of emplacing 5-yeat'-old fuel (rather than 
10-year-old fuel) in the repository should be discussed. 

Response. Vari1ua sectione of the draft EA have 11,'1n rewr:l.tten to 
include defense waBL•os. The EA did not consider the dft "OBal of transuranic 
waates in the repository, except to the extent that deft t:e high-level waates 
can be cons1.dereU trsnsuranic waste. Spent fuel will hr. the primary waste 
material plared in the repository. Other waste types ·et'erred to in the EA 
are site-generated wa1'te (e.g., contl3.minsted tools anci 1: ·1thing) and possibly 
a small amount of vitdfied defense waste. There are n(· pla11s to accept 
waste from Three Mile Island. 

In the EA the repository design assumes that a ma>d_mum of 70,000 MTU 
will be emplaced, which is consistent with the DOE interpretat;l,on of the 
Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA, 1983). Furthermore, after the construction 
of a second repository, there would be no need to !ncre;.~se the capacity of 
the firet repository. However, the Nuclear Waste Polic.y Act will allow 
expansion if for some reason it is necessary. 

The "Standard Contract for Dispos<'ll of Spent Nuclear Fuel and/or High 
Level Radioactive Waste" (10 CFR Part 961) establishes the contractual terms 
and conditions under· which the DOE will make available nuclear waste disposal 
services to the owners and generators of spent ~uclear fuel and high-level 
radioactive waste aa provided in Section 302 of the Nuclear Waete Policy At:t. 
The contract designate's spent fuel aged As little as 5 years out of reactor 
as standard s~ent fuel. The Standard Contract (10 CPR Part 961) l'.nd the 
Mission Plan DOE,--r9'85) both specify that the DOE will accept fuel for 
disposal on an "oldest ftrst" bl1sis. Therefore, for mot:~t of the first 
repository recei~ing and emplacement period, the average age will be greater 
than 10 years with an estimated 5 to 10 percent aged as little as 5 years. 
The current EA reference design is based on 10-year-old fuel. 

The DOE has not yet conducted studies to assess the impact of accommo
dating lhis amount of 5-year-old waste. These studies will be performed 
during the licen~e application design phase of the repository design process. 
At thia point, the DOE believes that the incremental impacta on the environ
ment due to any received 5-year-old waste will be minor. The impacts will be 
due to higher thermal and radiation l~vels and can be accommodated by changes 
in operating procedures and by increased shielding. 

Also, if the MRS facility is approved by Congress, it may be desirable 
to age the 5-year-old fuel at the MRS facility prior to disposing of it in 
the repository. An analysis of aging· will be performed· in Conjunction wi-t·h 
the studies discusaed above, if the MRS fadlity is approved by Congress. 
The MRS fadlity is discusaed in the iseue entitled "Alternative Repository 
Designs." · 

Waste disposal container design_. Several commenters requested a better 
explanation of "high-i~tegrit'/ package," and for the distinction between 
"canisters," "casks," and "pac'ka·ges.·· A few commenters stated that there are 
many unanswered questions about the waste disposal containers, and one cour-· 
menter aaked if the conclusions about the repository would change H the lffe 
span of the waste package·s :fa ·lese than 300 years. 
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RespOIUH'!o The fl~1al EA contains a better explanation of wastn d18posa.l 
containers, casks, an•' packages. High-integrity package:'~. are package$ that 
will contain wastes f:-r at least 300 years. The casks uued to transport 
waste to the repoo1t0•·y will be licensed by the NRC. W;·_;te disposal con
tainers used ut the repository will be designed to safej_; contain wastes. 
This design will be h-.sed on tests already in progress. 

The waste package i.8 one element of a multiple barr. ~r t:~ystem designed 
to provide waste containment. However, if the life sptl uf the waste pack
ages i8 estimated to be less than 300 years, a redesign l.f the package \ii'Ould 
be required. 

Issue; Repositorr operations, waste emplacement, and~te retrieval 

Thirteen comments were received on this issue, and lie.parated into two 
topic.s: waste acceptance and waste retrieva.l.. 

Waste accepter;~· Many questions were aaked about the standard~ by 
which waste will be accepted and- emplaced at the repository and the remedial 
actions that would be taken if the waste was unacceptable. Questions were 
asked about how the repository will handle a peak of shipments caused by such 
things as weather-delayed trucks arriving at the same time, and what would be 
the health and safety effects from such delays. One reviewer wanted to know 
where the electi-Icity will be purchased to operate the reposi.tory and what 
would happen if there was a power outage. Other reviewers wanted ~ore infor
mation about the heliport planned for the repository, including: the number 
and frequency of flights; wheth~r the stability of subsurfac.e openings will 
be monitored during operation of the repository; and whether the Air Fo~ce 
would provide security fa~ the repository. 

~spans~. The waste-receiving facility provides the interface between 
incoming waste shipments and the hot-cell facility in which the wast:e is 
placed in waste disposal container.'J. The waste-emplacement rate of 3,000 MTU 
per year is an average rate, To allow for variations in receipt rate. 
unloading facilities will be designed to accept waste at a higher rate. In 
addit.ion, onsite storage of 150 MTU of waste will be provided for the Stage l 
facility, plus 75U more for the Stage 2 facility to accommodate variations in 
the shipping rate caused by such things as weather-delayed trucks arriving at 
the same time. A waste package is suitable for emplacement if the closure 
weld is sound, the package is not physically damaged, and the outer surface 
is free of radioactive contamination. 

Vehicles waiting to be unloaded will contain waste in licensed shipping 
casks and could rarely be contaminated. It they were contamlnated, washing 
would be the preferred method of decontamination. The wash water could then 
be decontaminated, through such means a8 centrifuging, and re-used as 
appropriate. Solids extracted from the water could then be packaged in drums 
and put in the repository. 

The incoming waste must meet c~rtain acceptance standards in terms of 
external radiation and mechanical compatability with waste-handling 
equipment. Radiation levels will be checked and certified prior to shipment 
from a reactor and then recertified at the repository. The most likely cause 
for a waste shipment not meeting acceptance standards is mechanical damage to 
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the cask fittings durLng traneit. Detection of additional radiation would 
not necessarily be w; ~ociated wil:h such damage, but repaf.ra would be required 
prior to unloading c:·~ traneport cask. 

Studies are currently being done by the DOE for all .'artic.ipants at the 
NTS and their future· power needs. It appeau that power i."' available for NTS 
expansion, includintJ the repository, from !:.he Nevada Po' ·~r Company and the 
Valley Co-op. In CM1e of power disruptions, the reposit. ~y will be equipped 
with stand-by generators to provide power to safety-rellt~d equipment~ 

An analysis of hdicopter traffic into and from the repository will b9 
considered for the final safety analysis or the Enviro~:.mental Impact 
Statemen':. The aircraft fmpact-analysis conducted for the safety analysis 
provides a bo•Jnding case for the EA. 

Monitoring, maintenance, and inspection of the und~rground openings 
would be a normal pBrt of repository operations. Sensors will monitor 
opening stability. temperature, and radiological and ncnrodiological air 
quality. Monitoring of emplacement boreholes will include measurements of 
temperature, radiation levels, and sidewall conditions. 

Security services at the npository will be provided by a private 
contractor. 

Waste retrieval. Additional information was requested about waste 
retrieval, such as an analysis of a worst-esse accident. Also mentioned was 
a concern that the waste would not be retrievable for more than 50 years 
after emplacement. One commentar wanted to know where the waatas would be 
~tared if they were retrieved. 

Response. The position of the Office of Civilian Radios.ctivo Ws.ste 
~mnagement (OCRWM) Program on the issue of retrievsbility is that the reposi
tory be designed, constructed, and operated so that the capability to 
retrieve the previously emplaced waste package.s is retained for up to 50 
years after the first waste is emplaced in the repository, unless a longer or 
~horter time period is specified by the Secretary (DOE) ~~d approved by the 
NRt;. This condition W'ill be maintained until the satisfactory completion of 
lt performance confirmation program as stipulated by 10 CFR Part 60.111 
(including NRC review) and after decommissioning activities are authori~ed 
by the NRC. 

The repository design, in accordanc~ with 10 CFR Part 60, will have the 
capability to begin the retrieval at any time for 50 years after the start of 
waste-package emplacement. For design purposes, it is assumed that the 
actual retrieval, if retrieval proves to be necessary, would take approxi
mately as long as the period used for waste emplacem~nt tmd repository 
construction. This length of time is consistent with the provision in 10 CFR 
Part 60.111, in which public health and safety considerations are of primary 
importance in any waste-retrieval operation. 

The capability to retrieve the waste packages from backfilled rooms 
would be demonetrated prior to a decision to backfill the waste package 
storage rooms and would be maintained regardless of whether ·the storage rooms 
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have been backfilled, Therefore, the decision to backfill would be based in 
part on an evaluatL··n of the advantages of early badUlliag versus the 
disadvantages of in::-,·eased difficulty of retrieval. 

})uring the sumn:er of 1985, the DOE developed a po!.ition on rotriev
ability to fully de·~.cribe and document all deoign, cons! t'Uction, operation, 
and maintenance equ- pment requirements associated "''ith .,t.rievability. Pro
gres!l hns been mllde in evaluating the effects of these -.equ.f.remente on the 
repos.f.tory design ttnd in assessing the aaeoctated equ:ptent needs. l'hese 
retrieval effects will be analyzed and addressed durin,.: the site character-
ization period end r,·ubsequent design phesea supportu, the license 
application, 

Use and storage of wastes that had been retrieved WQuld depend on the 
reason thal reLrjeval was initiated, 

Issue: Material, et~ergy, and labor rcqulrements 

Twenty-three comments were received on this issue. Because of the 
variety of subjects within this ieeue, it has been separated further into two 
topics: materials r~qujrements and labor force estimates. 

Materials t·equirements. Additional information was requested about the 
types, amounts, and sources of materials that would be required for the 
repository (including the rail spur find access road); the source of these 
~stimates; and the potential conflicts these requirements may pose on a 
~rotdng Las Vegas. A few commenters stated that, to the extent possible, raw 
materials for the repository should be acquired from Nevada sources. Several 
commenters wanted Lo know how much water would be required for the repository 
and whether the OOE currently has water rights in this ar~a, specifically for 
Well J-13 which may be the water sourc-:e for the repository. One commentet 
wanted to know how muc.h electricity would be required for the project and the 
effects that this consumption could have on local demand. Pinally, one com
manter requested the source of information for Table 5-S (P.atimated require
ments for construction equipment) of the draft EA. 

Response. The types and amounts of materit-1ls required for a repository 
are listed in Section 5.1 of the final EA. Materials for constructing the 
repository wlll probably be ohtalned from the most economical som·cas, which 
in many cases may be local. The purchas.f.ng details are not known al this 
time, but are reserved for detailed study at a future date. Material and 
resource requirements for construction of the rail and road are included in 
the overall estimates in the EA. It is the DOE view that a comprehensive 
discussion of potential conflicts between the material-supply requirements of 
the repository and Las Vegas is more aprropriate for the Environmental Impact 
Statement. Estimates of material and resuurce requirements in the final EA 
are derived from MacDougall (1985), which now contains an appendix that 
provides details on material and resouCC£! rf!quirements that are too lengthy 
to include .f.n the EA. 

The maximum yearly water demand for the repository is estimated to rise 
Lo a peak of 120,000,000 gallons per year at the end of the sixth year and 
decrease to about 115,000,000 gallons per year and remain at this level for 
the next 26 years, The minimum average water demand for the following 
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23 years of operntlun would be approximately 2,500,00() gallons per year. 
Analyses to date i11'' icate that sufficient water to support the repoaitot·y can 
be obtained from ne(, or existing we1la at the NTS (such as Well J-13) for 
which the DOE has w;; t.er rights. 

The estimalt.!d '.emand for electricity for the rej'>0l!tory is leBa than 
5,000 million kilo~utt hours. The DOE ia currently cc ducting a study of 
future load and power requirements of the Nevada Test Sire. 

The source of. information for construction equiplt . .e 1t (Table S-8) is 
based on assumptions oresented by project parlicf.pants ·--dth construction-
related experief!ce. The estimates in this table are baaed on typical 
requirements for the construction of n large facility. 

Labor iorce estimates. Several conunenters questioned the method by 
which labor force estimateS were made in the draft EA. 

Respo.!!!..~· Labor force estimates w-ere derived from :::everal gourcea. The 
sources used to derive the labor force estimates, are presented in Section 
5.1 of the final EA. Briefly, for construction, cost estimst~s were prepared 
by an architect~·engineer according to the conceptual desJ.gn of the facility 
and the material-labor-cost ratios experienced at other large projects. The 
labor man-hours were then obtained and the number of construction worker~ 
calculated. For operations, detailed operations procedures were developed 
(Dennis et al., 198'1), times for each operation estimated, and man-hours 
determined. Coupled with t.ha number of operations required for the 
repository capacity, this determined the number of operations workers. 

Uncertainty in manpower estimates have been reflected in two ways: 
(I) a contingency factor, which vade a from 20 to 40 percent (MacDougall, 
(1985)), is applied based on the complexity of the repository component; and 
(2) Lm overall contingency allowance of 30 percent applied to manpower 
estimates. The estimates with and without the contingency factors applied 
result in upper and lower bounds Otl these eetimstea. 

Part of the criticism of the labor force estimates is related to the 
uncertainty surrounding the actual design of the repository. Jt is true that 
the design of the repository is still preliminary, That, however, is 
precisely why additional impact analyses are planned, and why detailed socio
economic studies await more specific information about the design. Results 
of these future impact studies will be included in the Environmental Impact 
Statement. 

Issue: Compatibility with non-repository operations 

Two comments were received on this issue. One requested a discussion 
of radio and electronic emissions from the repository that could affect 
nearby military operations and weapons testing. Another requested infor
mation about the potential danger to the repository and the repository 
workers from routine weapons testing. 
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Response 

Construction t!.lh'· operation of the repQsitory would r-~sult in both l'adio
electronic emissionfl and additional noise levels at the ,' ~te. Radio traffic 
would be assoc:f.ated 'dth incoming traffic, material, an\. 1"aste shipments. 
Radio frequencies will be S(!lected that wiJ.l not intatf€!\:e with ongoing 
civilian or mil:ltat·y activities in the area. Potentia effects of radio
electronic emissions on Air Force operations will be cor;i lnually assessed as 
the repository progt'am develops. 

The DOE proposes to remove underground workers at Ll. repoaitory during 
weapons testing as tt precaution. If a repository is co~,o:~tructed at Yucca 
Mountain, it will be built to withstand the ground motion from either natural 
earthquakes or from underground nuclear explosions. 

Issue: Miscellaneous 

Three comments \fete received that were classified 1'1 this issue area. 
One coaunenter requested an explanation of the term .!E._direct employees. 
Another commenter asked if eaboteurs could, at some time in the future, 
extract the wastes. Finally, one commenter stated that the first paragraph 
of Section 5.1.2.1 of the draft EA was unclear. 

Response 

As defined in Section s.q,l,l of the draft EA, indirect employment is 
th~ " ••• increase in trade, service, and other employment that can be 
attributed to the increased demand for goods and services,'' All of Section 
5.1 of the draft EA has been rewritten for the final EA. As a part of this 
revision. Section 5.1.2.1 was reviewed and edited in an attempt to make the 
text more clear. 

The final repository design will include a number of physical security 
systems to prevent potential sabotage to the repository or to its contente, 
Other security measures will be developed in later design stages. 

.. I_ . ,, 
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C.5 POSTCLOSURE RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY 

This section ir1:'ludes couunents on the condition and perfonnauce of the 
repository over the long term, after it 18 closed and .;uled. With the 
exception of iasues <:elated to climatic change and long-l.ellD site ownership-, 
all comments addrtlafl the geologic ot' hydrologic featurt~:s o.i tho site. 

Comments in this category address the postclosure ~tetem guideline and 
all the suitability analyses for individual guidelin~' that support the 
evaluation of the nyatem guideline. These include all .:rg.lyses in support of 
the Environmental Protection Agen<:y and Nuclear· Regu!t wry Commission 
resulations governing the. long-term performance of the t·f~po8itory (40 CFR 
Part 191 and 10 CPR Part 60). Many of these guidelines cannot be evaluated 
fully until after site chatacterization. This section, 'herefore, includes 
many comments that address some important data uncsrtalnties about the 
repository syetem~ 

C.5.1 GEOHYDROLOGY 

The geohydrology guideline addresses the present and expected character
istics of the geohydrologic setting of the site and related processes 
operating within this setting. The favorable, potentially adverse, qualify
ing, and disqualifying conditions establish the basis for determining if the 
geohydrologic characteristics and processes are compatible with waste 
containment and isolation. The 193 co~nents received in this category were 
divided into six issues: (1) General Comments and Challenges, (2) Travel
Time Calculations, (3) Flux Estimates, (4) Climatic Effects, (5) Unsaturated 
Zone Conditions, and (6) Saturated Zone Conditions. 

lnsue: Genera). comments and challenges 

Twenty-seven comments were received covering general concerns in geo
hydrology and challenging the adequacy of the data base that was available 
for evaluation of this guideline. The comments were subdivided into four 
topics: data adequacy, qualifying condition evaluation, site character
ization, and miscellaneous. 

Data adequacy. A few commenters questioned the approaches that will be 
used to test the applicability of conceptual models, to establish that 
appropriate field data will be obtained, and to maximize the utilization of 
the limited available data. Additional comments addressed the overall 
adequacy of the data base to support the conclusions reached in the Environ
mental Assessment (EA). 

~esponse. The u.s. Department of Energy (DOE) intends to use comp-uter 
models and professional judgment to refine and test concep-tual models. As 
suggested in one of the CO!DD1ents, output from computer models is a valuable 
scurce of direction for future field-data acquisition. It is recognized that 
the DOE wi.ll need to establish by modeling and expert judgment that it has 
collected sufficient and representative data to support statistically valid 
conclusions. It is also recognized that a number of analytical approaches 
should be used in the case of a limited data base. This is exactly the 
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reasoning that he;; !·een applied to estimating flux in the unsat-.Jrated zone 
(see issue on flllX ·stimates). On the question of th~ overall adequacy of 
the EA data base, ~-·- should ba noted that Appendix til of 10 CFR Part 960 
does not call for nn unequivoc.al conclusion for qualifyi.n~ and disqualifying 
conditions nt the pr·esent stage of aiting. Text chanse.l: have been made where 
appropriate to emph.laize the uncertainties inherent in the data base, the 
conceptual models, •.nd the resulting conclusions. 

Qualifying condition evaluation. Some comment& .It re directed at the 
qualifying condition for geohydrology~ stating that <!Valuations .are 
unsupported and miale'ldins, that th£: appropriate conclus on would be that no 
information shoWG that the. sits is qualified, or that data are insufficient 
to draw any mean,tngful conclusions. 

Respon{Jo. The basis for a preliminary finding th1J.t a site may be 
nominated and recommended for characterizntion is reviewed in the first 
response ~nder this issue, and is taken from Appendix ITI of the OOF. siting 
guidelines. The DOil has evaluated the Yucca Mountain site against the 
technical guidelines, as required by 10 CFR Part 960, and has reached con
clusions of site suitability on the basis of available evidence and best 
scientific judgment. Text changes throughout Chapter 6 of the final EA have 
been made to incorporate explt.cit statements of uncertainty where appro
priate. The DOE agrees that information i9 insufficient to demonstrate that 
the site is qualified. This decision must await site !!elll!ction. However, 
the evidence also doee not indicate that the stte is not qualified, ~tich is 
the appropriate finding for the nomination and recommendation of a site for 
site characterization. 

Sito ch~cterization. Questions were received relating to site 
charactedzation, noting that site-specific data are n.eedod to apply regional 
modele with t'eaeonable certainty to site conditions and processes. It was 
allggested that future characterization 11zay not change the finding on the 
third favorable condition, which presently concludes that the site cannot be 
readily characterized and modeled with reasonable certainty. Several 
col'lllll.enters pointed out weaknesses in the brief section entitled 11 Plans for 
SHe Chsracterizatton11

, specifically noting the difficulties in character
izing the vadose zone. Two coiDlllenters requested that oome quantitative 
measures of the amount of investigation that has been conducted be added to 
the EA. 

Response. The DOE recognizes that site characterization could letid to 
changes in the findings .::.n1 the technical guidelines. Reevaluation after site 
charactetizstion is explicitly required for the qualifying and disqualifying 
conditions by 10 CFR 960.3. The need for more site-specific data to refine 
and teat conceptual models and to apply regional models to site~epecUic 
problems is recognized (see the firat response under this issue). All 
aspects of vadose zone hydrology. including fracture flow under saturated 
conditions. will be studied during site characterization by field testing, in 
situ testing, laboratory experiments, and numerical analyses and simulations. 
Information pertaining to the types of site investigations conducted to date 
are covered as part of the discussion in Section 6.3.1.1.2 and in relevant 
data sections of Chapter 6. Data from these investigations that 11ere 
relevant to and representative of site conditions and processes were used in 
evaluating the suitability of the site for characterization. 
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Miscellaneous. The miAcellaneoua comments addressed concern l:tbout 
public health and safetJ. the conservatism of conclusions n~r,ardin8 b,~havior 
of natural barriers at j 'le Hite, a qu(lstion of the need tot' en!Jineered 
barriers, and the need E ··r an expanded disc.ui'Jaion of the basfc premises that 
underlie unsaturated zonH ciiapoaal. 

Response.. Tho DOE' iB required to meet the requirerne• L~ of the DOE 
siting guidelinee, the NuclGar Regulatory CommiAsion (NRC), md r.he Envi.ro-n
mcnta: Protection Agency. These requirements should adeq·\a ·ely er1sure the 
protection of public health and safety. Although engineer· d barriers are not 
used in the evaluations '· f technical guidelines in auppot'l'. nf site suit
ability, they are t< be considered in order to establish tha the presence of 
f'_ngineered features will not degrade performance of natural barriers. It 
should also be 11oted that the NRC requirement for substan···ially complete 
contnirunent for 300 to 1,000 years is intended to ensure that the most 
hazardous materials, which are present early in the decay process, have been 
reduced to low levels U and when the period of controlled release begins. 
The DOE has taken a conservative position tn the prelimina·:y aaaess!'flent of 
performance. It is recognized that further data and analysis are needed to 
asseas repository performance with the level of confide'Clce eventulllly 
required by the NRC. 

The basic premises regarding unsaturated zone disposal are covared as 
part of the discussion in the postcloeure systam guideline, Section 
6.3.2.2.1, except for the point mentioned in the C',omment that dilution of 
vadose water by the larger quantities of water in transit in the satut"ated 
zone should be considered ilt the overall evaluation. Thia aspect of isola
tion which is provided by the unsaturated zone will be further evaluated as 
flow paths are better defined during site characterization. 

Iae10e; 1 Trave 1- time calculations 

Forty-four comments were received addressing various aspects of the 
truvel--time calculations that support the evaluation of the disqualifying 
condition and the first favorable condition. These comments were aubdivided 
into the following topics: challenges to travel times, uncertainties in 
calculations, and isotope ages of ground water. 

Challenges to travel times. Numerous comments contained specific 
challenges to the OOE conclusions that the travel time from the diatut'bed 
zone to the accessible environment exceeds 1,000 years, as required by the 
disqualifying condition, and that the travel time; in fact, exceeds 10,000 
years~ as -required for claiming the first favorable condition. Several of 
the commenters challenged the use of 1 millimeter (0.04 inch) par year as the 
likely flux, and requested that ranges of values for flux and other hydro
logic properties and parameters be used to establish a range of travel times 
that include fracture-flow scenarios. Given the uncertainty and variability 
in many of the properties and parameters and the absence of critical data, 
several comroenters stated that little confidence should be placed i-n 
calculated travel times and, further, that claims of conservatism are 
unjustified. An alternative travel-time calculation is provided in one of 
the comments, and results of this calculation were used to claim that the 
travel time may be lese than 1,000 years. 
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Resnonse • The th',lf t EA text in Sect ion 6. 3.1.1 ha.s been rev leed to 
include discussion of. uncertainties related to travel-t:lme calculations. 
Section 6.3.1.1.5 has ?een revised, and total travel-tim~ distributions for 
the upper bound on ex;'a.Cted flux of 0.5 millimeter (0.02 fnch) per year are 
given. The travel-tble calculations provided in one of tt\8 corrunente were 
baaed on estimated va,..tability in measured hydrologic par·-11eetere, whereao the 
revised travel-til1l8 r.;.llculations in Section 6. 3. 1.1. 5 0-r-: based on random 
sampling of hydrogeolC>gic parameters for rnany 10-foot-thl \( elements in each 
hyd,.ogeologic. unit. The means and standard deviations f:o1 effective poroBity 
and S.<\turated matrix conductivity for the hydrogeologic unita considered in 
the travel-time calcul \tiona are also presented in th(l ··tlvised text in 
Table 6-17. 

For purposes of calculating travel times, the three··dimensional volume 
of each hydrogeologic unit beneath the repository area ~,t.Tatl subdivided into 
vertical columns &nd then further subdivided into 10-foot-thick incrementa. 
Particle velocity for each element within a hydrogeologic unit Y"ae determined 
by randomly sampling a value of saturated hydraulic condt.ctivity from a range 
of values appropriate for that unit. This form of raa.dom s8IIlpling h 
referred to as random field sampling; the probability of selecting a given 
parameter value :le determined by the shape of the frequency distribution for 
that parameter. The selected conductivity value was compared with the flux 
to determine whether flow was through the matrix or through fractures. If 
the flow was found to be through the porous rock matrix, a particle velocity 
was calculated by dividing the flux value by a randomly selected value for 
effective porosity. If the flow occurred through fractures, th~ velocity of 
flow was determined by dividing the calculated value of flux in the fractures 
by 0.0001, the assumed effecttve porosity for all fracture flow in the 
unsaturated zone. The portion of flux remaining in the matrix and this value 
were used to obtain a matrix flow time as well as a fracture flow time for 
each element characterized by fracture flow. This procedure was repeated for 
each 10-foot-thick element within each of 963 vertical columns. The sum of 
all indlvidual element travel times through each column represents one 
[eaUzation of total travel time~ The procedure was repeated 10 tim.ea for 
each column to give a representation of the variation in travel time due to 
the uncertainty from sampling of hydraulic parameters. Results are shown as 
a total travel-time histogram and cumulative frequency curves for each 
hydrogeologic unit. 

An alternative approach to the calculation of travel times is also pre
sented in Section 6.3.1.1.5, whereby one value of conductivity and effective 
porosity was sampled for the entire thickness of each column in each hydro
geologic unit. This approach yields higher, but probably physically unreal
istic, estimates of the probability of continuous fracture flow and rapid 
matrix flow than the sampling method just described, which more realiet1cally 
accounts for vertical as well as horizontal variation in the hydraulic 
parameters. The results for this highly conservative alternative approach 
are included in the text to indicate the potential isolation qualities 
provided by the rock due to variations in hydrologic parameters in the 
vertical direction and to acknowledge travel t1mes that could occur in the 
highly unlikely event that fractu[e flow were susta1ned throughout continuous 
vertical paths within each hydrogeologic unit. 
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Miscellaneous. ~-he miscellaneous comments addressed concern about 
public health andsaf\:•:y, the conservatism of conclusions regardin& behavior 
of natural barriers s.:. the site, a quegtion of the need for engineered 
barriers, and the nNY, for an expanded diseusaion of the b tsic premises that 
underlie unsaturated ;-.one disposal. 

Response. The l,tOE is required to meet the requir.ruent.s of the DOE 
siting guidelines the Nuch~ar Regulatoty Commission (NRt 1 and the Environ
ruontal Protection Agency. These requirements should ar1e, Jately ensure the 
protecti.on of public hm1lth and safety. Although engin- e-·,ld barriers are not 
used in the evaluatior•J of technical guidelines 'in supJ'( .,.t of site suit
ability, they an. to be considered in order to establish 1 hat the presence of 
engineered features will not degrade performance of natul:al barriers. It 
should also be noted that the NRC requirement for sube(·lmtially complete 
containment for 300 to 1,000 years is intended to ensure that the most 
hazardous materials, which are present early in the decay proce~s, have been 
reduced to low leve19 if and when the period of controlled t(!lease begins. 
The DOE has taken a conservative position in the prelim:~nary assessment of 
performance. It is recognized that further data and analysis are needed to 
assess repository performance with the lavel of confidence eventually 
required by the NRC. 

The basic premises regarding unsaturated zone disposal are covered as 
part of the discussion in the postclosura system gui.deline, Section 
6.3.2.2.1, except for the point mentioned in the comment that dilution of 
vadose water by the larger quantities of water in transit in the satu~ated 
zone should be considered in the overall evaluation. This aspect of isola
tion which is provided by the unsaturated zone will be further evalua·ted as 
flow paths are better deifined during site characterization. 

Issu~: Travel-time calculations 

:Forty-four comments were rec~ived addressing various aspects of the 
travel-time calculations that support the evaluation of the disqualifying 
condition and the first favorable condition. These comments were subdivided 
into the following topics: challenges to travel times, uncertainties in 
calculations, and 1.sotope ages of ground water. 

Challenges to travel times. Numerous comments contained specific 
challenges to the DOE conclu!lions that the travel time from the disturbed 
zone to the accessible environment exceeds 1,000 years, as required by the 
disqualifying condition, and that the travel time; in fact, exceeds 10,000 
years, as required for claiming the first favorable condition. Several of 
the cmnmenters challenged the use of 1 millimeter (0.04 inch) per year <H!I the 
likely flux, and requested that ranges of values for flux and other hydro
logic properties and para~etera be used to establish a range of travel times 
that include fracture-flow scenarios. Given the uncertainty and variability 
in many of the properties and parameters and the absence of critieal data, 
several commenters stated that little confidence should be placed in 
calculated travel times and, further 1 that claims of conaervatism are 
unjustified. An alternative travel-time calculation is provided in one of 
the comments, and results of this calculation \i'ere used to claim that the 
travel time may be less than 1,000 years. 
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The assumptionfol underlying these travel-time calculations ,..,re that 
unsaturated zone flu.; below the disturbed zone is verttr~al and uniformly 
distributed in time !i:td space, the hydraulic gradient in the unsaturated zone 
is unity (only verti.(;..Il flow oceurs), the effective hydr··'JliC conductivity 
through the matrix of 11ny given rock volume is oqunl to 111~ flux (i.e., the 
saturation adjust a t' n conductivity exactly eufficient I l· pass the nux), 
and that water does not flow through fractures until 1 'ux reaches about 
95 percent of the s~turated matrix conductivity. Given :hose assumptions, 
pa,:ticle velocity is simply flux divided by effective t-Hosity. 

The travel time f 1 r;he saturated portion of the f!-,;,1 path is calculated 
for a d!_\tance d 5 kilometers (3 miles), u1:1ing a hydr<! .. lic gradient of 
3.3 x 10 , which was derived from water level measurements. 

In the case of the disqualifying condition (10 CFii 960,4-2-1), the 
requirement is that ".,, the pre-waste-emplacement ground-water travel time 
from the disturbed zone to the accessible environment is expected to ile less 
tban 1 1000 years along any pathway of likely and signi "icunt radionuclicle 
travel." Because thia condition is a restatement of the travel-time 
requirement from 10 CFR Part 60, a recent clarification of the NRC perfor
mance objective should be noted. A letter from the NRC to ~he DOE (Browning, 
1985) states that the "likely" modifier in ~he NRC performance opjectiva 
anticipates that theoretically possible. but extremely unlikely, paths wUl 
be excluded when determining whether the performance objective has been met. 

Considering the evidence available~ to date for the pre-waste-emplacement 
travel times at Yucca Mountain, the mean unsaturated zone travel time is
about 43,000 years; the range of unsaturated zone travel times is estimated 
to be from 9,345 to 80,095 years. Adding the 5-kilometer (J-nlile) saturated 
zone travel time gives a minimum travel time of 9,485 years and a maximUJo 
travel time of 81,235 years. These travel times are given in Section 
6.3.1.1.5; they demonstrate that the Yucca Hountain site meets the require
ments for not being disqualified with respect to the geohydrology disqualify
ing condition. 

For the first favorable condition, the evaluation is to be for ". ,. any 
path of likely rsdlonuclide travel". This condition does not specify that 
aignificant quantities of radionuclides are likely to follow the path. 
Therefore any path that could transport radionuclides must be considered i.n 
this evaluation. Ag stated above, the range of travel times is between 9,485 
and 81,235 years; only one realization out of 9,630 realizations of -the 
travel time model produced a travel time less than 10,000 years. The favor
able condition is therefore judged to be present. 

Uncertainties in calculations. Many comments were received regarding 
various aspects of uncertainty on the parameters used to calculate travel 
times; they suggested that further studies are necessary to adequately 
characterize both unsaturated and saturated conditions. Several commenters 
suggested that a range of saturated zone travel times should be calculated 
because of simplistic models and paucity of appropriate data. Other 
commenters pointed out that uncertainties in flux estimates should be stated 
and the potential effect~ of higher fluKes should be considered. Effective 
porosities and hydraulic conductivities in the EA were noted to be p~ov1ded 
as single or mean values, with no ranges gi\•.;!n anc;l no explao1at1on of, why 
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these values were judged to be conservative. One cO!IliT.u:mter not11.d that the 
degree of satura.tif•t was not taken into account for tr1111el-time calculations, 
and another noted t~~at the cross-over point between matrix and fracture flow 
cannot be predicte() at current levels of understanding, One coamanter noted 
that specific NRC siting regulations have not been d !tj another noted 
confusion over the ..nanner in which the disturbed zone ;a~~ defined in the EA. 
The possibility f,nr rapid water flow through fractur '1 was rnantioned in 
several comment iii, and one commenter suggested that the Her all uncertainty in 
~stimates of travel time roust be the additive uncer'·a .. nty in all of the 
parameters used to calculate travel time. Two conun~ l.i.€.;rs stated that it 
would be useful to ~nclude the effects of heat in t'b3 ground-water tt:'avel 
time estimates. 

g_~~· The DOE agrees that further studies ht'e required to ade
quately characterize the unsaturated and saturated zonw8 at Yucca Mountain. 
Various surface and in situ experiments and teste will be conducted during 
site characterization to attain this goal. The final EA considers a range of 
effective porositf.es and saturated hydraulic conductiYities in the unsatu
rated zone travel-tiiu~ calculations presented in Section 6.3.1.1.5. The text 
haa been revised to convey mGr·e accurately the basis for using an upper bound 
on flux of 0.5 millimeter (0.02 inch) per year for the unsaturated ~".one 
travel-time calculations. A flux value Gf 1.0 millimeter (0.04 inch) per 
yeal' was also considered in estimating travel times to adequately take into 
account the potential impacts of a higher flux. The current r&nges of 
effective por'oslty and saturated hydraulic conductivity for each hydro
geolGgic unit are provided in Section 6.3.1.1.5 (Table 6-17), along with 
references to the sources of the values. The DOE disagrees that degree of 
saturation was not taken into account for travel~time calculations, because 
estimates of effective porosity took into account the estimated percent of 
voids drained. 

With regard to the comment that cross-over points between fractu-re and 
matrix flow cannot be predicted, a recent computer simulation study by Wang 
and Narasimhan (1985) developed a statistical theory to describe flow along 
and across fractures that separate partially saturated matrix blocks. their 
simulations indicate that fluid flow in a partially saturated, fractured, 
porous rock unit can be simulated approximately without taking fractures into 
account. However, to simulate the response of this ~ock unit to non-steady
state fluid flow that included sufficient flux to induce some fracture flow 
would r"'quire characterization and simulation of fracture network geometriea 
and knowledge of discrete fracture characteristics. this detailed fracture 
information would be very difficult to obtain. 

The comment noting that the NRC siting regulations have not been met 
illustrates a misconception about the purpose of the EA. NRC requirements 
for siting will not be applied until licensing interactions between the NRC 
and the OOE are in process for a potential -repository. The purpose of 
Chapter 6 of the EA is to provide a detailed statement of the basis for 
nominating a site as suitable for characterization, as required by the 
Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA, 1983). 

Final definition of the boundaries of the disturbed zone will not occur 
until further understanding of the perturbing effects of a repository have 
been developed. For purposes of calculating travel times, the assumed 
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position of the distm•',ed zone is 50 meters (164 feet) below the c.@nterline 
of the repository, anti it 1a thought to be unlikely that ~epoflitoxy-induced 
changes beyond these disttmces could significantly afhct reposHory 
performance. In the (''llculationa of travel time and in cn.'lputer simulations 
of travel times, the ~:.ossibility for rapid water velocit~ ·s during fracture 
flow iR explicitly Ct:lv.sidered. On the question of addit ···r.~ uncertainties, 
the final EA diacu&Si.IJns of travel time clearly describe "W.ertaintiea in the 
calculations. Howev£l.t', it .~hould be noted that extreme ,plication of this 
phil.osophy can lead to totally unrealistic predictions o:h .t are far removed 
from the expected conditions and processes. 

Heat effects on rock properties that might influencf' .. ,ostcloaure travel 
times will be studied during site characterization thro1lgh performance 
assessment scenario anslysia. The disquslifier far gec'1ydrology is for 
pre-emplacement travel time and heat is not appropriately c.onsidered for that 
calculation. 

1sotope ages of ~round-water. Coromenters questioned the ab9ence of data 
from established isotope techniques for dating water and determini.ng travel 
times. It was suggested that tritium levels could be us~d to estimate the 
pedod of time that water had been out of contact with the atmoaphete. Using 
this app~oa.ch, one comroenter suggested that several wells in 'B'ortymile Wash 
may contain water components as young as 30 years old. It was further 
suggested that carbon-U ages may indicate rapid gtound-water movement or 
substantial recharge through Yucca Mountain. One commenter suggested that 
travel velocities in fractures within the Rainier M~sa vadose zone have been 
estimated at meters per day, and further stated that the presence of 
10,000-year-old ground waters at Yucca Mountain indicates that either the 
carbon-14 ages are wrong or the travel-time estimates are off by about a 
factor of 2. Another commenter combined a question of ground-water age 
eBtimates with a statement that no evidence was offered to support the 
conservatism of placing the dlsturbed zone at the bAse of the Topopah Spring 
Wl~lded unit. 

Response. Isotope ages for ground water are reported by Claassen 
(1983); Benson et al. (1983); and Waddell et o.l. (1984). Tritium data 
menti.oned in the comments may indicate a 11 soil-watee' contribut1.on, although 
obtaJ.ning uncontaminated samples has been difficult in the past and reaultB 
are not definitivE::. Claassen (1983) suggests that a major recharge event 
between 9,000 and 17,000 years ago can be detected by use of carbon-14 ages. 
The comment regarding the possibility of rapid recharge at Yucca Mountain 
does not consider the fact that a 10~000-year-old carbon-14 age represents a 
minimum age for the water. '.t'he possibility of mixing of water of different 
ages, and of the occurrence of local recharge events beneath intermittent 
streams, wakes the isotope age-dating technique an inexact science. Use of 
corrected carbon-14 ages must contain specification of the correction method 
used, because no unique solution is possible. n. lack of agreement between 
hydraulically computed veloctties and geochemically computed velocities is 
not surprising. The assumptions are different, and it may be erroneous to 
assume that water sampled down the hydraulic gradient f.rom another sampling 
locality 19 necessarily derived solely from the up-gradient sample. AB a 
result 10,000-year-old water at Well J-13 snd a calculated 20,000-year travel 
time froru the repository to the water table are not necessarily contra
dictory. 
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Rapid travel t ·lmes in other layered volcanic seqnancas are: possible, 
depending crtticall~· upon the infiltration and the cunent degree of satura
tion. In the case 1f Rainier Mesa, elevations are 2,250 to 2,340 meters 
(7,380 to 7,675 feet.) (White et al., l980), whereas the elevation at Yucca 
Mountain is about i ,SOD nteters (4,920 feet). Using teJleE:t in Czarnecki 
(1985), recharge at Rainier Mesa would be expected to h', .'tt least 7 percent 
of the annual precidtation, which is currently about 2':1) to 300 mUltmeters 
(7.8 to 11.7 inche!lt (Figuce 7, Czarnecki, 1985). Rec· u:ge at Rainier Mesa 
is probably a minimum of SO millimeters (2.0 inches) g ·~ater than average 
prectpi.tation at Yucca Mountafn; an upper bound on rec aqe at Yucca Mountain 
is estimated to be 3 oercent of precipitation. 

The critic?! factor rflgarding travel times in partially saturated, 
fractured, poroua tuff iB clearly indicated on the simt:'!ationfl reported by 
Wang and Nsr<JSimhan (1985) and a comparison of degree of satur.ation in the 
two tuff settings. Zimmerman ( 1983) reports that satuution at depth in a 
welded tuff unit nt Rainier Mesa is 95 percent, whereas ~verage saturation in 
the welded Topopah ~~pring Hember at similar depths at Yucca MQllntain is 65 
percent (Montazer and Wilson, 1984). Wang and Narasimhan (1985) show that at 
points near full saturation, the role of fractures is critical in modeling 
fluid velocities. They point out that vertical veloc.tties in fractures 
increase rapidly and peak just before the fracture becomes desaturated. 
After the fractures desaturate 1 velocities can be appt·oximated by a porous 
matrix velocity. Theae results indicate that at higher degrees of satura
tion, as is the situation at Rainier Mesa, rapid fracture flow is very 
probable. All evidence to date suggests that very limited fracture flow 
occurs within the Topopah Spring welded unit under current conditions, 
although some fracture flow may occur when lateral flow carries excess net 
infiltration to structural features (Montazer and Wilson, 1984). 

The comment on the conservatism of the position of the dtsturbed zone is 
covered under the immediately preceding response. 

Issue: Flux estimates 

Twenty-seven comments were received regarding the approaches for esti
mating fluxes, the uncertainty of current flux estimates, and the validity of 
the conceptual model for unsaturated flow. The comments have been subdivided 
into the following topics: unsaturated zone conceptual model and current 
flux estimates. 

Unsaturated zone conceptual model. Several comments addressed aspects 
of the conceptual model for the unsaturated zone developed by Montazer and 
Wilson (1984). Two commenters suggested that the model is treated as though 
it has been verified and that data are insufficient to reach this conclusion, 
particularly because other models could be developed. Another commenter 
suggested that fracture flow is plausible in the densely welded units, 
although available data are insufficient to resolve this question. Two 
commenters point out field data for the vitric Calico Hills nonwelded unit 
that is judged to conflict with predictions of the conceptual model. Other 
commenter9 questioned the validity of the capillary-barrier concept. 

Response. Text in the EA has been revised to explain how computer 
modeling will be used in an ~terative fashion to refine and test conceptual 
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models as more data au obtained during site characterizr:~.tlon. Givt.=m the 
current understanding O'. unaatuL·ated flow, the conceptual ,,odel is jl.\dged to 
be sufflciently fledb.>.e to accommodate improved undersl:Gmding of the 
unsaturated r.one. If Jound to be invalid, the conceptual model wi1.1 be 
rev !sed. 

The DOE believes the concepts of lateral flow, penP<ef ;>:!Liity banters, 
and capillary barrierG are supported by available field db oa, and preliminary 
results of modeling. The EA te'ltt has been revised to e!,,..borate on the 
evidence that supports this conclusion and to provide ad~ HJonal references. 
It is not correct, as s:.ated in one of the comments on ttd o topic, that the 
flux entering thro"gh the Tlva Canyon Member must equal th1. recharge beneath 
the primary repository area. As di.scussed in Montazer anct Wilson (1984), 
lateral diversion to bounding faults may cause very limit~d recharge directly 
beneath the primar.v repository area. A higher degrae of saturation in the 
lower Calico Hills nonwelded unit could result from capillary forces drawing 
water upward from the water table. In addition, water co~ttenta reported for 
the Calico Hills are from both the saturated and unsaturated zones. All of 
the reported unsaturated zone cores were drilled with fo;,,m or water. Pre
liminary results to date suggest that neither wet- nor dry-drilling methods 
cause significant changes in water content of core samples. The Calico Hills 
vitric facies is underlain by a thick zeolitic facies throughout the primary 
repository area (Montazer and Wilson, 1984) although in part of the area, the 
zeolitic facies is .tn the saturated zone. Travel-time calculatlona are 
provided for both the vitric and zeolitic Calico Hills units in Section 
6.3.1.1.5 of the EA. 

The DOE acknowledges that direct evidence is currently lacking to 
support the concepts of permeability and capillary barriers. Evidence of 
very low flux. in the Topopah Spring unit (Montazer et at., 1985) combined 
with eatimates of higher values of regional recharge fluxes support the 
concept of lateral flow and the probable effectiveness of the capillary 
barriers. Perched water is not required for lateral flow to occur, as was 
augg~sted by several commenters. 

Current flux. estimates. Numerous comments addressed aspects of the 
evidence supporting the current flux eatimates for Yucca Mountain. The 
nature of the contact between the Topopah Spring welded unit and the Calico 
Hills nonwelded unit was questioned, as was the support for the statement 
claiming there is no evidrmce for fracture flow in the host rock.. One 
commenter suggeated that authigenic minerals in fractures provide indirect 
evidence for fracture flow. The long-term constancy of flux was challenged 
as well as the lack of consideration of future possible higher infiltration 
rates. Current flux estimates were challenged as unsupported or poorly 
supported, and it was noted that the vadose zone has not been adequately 
characterized, particularly with regard to the potential for retardation. 
Uncertaintiee in infiltration estimates were noted aa an additional source of 
uncertainty in flux. One commenter noted that because the site cannot 
presently be readily c,haracterized and modeled with reasonable certainty, 
there la no proof that future studies will reach this goal, and that other 
concluaiona are weakened by this fact. One cornmenter pointed out that 1f 
current flux estimates were established to be too low, then travel times may 
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not meet the 1,000 ·year reqUirement. It was also noted that fr.acture flow 
can occur at almo;t all stages of ~atur.ation, accord~.ng to Montazer and 
Wilson (1984), am! that the proposed model is not the only r.flaeonable 
description of avP .... lable information. 

Reaponse. U.>ing various linea of evidenc.e, the !(..I; has concluded that 
the doWt\ward fluJI. in the host rock probably is les;' than 0.5 millimeter 
(0,02 inch) peor year. The conclusion is based on in. mnation presented in 
Wilson (1985). The OOE has -revised Section 6.3.1.1 ~ of the EA to convey 
more accurately thfl basts for th~ estimate of fl1 .. , and has included 
statements concerni11g the degree of uncertainty. 

According to the conceptual model (Montazer and Wilson, 1984), little if 
any flow occurs in the fractures of the lower part of: the Topopah Spring 
welded unit and flow probably enters the Galico Hilltt unit from the matrix. 
The nature of flow at the contact between the Topopah Spring and Calico Hills 
unite depends on whether. the vitric or zeolitic faciea of the Calico Hills 
nonwelded unit are present. The pore aizes of the vitric facies nre much 
larger than those of the matrix of the Topopah Spring unit and may result in 
a capillary barrier Where those units are in contact. Conversely, the pore 
sizes of the zeolitic facies are about the same as for the matrix of the 
Topopah Spring unit, resulting in continuity of matrix flux across the 
contact. Flux within the Calico Hille nonweldod unit probably occura with 
some lateral component of down-dip flux because of the existence of layers 
wlth contrasting hydraulic conductivity in the unit. Water that flows down 
dip along the top of the Calico lUlls nonwelded unir; slowly percolates into 
this unit and slowly diffuses downward. This down-dip flow probably persisto 
for longer distances along the upper contact of the zeolitic faeies, which 
has less permeability than the vitric faciea. In either case, flux into each 
facies is more or less distributed evenly. Fracture flow may occur within 
the uppermost layers of the Calico Hills unit, but diffusion into the m~trix 
probably removes the water from the fractures deeper in the unit, and flow 
becomes limited mostly to within the matrix exctapt along the structural 
[lo~laths, according to the conceptual model of Montazer and Wilson (1984). 

Theoretical curves preserlted in Montazer and Wilson (1984) indicate that 
fracture flow can occur even at low saturations; however, fracture flow under 
such conditions is likely to occur only along fracture walls and would be at 
velocities similar to matrix flow. Although the OOE believes matrix flow 
also is predominant in the welded units under current values of flux, travel
tim~ calculations in the final EA (Section 6.3.1.1.5) consider both matrix 
and fracture flow in all units depending upon the ratio of saturated matrix 
conductivity to the flux value, as described in the first res!)onee under 
travel-time calculations. 

The DOE agrees that the unsaturated zone has not been adequately charac
terized to date, and many in aitu, surface-based, laboratory, and numerical 
tests and experiments are planned during site char~cterization to remedy this 
situation, The DOE believes that the level of understanding will be 
sufficient to model and describe the processes with reasonable certainty 
after site characterization. 
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Tt·avel-time c.!llcuL Uons are baaed on what the DOE: beU.eves to be con-
servative values of l)e·,:·~olation through the host rock. tl.~v!sed Seetion 
6.3.t.t.S of the fi.nal !':A includes calculations for an upper bound on 
expected Uux of 0.5 ml,_limeter (0.02 inch) per year, and '',_;r 1 mi.lUmeter 
(0.04 inch) per year tn take into ac.count the. unlikely S{·•.nario of flux 
values twlce the curnJ••t recharge e!iltimate beneath Yucca /l(luntain. An 
evaluation of the appr<Jpriateness and degrees of conserve: :~un of the flux 
estimates is also ir.cluded in the EA. Effects of higher t:· rcolation rates 
expec:ceJ during pluvial times are not appropriate for ~tl tculations of 
pre-waste-emplacement trf'IVijl times. In addition, evidenc · irom authi~enic 
minerals about fracture •.low may represent previous high 1~. !ls of the water 
table or may repres.mt nea::-sul'face deposition in the pedogf..Jic zone (Vaniman 
2t al., 1985). 

Geochemistry of the vadose 1.one is covered in f..A SectJ.1Hl 6.J.1.2 and in 
Section c.s.z of. this document. The DOl~ position is that .->Ome :r;etardation 
will occur due to sotptive ~eolites and matrix diffusio't, even under 
conditions of fracture flow. For a discussion of comments on the 1 ,000-year 
travel timfl 1 see the second issue in this section. which covers travel-time 
calculations. 

ls~ue: Climatic effects 

Nineteen comments were received regarding the question of how clima-tic 
change will affect speciUc aspects of site suitability related to the 
geohydrology technical guideline. A number of other comments on climatic 
change are covered in Section C.S.4 of this document. One commf!nter Gtated 
thpt t:he £lffects of future climatic chomges on fluJt rates, development of 
perched wnter, and rad1onucl1de travel times have not been adequately 
addressed t:o date. Several cornmenters questioned the DOE claim that the 
nature and rat:es of expected climatic effects would not significantly affect 
isolation over the next 100,000 years, and suggested that a topic should be 
added to the first potentially adverse condition to explicitly cover 
" ••• changes in elevation of the water table." It was also suggested that 
expected pluvial conditions, which could increase flux by a factor of IS. 
indicate that the first potentially adverse condition is present at Yucca 
Mountain. Several commenters challenging this condition suggested that 
reliance on retardation under condit:l.ons of increased recharge and fracture 
flow is not warranted. One commenter suggested that current conditions at 
Rainier Mesa that cause Bignificant fracture flow are probably not unlike 
those that would exist at Yucca Mountain during a pluvial pedod. Several 
commenters questioned the approach used to estimate precipitation-recharge 
relationships by Czarnecki (1985), noting that expected infiltration in 
Fortymile Wash is critical in determining water-table levels, and that 
recharge estimates are tenuous and not valid for site-specific applications. 
It wa~ also noted that the evaluation of climatic effects did not adequately 
cover shortened flow paths and the potential for perched zones and springs. 
Several commenters also offered corrections to factual errors in the text. 

Response 

The DOE acknowledges that key licensing issues have not been re13olved to 
date. Except in the case of issues that require no site characterizat~on. 
this would not be expected nor would it follow the intent of the Nuclear 
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Waste Policy Act (NWP/ 1 1983). Prelimi.nary si.te suitabi.li.ty evalu.~ti.ons to 
support nomination fo·: site characterization iiJ the first. gtep. 

The DOE agrees l '1at a return to plllvial condidon& could reeult i.n 
geohydrologic changel:·, namely increased recharge, ri.si\i! water table, 
possible fracture fl.,-,,~, and changed gradients and flow ps·.hR in the saturated 
~one. What is not c!ld~ratood at this time is what effe,·t.o_. these changes 
would have on percolation through the Topopah Spring we :ed unit host rock 
(i.e., how effective capillary barriem and lateral L >W would be at 
diverting the increased infiltration and maintaining 1. ·\il fluxes through the 
host rock within the repository block). Furthermore, e.1H1 if direct sorptive 
effects are redt..:.ed under fracture-flow conditions, mat ix diffl.lsi.on may 
still provide an effective retardation factor of 400 (Tr~vis et al., 1984). 
The EA was revised to tnclude an assessment of the effects of changes in 
water-table elevations based on computer simulations (C~urnecki, 1985), and a 
discussion of uncertainty in the predicted water table altitude was also 
added. 

The estimate of 11n increase in flux by a factor of lS corresponds to a 
100-percent increase in precipitation that was used by Czarnecki (1985), 
based on field studies by Spaulding et at. (l9B4). The EA points out that up 
to t:wo-thirds of the increased precipitation may, in fact, beccne run-off 
rather than net infiltration. A detailed discussion of the potential 
similarities and differences between Rainier Mesa sod Yucca Mountain is 
provided in the third and final response under the travel-time calculations 
issue in this section. There it is noted that the role of fracture transport 
is critically depend~nt upon the degree of saturation, and it is unknown 
whether the host rock and underlying units at Yucca Mountain would reach the 
current high saturations (greater than 95 percent) observed at Rainier Meaa 
under expected future pluvial conditions. 

The precipitation-recharge relationship used by Czarnecki (1985) is 
regtonal, aa noted in the comments. However, the Yucca Mountain site is 
included in the original region over which recharge was estimated by Rush 
(1970). Therefore, the site-specific application may be more reliable than 
suggested by the comments. Discussions in the final EA text more clearly 
specify the uncertainties in recharge estimates and predict1ona of water
table changes~ 

It is true that diecharge points could occur at some location upgradient 
from existing discharge points, under conditions of increased recharge 
(Czarnecki, 1985). However, these points would still be beyond the boundary 
of the accessible environment, and thus per Ge would not affect transport of 
radionuclides to t'he accessible environment. Perched water tables and 
springs are not considered likely at the repository level or above. This is 
in part due to t11e presence of vitric pumice which is unlikely to have 
remained unaltered if past moisture conditions were near saturation. Pre
liminary conclusions are that the travertine and opal observed in fault 
traces near Yucca Mountain are unrelated to hot spring activity (Vanim.an 
et al., 1985). The EA text corrections in response to comments include 
several conversion errors in the predicted water table increase, and a change 
in wordtng in Section 6.3.1.1.6 to indicate that 130 meters ts not a "small" 
change. 
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Issue: Unsaturated zor11; cond 1 tiona 

'Fifty comments wer·~ received an the issue of unsatunt.led zone c.:ondi
tions. A number of the,•e comments questioned the concept oL free drainage 1.n 
the unsaturated zone, 111 well as the evidence for lateral ci:_vf'lrsion. Uncer
tainties an measurements and estimates of hydrologic condit.'.c.us Here also the 
subject of a number oJ: comments. The comments were subtl rLded into the 
f'ollc·wing four topics: free drainage, infilnation estic •. lea, hydrologic 
conditions, and corrections and clarifications. 

Free drainage. Several commenters questioned aspecto ·}f the evidence 
for free drainage in the host rock. A number of commente"l'b que8tioned the 
relationship b~tween air and rock-mass perrneabilities; se·.,eral additional 
commenters claimed that core analysis results provided by ',leeks and Wilson 
(1984) show that the matr:J.x does not drain, and that appat·ent perched water 
encountered in boreholea also suggests that the rock does not. drain freely. 
Four commenters noted confusi01.1 over the question of the fnvorabillty of free 
drainage, particularly pointing out that free drainage •\f radionuclide
bearing water would be highly unfavorable. Several commentera also pointed 
out that ~o get free drainage, fracture flow is required• with fluxes in 
excess of 1 mill11ueter (0.04 inch) per year for the host rack. In this case, 
free drainage would lead to short travel times to the accessible environment. 

Response. The concept of free dra1.nnge is confusing in Chapter 6 of the 
EA. In the geohydrology guideline (Section 6.3.1.1.3), one of the favorable 
conditions that is noted for unsaturated zone disposal is free drainage. 
How.ver, in Section 6.3.1.3.3 on rock characteristics, fracture development 
that could enhance free drainage is not a favorable condition. lt is clear 
that the difference should be related to whether tha freely draining water 
has contacted the waste and picked up rsdionuclides. If the free drainage 
limits the potential contact time of water with the waste, it may serve to 
limit the amount of radionuclides that can he transported. Alternatively, if 
t:he free drainage could in some manner occur after the water has reached 
~laturation with rad!onuclides. then the effect is clearly unfavorable. 

Montazer ana Wilson (1984) discuss the measurementG of air permeability 
and reference Montazer (1982) for a complete explan~tion of the relationship 
of air permeability measurements to bulk hydraulic conductivities. Free 
drainage must be evaluated at several scales. Weeks and Wilson (1984) may 
indicate that the matrix does not drain as suggested in the comment; however, 
this is for an assumpt:l.on of unit hydraulic gradient. Presumably the matrix 
is freely drained as long as gravitational or potential forces overcome 
capillary-attraction forces. 

The EA text has been revised to discuss mare fully the evidence 
regarding free drainage of the host rock. The DOE believes that the general 
nature of the host rock indicat.a:s that the capacity for free drainage exists 
beneath the repository block. This conclusion is supported by data from 
borehole USW UZ-6, which was drilled dry and showed no perched water in the 
host rock. The perched water that was encountered in USW UZ-1 was 
contaminated with drilling fluid, most likely to have come from USW G-1. 
which was only about 305 meters (approximately 1,000 feet) away (Henderson 
and Benson, 1983; Whitfield. 1985). Boreholes USW H-1 and USW UZ-1 are at 
th~ margin of the repositOry block, in a setting where perched water might be 
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encountered a.ccordi g to t:he conceptual model. The DOl! believes t:hat a tirae 
element should be i.tcorporated into the concept of free dt•ainage; if drilling 
fluid is introduced, some time will be required for the water to drain away, 
even under free dr.Lnoge conditions. ln the final EA, i:l"m DOE doeS claim the 
ijnbconditton for fl('.,e drainage. 

lnf :Ll tt'a tion r;~atimates. Estimates of and metho('_ used to estimate 
infiltration were ~J'Ueationed in six COJuments. Severa· ( .)mmenters pointed out 
that high-intenHity, flhort-duration storms and winter 1n:,ws produce infiltra
tion, some part of w~ich is not lost through evapotrt:tJ '?irst:ion. Several 
commentera alfJo potnt.~d out that direct measurements of ;nfiltr4tion have not 
been made at Yur-:::8. Mountain and that the DOE should have specific plans as to 
how this data will be obtained. The Rush (1970) statem~nt that approximately 
3 percent: o~ precipitation is expected to provide rech~<~:ge was challenged. 
Absence of springs and seops along washes as evidence for little or no inter
flow was challenged as negative evidence. 

Res~~~~· The EA text in Section 6.3.1,1.3 has been revised to clarify 
the stoteroents on potential evapotranspiration and infi.ltration. The DOE 
acknowledges that direct evidence is lacking to support infiltration 
estimates at this time. Better estimates of infiltration will be available 
during site characterization in the exploratory shaft. Plans for determining 
infiltrativn will be described in Chapter 8 of the Stte Characterization 
Plan. The Yucca Mountain site has been subjeP.ted to a number of geological 
and environmental field surveys; springs or ~aepo that are the result of 
!nterflow of any significant duration would have been discovered. 

Hydrologic conditions. Thirteen commentera addressed various aspects of 
the variability and uncertainty in hydrologic conditions in the unsaturated 
:-.one. Comments were received questioning the evidence for degree and con• 
utancy of saturation; the evidence for low and downward hydraulic gradient; 
t:he evidence for effective permeability; the evidence for diversion of down
"rard percolation causing lateral flow; the role of discrete fault zones in 
fluid transport; the evidence for capillary barriers; the evidence for the 
capillary fringe; and the estimates of effective porosity. 

Response. Variability in reported saturations is, in part, due to mea
surement errors Lilac result from measuring moisture content in loW""poro&ity 
rocks. As the water table or low permeability barriers are approached, local 
changes in saturation are likely to occur. The subconditlon in Section 
6. 3.1.1. 3 on constancy of eaturation is assumed to apply to spatial vari
ability rather than constancy of saturation through time. References to 
paleohydrology were deleted in the final EA texto It is agreed tha.t the 
terms "dry unsaturated zone" should not he used, and the final EA has been 
revised to reflect this point. The DOE also agrees with the comment that 
drilling fluids should not be used in boreholes that are to provide moisture 
content data. However, several recent unsaturated zone holes were vacuum-aiL 
drilled, and preliminary results suggest the introduction of drilling fluids 
in the past have not caused significant changes in moisture conditions of the 
matrix. For comments pertaining tv favorable condition 4, all text support
ing the subconditions has been deleted because this conditi.on explicitly 
pertains to saturated tone disposal only. Comments regarding low and down~ 
ward hydraulic gradient and effective porosity in the host rock and surround
ing units are in this categor.y. 
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The minimum distt:tr·.!e between the top of the Calico Hills nonwelded "Unit 
and the wat€!' table h Jbout 30 meters (about 100 feet), Above thie unit. is 
the Topopah Spring welded unit, and :1.t is coneidered unlikc 1.y that capilhry 
rise in the fracturea vf the welded unit would extend m"n·e than a few 
centimeters (Montat'!r :•nd Wilson, 1984), Therefore, the rHH'!Stion of the 
extent of the capillm::' fringe must specify whether the fd11ge ls in the 
matrix or in the frsct;ures, Discussions of effective !l'Tneability and 
lateral diversion in Section 6.3.1,1,3 have been reviaed tc reflect a comment 
that a pulse of infiltration may induce lateral flow at w\Olded-nonwelded 
contacts because air becomee trapped in the nonwelded unit ~nd decreases iU 
effective permeability to water, 

It should be noted that full or near saturation is rll't required for 
lateral flow, particularly when the flow is driven by gravitational forces, 
There i~ no direct evidence yet for permeability and capi.Llary bBrriers, 
However, the estimates of average recharge are much greater than can be 
accounted for by the r.Jatric potential in the Topopah Spring welded unit, 
suggesting that lateral flow has diverted some flux so tha~ it does not reach 
the Topopah Spring welded unit. 

The DOE acknowledges that the Ghost Dance Fault may serve as a conduit 
for downward flow, although current flux conditions in the Topopah Spring 
Member do not appear to support extensive fracture flow. In fact, Montazer 
et al, (1985) report that field e11i.dence euggestB an upward component of 
11apor flux rather than downward moisture flux which may ex:let in the 
fracturPe on the Topopah Spring welded unit. Hydrologic characteristics of 
the fault will be assessed during site characterizatlon. 

Corrections 8nd clarifications, Discr~pancies in EA text wera noted in 
a number of comments under this issue. Two commencers mentioned an omission 
of the consideration of thermal effects in the fluid flow regime under the 
first potentially adverse condition. Several commencers suggested text 
cor.rections and noted missing ref~rences and incorrect citations, 

Response. The first potentially adverse condition applies to expected 
changes in hydrolog:ic conditions that are not induced by the repository. 
Thermally induced changes are covered in Sect:lon 6.3.1.3 on rock character
isties. The discussion of fa11orable condition 4 in Section 6.3,}.1.3 has 
been deleted because this condition applies to saturated dispoaal only. 
Omitted text from Section 6.3.1.1.3 in the discussion of diversion of infil
tration has been added, and the meaning of this section has been clarified, 
During revision of the calculation of travel times, .errors W'ere corrected in 
Section 6.3.l.t.S. Incorrect citations in the EA text to .1tatementa regard
ing limited infiltration and recharge in Quiring ( 1965) and Winograd and 
Thordarson (1975) have been corrected. 

Issue: Saturated zone conditions 

Twenty-six comments were received addressing queetion9 about saturated 
zone condi tiona at Yucca Mountain, These comments covered a number of 
different. subjects and were subdivided into the following topics: water 
table, role of fractures, e11idence from springs, and corrections and general 
comments. 



Water table, '• few commenters noted that a fract.u~::e flow nystem could 
produce a water tah.l.e surface with abrupt changes in devation, making it 
difficult to c.hantc!.:erize and model. It was suggested that use of average 
hydrologic paramett:•;s in this type of system could cs1. ,;e large errors in 
travel-time estimAt.'~a. 

Rei!£.~· Th-E; DOE agrees that a fracture-flow gr . .md-water system does 
not necessarily produce ll smooth water table, and the, description of the 
potentiometric aurface has been qualified in the EA . e .. t. Models are being 
improved to better repres~nt expected conditions at t. e 'lucca l1ountain site. 
Data will be collected during site chsractedzation to teat and refine the 
models. 

Role of fractures. Comroenters questioned the eh...,cts cf unidentified 
subsurface fracture iOnes and the impact of diasiwilarity between surface and 
aubsurface fracture c.haracteristics, 

Response. In general, .fracture orientations in ··he subsurface are in 
good agreement with surface fracture orientations (USGS, 1984), This 
statement is also true with regard to the orientation of faults that indicate 
the roost recent movement. It is expected that some fault planes become less 
steep with depth; this can lead to lack of correlation of syrface and 
subsurface data unless changes in orientation with depth can be predicted. 
Nonwelded units also tend to behave differently from more brittle welded 
units and therefore smaller features such as cooling joints are unlikely to 
be continuous. 

Evidence from Rprings. Snme eommenters suggested the ex1.stence of deep
circulating springs or seeps in the Yucca Mountain area, and one commenter 
requested information about potential mixing between aquifera. 

Response. No springs are currently known to occur near Yucca Mountain 
or within a 10-kilometer (6-mile) radius of the site. Regional and local 
heat flow is relatively well studied, and extreme anomalies are not observed, 
The possibility that carbonate deposita located in trenches represent spring 
deposits is under investigation; however, preliminary conclusions are that 
these deposits formed st or near surface temperature etnd that their formation 
is related to pedogenic processes (Vaniman et al., 1985), Only one data 
point is available to indic.ate the possibility for mfKing of deep and shallow 
aquifers, Waddell et al. ( 1984) reports that the head in the deeper carR· 
bonate aquifer is about 20 meters (66 feet) higher than in the overlying tuff 
aquifer at Well UE-2Sp#l, indicating flow would be from the deeper aquifer to 
the shallow aquifer at this location on the east side of Yucca Mountain, 

Corrections and general comments, Several commeoters addressed general 
questions regarding the saturated zone or provided text corrections for 
sections pertaining to the saturated zone. General concern was expressed for 
contamination of ground water and it was suggested that additional references 
are available that should be used to expand the discussions. A number of 
commenters addresaed questions related to favot:able condition 4 in the 
geohydrology guideline" 
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Response. Conce·"ns about potential contamination problems f.n the 
Amargosa Desert and 1\"..h Meadows are baaed on a misconceJ.·tion about ground
water flow. Waddell , 1982) shows that ground W4iter that flows under the 
Yucca Mountain site does not discharge at the springA in J.sh Meadows. Travel 
times within the unsaturated zone are sho~·m in Section 6.·~.1.1.5 to be long 
enough t.o ensure thllt contamination of the saturated zon·! ia very unlikely, 
A review of the bibLography provided in one of the CO!T''l•.mts is planned. 
Discussions under fa'torable condition ''• which applies or y to saturated zone 
disposal, were detet~d from the final EA text. 

C.S.2 GEOCHEMIST~Y 

This category addresses 152 comments and questions !!bout the accuracy 
and adequacy of the analyses conducted for the geochemist1·y guideline for the 
Yucca Mountain site. Because of the large number of conlmanls received in 
this category, and the variety of subj~cts that the cate,~ory covers, it has 
been divided into several issues, as follows: (1) Grouna-water Chemistt·y, 
(2) Retardation and Sorption, (3) Mineralogy and Petrology, (4) Solubility, 
(5) Waste Package and Waste-package Environment. and (6) Miscellaneous, 

Issue: Ground-water chemiatry 

Twenty-nine comments were received on this issue. Almost half of the 
questions concerned the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) conclu~iou that water 
from Well J-13 in the saturated zone is expected to be chemically similar t.o 
ground water from the unsaturated zone (vadose zone) at Yucca Mountain where 
the repository would be located. Many of these reviewers argued that the DOE 
had no evidence to support this assertion. Some cited evidence that the 
chemistry of Well J-13 water has changed through time and vari.es strati
graphically within the well. Some of the commenters contended that the 
conclusions drawn from such non-conservative aosumptions may not be valid. 

A few Coiiiiilenters stated that charactel."ization of water chemistry at 
Yucca Mountain is inconclusive and that the exploratory shaft may not encoun
ter a reasonable ,"Jpectrum of aqueous, geoch~mical, and host-rock conditions 
in the vadose zone. Statements were also made that construction of the 
exploratory shaft may be lncompatlble with planned characterization studies. 
Several other commenters argued that the effects that heat-generation from 
the repository will have on water movement and mineral stability are unkno;.rn, 
and that fracture flow has not been addressed. Another commenter stated that 
the possible precipitation of radionuclides in Lhe vadose zone is only an 
hypothesis and is unsupported by research data. One commenter pointed out 
tlOssible errors in age dating water samples using the carhon-14 method, 

One coromenter stated that a discussion of pH should be included in the 
Environmental Assessment (EA) under potentially adverse conditions, and 
another commenter inquired why pH data were not presented in Section 
6.3.1.2.3 of the draft EA. Several commenters used a study by Henne (1982) 
to question if there was evidence for very rapid travel times through 
unsaturated tuffs at Rainier Mesa at the Nevada Test Site (NTS). 
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Response 

The DOE pos1.tt.<c·1l that Well J-13 water ftom the B"lturated zone is 
expected to be simi~ ~r to the chemicAl composition of W11··er from the unsatu
rated zone is auppor:ted by the literatut:t::. White et al. ( 1980) reported the 
compoaition of frac.lure and matrix waters in the unsatu:-'l.ted zone at Rainier 
Mesa on the NTS. The geologic setting of these waters 'I very similar to the 
Yucca Mountain site because both areas are composed ch~ fly of ash-flow tuffs 
a.~d associated rocks. Ogard and- Kenisk (1984) showe 1 .. hat water from the 
saturated zone at Yucca Mountain, including water frau i.:eu J-13, fell within 
the range of fractun' and matrix waters from Rainier l'l1'JI '<· Analyses of corea 
by Overs by ( 198") from the unsaturated zone of the Topc.;)ah Spring tuff at 
Fran Ridge :l.ndicated that none of the samples teated contained any evidence 
of signifiC'.dnt amounts of readily soluble material tha.:·. could increase the 
anion content of Well J-13 water. Therefore, the avai1.able literature does 
suggest that Well J-13 water is similar to water in thr,~ unsaturated zdne at 
Yucca Mountain. When direct measurements of the chemistry of unsaturated
zone waters from Yucca Mountain become available (from site characterization 
studies), the DOE will evaluate the reference water com.poaition. 

The comments related to possible short residence times of water tn the 
unsaturated zone are made on the basis of conclusions of Henne (1982) con
cerning the retention time of water in the unsaturated zone at Rainier Mesa. 
This has prompted the conclusion by some that "the ground-water chemistry in 
the unsaturated zone at Rainier Hess is controlled by the soil chemistry, not 
by equilibration with the host rock." The short retention times of water in 
unsaturated-zone tuffs ·at Rainier Mesa, along with the implied high water 
velocities that were calculated by Henne (1982), do not 3ppear to be justi
fied by the data collected. The idea that soil chemistry alone controls 
water compositions in the unsaturated zone oversimplifies the behavior of 
water as it moves from the surface down through the tuffs. Both surface and 
subsurface geochemi~tries are important. 

Hydrologic testfng and sampling is planned in the exploratory shaft. 
Perched water, fracture-bound water, and any other mobile water in the vadose 
zone will be sampled and monitored. Samples of vadose water will be analyzed 
for dissolved oxygen, alkalinity, pH, carbon-14, hydrogen-3, chlorine-36, Ns, 
Ca, Mg, K, Hco

3
, so

4
, Cl, Si0

2
, Mn, Fe, Al, Co

2
, fluorocarbons, organic 

compounds, ar.d for tracere used in drilling/construction water (lithium, 
bromine, and iodine). In addition, mineralogical and petrological samples 
from the shaft, and core samples collected in boreholes drilled from the 
shaft to probe for and characterize water occurrences, will also be analyzed. 
Se.mples will be obtained for whole-rock (matrix) mineralogy and fracture 
surface mineralogy using x-ray diffraction, electron microprobe~ and standard 
petrographic method!!. These studies will be supplemented by similar dnta 
collected from vertical boreholes drilled as part of the surface-based 
studies in the event that vadose zone water is encountered. It is believed 
therefore, that a reasonable spectrum of host-rock aqueous and geochemical 
conditions will be sampled. 

'l'he exploratory ah'aft will be constructed by conventional mining (not 
drilling) to prevent ground-water contamination and to provide continuous 
access to the shaft for study. If conflicts arise between planned tests and 
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the construction techp·~ques, the techniques will be modifted to the extent 
possible to accomm.odat! planned testing. 

The effects of rf}lOBitory heating on water movement h<Jve been considered 
in several studies and are currently being inveatigated Yd Sandia National 
Laboratories. It is •rue that the stability of minerals lepends on tempera
ture and water compo:~.Uion. The majority of the sorptiv~· r.eolites at Yucca 
Mountain, however, will not be subjected to a significant r.ise in temperature 
and will remain unaltered (see discussion under Section f,,].t.2 • .3(3) of the 
EA). Temperature profiles will be reasonably well knoWT >.rom numerical simu·· 
lations, although othtt~ factors bear'lng on mineral star.:-i aty remain to be 
analyzed. The effects of fracture flow have been inveflt_ gated by Travis 
et al. (1984), and this information forme the basis of Lhe conclusions in 
Section 6.3.!.2.3(5) of the EA. 

The comment concerning precipitation of radionuclidee in the vadose zone 
as only an hypothesis refers to Siting Guideline 6.3.1.2.3(2) which asks if 
chemical conditions that promote precipitation are preE-ent at the site. 
Whether precipitation of waste elements will occur at s cpecific location and 
time cannot be answered until conditione at and near the repository have been 
defined. Rather than claim conditions that are uncertain at thls time, only 
the pH of the water was claimed as a favorable condition for actinide 
precipitation. No other conditions that promote precipitation were claimed 
in the EA. The near-neutral pH of the water from Yucca Mountain i~ favorable 
because it is in the range where oxides and hydroxides of actinides and some 
other waste elements have minimal solubility. For solubility calculatlons 
used in the EA, the water was assumed to be oxidizing, which ia reasonable 
for the unsaturated zone. This assumption results in higher solubilities 
than would exist under reducing conditions, and is thus a conservative 
assumption. 

The commenter is correct in pointing out the possible errors in 
carbon-14 age dating. Waddell et al. (1984) discusses problems of the mixing 
of different sge waters and intermittent recharge along the flowpath, both of 
which introduce additional uncertainty to the carbon-14 ages. Claassen 
(1983) also discusses age-date uncertainLies. 

A discussion of Eh and pH is included in the draft and final EA in 
Section 6.3.1.2.4(3). Data on water pH are included in the draft and final 
EA in Section 6.3.1.2.3(2). It did not seem approprlate to repeat this 
ir,fcrmation in a summary section uuch aa the "Conclusion" section at the end 
of Section 6.3.1.2.3 of the draft EA. 

lasue: Retardation and sorption 

Fifty-eight comments were received on this issue. Because of the large 
number of comments received and the variety of topics that these com111ents 
cover, this issue has been further divided into six topics addressing the 
areas of: general comments; zeolites; particulates, colloids, and complexes; 
fracture coatings; vapor transport; and fracture flow. 

General comments, Many questions were asked on the general aspects of 
retardation and sorption at Yucca Mountain. The theme of all comments was 
that the DOE had little ·data to assess the sorption potential, retardation, 
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and radionuclide-tr.:maport rates and directions to thf! accessible environ
ment. Moreover~ B( ne commentera statA<'I that many of thP. assumpl:l.ons used to 
determine retardat- .. >n and sorption were unfounded. 

Response. AU. of the data di.scuased in the draft '.nd final EA apply to 
the region betw1~en the repository and the accessible <··n•ironment, an area 
'i kilometers (3 mi I es) from the per1ph8ry of the repos' \.:r•ry. Although it is 
true that retardat:ion capacity along likely flowpaths t Yucca Mountain has 
not been measuri:!d directly, the existence of a major 1'-?rpt:ive capacity at 
·!epth is shown by drillhcle mineralogy. Furthermore t.he upper bound on 
water flux within tre host r·ock is 0.5 millimeter (f1, 12 inch) per year 
(Wilson, 1985); thus, very little water is available ';.() dissolve the solid 
radionuclides. 

The rr.:tardatL.:m factors listed on Table 6-23 (Rep:l"esentative sorption 
ratios and retardation factors for eight radionuclide elemente with Yucca 
Mountain tuff) of the draft EA wet"e calculated assuming satu1·ated 1 porous
flow conditions. f.:alculations of retardation assuminf both fracture and 
matrix flow in the unsatut"ated zone have been reported by Travis et al. 
( 1984). Calculations presented in that paper indicate retardation factors 
considerably above the threshold mandated in to CFR Part 960 to claim the 
favorable condition. Travia et al. (1984) states that if flux conditions do 
allow fracture flow in the unsaturated region, diffusion out of cracks into 
the rock rnatrh will retard the progress of radionuclidea by at least a 
factor of 100 (Section 6.3.1.2.3). 

The assumption of equilibrium sorption for nonactinide radionuclides is 
justifiable up to fluid velocities of 8 x 104 meters (2.6 x 10 5 feet) per 
year (Rundberg, 1985). For actinide elements, lower velocities are tndi('.8ted 
by preliminary studies, and these velocities are also well above the regula
tion for 1,000-year travel time to the accessible environment (lO CFR 
Part 960). 

Preliminary sorption measurements were determined with the uae of local 
waters from various for~ations along the likely flow paths from the repos
itory toward the accessible environment and crushed tuff samples (including 
glassy samples). The effects on sorption from varying water composition and 
mineralogy are being investigated and will be described in more detail during 
site chnrac.terization. Although it ls true that some aspects of retardation 
by sorption are still under study (such as the effects of ferromBnganese 
oxyhydroKides and the effects that temperature will have on clinoptilolite 
stability), the abundance of sorptive zeolites in the saturated zone where 
water compositions are well characterized beyond the thermal envelope of the 
repository has been cit~d as a partial basis for the con~luaions reached in 
the analysis of the geochemistry guideline. 

One commenter requested thBt the range of sorption ratios be indicated 
on tables 6-21 (Average sorption ratios from batch sorption experiments on 
crushed tuff ••• ) and 6-22 (Average sorption ratios from batch desorption 
experiments on crushed tuff ••• ) of the draft EA in Section 6.3.1.2.3 of the 
EA. Because the standard deviation of the measured sorption values are 
provided in these tables, the ovet>all range of values can be calculated for a 
given confidence level. 
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The effects of stel;dily increasing temperature on retardation 'by dif
fusional processes was ··:uestioned in several comments. Se•::.tion 6.3.1.3.4 of 
the final EA has been r-:<Jdified to read, "As the temperatt.:'.·e is incr.eased, 
retardation because of -iiffusional processes will not be dec:ressed." 

Another commenter took issue with the statement in t~.~ draft EA that 
engineered barriers b1l considered for retardation because t is contrary to 
the intent of the gutdelines (10 CFR 960.3-1-5). In tho.:' final EA, the 
diSC'.ISSion of the retardation capacity of the backfill an~ packing materialB 
has been deleted from the conclusions in Sdc.tion 6.3.}.2.1\ l). 

Commenters questioned the applicability of results h"l ,\ sorption studies 
in the laboratory using crushed samples to represent intlt..!t field rock 
because the re~ctive surface area of the crushed samples is much larger. 
Rundberg ( 198!>), however, has shown excellent agreement beLween the sorpti.on 
ratios obtained from crushed tuff and intact tuff for simple cations. 

Many of the conditions evaluated for the geochemistry guideline were 
based on estimates of unmeasured properties artd characte·~istics by using 
information that is currently available. As is the case for qualifying 
conditions, the statement is made in the draft and final EA that "••• the 
evidence does not support a finding that the site is not likely to meet the 
qualifying condition ••• " 

Zeolites. Many questions were asked about the zeolites at the site, 
particularly in regard to their distribution and sorptive characte~istics. 
Questions were also asked about whether a geochemical barrier actually exists 
in the Calico Hills unit beneath the repository. 

Response. The capabilities of zeolites to adsorb radioactive particles 
are described in Section 6.3.1.2.3 of the EA. It is true that compoaitionsl 
variation in zeolites may be a factor in sorption behavior. For example, 
aorption of most. radionuclides of interest by analcime-rich tuff does not 
eompare favorably with clinoptilolite-rich tuff. This has been taken into 
account in sorption experiments by using zeolites from several horizons at 
Yucca Mountain. 

Preliminary studies by Los Alamos National Laboratory on the effects of 
dehydration on the sorption characteristics of zeolites (see Section 
6.3.1.2.3 of the final EA) indicate that the cation exchange capacity is not 
substantially altered after long-term heating. 

Many zeolitized barriers, whether in the Calico Hills unit or other 
units, exist far outside the zone of the thermal effects of the repository. 
Three new figures have been added to Section 6.3.1.2 in the final EA that 
show the zeolite intervals in other cross sections. 

Particulates, colloids, and complexes. Several questions were asked 
about the formation of particulates, colloids, and organic and inorganic 
complexes at the site, their transport~ and their effect on solubility, 
sorption, and mobility of radionuclides at the Yucca Mountain site. 

Response. The subject of the formation and transport of particulate-s, 
colloids, and organic and inorganic complexes will be addressed during site 
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characterization. 1-llth the" information now available on porodty and 
diffusivity, radiom:.!lid13a are expected to diffuse int;:; the rock. matrh; 
particulates and col.o.oida will be filtered out of the water, and llubataQtial 
sorption will occur. It is pointed out, ho"i'ever, in Set:.lon 6.3.1.2.3(2) of 
the EA, that no <.:laim.s were made that the site hod geoth£:Jmical conditions 
that inhibit the f',cmation of particulates, colloids, aud organic and 
inorganic complexes .. Furthermore, the wording in Secti, 1 6.3.1.2,3(2) of the 
EA has been changed from "Considering only mechanical infiltration, and 
S!"'iuming the above size distributions for colloid par :i::o.les and tuff pore 
size distribution, it can be shown •••" to "••• dislrl..l•Jtion, the potential 
exists •• , " for bedde\1 tuff underlying the host rock nt Yucca Mountain to 
filter out some ·1f the colloidal ardericium. 

!ractur<! coatings. A few commenters asked what minerals might precip
itate along fractures, and how fracture coatings would &ffect the migration 
of water and radionuclidea into the rock matrix. 

Response. The origin of fracture-costing minerals is not well under
stood. Although studies are being conducted, the results will not be 
included in the EA because they are not critical to the conclusions reaohed 
in the geochemistry guideline. 

The fracture-coating minerals in the unsaturated zone, as stated in the 
EA, are the :>:colites mordenite, heulandite, and clinoptilolite; smectite and 
illite claysj manganese oxides; minor calcite; and cristo~alite. The identi
fication of fracture-coating minerals in the saturated zone is still under 
study, although ferromanganese oxyhydroxides have been identified. 

EKperimentlll work is no'¥' being conducted to determine the sorptive 
capa~ilities of fracture-coating zeolites. It aeemR likely, however, that 
fracture coatings would limit the migration of water and radionuclidea into 
the rock matrix. Until the exploratory shaft is completed, the DOE will have 
no direct information on fracture abundance at the site. Many drill holes at 
Yucca Mountain, however, contain many fractures without secondary minerals. 

vapor transport. 
vapor-phase transport 
.fractures in the rock 

A few commenters asked about the possibility of 
from the repository to the land surfac:e by "'ay of 
overlying the repository. 

Responso. Because a repository at Yucca Mountain would he located in 
the unsaturated zone, the possibility of vapor transport of waste elements 
exists. Only the noble gases such as xenon, krypton, or radon; carbon as 
co7 ; tritium as H, gns or as water vapor; or iodine as 1

2 
vapor are possible 

waDte elements that can be transported as gases or vaporS. The aqueous phase 
in the unsaturated zone, ho"i'ever, can retard the movement of some of these 
waste elements because they are soluble in liquid water. 

At this time, essentially very little work has been done on gaseous or 
vapor transport in the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain. This type of 
transport will be addressed during site characterization. A paragraph on 
gaseous transport has been added to the final EA in Section 6.).1.2.3. 

the 
Fracture flow. 

site, diffusion 
A few commenters stated that if fracture flow exists at 
of redionuclides into the roek might be significantly 



different from those dncribed in the EA becauee the velr,dty of fracture 
flow might be several tr• Jtera pe:- day. 

Respon~. If frarture flow occurred, it probably WOL'1d be more effec
tive at moving radionuclides than is matrix flow. At the i.l~!per bound on flux 
of 0.5 m1.ll.lmeter (O.(.l:·. inch) pElr year for the host rock, ~l)Wever, matrix 
flow is likely lo be t'1e moat lmportant transport mechanirl ·, 

Issu1: Mineralogy and petrology 

Thirty-two commente1 or queetions i'fere received on tlli · iesue. Because 
of the large numbe_ro of comments received and the variety of topics that these 
comments cover, this iaaue haR bean further divided into topiCR in the ar-e11a 
of1 mineralm;y and mineral stability, areal dislribut.i-)'.'1 of sorptive 
minerals, age of mineralization and alteration, and general comments. 

Mi-neralogy and mineral stability. Several commenters stated that 
discussions in the EA on the mineralogy and mineral atab:ility of the host 
rock were contradictory. Several questions were asked concerning the 
stability of the mineral asaemblages at the site in regard to potenthl 
dehydration from waste heat. 

Response. The draft EA contained several inconsistencies regarding the 
deHnition of the host rock, and understltndably readere became confused. The 
definition of the host rock, a zone of nonzeolitized devitr1fi.ed tuff in the 
Topopah Spring Member, has been clarified throughout the final EA wherever 
the definition appears. 

As stated in the EA, most of the sorptive zeolites at Yucca Mountain are 
more than 300 meters (1,000 feet) below the repository. The max.imum waste
induced temperatures that these zeolites will be subjected to ia about 60°C 
(140°F) approximately 10,000 years after waste emplacement. This represents 
an increase 11bove a1nhient rock temperature of about 23°C (73°F). This minor 
increase in temperature could affect the rate at which minerals such as 
clinoptilolite and mordenite recrystallize Lo less sorptive assemblages, 
although little reaction is expected over 100,000 years. The 50,000-year 
duration of the temperature rise caused by the repository is ve-ry short 
compared to the time required for the mineral transformation, estimated by 
Dibble and Tiller (1981) to be tens of millions of years. Geologic evidence 
suggests that the zeolites at 'r'ucca Mountain formed before the Quaternary 
Period and have not been appreciably altered during Quaternary time. 

Dehydration of smectites and zeolites is addressed in the EA in 
Section 6.3.1.3.4. On the basis of the information available, dehydration 
will not cause significant reductions Ln the retardation potential of 
smectites and zeolites. 

The rates of diagenetic mineral formation nnd glass hydratinn provide 
uoeful information for mineral-stability studies, but they do not affect the 
conclusions in Section 6.3.1.1.4. 

Areal distribution of sorptive minerals. Several commentera stated that 
the DOE has not identified the minerals that contribute most significantly to 
sorption, snd that the dlstr=ibution of sorptive minerals at Yucca Mountain ia 
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poorly known. 
of minerals in 

Several questions were asked about tht> dietribut.."lon and type 
fr:L tures and their sorptive ptopertieo.. 

RGsponse, Thfl miner·als that are primRtily respOJ·.;;.·,i.ble for sorption of 
mnny (~attonic spect e. a ha'le been !dent! f!ed, chiufly bv x-ray diffraction 
studies of more l.:hcn 600 core sample$. The avallable :J,·u:-ption data are being 
analyzed to bette-.: determine which minerals are reap( aible for aorption. 
Because this research is not complete, the statement in Section 6.3.1,2,1 of 
the draft E:A t;!garding the tderttification of sorptJ e mineraJ.a has been 
~£!leted in the final EA. Research on fracture mlnera ~J·;y is needed and will 
be addressed furttler during BiLe characterhation. ~ot :. is currently under 
way t0 study the minerals in the fractures above and below the water table, 
and to determine under what conditions they formed eo that it will be 
possible to predict which minerals might form in the future. F.xpetil'llentel 
studies an also be.ing don~ to determine the eorptive ch&racterist!cs of 
fracture-coating minerals, 

At all points -u::rotJt: Yucca Mountain, a minimum of 43 mete~e (140 feet) 
of <'.eolit!c tuff apparently occurs between the repository horizon and the 
stat.ic llol'ater table. Therefor~'!,· all aqueous radionuclides must pass either 
straight downward or lAterally and then downW"ard through a minimum of 
43 meters ( 140 feet) of zeolit!c tuff before reaching the stat i.e W"ater level 
and ultimately the acceesible environment. The location of sorptive minerals 
are kno~m from cored drillholes and further defined by cuttings from other 
holes at Yucca. Mountain. Los Alamos National Laboratory is now correlating 
units between the drill ho;J.es. Figure 6-4 (North .. south cross seetion through 
Yucca :'1ountain showing zeolite intervals) of the draft EA (Section 6.3.1.2.3) 
shows the loC'.alion of clinoptilolite at the site. Three new figures have 
bel'!n added to the final EA that show the zeolite intervals in other cross 
ser.tions. 

Age of mineralization and alteration. Many questiona were asked 
C'oncerning the age of zeoU tization end the length of time required to alter 
zeolites to nonsorbing materials. 

Responae. Timing of zeolitization is inferred from the data and re~eon
ing of Bryant and Vaniman (1984), which relate the timing of zeolitization to 
major regional faulting in the area which has been estimated from a variety 
of geologic means to be in excesa of 10 million years old. 

The time required to convert clinoptilolite and mordenite assemblages to 
analcime at Yucca Mountain is nat known. As described in the EA, the 
approach to addressing this uncertainty has been to assume the interval of 
zeol!tized tuff containing both cl!noptilolite (with possible associated 
mordenite) and analcime represents a section of rock in which the conversion 
reaction may be io progress. If the reaction proceeded to completion within 
the next 100,000 years, the amount of sorptive zeolites lost would be an 
insignificant pert of the aorptive zeo~ites remaining in Lhe overlying ~ocks. 
Available evidBnce, also cH~d in the EA, Rugseels that the time required for 
conversion is well in excess of 100,000 years, Thus, existing uncertainties 
about the ti~~ it takes for the conversion do not affect the position stated 
in the EA in Section 6.3.1.2.3. 
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Zeolitization c.ou1 ::1 occur at any time in the vadose t:one as long as 
sufficient water was ;J.,ailable. The near absenc~ of zeolites younger than 
10 million years in thi· vadose zone suggests that there hae been insufficient 
water to perm! t large·~" cale zeolitizstion in the vadose zn te throiJghout 9.11 
of Quaternary time. 

General comments.. One commenter rP.quested a definit:.' ··n of "significant 
quantities" of zeolites and clays as used in Section 6.:! 1.2.3(2) of the 
dratt EA, and another commenter stated that despite the 'X .ensive geochemical 
studies conducted at thl'! Yucca Mountain site by the DOE, !:t:y issues related 
to licensing c.dteria h;..ve not been resolved or adequately \!Xplored. 

Response. The term "oignificant quantities" indicates greater than 
5 percent for clays and greater than lO percent for zeolites. Many of the 
bulk-rock samples analyzed contain 40 to 80 percent zeoU t:es. Licensing 
issues are beyond the scope of the EA. 

Issue: Solubility 

Thirteen comments or questions were received on this issue. Several 
commenters acknowledged that the near-neutral pH of water from Yucca Mountain 
favors minimum solubilities (exce!'lt cesium., carbon, iodine, and technetium), 
but wanted to know why elements with higher solubilities were not discuBsed 
and why waste silicates, CBrbonates, and other precipitates were not 
discussed. 

One commenter challenged the assumption that the release of elements 
with high solubilities will be limited by the dissolution of bulk waste form. 
Another commenter noted that the implication that the release rate/inventory 
ratio meets the guidelines is questionable in light of the uncertainties and 
assumptions presented in Kerrtsk (1984). 

Some commenters noted that Daniels et al. (1982) discusses the impor
tance of oxidation-reduction potential on solubility of key elements such as 
uranium and plutonium and that oxidation-reduction capacity of the solid 
phase (rock mineralogy) needs to be considered as well as the oxidation
reduction potential of the water. 

One commenter stated that heat generated from th~ waste containers will 
raise the repository temperature and that moisture would be driven away from 
the heat source, possibly forming precipitates. Several commenters pointed 
out that the "drying-out scenario" could produce brines that may enhance the 
formation of uL·aniu;n and plutonium complexes, thus affecting sorption 
effectiveness. 

One commenter pointed out that the presence of a gas phase in the 
unsaturAted zone would influence reaction temperature and kinetics, as well 
as potential radJ.I)nuclide cation and ani.)n transport. It was stated that the 
water chemistry in the vadose zone has not been characterized. Therefore, 
possibl•! precipitation of radionuclidea is clearly only an hypothesis in need 
of testing. 



Response 

The commenterG are correct that tho pH conditions at Yucca Mountain are 
favorable for the •rast mujority (98 percent) of waste ~lement~J present in 
spent fuel at 1,000 years after emplacement. The radi:,nuclidl" of cesium, 
carbon, iodine, and technetium constitute only about 0.'• percent of the total 
activity of spent !.uel l )000 yaars after. "'a.atc emplace~ ·nt. 

Silicate, ..:arbonate, and phosphate, ~:tntons can f, r., solids with waste 
elements, but can also form aqueous complexes. It is let clear at this time 
whether the presence of thefie aniona in water at Yucc.s. 1 mntain would promote 
or impair precipitation. For this reason tlte effects '.:Ji these species on 
prec!pitation was not discussed under the favorable co.1ndition that lists 
geochemical conditions that promote precipitation. 

In order to investigate the assumption that the retease of elements \lith 
high solubilities "'ill be limited by the dissolution of the bulk waste form, 
the release rate/i11ventory ratio was r·ecalculated. These c.aleulations 
assumed the maximum fractional dissolution rates of l n 10-) per year for 
cesium, strontium, iodine, and carbon for spent fuel, .i!.nd for cesium and 
e.trontium for high ... level waste. The raBxlmu~t~ fractional dis13olutlon rates for 
spent fuel are consi.<Jtent with the vaLues reported by Johnson (1982). Other 
elemen~z were aasumed to have maximum fractlonal dissolution rates of 
1 x 10 per year. Although increafies in the release rete/inventory ra.tio 
occurred, the result.<~ are still below the nnnual limit required to meet the 
favorable cor,dition. The reason that the release rate/inventory ratio at 
1,000 years is relatively insensitive to the changes in dissolution rates is 
that strontrium-90 and cesium-137 have completely decayed by that time, and 
other radionuclidea of cesium, strontium, iodine, and carbon do not make a 
large contribution to the total inventory. 

Kerrisk (1984) presents two computer models that describe the dissolu
tiotl rate of waste elements from a solid waete form. The results and 
concluslons of the two models are a strong function of the many assumptions 
made about solubilities and model parameters. As better and updated data 
become available, these assumptions will be reviewed. 

A study of the oxidation-reduction capacity of the minerals at Yucca 
Montain was recently completed (Caporuscio and Vaniman, 1985) but was 
unavailable Eor the dra.t't EA. In the draft EA, solubilities were calculated 
using oxidizing corlditionsJ which represents a worst-case condition because 
most waste elements have higher solubilities under oxidizing conditions 
rather than reducing conditions. 

The effects of a "drying-out scenario" from heat generated by waste 
containers should be minimal. Actinide compounds in carbonate-rich waters 
have been investigated by Ogard and Kerr!sk (198l+). This study suggests that 
the effect of carbonate-rich water on actinide complexing will be minor. 
This in turn suggests that the effects of temperature and temperature-induced 
changes on actinide sorption are likely to be minor. These effects will. be 
further addressed in the site characterization studies. 

It has been anticipated that the gas phase in the unsaturated zone will 
be primarily nir, although f'BS samples from the unsaturated zone have not 
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been collected and an,-llyzed as yet. 
tion, and radionuclid.c~ transport has 
(i.e., under oxidizin;• condition), 

Experimental work Cil solubilhy, sorp
been carried out in the presence of air 

Vadose-zone wau•c will be sampled and charact~rized 
of the explorator}' shaft, Present information indicates 
vadose zone is simi.. f.lr in composition to saturated-zan 
Mountain. The quest:ion of precipitation of radionucli 
location and timtt cannot he answered until condition1 
proposed repository have been defined, 

Issue: Waste~ckage and .,aste-package environment 

·:'.uring construction 
;:nt .,ater from the 

1ofater at Yucca 
n at s specific 
.t and near the 

Ten comments were received on t:hta issue, Most of the comments con
cerned the uncertainties surrounding the potential fail•Jre of the metal 
barriers, particularly in regard to the chemistry of the vadose zone water 
and oxidizing conditions in the environment of. the repotd.tory. One commenter 
disl\greed with the DOE conclusion that dissolution and precipltation 
processes in the host rock will have little effect on permeability because 
the tests may not represent in situ conditions around the repository. 
Finally, one commenter asked what assumptions were uaed in the model for 
waate dissolution • 

. Res pons~ 

The estimates of waste-package lifetimes are preliminary and are based 
on available data. Laboratory experiments are being conducted for both 
expected and extreme conditions to derive bounds and values on expected 
waste-package lifetimes. 

The DOE maintains that the mildly oxidizing environment expected at 
Yucca Mountain may prolong the life of a stainless steel waste disposal 
r::ontainer; deleterious affects are. not expected. Moreover, the elevated 
temperat;ures of most of the packages would not permit liquid water to exist 
near th.~m for long periods of time. It is true, however, that the chemistry 
of vadose-zone water is not cu::rently known, but there is good reason to 
believe that it is similar to water from the saturated zone produced from 
Uell J-13 (see the Ground-water chemistry issue for a discussion of water 
from Well J-13 and the vados.'.! zone). 

It is tr~e that the conclusion regarding possible permeability changes 
from dissplution and precipitation was based on, short-term experiments. How
ever, the significance of those experiments is that no large reduction in 
permeability was seen for Topopah Spring or Bullfrog tuffs, in contrast with 
the very large changes observed undeiJ... similar conditions for other rock 
types. 

In the draft EA in Section 6.3.1.2.3(4), the assumptions that formed the 
basis of the model for waste dissolution are described. Details behind these 
assumptions were too long for inclusion in the EA; they can be found in 
Kerdsk (1984). Experimental work (Wilson and Oversby, 1985) on release 
rates using spent fuel and glass have been added to Section 6.3.}.2.3(4). 
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Issue: Miscellaneoul:l 

Ten corJmenta ~o-kre assigned to the miscellaneous iseue. The comments 
focused on conservat:..sm in terms of the entire assessme1 t, atating that the 
draft EA was not CO!I<i:ervative. A few comments noted e-r~·ors in expression 
such as referring t" water from Well J-13 as Yucca Hol<'ttdn water. one 
cmnmenter wanted to .<now what the quantities of cesium, .>trontiuro, and radium 
would be in comparir~on to other radionuclides that td¥. t evolve. Another 
couunenter pointerl out typographical errors in the text or the draft EA. 

Response 

The DOE bel:evea that the draft EA was conservative; the final RA has 
been ma.de more conservative as a result of the intror!uction of pubU.c 
comments. 

All errors in expression pointed out by reviewers, including inconsis
tencies and typograt:hical errors in the text, have beef! corrected in the 
final EA. 

The relative amounts of ceoium and strontium vary with time. In the 
short-term (a few tens of years), cesium and strontium make up a significant 
fraction of the radionuclide inventory and become less important over the 
long-term. Cesium and strontium are virtually nonexistent after a few 
hundred years due to their 30-year half-lives. Comparatively, radium ia an 
extremely minor contributor to the radionuelide inventory. 

C.5.3 ROCK CHARACTERISTICS 

The 43 comments received pertaining lo the poatcloaure gu!delin·e on 
rock character!atica primarily are concerned with properties of the host 
rock. F.tve issues have been delineated: (l) Vertical and Lateral ·Extent, 
(2) Thermal and Mechanical Properties, (3) Mineralogy and Geo~helllhtry, 
(4) Limitations and Effects of Uncertainties Regarding Rock Properties, and 
(5) Miscellaneous. 

Issue: vert:!cal and lateral extent 

Eight comments were received addressing this issue. Some corrunenters 
questioned whether Yucca Mountain has sufficient lateral and vertical extent 
to provide flexibility in the placement of a repository. Other coJUJllenters 
noted that inauffici,ent data on rock propertieA Rre provided to either 
substantiate or refl.lte the vertical and lateral extent of the host rock 
indicated in the Environmental Assessment (EA). 

Response 

Considering only the primary area, sufficient lateral extent to provide 
flexibility in placement of an underground facility at Yucca Mountain was not 
claimed. The u.s. Department of Energy (DOE) recognizes that the dats pres
ently available are inadequate on which to base a determination of usability 
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of areas outside the pr mary area. It is planned to obta:ln additio~tal data 
during site characterh_ .. tion. 

Issue: Thermal and roe<:.~~l properties 

Twelve coromentR rere received addressing this issue, All of the 
comments are concerneci directly or indirectly with fractur :.~ 1 either natural 
or thermally inducud and the.ir potential. affects on waQt lsolation. The 
topics addressed era: host rock effects, tharmornechsnicrl. 110del., favorable 
condition 2, and therma:. conductivity. 

Host rock eftects. A few commenters asked for a di ,cussion of the 
effects of heat or hydration on glass in the host rock. 

Response. Within resolvable limita, there is little or no glass !.n the 
Topopah Spri.ng Member (potential repository horizon) at 'f;•cca Mountain; it ;ls 

considered to be devitrified. 

Thermomechanical model. Several c.ommenters indicated that the discuo
aion of nlltural and thermally induced fractures was baeo.d on insufficl.ent 
data or that the predictive model used was not valid. 

Response. The effect of fractures on the potential for gas transport of 
radioactivity from the repository horizon to the surface will be evaluated 
from data obtained during site charactertr:ation. The Topopah Spring Member 
(potential repository horizon) in the Yucca Mountain area has been sampled 
from approximately 30 drill holes. Using measurements of bulk properties and 
mineralogy, it is reasonable to conclude that the variability in thermal 
properties of the potential reposLtory hortzon i9 understood. It is true 
that the therroomechanical model used by Johnstone et st. (1984) ha.e 
limitations and the results reported are preliminary. However, the high 
strength of the Topopah Spring Member (Tiller.aon and Nimick. 1984) and the 
small size of the regions of overstress predtcted by Johnstone et al. (1984) 
indicate that th~ conclusions of that study are adequate for the site sel~c
tion process of the EA. Thia pos Ltion i.s supported by eKperience and field 
tests in a similar devitrified welded tuff in a tunnel in Rainier Mesa nearby 
on the Nevada Test Site (NTS). Statemeats regarding the prel.iminary natuJ:'e 
of the thet:momechanical model have been added to the final EA text in 
sections where the model is diocussed. 

Favorable condition 2. Some coromenters questioned why the DOE claimed 
favorable condition 2 when tuff obviously does not have sufficient ductility 
to seal fractures. 

Response. Favorable condition 2 in the rock characteristics guideline 
requires (1) a high thermal conductivity, (2) a low coefficient of thermal 
expansion, or (J) sufficient ductility. The favorable condition is claimed 
on the basiSof the fact that the tuff host rock does have a low coefficient 
of thermal expansion. The DOE believes the wording of favorable condition 2 
clearly indicates that the presence of any one of the three ~haracteristics 
is sufficient to claim the condition. 

Therm.al conductivity. A few commenters noted that tuff has a low ther
mal conductivity and coefficient of thermal expansion compared to salt, but 
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these properties are similar to thoae of other rock typf!S being c,Jnsidered ns 
potential host rock9 at other sites. 

Response. The ·~ommentB regarding the coefficient 1.: thermal expansion 
and thermal conductf•:ity are correct, both values are lo • .r irt t:;"Omparison to 
aalt. As stated .-~bote, a low coefficient of thermal exp?nRion is a favorable 
aspect with regard t·~ the rock charac.teriatic.e guidel!n~ • ..,herean a low value 
of thermal conductivity is considered to be adverse. ;, ,anges in the text 
have been made tc, indicate these two properties of welo ~G tuff are comparable 
to those of other ~ammon rock types, except for salt wh. c-'1 has signiftcantly 
higher values. 

Issue: Mineralogy and geochemistry 

Fourteen comments were classified within this issut!. The comments 
concerned some aspect of the mineralogical snd geochemif~al makeup of the 
Topopah Spring tuff (host rock) • The issue addresses thl'ee toptc·s: stabil ... 
ity of zeolites, vap,)r transport and flow regime, and adeqUacy of data; on 
geochemical conditions. 

St1:1bilitY. of zeolites. The majority of commentei:'S were concerned with 
the stability of zeolites 'and other hydrous minerals under a thermal load and 
their consequent ability to retard transport of radionuclides. 

Response. Approximately 30 vertical drill holes have provided samples 
of the host rock at and near Yucca Mountain. Section 6.3.1.1.2 provides a 
summary cf these drill holes. From these samples, it is knbwn that about 98 
percent of the host rock is composed of the minerals feldspar, c1'·istobdite, 
and quartz~ Non~ of these minerals sre hydrous And All sre th~rmally Atable 
at the temperatures expected under repository conditions, Some clays and 
zcolttes, which are hydrous minerals, do occur in small fractures in the host 
rock, but the amounts are ao small that they are judged not to adversely 
affect Lhe overall rock properties. In strata underlying the host rock at 
depths of 300 meters (1,000 feet) or more, zeolites are abundant, but at this 
depth the thermal effects are unlikely to modify the ability of zeolites to 
be effective in retarding the movement of radionudides. The EA was not 
explicil in describing the occurrenre and distribution of zeolites and other 
hydrous minerals at Yucca Mountain. An attempt has been made to clarify this 
point in the final EA by modifying the text in Section 6.3.1.3.4 (potentially 
adverne condition 2) and adding three new c.ross sections of the zeolite 
intervals in Section 6.3.1.2.3, 

Vapor transport and flow regime. Other commenters addressed the ques
tion of vapor transport of radionuclides and frncture flow versus mslrix flow 
of ground water. One commenter asked if heat-streas fracture would enhance 
flow characteristics through the rocks in all directions. Additionally, it 
was asked if weapons testing at the NTS has contributed to the fracturing of 
the rocko 

Response. Because a repository at Yucca Mountain would be located in 
the unsaturated zone, the possibility of vapor tranaport of w-aste elements 
exists. Only the noble gases such as xenon, krypton, or radon, carbon as 
Co

2
, tritium as H

2 
gas or as water vapor, or iodine as 1

2 
vapor are possible 
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waste elements that en· be transported ae gases or vapors. The aqu.~ous phase 
in the unsaturated zor •• ~, however, can retard the movement of some •Jf these 
waete elements becauaa they are soluble in liquid water. Anditionally, moat 
of the gaseous radiomH.:lides will have decayed considerably by the time the 
wesu dhposal contaitHll'B begin to leak. 

It is recognhe·"· in the discussion of the geohyd'":Jlogy guideline 
(6.3.1.1) that frect,rre flow of water may occur in both .he saturated and 
unsaturated rocks at Yucca Mountain. The qualifying cor·d1 -:ion requires that 
the host rock can acconmodate thermal, chemical 1 mechan C"-l, and radiation 
stresses induced hy re~.o9it.ory activities. Admittedly, J rectae information 
on the proportion of fracture flow versus matrix flow is l-1cking, but during 
site characterization this question will be thoroughly investigated. 

With regard to the comment on weapons-testing-induc-r~d fracturing, the 
Yucca Mountain site ie sufficiently distant from present 0r potential under
ground. teat locationa that collapse or formation of fucturea is highly 
unlikely. 

Adequacy of data on geochemical conditione. A felol' comm£lnters addressed 
the adequacy of data on actual geochemical conditions at Yucca Mountain. 

Response. Questions about the adequacy of data on the geochemical 
conditions at Yucca Mountain and whether water from Well J-13 is repre
sentative of waters beneath Yucca Mountain are discussed in Section 6.3.1.2 
of the EA. During site characterization the DOE plans to obtain additional 
information on geochemical condttions at Yucca Mounta:l,n and to obtain and 
analyze waters from the unsaturated zone. Reference is alae made to Section 
C.5.2, Geochemistry (Ground-water chemistry) for 8 more .detailed di,ecut:llltion 
regarding Well J-13 water. 

Issue; Limitations and effects of uncertainties regarding rock properties 

Three comments were received addressing this issue. All of them indi
cated that limitations and uncertainties ln the data on rock properties pre
sented in the EA were so great that the evaluation of the Buitability of 
Yucca Mountain in terms of the poetclosure rock characteristics guideline is 
not convincing. Specifically questioned were the predicted thermal and 
pressure effects on the rocks, the models used to predict these effects, the 
extent of the lithophysal zones, and the effect of lithophysae on the therm.o-~ 

mechanical properties of the host rock. 

Response 

For the poetclosure rock characteristics guideline, the limitations and 
uncertainties of the data are discussed individually under each of the favor
able and potentially adverse conditions. General statements regatding data 
uncertainties and assumptions are provided under Section 6.3.la3o2a 

Because the host rock ia composed largely of minerals (feldspar, cristo
halite, quartz) that would be stable under predicted repository conditione, 
it is concluded that significant m1neJ:alog1c changes will not occur (see 
J:eeponse to the preceding issue (stability of zeolites) and Section 
().3.1.1.2). As to mechanical effects, for the specific conditions under 
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considera.tlon, temp1H'a.ture and preRsure will tend to increase ro.ck strength 
because: (l) heat w·.ll tend to dry the rock, and dry ~d.licate rock at the 
temperature predictf.•' is stronger than wet rock. and (2) t•.ompresdve strength 
of rock. increases IIJich con.fining pressure. The predicttve moctQts used by 
Johnstone et al. (19r~4) utilized state-of-the-art model>·•g techniques and the 
limitations of such techniques are recognized. Confide-)(,€' in the model is 
based upon mining el'perience and field teats in similar •levitrified, densely 
welded tuffs (G-Tun~:.el at Rainier Mesa), Validation of :heoe models will be 
addressed during site characterization. 

Information has heen collected from about 30 vert~·~ l_ drill holes in the 
Yucca Mountain area. Useful lithophysae data from the (: >res provide confi
dence that the p.•sition and extent of the high lithophysa:l content zones in 
the host rock of the primary area (area 1) are k.no~ro fro a general way. A 
prelimlnary evaluation of the strength of the high-litho))hysae Topopah Spring 
Member 1a presented in Price et al. (1985). However, the effect of various 
percentages of lithophysa.e on the thermomechanical properties Will be inves
l:igated further durfng site characterization. The predictive model used by 
Johnstone et al. (1984) assumed 5 percent lithophysal cadtie.s and Tillerson 
and Nimick (1984) have shown that the thermo-mechanical properties used by 
Johnstone et Ill. (1984) are representative of intact rock with a total 
porosity of 17 percent (12 percent matrix poro~ity plus 5 percent l!thophysal 
porosity). 

Issue: Miscellaneous 

Six miscellaneous comments addre~sed the topics ofl Rainier Mesa 
collapse; ground-water travel times, fault den~ity, map inoonststancies, and 
technology for s·eal:i.ng openings. 

Rainier Mesa collapse. A few comments were received regarding the 
collapse of the surface following a nuclear explosion beneath Rainier Mesa on 
the NTS. As this test was in tuff the commenters questioned the stability of 
tuff. 

Response. The type of collapse that occurred at Rainier Mesa following 
ltn underground nuclear explosion is not possible at Yucca Mountain~ Under
ground nuclear explosions have not occurred at Yucca Mountain nor are they 
planned in the future. At Rainier Mesa, highly fractured areas extended from 
the testing horizons to the top of the mesa. A subsidence crater formed 
above the explosion, which resulted from a collapse of rock into the under
ground cavity created by the nuclear explosion. In the case of Yucca 
Mountaf.n, the nearest nucle11r testing ~~rea is 40 to 50 kilometers (25 to 
31 miles) away. No large cavities, either from nuclear explosions or under
ground mining, will be or have ever been created at Yucca Mountain. 

The stability of the welded tuff is supported by the tunneling expe
rience in G-Tunnel at Rainier Mesa. This tunnel is partially located in 
welded tuff of the Grouse Canyon Member of the Belted Range Tuff. No special 
ground support was required even though a near-vertical fault zone with a 
1-meter (3-foot) vertical displacement was encountered (Tibbs, 1985). Infor
mation on G-Tunnel support requirements has been added to the final EA in 
sections 6.3.3.2.3 and 6.-3.-3.2.4. 
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Ground-water travel times. One commenter suggested a word changu from 
"decrease" to "increase;r"- in the statement on the travel till'tc at which water 
moving in fractures is changed because the thermal pulse will tend to close 
the fractures. 

Response. The cot·.n.enter iB correct in suggesting thr.1. ground-water 
travel time in fractun·)/J could increase if the thermal pula<J caused fracture 
apertures to decreane. The phrase has been amended i.n the inal ~A. 

Faull density. One commenter pointed out that fauJ. 1enaity in the 
surface racks is poorly ,mown and probably greater than cu•.ped because rock 
expoBurea are poor, and that fault density in the aubBurfac· 1s unknown. 

Response. The comment regarding fault density has me~it. The density 
of faulting and fracturing at the surface i.e only known fo[ those areas where 
rock exposures are good. Rock exposures are poor on much of Yucca Mountain. 
However, standard geo-logic mapping techniques and appllcetion of geologic 
modele enable extrapolation from 'i'ell-exposed areas intn poorly expoeed 
areas, including the subsurface. The actual fault densit) in the subsurface 
can only be determined by underground excavation during site character
ization. 

Map inconsistencies. 
repository area differ in 
different scales. 

One commenter noted that various maps showiag the 
showing the shape and size of the area and ore at 

Response. Standard maps and figures with the same scale are not appro
priate throughout the text. In many cases, the purpose of a fif!(-are is 
different, and it is useful to highlight or foeus on different aspects of a 
particul6l 6ubject. A standard size and shape of the repository area is not 
possible because the exact size and shape has not been determined and because 
the figures are from diffetent studies covering different areas. A consis
tent scale is not used because the different figures are intended to empha
size varying aspects of the repository area. For this reason, use of one 
standard design area and scale would not be reasonable. 

technology for sealing openings. One commenter stated the technology 
for sealing shafts and boreholes is not described adequately in the EA. 

Response. None of the shaft and borehole sealing measures planned for 
Yucca Mountain require development of new technology. These measures include 
emplacement of a surface barrier in the upper por~ion of all shafts, crushed 
rock in the shaft interior, settlement plugs within all shafts, and plugs 
within all boreholes. A detailed description of the sealing program will be 
presented in the Site Characterization Plan if Yucca Mountain is selected fot 
site characterization. 

C.S.4 CLIMATIC CHANGES 

The climatic-changes technical guideline is concerned with the potential 
for future climatic chari.'ges to favorably or unfavorably affeet the ability of 
a repository to 1solate1' waste over the 10,000-year period required by the 
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Environmental Protectim Agency re~ulatione (40 CFR 191.3). the 43 comments 
received in this cat3!··ory have been subdivided into four lssuea: (1) Ev 1-
dence for Past Water··rable Elevat.ions and Paleoclimates, (2) Effects on 
Hydrologic Conditione (3) Effects on Waste Isolation, and (4) Miscellaneous. 

Issue: Evidence for ___ \~ \'later-table elevations and pale(l~:f.imates 

The fifteen CO!Illllcnts r~ceived on this hsue were S\ divided into three 
topics: past water~·table posi tiona, computer modeling, and paleoclimatic 
studies. 

Past w~table positions, Four CO!ll!l!entera qu~at oned the field 
evidence for past water-table elevationa noting that the presence of hydrated 
minerals may not uniquely reflect past wnter-table positions, and noting that 
calcite veins in Ash M~adows provide strong evidence of ijpring disch~rge for 
at least 1.7 mi.llion years. 

Response. The distribution ot zeolites and smectit•~ cl,ays providee one 
source of informatlon on past water-table positions that f.lhould be balanced 
against ot~er indications of water-table elevation, lt is recognized that 
uncertainties due to the potential for perched water tables, potential for 
uplift or subsidence, and possible chemical differences during formation of 
minerale should be conoiP.erad, as expressed by Jones (1982). 1'hese uncer
tdnties are reflected in thu text of Section 6.3.1.4.3 of the final 
Environmental Assessment (EA). 

The draft EA incorrectly attributed a uranium-thorium date £or calcite 
veins in Ash MQadows to Winograd and Doty (1980); the correct citation should 
be Winograd et al. (1985); and the dating technique was uranium-uranium. 
Section 6.3.1.4.3 has also been revised to clearly indicate that Winograd and 
Doty (1980) used a theoretical approach to estimate a rn&>t:imum water-table 
level of 30 meters (100 feet) higher in the central portlon of the Ash 
Meadows ground-water basin, whereas an upper limit of 50 meters (164 feet) 
higher than the present water table is sugge10ted by calcite vei.n deposits in 
Ash Meadows that were deposited during early to mid-Pleistocene. These two 
results are not considered to be inconsistent with each other. 

Computer modeling. A number of commenters questioned aspects of the 
computer-modeling studies that were used to predict a 130-meter (426-foot) 
water-table riae on the basis. of a 100 percent increase in precipitation. It 
was noted that mixing computer predictions and field evidence was confusing, 
and that uncertainty in the results of modeling was so great that it appear.a 
possible that the repository host rock could become saturated~ The validity 
of precipitation-recha;.ge relationships used in the model was questioned, as 
well as the applicability of the model to fracture-flow conditio~s. 

Response. The text in Section 6.3.1.4.4 has been expanded to compare 
the various lines of evidence for higher water-table positions, namely 
computer modeling and the vitric-pumice data. 

The u.s. Department of Energy (DOE) agrees with the need to recognize 
uncertninty in the modeling of water-table positions. The precipitation
recharge relationship is an empirical approach, ~nd limitations are 
spec! fically stated in Czarnack.~ (1985), The apptoach used in this modeling 
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is considered appropr ,ate for fracture-flow conditions (Czarnecki ~nd 

Waddell, 1984), althO'' ~h no provision was made for permeability chBoges when 
the water-table levol~ reached previously unaaturated unit.f.l. 'l'he application 
of a multiplier of 15 t.o recharge as a result of a 100-pe·"cent inet·ease in 
preci pits t ion may b!! e-verly conse rvstl ve, because ev idenc·~ front o fte ld ei te 
suggests that two-tht' ds of potential recharge predicted ··)Y the Eakin method 
may bec.ome runoff (C:rr1rnecki 1 1985), The model also ass11~.ea an instantaneous 
response time, in that: water-table rise is not time-deper ·E:'nt. It should be 
not:!d that the 55-meter (180-foot) buffer between the n•1ository and the 
water table position predicted under a 100-percent incr1 M\0. in precipitation 
is a minimum distance. It is shown in Section 6. 3.1.1 t-:1 t over most of the 
primary repository area, the buffer distance is at ]e. at 250 meters 
(820 feet) and reaches as mueh as 400 meters (1,312 feet). Therefore, the 
55-meter (180-foot) buffer is a very conservative value, and saturation of 
the repository due to climatic changes in the nel!t 10,000 years is not 
considered likely. Field evidence in the form of unaltered vitric pumice, 
which is found about 100 metet·s (32.8 feet) below the repository horizon~ also 
supports the conclusion that the repository level has n~Jver been saturated 
for any substantial length of time. Potentially adven.~ condition 1 will 
remain not present at Yucca Mountain. 

Paleoclimatic studies. Some commenters questioned the validity of 
paleoclimatic data in the EA, pointing out inconsistencies in the studies due 
to a lack of information on ecologic constraints for both modern and past 
plant distributions. Further evidence was requested to support the statement 
that semiarid conditions persisted in southern Nevada during pluvial periods. 

~espo~. Information on paleoclimates in the southern Great Basin has 
been presented in Section 6.3.1.4.3 of the final EA. The inconsistencies 
present in the draft EA have been corrected. The potential inc.onsistency 
related to glacial versus pluvial conditions arises because the two periods 
may not coincide in time. Using standard climate classifications, a 100 per
cent increase in precipitation during a pluvial, as predicted by Spaulding 
et al. (1984), would place the precipitation at about 300 milU.meters 
(11.8 inchea), well within the 250- to 600-millim.eter (9.8- to 23.6-inch) 
range for semiarid conditions. Most authors agree 
semiarid conditions persisted in Southern Nevada. 
been provided to justify this statement in the EA. 

Issue: Effects on hydrologic conditions 

that even during pluvials, 
Additional references have 

Ten comments were received concerning the effects of hydrologic condi
tions. These comments have been subdivided into two topics: changes in 
recharge and EA clarifications. 

Changes in recharge. A few commenters addressed the problems of esti
mating recharge to the water table on the basis of precipitation, pointing 
out the complications inherent in -using regional methods for site-specific 
applications, The validity of the flux and recharge estimates used in the EA 
was questioned in several comments. 

Response. Various approaches were used to estimate recharge in the EA. 
The discussion of the approaches in Section 6.3.1.4.2 were expanded to 
include Czarnecki (1985) 

1
and Ctarnecki and Waddell (1984). Limitations of 
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regional methods are 1 x.plicitly discussed in the EA in S{!Ction 6.3,1.1.5, and 
the text notes that r:1e DOE places confidence in the regional relationships 
between precipitatiot., flux, and recharge and in their srplication to Yucca 
Mountain. The!;e rela:.:Jonships have provided acceptable n~sults in other 
ar.eas. Tt should be recognized that modern recharge er;Ufl\fl.tes derived from 
regional methods by •.:zsrnecki (1985) are compatible wit:h uite-apecific flux 
estimates by Mont8zer.· and Wilson (1984). The flux est:i.m ~~~s by Montazer and 
Wilson (1984) are for current conditions; future pluv~.a conditiono would 
undoubtedly inc.reaue flux and .rechllrge. Site hydrolog c <~.onditions will be 
more firmly establishH aft6!r tn situ testing in the ex'r'J ,Jratory shaft. 

EA clarifications. Commenters ~o~ere concerned with inconsistencies in 
the EA text ·,,r:l.th regard to the hydrologic e[fecta of climatic changes. 

Respo~. Section 5.2.2 has been revised to acknowledge the potential 
for climatic change8 to modify hydrologic conditions. Inconsistencies in 
Section 6.4.2 with regard to estimates of increased precipitation during 
pluvial conditions have been corrected to reflect the mo!:lt recent estimate by 
Spaulding et sl. (1984) of 100 percent above modern precipitation. The 
modeling atudiea on water-table positions during pluvial periods were based 
on a lOO percent increase in vrecipitation (Czarnecki, 1985}. Text in 
Section 6.3.1.4.3 discusses possible changes in hydrologic conditions during 
pluvials. 

Issue: Effects on waste isolation 

Nine comments were received on the issue of the effects of climatic 
changes on the ability of the Yucca Mountain site to isolate waste. The 
commento address two general topics: increases in radionuclide transport, 
and repository performance. 

Increases in radionuclide transport. Commentera questioned the DOE 
finding on potentially adverse conditions that perturbations in hydrologic 
conditions over the next 10,000 years are not likely to be sufficient to 
significantly increase radionuclide transport to the accessible environment. 
Reliance on geochemical retardation under pluvial conditions was noted to be 
unsupported, and an inconsistency with a finding of not present on favorable 
condition 2 in Section 6.3.1.1 (Geohydrology) was also noted. 

Response. The DOE position in the draft EA of not prese:nt for the 
second potentially adverse condition in climatic change was claimed because, 
even though the return to maximum pluYial conditions within the next 10,000 
years is considered possi.ble, this would not significantly increase the 
transport of radionuclides. Under this situation, the scenarios that must be 
enacted to allow sufficient v-olumes of 111ater to contact the radioactive waste 
and dissolve sufficient material to exceed the Environmental Protection 
Agency release limits are unlikely as can be shown by comparison with Sinnock 
et al. (1984). EA Section 6.4.2 prov-ides a thorough discussion of potential 
relesoes for the upper bound on expected flux of 0.5 millimeter (0.02 i-nch) 
per year. Assuming v-ery low direct sorption under fracture-flow conditions, 
matrix diffusion is expected to remain effectiv-e in reducing releases per 
unit time by a factor of up to 400 (Travis et al., 1984). Calculations by 
Sinnock et al. ( 1984) did not include retardation in the fractures, as 
suggested by several coinruenters. Increased flUxes sufficient to cause 
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saturation of the hoe'. 'rock would also decrease radionuclide soliJhiUtiea 
because less oxidizir,., conditions would be developed (Slnnock et ,,11., 1984; 
and Section o.3.t.2.'•,. potentially adverse c.ondi.tion 3). 

It should be noted that favorable condition 2 in gf'<}f1ydrology differs 
markedly from both t.'i~ geohydrology and climatic c.hanges )"mtentially adverse 
conditions. The fav,~Jrable condition, which w.us not cla-herl, require~; that 
expected changes would not affect or would favorably a' t><Ct the ioolation 
capabilily of the repository over 100,000 years. The yec•\ydrology favorable 
condition is clearly a more severe condition to meet, b._,,~ause it requires 
that no effect or a hvot"ahle effect on isolation resu.1.t from any possible 
climatic cycle o · trend. The geohydrology potentially a. vet"se condition 1, 
considered not present, requites that expected changes in geohydrologic 
conditions be sufficient to eignific.antly increase radionuclide tt"ansport 
compared to pre-waste-emplacement conditions. This condition dOP,S not 
specify a time frame or how significant a change is needed, although it is 
assumed that 100,000 years should be the period of conc~rn. Findinga of not 
present on both of these potentially adverse conditions have been mode in the 
final EA, and text revisions have been made to strengto1en the support for 
these findings. 

Repository performance. A few commenter& addre&sed general questions 
of repository performance under expected climatic changes~ questioning che 
reliability of extrapolation of climatic information over 10,000 yeare and 
the validity of current data on the effects of climatic change. 

~sponse. The DOE has used available evidence to reach preliminary 
findings for all guidelines as specified in Appendix III of 10 CFR Part 960. 
Several approaches at"e used in the BA to establish the likelihood that future 
dimatlc changes could lead to diminished isolation performance, including 
review of evidence from field studies for past positions of the water table; 
computer-modeling studies to determine the possible effects of maximum 
pluvial conditions on the water-table position; and review of performance
analysis calculations of a variety of scenarios reflecting climatic extremes 
and conservative, but real~.atic, assumptions. Dur.ing site characterization, 
further atudieR will r.educe uncertainty in the boundaries of the basins 
within the Death Valley ground-water system, allowing better predi1:tions of 
the effects of expected climatic changes on the intet"actton of the ground
water basins and the concomitant changes in other hydrologic eonditions. In 
situ studies will also improve the ability to predict the effects of climatic 
changes on conditions in the unsatut"ated zone. It should be noted that 
isolation requirements apply to the 10,000 years following closure, although 
some technical guidelines require an assessment of the long-term predict
ability of site conditions over 100,000 years. 

Issue: Miscellaneous 

Nine comments addressed et"rors in the EA text, or suggested clarifica
tions to improve discussions of climatic trends in the EA. Two topics were 
identified from the comments: general text corrections and climatic trends. 

An error in conversion of temperatures from General text corDections. 
degrees centigrade to degrees Fshrenhei t waa noted~ In add it ion, one 
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commenter felt that ·:he wording relative to a statement on paleoclimatic 
evidence needed clar fication. 

Response. The corrected convareion from centigradt! to Fahrenheit was 
added to the f1.nal V.A. The wording regarding a etatemf"r:. on paleoclimatic 
evidence for lake poiitlons was clarified by inse-rtion ··f the term "shore
lines" indicating ti is is the form of evidence that is llt!ing used in the 
ftnal EA. 

Climatic trends. A feW' commentere addressed vat· cue aspects of the 
climatic trends thiit are recognized in the western Utd '!d States. One 
commenter questioned the role that atmospheric i.ncrease~ of carbon dioxide 
might play in climatic changes in southern Nevada. 

Response. The statement in the draft EA on the :·ole of the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains in the increasing aridity of the Soul·hwest during the 
Quaternary h~ts been attributed in th~ final EA to Wino,g.l.'ad el al~ (1985), 
rather than Winograd and Doty (1980). A review of literature on paleo
climates has been added to the final EA to pro·ilide alt~rnative interpreta
tions where appropriate. Several commenters pointed t)ut that long-term 
trends toward increasing aridity are not contradicted by cyclic fluctuations 
from wetter to more arid conditions that are superimposed on the trend. One 
commenter implied that downgradient migration of discharge points in the Ash 
Meadows basin during Pleistocene was attributed by Winograd and Doty (1980) 
to trends of increasing aridity; such is not the case. Section 6.3.1.4.3 
clearly describes these changes as related to changes in the configuration of 
ground-water basins wi.thin the Death Valley ground-water syRtcm. 

C.S.S EROSION 

Thie category of commenle ia concerned with rates of erosion at Yucca 
Mountain and depth of the propoaed repository. Ten comments were received in 
this category. Three commentere noted that the data to support lhe erosion 
rates cited in the draft Environmental. Assessment (EA) are few and that 
additional data and alternative interpretations ere ~vailable in the scien
tific literature. Two coromenters noted that potential tectonic activity is 
not adequately considered in the discussion of erosion ratee. Three com
mentere elated that the 200-meler depth in the disqualifying condition is an 
arbitrary number without a sound baaie. One commenter noted that the erosion 
guideline did not address the possibility of fractures providing access from 
the repository to the surface. Another commenter questioned that ds.ta 
obtained during excavation of the exploratory shaft would provide information 
on erosion rates at Yucca Mountain. 

Response 

The u.s. Department of Energy (DOE) agrees that additional data are 
needed to develop a complete understanding of erosion rates at Yucca 
Mountain. Comprehensive studies are being planned for site characterization 
to provide a more complete data base and to evaluate alternative hypotheses 
regarding the effects of future climates and tectonic act.lvi ty on erosion 
rates. 
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Regarding Lhe 2CO-meter (656-foot) depth criterionj it is noted that the 
Nuclear Regulatory ~-ommission concurred with this deprh. figure. It is 
further noted that 1 :,is depth is sufficiently great that any conr:eivable 
erosion rate will n~~t uncover or otherwise adversely a~fftct a repository 
within the next 10,000 years. 

The comment rH~o,.!lrding fractures providing access f. ··m the l'epos1tory to 
the surface presumably is a concern related to movement l( radioaetive gases 
to the Rttrf-!'lce. The disqul'llif'ying condition for ero··!,n is an explicit 
constraint on positioning the repository and only requ. tdlJ that the facility 
be located more than ~·oo meters (656 feet) below lhe grJ ·1d surface. The gas 
transport question wO.l be thoroughly investigated dur·ir·.~ Aite character
ization. Until IH:cess to the proposed repository de-pth is provided, it is 
not possible to evaluate the gas transport question. 

The DOE agrees that no information bearing on ero€11on rates will be 
obtained from the exploratory shaft and has revised Sect1.on 6.3.1 .. 5.7 of the 
EA accordingly. 

c. 5.6 DISSOLUTION 

The characteristics of rock dissolution within the repository horizon 
are necessary to determine if radionuclide releas~s are likely to be greater 
than are allowed by the regulations. None comments relating to dissolution 
were received. These comments are categorized into three iusuea: (1) Repos
itory Conditions, (2) Evidence for Dissolution of Tufh, and (3) General 
Criticism. 

Issue: Repository conditions 

This issue relates to expected repository conditione following closure. 
One comment received expressed concern that the near-field emplaced repos
:ttory will not offer standard temperature and pressure conditions. The 
commenter questioned the validity of the experimental results presented in 
the draft Enviro11mental Assessment (EA). Two additf.onal commenters asked 
about the expected temperatures near the waste disposal containers. 

Response 

Those parties involved with experiments and testing arc aware that the 
repl)aitory conditions will nol be at standard temperature and pressure. 
Temperature limits on spent fuel waste disposal containers are 350°C (662°F). 
The maximum temperature reached in lhe rock material is related to the 
spacing of waste disposal containers. The pressure will remain at approxi
mately one atmosphere, but the temperature will rise. Experiments and testa 
are being conducted at elevated temperatures up to 250°C (482°F) and the 
equilibrium pressure of water vapor over solutions at those temperatures 
where experiments are run at over 100°C (2l2°F). A combination of laboratory 
experiments and geochemical thermodynamic and kinetic models are being used 
to predict long-term repository conditions. 
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Issue: Evidence for •lieBolot:tron of tuffs 

Three c.onunents ~·~,re received in th.is area. Two of Ute coromenters ques
tioned the statement th.at tuffo in lhe repository settiPg will h.ave a low 
dissolution potentia~~ giving the following reasons: hi'lle is known about 
the relevant reacti•">'! r11tes, determination of silicate · .. nermodynaroic.s is a 
complex problem, arv .. reactions which occurred during t.l .,, Quaternary were 
subject to different cond.itlona than those expected wil- :i.n the repository. 
Or.e co111manter agreed that there 18 no evidence, based 01• a review of the 
literature, to prosume that significant dis~olution \IJ U oocuX' th.at would 
lead to radionuclide releases gnater t.hsn are allo\i&t :.e" All of the 
comments stated that there is a significant relations·. ip belwe.en tuff 
mineralogy, aqueous chelll.istry, and radionuclide transport. 

Response 

The question o.f possible evidence for dissolution o£ the host rock has 
been examined in the unoaturated zone ln the vicinity of the exploration 
block and Well J-13 where the Topopah Spring Member is ,u~low the water table. 
The lack of indication of solution, even within the saturated z.one, is 
compelling evidence that the volcani.c rocks at Yucca Mountain are not subject 
to dissolution to any significant. extent. Since these conclueiono are baaed 
on field observations, add! tiona! data resul ling from laboratory-based 
studies on ratos of dissolution or the complexity of silicate minerals would 
not serve to change them. Dissolution processea during tl1e Quaternary and 
future disaolution rates are discussed in Section 6.3.1.6.5 of the EA. 

The relationship between tuff mineralogy, aqueous chemistry. and radio
nuclide transport has been investigated and will continue to be investigated 
during site characterization. Current information indicates that aqueous 
chemistry and tuff mineralogy are st or nesr equilibrium conditions (Ogard 
and Kerriak, 1984). 

Issue: General criticism 

Three comments were received that criticized certain points in the dis
cussion of the dissolution potential of tuffs. One co~m~enter stated that 
experiments similar to those performed on the Bullfrog Member should also be 
conducted on the Topopah Spring Member. The second commenter stated that six 
authoritative references were ignored with respect to the influence of poten-
tial changes and water chemistry on dissolution. The third commenter 
suggested that Section 6.3.1.6.7 contradicts the first paragraph of Section 
6~3.1.6.6. 

Response 

The reference cited in Section 6.3.1.2.2 of the draft EA (Knauss et. al., 
1984) describes the experiments that have been performed on the Topopah 
Spring Member. Since the writing of the draft EA. several other publications 
which discuss these experimental results have been published. 
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The siK referenc·e1 .• noted in the second comment were considererl in 
arriving at the conc.lll£ tons that wen~ presented in the secl:.ion on dissolu
tion. As an example, Kerrisk (1983) refere1lced four of the six :i.n a 
discussion of reactior,-path calculations of volcanic-glass dissolution. 

The experiment<:~ t'"lt~t are planned for site charactet'~''-3tion (Section 
6.3.1.6.7) are to conf..rm what is stated in Section 6.3.1.·.• .• 6. 

C,5,7 TECTONICS 

Addressed in this category are 123 comments concernin1 the assessment of 
postclosure tectonics at Yucca Moutltain as presented in the d1·aft EA (Section 
6.3.1.7). The primary function of this technical guideli"n~ is to ensure that 
the likelihood of disruption of waste isolation due to tertonic processes is 
at or below acceptable levels baaed on all available j~f~cmation. The first 
two issues cover the potential for volcanic and seismic activity in the 
vicinity of the site. The potential for a release of rajionuclidea due to 
toctonic processes is the focus of the favorable conoition (Section 
6.3.1.7.3), the qualifying condition (Section 6.3.1.7.1), and the disqualify
ing condition (Section 6.3.1.7.5) in the Environmental Assessment (EA). The 
u.s. Department of Energy (DOE) conclusions on all three <'.onditions have been 
challenged. The comments are categorized into three issues: (l) Potential 
for Volcanic. Activity, (2) Potential for Seismic Activity, and (3) Potential 
for Tectonically Induced Loss of Containment. 

Issue: Potential for volcanic activity 

Fifteen comments were received on this issue. Included are remarks on 
the dflta used to assess the potential for volcanism at the site and the 
analyses of those data. Questions directly addressing the possibility of 
disruption of an underground repository by volcanic activity are addressed 
separately in the final iasue. Specific topics covered below are: silicic 
volcanism, hydrothermal and hydrovolcanic activity; and eruption of volcanic 
materials~ 

Silicic volcanism. Several commenters noted that the effort in the EA 
coneentrated on eKamining the potential for basaltic volcanism, while silicic 
volcanlsm was de-emphasized. 

Response. The u.s. Geological Survey (USGS, 1984) reviewed available 
data on silicic volcanism and concluded that no silicic volcanism has 
occurred within 100 kilometers (62 miles) of the s.ite during the last 
6 million years. Firat silicic and then basaltic ~rolcanism have become 
increasingly concentrated toward the margins of the Great Basin during the 
last 14 million years (Christiansen and McKee, 1978). Based on these 
observations, the likelihood of silicic volcanic activity over the next 
10,000 years is probably negligible. 

Hydrothermal and hydrovolcanic activity. A number of commenters noted 
that the potent.hl for hydrothermal and hydrovolcanic activity was not 
discussed in the EA. 
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RflAponAe. Sig11 lficaut hydrothermol activity is usually assc.•dated with 
long-lived centers ( C andesiti<' to silldc. Yolcan:l.sm. As discussed above, 
evidenc.e for recenL Jilicic yol.caoism is absent in the vicinity of the site. 
Areas of small-YoliJrr . .< basalt:l.c Yolcaoism with youngest e~es close to 300,000 
years old are proba ·ly characterized by a low thermal flux incapable of 
supporting hydrothet:mal activity. HydroYolcanic. erQ.pt1(,Jl0 (i.e., explosive 
Yolcanic actlYity acsociated with magma-water interactit•1j probably occur in 
less than 2 perc.ent of all western U.S. eruptions (Smi ., and Luedke, 19811). 
The significance of both types of secondary Yolc.anic 1,roceaaes will be 
f..!rther eYaluoted during site characterization. 

Eruption of YOltanic materiah. Estimates for LL probsbilily of 
Yolcanic eruptirn at a site at YuccS Mountain wet·e queat.loned by the largest 
number of reYiewers commenting on the issue. It was suggested that silicic, 
hydrothermal, and hydrovo1capic. actiYity should be included in p-r-obability 
calculations. DeriYation of the mean probability (appr~ximately 1 chance in 
10,000 OYer 10,000 years) was not clearly explained in the EA. Some com
menters noted that age dating of Yolcanic features wa'3 incomplete. One 
reYiewer felt that high heat flow due to aubduction prt"cesses beneath Yucca 
Mountain would make construction of a repository there imprudent. Finally, 
one reYiewer asserted that the potential for large-scale impoundment of 
surftH".e waters induced by Yolcanic sctiYity (potentia-lly adverse condition in 
Section 6.3.1.7.4) may be present at the site, in dhagreiJmll!ot with the 
findings of the EA. 

Response. As discussed in the pre,.ious two topic responses, silicic, 
hydrothermal, and hydroYolcanic actiyity are presently thought to be 
unimportant contrlbutors to recent Yolc.ano-tectonics in the Yicinity of Yucca 
Mountain. Should studies conducted during sf.te characterization alter this 
perception, these processes will be considered in a thorough assessment of 
the potential for future Yolcanic actiYity. Further work ia required to 
better resolve a mean probab.iiity for the eruption of Yolcanios at the site. 
Section 6.3.1.?.5 .tn the EA, aa well as favorable condition 1, haYe been 
reYised to include further discussion of yolcanic event probabilities. The 
Site Characterization Plan will outline tile requirements for the study. 
Sampling and age dating of volcanic centers will continue under site 
characterization. Subduction-controlled yolcaniam and attendant heat flov 
probably ceased to be important in the Great Basin more than 10 million years 
ago. 

ln response to the challenge to the findings on potentially adverse 
condition 5 in Section 6.3.!.7.4, the low average rainfall and high eyapora
tion rates make large impoundments of surface waters resulting from any 
natural phenomen~n highly unlikely. This potentially adverse condition is 
judged to be not present at Yucca Mountain. 

Issue: Potential for seis~ic actiY~ 

Seventy-two comments were receiyed concerning the potential for seismic 
actiyity in the vicinity of the site. Most of the commentera focused on the 
incompleteness of tile present information on historic and· prehistoric fault
ing and questioned the adequacy of probability, recurrence, and ground-motion 
computations based on current understanding of tectonics near the site. 
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Comments conc.erning l_ne potential effects of fault movement on the contain
ment of waste at th, repository are addressed in the following issue. 
Presented here are re.sponses to comments on tha following topic a: regional 
seismicity, fault d~,_:_ineation and dating, earthquake r\· obabilities, and 
faulting effects on ft:ound-water flow. 

Regional sei~~dty. Reviewers expressed concern ·lr·r 
of the regional F,eismi.city around the Yucca Mountain a:1. ~~ 
centered around the proximity and association of the a: ti to 
activity in the western United States such as Mammoth h.~<!, 

Fault, the Nevada Se~.smic Zone, the Intermountain SeL;· ~-c 

East-West SeismL· Belt. Correctf.ons to distances to tlle:e 

several aspects 
Major comments 
zones of seismic 
the San Andreas 
Zone, and the 
features and to 

earthquakes within them os given in the EA were requested. The quiescence of 
the Las Veg:~.s Valley Shear Zone was questioned as was ·~1-Je possibility of 
explosion-induc.ed aftershocks due to testing at the Nevcr.cla Test Site (NTS), 
Citing the short record of historical seismicity at the site, one reviewer 
challenged the condusion that potentially adverse condition 4 (Section 
6.3.1. 7.4 of the EA) of local seismicity exceeding thllt of the tectonic 
setting is not present at the site. This commenter and others suggested lhat 
more earthquake datB are necessary to adequately aasesf:l local seismicity 
patterns, 

Response. Location of the site relative to the San Andress Fault in 
western California, the Nevada Seismic Zone, and the Intermountain Seismic 
Zone is not thought to represent a major seismic hav.ard. In addition, 
inclusion of seismicity data f~om these three regions and Mammoth Lakes in 
assessments of seismic l"isk at Yucca Mountain may be approprtate for certain 
purposes, but would not be appropriate for site-specific hazard studies. The 
mechanism generating earthquakes along the San Andreae Fault is different 
from that operating at the site, which is far from the boundary. Also, the 
results of Christiansen and McKee (1978) suggest that the higher rates of 
seismic.:l.ty w-ithin the Nevada and lntennountaf.n seismic zones and at Mammoth 
Lakes are consistent with a migYation of volcanism and faulting away from the 
center of the Great Basin and the sf.te, and toward the eastern and western 
edges of the Great Basin, Seismic:l.ty of Mammoth Lakes is almost certainly 
associated with the migration of magma at depth. There is no evidence that 
magma bodiefl exist beneath or near Yucca Mountain. The outline of the 
East-West Seismic Belt is, of course, subjective and has been removed from 
Figure J-9 (Historical seismicity in the western United States) of the final 
EA. The site is located on the southern fringe of this belt, in a region of 
relative seismic quiescence. The Las Vegas Valley Shear Zone has also been 
seismically quiet, as have been most northwest-trending-faults in the Great 
Ba>:~lu (USGS, 1984). 

Several distance meaourements have been changed in the final EA as a 
result of comments by reviewers. The distance from the site to the Owens 
Valley earthquake is given as 130 kilometers (81 miles) (Section 6.3.1.7.4). 
Ita magnitude is reported as 8+. The dist~nce to the Intermountain Seismic 
Zone is stated as " ... more than 250 kilometers (155 miles) east of the 
site •••" (Section 6.3.1.7.4). 

The closest underground nuclear explosions have been located 40 to 50 
kilometers (25 to 30 miles) from the eite. Explosion-induced aftershocks 
have been documented and analyzed (ERDA, 1977). The vast preponderance of 
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afterohocks occur at shallow depths (probably leas tban 5 kilometers 
(3 miles), and are 1!.!..:-ated within 14 kilometers (9 mJ.lef:) of grou1.1d zero of 
the preceding explodon (ERDA, 1977), 

Though local mt\ roearthquake data for the site are limited •to a few 
yearG, the u.s. Gee: ogical Survey (USGS, 1984) reportP.d •. hat the seismic 
record for the region is complete for all earthquakes f ~t<ter than or equal 
tc a magnitude oi '+ to 5 occurring in the past 40 years. All events between 
magnitude 7 and 8 that have occurred in the region ovt'" •. he past 130 years 
are likely to have be,~n documented. New information o · tocsl mechpnisms of 
earthquakes in the vh:inity of Yucca Mountain has been /J '·!sented by the USGS 
(1984) and has been incorporated into the final EA. lle.~ther the seismic 
record nor the r.egional tectonics indicates that future seismicity at the 
site is Ukely to be more frequent or of higher magnitu~~r· than that occurring 
throughout the southern Basin and Range Province. Tht"··c•rlore, potentially 
adverse condition'' (Section 6,3.1.7.4 of the EA) is C{!fiSidered to be not 
present at the site. The site characterization program will enhance under~ 
standing of seismicity patterns at Yucca Mountain and in the surrounding 
region and will permit a more confident extrapolation o.f the data into the 
future, 

Fault delineation and dating. The largest number of comments on this 
issue addressed the adequacy of information on the delineation and age of 
faults near the site. 1L was pointed out that all faults on Yucc.a Mountain 
require further study and various techniques for accomplishing this goal 
(e.g., low-sun-angle photography, trenching, establishing better strati
graphic relationships) ware suggested. Citing the work of Swadley et al. 
(1984) and Szabo end Kyser (1985), several reviewers contested the conclusion 
that there is no unequivocal evidence for surface faulting within the 
I, 100-square-kilometer (425-square-mile) area of the site during the last 
4o.ooo years. Commentera interpreted the work of carr (1984) to indicate 
that uplift rates on the Windy Wash Fault near the site are equal to those in 
tectonically active areas of Death Valley, The stratigraphy-determined age 
of nearby block-forming faults was questioned. Also, revie~ers noted that 
the EA did not adequately consider stri~e-slip faulting, 

Response, Studies and maps of the types suggested will be evaluated for 
inclusion in the site characterization program to better understand the 
location, age, and seismic potential of faults at Yucca Mountain. Conclu
sions presented in the EA appropriately incorporated all available published 
information on faulting in the vicinity of the site. The Swadley et al. 
(1984) reference was being produced concurrently with the draft EA. At the 
time of publication of Swadley et al. (1934), there was no unequivocal 
evidence of surface fault displacement younger than 40,000 years within a 
1,100-square~kilometer (425-square-mile) area around the Yucca Mountain site. 
New data (6 age~dates) on the thermolurnirrescent age of a disturbed eolian 
silt in eastern Crater Flat may indicate surface displacement on the order of 
l to 10 centimeters (0.39 to 3.9 inches) during the Holocene (Dudley, 1985). 
Dudley also states, however, that this dating technique is highly provisional 
and that these dates are preliminary and have not been verified. 

The work of Szabo and Kyser (1985) reports ages from 26,000 to over 
400,000 years for secondary carbonate deposits in fault-related fractures 
from drill cores at, YuC.ca' Mountain. However, these preliminary results were 
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based on few samples an.,, aa Szabo and Kyser (1985) state, may or ma:r not be 
indicative of the timiq~ of faulting episodes. These aga1-1 represemt a 
minimum age for the fntcturing (i.e., the dates represent the age ot' the 
carbonate deposition omd not necessarily the age of th~! preexisting 
fracture). 

Reviewers incorrectly interpreted the work of Carr ( 1 ~U4), where the 
ratl.S of displacemt!nt for the Windy Wash Fault were 0.3 tf' c:er (1 foot) per 
1,000 years during the periOd of time hom 12.9 to 11.7 m;.llion years ago, 
not at the present time. Dhcussions by the USGS (1984) s.~qgest that the age 
of block-formtng faulto near Yucca Mountain, based on -J--'l stratigraphic 
rele.tionohip of tne Timber Mountain Tuff to Paintbrush '1 1ff, is between 
!2.5 end 11.4 million years. 

The discussion of strike-slip faulting has been expanded in the final EA 
to include both major regional strike-elip zones (Sectiorj 3. 2.2 of the final 
EA) and to revie-w evidence for lateral movement on faults at and near the 
site. 

Earthquake probabilities. The analysis of the likelihood of faulting 
and strong ground motion at the Yucca Mountain site was the object of criti
cism from a number of reviewers. Objections were rafsed on the exclusion of 
Yucca Mountain faults from calculationa of recurrence rates fQr large 
earthquakes near and acceierations at the site, despite the acknowledgment 
that some faults at Yucca Mountain may be potentially Active. Commentera 
suggested that the potential for future se1.amicity was not adequately 
assessed in support of the favorable condition (Section 6.3.1.7.3 of the EA) 
and that strike-sUp faulting should be considered in analyses of the 
potential for earthquake activity. Reviewers expressed the importance of 
examining the late Quaternary record to examine short-term, cyclic tectonic 
trends and also questioned the recurrence rate of major earthquakes in the 
area given in a preliminary version of Carr (1984). A comroenter suggested 
that surficial warping or faulting due to ground-water withdrawal be 
assessed. One reviewer requested a wording change concerning the connection 
between volcanism. and surface faulting during the Quaternary. 

Response. The calculation of pea'.c acceleration requires a list of 
faults that are thought to represent the greatest hazard to the site and for 
which dimensions are well known. At the time of preparation of the seismic
hazard prediction reported by USGS (1984) and Rogers et al. (1977), the fault 
map (Scott and Bonk, 1984) of the Yucca Mountatn site was not available. 
Although stress measurements indicate that north-trending faults at Yucca 
Mountain are so oriented that slip may be possible, confidence in the lengths 
and slip histories of these faults is not sufficient at this time to estimate 
magnitudes, although estimates wi.ll be made during site characterization. 
Further, the attenuation curves of Schnabel and Seed (1973) used to compute 
ground-motion estimates for the EA are outdated; newer relationships are 
presented in Section 6.3.3.4.5 and will be used for seismic hazard evalua
tions during site char·acterh:ation. A table of recurrence estimates compiled 
from available lit-eratUre for the NTS region for magnitudes of 7, 6, and 5 
was added to Section 6.3.1.7.5 of the final EA. 

During site characterization, more thorough investigations of seismic
ity, strike-slip and normal faults of Quaternary age 1 and attenuation 
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parameters will permit an improved analysis of the potfHltial for faulting 
near Yucca Mountain. The recurrence estimate of Carr (19B4) has been deleted 
from Section 6.3.1.7,-i of the EA because of a change in the supportins 
reference and at the ~equest of the reviewers. 

It seems unl!k'e ~y that warping nnd faulting due .:o ground-water 
withdrawal are poaaLJle in locations such as Yucca Moum ··in where t.he water 
table is at least 500 meters (1,640 feet) below the sur~. ce. As requested, 
the sentence in potentially adverse condition 1 in Set~.Jon 6.3~1.7,4, haa 
been changed to read ",,. there i.e suggestive evidenc. that , • , surface 
faulting may have acco:'l.panied the volcanism , , , " 

Faulting effects on ground-water flow, Several c0111menters suggested 
that evidence does not support the conclusion that tec;:;:,nic processes • 
specifically faulting, that could adversely affect ground·-water flow are not 
likely at the site (potentinlly adverse condition 6 in S1~ction 6.3,},7,4), 
Reviewers felt that faulting could increase hydrologic f.lux and travel times 
and alter the depth to the water table. One reviewer argued that the_ 
potential for disruption of the ground-water system should be evnluated for a 
IOO,OOO~year time period under the full range of conditions expected du~ing 
that time frame. 

Response. The nature of flow under unsaturuted condi.tions in a 
fractured porous medium (Wang and Narasimhan. 1985) makes it unlikely that 
the development of new fractures could alter flow conditions to uny e~ten~. 
At Yucca Mountain the water table is at least 500 meters (1,640 feet) below 
the surfnce. The DOE concludes that changes in the ground-water flow system 
are highly unlikely to lead to significant increases in radionuclide trans
port during the lO,OUU-yesr period specified in the DOE siting guideline 
(10 CFR 960.4-2-1) and thus potentially adverse condition 6 in Section 
6.3.1.7.4 of the EA is not present at Yucca Mountain. 

I~sue: Potential for tectonically induced loss of containment 

Reviewers of the draft EA submitted 36 comments directly addressing the 
potential for radionuclide release due to future t€ctonic processes or 
events. As a result, all comments in this issue directly or indirectly 
challenge the DOE findings on the favorahle condition (Section 6.3.1.7.3), 
the qualifying condition (Section 6,3.1.7.1), or the disqualifying condition 
(Section 6.3.1. 7.5) as detailed in the EA. The favorable eondition states 
that Quaternary rates of igneous and tectonic activity suggest that there is 
a less than one in 10,000 chau.:-:e over thP. next 10,000 years of release of 
radionuclides to the accessible enviro01nent. The first two topics in this 
issue cover challenges to the finding on the favorable condition based on 
potential for future volcanic and seismic disruption. Preliminary qualifies~ 
Lion of the site is possible as long sa release of rad!onuclides above those 
allowable is not judged to be likely in the future. The site will be dis
qualified if the Quaternary record suggests that ground mo,t-ion or fault 
movement is likely to lead to a loss of waste isolation, Questions on these 
final two conditions are addressed under the third topic, The following
topics are entitled: challenges to findings regarding volcanism, challenges 
to findings regarding seismicity, and challenges to qualifying and disquali
fying conditions. 
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Challenges to f.~ndi~~gsrding volcani!!!!.• Several commentars sug-
gested that the favordble condition is not met at Yucca Mountain 011 the basis 
of either the record of volcanism near the ailP. Ol' the :lnadequocy of the 
volcanic record. 

Response, As r:::l.scussed in the first issue, smaL volume basaltic 
volcanism is thought: to be the moat likely form of futu, ~ volcanism in the 
southern Great Basir.. Ellhumation of s repository by n ,'>.losive crater:tng 
associated with hydt·ovolcanism is unliltely; the depth f burial of the 
rfpository is about four times the depth of craters fo~~~J by such processes 
(Crowe et al., 1985). The most recent probab1litt

4
c. 1-.~ulations !gr the 

eruption of basalts a~. the site is between 4,7 x 10 :;,r. · 3.3 X" 10 fol' s 
10,000-year perhd. The smaller probability clearly med.a the favorable 
condition, and the higher bound does not. This conclus:.ton is based on an 
assumption that penetration of the repository by basalts wtll lead to radio
nudide releases. A study by Link et al. (1982) aase:>sed the potential 
radionucide release~ associated with volcanic activity (see EA Section 
6.3.1.7.6). Work completed during sjte characterization will as8e81J the most 
appropriate probability value baa<Od on on evalu!ltion of data a.ssumptiona <'.nd 
on structural controls of past volcanic activities in th~ region. Until this 
work is completed, it is concluded that the favorable condition :ttl not 
present and the EA has been revised to reflect thio. 

Challenges to findfnga regarding seismieity. Other reviewers suggested 
that the favorable condition is not met at the site because of the prob
ability that faulting and ground motion will directly cause a loss of waste 
isolation or because of potential changes to hydrologic conditionll resulting 
from seismic. activity. Commenters noted that seismicity was not evaluated in 
support of the favorable condition. 

Response. The draft EA did not present a thorough analysis of the prob
ability that earthquakes could disrupt waste isolation at the site because 
such calculations are not yet available. In the event of seismicity in the 
vicinity, the risk of damage to underground tunnels and postclosure struc
tures is thought to be small because tunnels in tuffaceous rock have been 
observed to remain atable during nearby underground nuclesr testing. More 
importantly, with the upper bound on flux thought to be present within the 
potential host rock (0.5 millimeter (0.02 inch) per year, Wilson, 1985), even 
direc.t fracture disruption of waste dispoBal containers in the repository is 
unlikely to lead to releases of radionuclidea to the accessible envirunment 
at a sufficiently fast rate to exceed the EPA release limits. To saturate 
the deepest portion of the repository, the ~ater table would have to rise a 
minimum of 185 meters (600 feet), which is an unrealistic occurrence. 

Challenges to qualifying and disqualifying conditions. Challenges to 
conclusions on the qualifying condition (one commenter) and to the disquali
fying condition (several commenters) were based primarily on the hypothesis 
that ground motion, faulting, and accompanying perturbations to hydrologic 
conditions could result in significant release of radionuclides. Most 
coromenters suggested that evidence indicates the potential for a large earth
quake over the next 10,000 years. One commenter cited the potential for 
disruption of the repository due to nuclear testing at the Nevada Test Site. 
Several commenters questioned the reliance on low water flux to support the 
absence of the tectonics disqualifying condition. 
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R~sponse. No mech:,nisms have been identified that suggest a potential 
for unallowable loss of radionuclides from tho engineered barrier syntem and 
transport to the accese:ble environment. The USGS (1984) (\9timates that the 
Bare Mountain Fault, ).: kilometers (9 mi.les) from the site, ia capable of 
producing a magnitude f.8 earthquake resulting in an acc.el,,nltion of 0.4g at 
the surface of the si·t-·l· Larger accelerations are possil:·J~ should active 
faults eldat closer to the site •. Only three small earthq•·•tkes (magnitudes 
less than 2) have been recorded !lt Yueca Mountain during k years of intensive 
monHoring. In addition, nuclear tests arf' confined to d1•-'tAnce.s of 40 to 
50 kilometer.g (25 tu 30 miles) from the site, and aftertl 10t.:ks generally are 
restricted to distances within 14 kilometers (9 miles) o · ground zero. 
During site charae'"erization, seismic-design analysis by l:l>...lerts in the field 
of hazard assessment will establish appropriate seismogenic. sources for con
sideration of preclosure and postclosure engineering and reologic structures. 

Most importantly, loss of waste isolation due to d1aruption of the 
repository by strong Rround motion or even direet fracturing alone is highly 
unlikely. Loss of waste isolation requires a medium cepa.ble of dissolving 
nnd transporting sufficient radionuclides to the accessi.ble environment 
within the p['escribed pedod of time. If the flux within the host roek is as 
low as currently thought (less than O.S millimeter (0.02 inch) per year, 
W:l.lson, 1985), there will be insufficient flux to cause an unacceptable 
release of radionuclides (Sinnock et al., 1984). 

New fractures produced by faulting would be Ukely to have negligible 
effects on hydrologic. flow through unsaturated fracttlred porous rock (Wang 
and Narasimhan, 1985). 

The only possible mechanism for r~lease would be the penetration of the 
repository by sufficient magma and further eruption of magma so that 
dispersal of some radionuclides could occur. The probabilities of magmati~4 penetration_gr the repository over a 10,000 year period range from 4.7 x 10 
to 3.3 x 10 , and the consequences of volcanic events, as predicted by Link 
et al. (1982), have been added to the final EA in Section 6.3.1.7.6. 

In addition, adverse eonsequences of any release of waste are predicted 
to be small. The final EA maintains the findings of the draft EA that 
(1) the evidence docs not indicate that the Yucca Mountain site is disquali
fied and (2) the evidence does not indicate that the site is not likely to 
meet the qualifying condition for postclosure teetonics. 

C.S.8 HUMAN INTERFERENCE (NATURAL RESOURCES) 

The Human Interference technical guideline deals with the potential for 
the site to contain natural resources that could be economically attractive 
and thereby cause future int-erference with the repository. Forty-one 
comments received in this category have been subdivided into four issues: 
(1) Mineral Resources, (2) Water Resources, (3) Geothermal Resources, and 
(4) Miscellaneous. 
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Issue: Mineral resour:t• ~e 

Twenty-three commr:nte were recei\l'ed on the mineral 1.:esources tssue, 
These ~~omments address the potential for mining operation~ at or near the 
Yucca Mountain site to exploit the mineral resources of th~ area. The topics 
addressed include: mf.\leral resource potential, minerali2'H'Cion of calderas, 
economic mining contr.\ but ions, geocham:l.cal sample report::llllJ, and erli torial 
changes. 

Mineral resourc-~otential, Several commenters i •d i. :;a ted that the 
U.S. Department of Eneq~y (DOE) had no basis for conc .. 1 Jing, through 
literature review, thst Yucca Mountain does not have an ec· .. nomically feasible 
potential for mineral resource exploitation. In addition, these comments 
indicated that. all relevant data had not been considered •1nd that other data 
were misrepresented. 

Response. The DOE developed its position regarding 
resources of Yucca Mountain by assessing the results of 
activities: 

the mineral 
the following 

1. Mineral inventories were conducted by literature review (Bell and 
Larson, 1982) and by combined literature review and field investi
gation (Quade and Tingley, 1983). The results indicated that there 
is no evidence of past mining activity at Yucca Mountain nor any 
evidence of existing economic mineralization, Results also 
indicated that there are no economically ~ignificant nonmetallic 
mineral deposits located at Yucca Mountain that cannot be found in 
economical deposits elsewhere in Nevada. 

2. Field exploration and geologic mapping was conducted by the 
u.s. Geological Survey (Christiansen and Lipman, 1965; Lipman and 
McKay, 1965; Scott and Bonk, 1984) for Yucca Mounta~n and surround
ing areas. No evidence of economic mineralization was reported or 
mapped. 

3. Exploratory boreholes at a.nd near the Yucca M.otlntain site ha\l'e. been 
drilled, Cores and cuttings derived fr.om these boreholes are rou
tinely analyzed by geochemical methods. No mineralization has been 
found of economic importance. A sample from drill hole USW G-1 
taken at 1,072 meters (3,515 feet) below the surface showed "••• an 
abrupt increase in the intensity of alteration, presumably caused by 
hydrothermal solutions ••• " (Spengler at al., 1981). An analysis of 
the sample showed that it contained 0.64 ounce per ton silver and 
0.02 ounce per ton gold (reported as parts per millton in the 
reference). These concentrations are not economical at the surface, 
let alone at a depth of 549 meters (1,800 feet) below the water 
table. 

The preceding evidence establishes a strong defense for the position 
that no known economic mineral resources are present at Yucca Mountain. The 
evaluation of mineral resources in the Environmental Assessment (EA) indi
cates that the potential for significant amounts of minerals to occur at the 
site is low, 
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Mineralization rt calderas. Some commentera stated that 'YuCC'.~- Mountain -------sits on the edge of t 'le Crater Flat Caldera and that thJ.a and 75 percent of 
all calderaG in Neva;a are mineralized. 

Response. The 'cJcks exposed at YuC'CS Mountain are r.hiefly the products 
of volcanic-tectonic structures known as calderas that F' :lially coincide in 
space and time. Mel> ~e (1979) evaluated the generic rela' f('nship of more than 
30 calderas and the:·.r volcA.nic products to the d!stritl U.on of known ore 
deposits in Nevarla. Of 98 mining districts in Nevada w b $1 million or more 
produt'.tion of gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc, mercur··) antimony, and iron, 
only 2 are within caJ.deras, and only 5 nre in silici tuffs related to 
calderas (McKee, 1979). This is si6nificant conoider!11' that ash-flow tuff 
of Tertiary age is the most abundant rock type exposed '.n Nevada (consti
tuting half of the total surface outcrops) and that 93 percent of the major 
metal-minin5 districts in Nevada are in rockR other tha~~ silicic tuff (McKee, 
1979). This strong negatlve correlation indicates th.;•.t large base• and 
precious-metal deposits in Nevada are generally not assoC'iated with calderas 
or the products of caldera evolution. 

Economic mioing contributions. A few comments we·::e directed at the 
DOE's dismissal of the contribution of mineral and mining operations to the 
economy. 

Response. The numbers that the DOE cited for mining production and 
yield were used to define the relative size of an operation. Regardless of 
the worth of soy existing or future operation (including the Wahmonie 
District), these mining activities will not be impacted since they lie 
outside the controlled area. Mineral-resource surveys in the area have been 
conducted and are presented in the EA. Further evaluations will be under
taken during site characterization. 

Geochemical sample reporting. 
investigations of core samples were 

Some commenters stated that geochemical 
not reported in the draft EA. 

Response. These data have been included in the final EA. In addition, 
expanded analyses will OC'cur during site characterization. Samples from 
existing and f•1ture boreholes will be analyzed using x-ray fluorescence and 
neutron activation analysis for trace elements. 

Editorial changes. Various sentence and word changes as indicated in 
the response were suggested. 

Resp~. In Section 3.2.4.2 the words "mining operations" have been 
revised to read "explor::ttory and mining operations" to encompass all 
practices associated with mining. In the same: section, a sentence hao been 
added that reads "Lead and copper were also historically important minerals 
in northern and central Nevada." 

Section 3.2.4.3 has been revised and reorganized to indicate that 
"Fluorite l·,tfneralization, judged to be of local signf.ficance, is widespread 
in Bare Mountain, 16 kilometers (10 miles) west of the site" (Bell and 
Larson, 1982). 
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Issue: Water resources 

Eight comments wen~ associated with the potential foe ground-t~ater 
resource exploitation. The majority of the comments concerned the avail
ability of water for po:'sible future communities in Jacka.sr Flats, east of 
Yucca Mountain. On(~ c .>mmenter stated that the potential (or ground-water 
extraction at Crater FJ.at, west of Yucca Hount11in, was not :.~Jnsidered. A few 
commrnters stated that the draft F.A discussions failed to ' r,sider the impact 
on deep regional aquifers and the interconnectivity bet'l'eeq aquifers. In 
addition, it was stated that the shallow carbonate aqulf .n beneath Yucca 
Mountain meets safe drinking-water standards. 

Response 

It is most likely that future developments would occur in areaa with 
easy aecess to reliable, shallow water resources. However, future use of 
water by u possible t(,wnsite in Jackass Flats would not impact the isolation 
performance of the repository because the thick, unsaturated zone and very 
low flux are the major reasons that radionuclides will not be released frorn 
the repository. Pumping of water from the saturated zone underlying the 
repository would not impact the flux and low water content j,n the repository 
zone. Furthermore, if the water table dropped due to overuse. the travel 
time from the repository to the accassible environment would increase. 

In general, development of future communities would occur where a 
reliable and shallow aourc~ nf water could be obtained. The probability of 
developments of various size and location will be further investigated during 
Bite characterization. 

Waddell (1982) discusses the tht·ee ground-water basins within the 
regional ground-water system in the Yucca Mountain area. This study is 
reviewed in Section 2.1 of the EA. The deep aquifer ia unlikely to bt! a 
potential source within the Alkali Flat-Furnace Creek Rani:h ground-water 
basin unle.ss the shallow tuff-alluvial aquifer was depleted. This is 
unlikely to occur under any reasonable use scenario. It is true that in the 
very distant future (1,000 to tO,OOO years), changing climatic conditions or 
abnormally excessive water usage could change relative head pressures. 
However, for the immediate future (lesa than 1,000 years), it is not deemed a 
plausible scenario that water users would drill to the deep aquifers. 

The shallow aquifer beneath Yucca Mountain is not a carbonate aqui.fer, 
but a tuff-alluvial aquifer. 

Issue: Geothermal resources 

Four comments were received relative to the potential for economically 
feasible geothermal resources in the area of Yucca Mountain and the proposed 
repository site. The comments address the DOE statement that there is 
" ••• no potential for any commercially attractive geothermal resources." 

Response 

The potential use of the low-temperature geothermal energy located in 
the Amargosa Valley does not have a bearing on the impacts of a repository at 
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Yucca Mountain beca' se the Amargosa Valley ia outalde of the controlled area. 
The area around Yuc; a Mountain is extremely well known 1n terms vf heat flow. 
More than 60 wells ~some as deep as l,8JO meters (6,000 feet)) have been 
drilled and analyze.:, The data show the absence of sn•1 readily and econom
tcally accessible g'iH)thermal resources, As indicated 'r' the EA, temperatures 
at exploitable der'·.he are about one ... third to one-nin:·'l the temperature 
required for comnH.',r:cial power generation. Further Q' mUes during site 
characteri:!:ation will help to confirm cunent underst nding of geothermal 
Lesource potential. 

Issue: Miscellaneotr, l 

Six comments were received and categorized as miscellaneous. The topics 
addressed include: natural resources present, radioPnclide mtgration •Jia 
openings, and editorial changes, 

Natural resm.,rces present. One commenter suggested that the evidence 
presented under the Human Interference technical guid•~line does not support 
the conclusion that no valuable natural resources Qr<l: present at Yucca 
Mountain. 

Response. The absence of commercially attractf.ve natural resource8 at 
Yucca Mountain, and the estimated low mineral-resource potential of the site, 
are addressed in sections 6.3.1.8 and 3.2.4 of the EA and are covered in 
detail in the cited references. Available evidence does not suggest the 
presence of natural mineral resources at Yucca Mountain as discussed in 
Section C.4.l.lo 

Radionuclide migration via openings. Two commenters suggested that 
becaose the DOE stated that any commercial drilling or mining operations 
could create significant pathways for radionuclide migration, the shafts and 
boreholes of the repository would also cause this problem. In addition, it 
was noted that the DOE cannot tell if undergro·und testing may have caused 
potential pathways for radionuclides. 

Response. If nuclear waste is placed in a future repository at Yucca 
Mountain, all boreholes and shafts will be filled and sealed with materials 
which have equivalent or better isolation capabilities than the natural 
system, All underground testing has been conducted at distances far removed 
from the site, such that there is believed to be no potential for effects at 
the site (See Section C.6.4). 

Editorial changes, Some commenters suggested editorial changes to EA 
discussions. 

Response. The referenca citation of Lipman and McKay (1965) has been 
added to Section 6.3.1.8.2; this section has been revised to read: "Geo
thermal resources in the area were inventoried by Garside and Schilling 
(1979) and evaluated by Trexler et al. (1979)," 
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C,5,9 POSTCLOSURE S1Tt OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL 

Thirteen comments were received in thia category. S•.weral comnumtfl wet:'e 
requesta for the u.s. :~partrnent of Energy (DOE) to explai~ why an additional 
50,000 acrea of public land now managed by the Bureau of r..and Management 
(BLM) would be raquire•l for the repository, Another requt.· t was for a map in 
the final Environment~! Assessment (EA) indicating the ~G: Lrolled area and 
the site. 

Many commenters atatad that the discussions in the d. aft EA a-re inade
quate in regard to c.urrent and future land ownership ant Ht>ter right a, The 
contentions were that t ''le discussions were inadequate cc .. t ~dering ( 1) that 
land-W'!thdrawal actions required for the Nellis Air Force Range have been 
before Congress for eight yeara, (2) that the western Shouhone Indian Tribe 
has filed clai;.~ to a large part of Nevada, including Yucct·. Mountain, (3) that 
the u.s. Air Force (USAF) has requireMents for air apace tn this area, and 
(4) the Nevada role in designating the area as a reposito!~'Y site. The con-
fidence that the DOE has expressed with regard to land ancl water acquisitio·n 
for the repository were therefore believed to be unfoundeC". 

Finally, one comrnenter addreased the questions of monitoring and safe
guarding the repository after closure. 

Response 

Approximately 5,000 acrea of land now managed by the BLM would be 
required for withdrawal from public use if Yucca Mountain were recommended ae 
a repository aite. The 50,000-acre figure in Section 5.2.3 of the draft EA 
was an error and has been corrected in the final EA. Also included in the 
final EA is a figure (Figure 3-1) showing the approximate boundary of the 
site which ia analagous to the controlled area (approximately 24,710 acE'ea) 
of which about 5,000 acres are managed by the BLM. According to 40 CFR 
Part 191, the boundary of the controlled area is not to exceed .5 kilometers 
(3 miles) in any direction from the outer boundary of the original location 
of the radioactive wastes in a disposal system. 

There are several differences between the land-withdrawal situation for 
the Nellie Air Force Range and that w-hich w-ould be required for a repository 
at Yucca Mountain. The primary difference, however, is that the Nellis Range 
haa remained a restricted installation, therefore reducing the urgency for 
Congreas to act on the withdrawal request. 

The land claima of the western Shoshone Indian Tribe have recently !:leen 
decided in favor of the United Statea (United States v. Dann and Dann, 1985). 

The DOE is aware of the present-day aircraft flight requirements of the 
operations conducted at the Nellis Air Force range. The DOE, through pest 
negotiations with the USAF, established the existing operational restrictions 
for flights tht·ough DOE-controlled air space at the Nevada Test Site (NTS), 
designated R4808W and R4808E. Currently, R4808E ia closed to all military 
aircraft, whereas R4808W is open to milit&ry aircraft upon request. In ·the 
future, the DOE will designate other air corridors to the USAF if conflicts 
arise. 
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The role of the S~.ate of Nevada in the ultimate designation of Yucca 
Mountain as a repositoty site is limited to the State dia~;~pproving the recom
mendation of the sitl!. ~or a reposttory. The U.S. Congress, however~ has the 
power to override St&·e disapproval by passing a resolution of repository 
siting approval (NWPA, 1983). 

If it becomes m'' essary to scquirt! privately held wp.('r rights for the: 
repository. a situau. • .~n not .expected based on available t· ~('rmst!on. the DOE 
would purchase theae rights or begin Federal condemnatior. oroceedings. Such 
ncg-Jtiations or proceedings are not el!pected or planned. '\ecause no existing 
priV"ately held rights or encumbrances have been identif e :1 at the site, the 
DOE considers that the qualifying condition has. been met. Whether superior 
rights to the wat<>r in the satne underground source exist with respect to 
points of extraction outside· the NTS has,not yet. been detel'tnined. 

'l'he license e.pplicllltiol'l for a repository will inclurle a safety analysis 
report that will address monitoring and safeguarding of the site after 
closure of the repositOry. The cQntents that aro required in the safety 
analysis report are, descr·ibed: in •10 CFR' 60.2l(c). Furthermore·, th' Environ
mental Protection Agency (40 CFR Part 191) requires that permanent rnarker·s be 
erected to designate the disposal site. 

C.S.lO POSTCLOSURE SYSTEM GUIDELINE 

The 14 comrn.ents recei-ved end classified under this category addresa 
concerns for the performance of the entire waste-disposal system after the 
reposito~y has been closed. The comments were further categorized into three 
issues: (1) Degree of· Gonservatism· and Data Uncertainties, (2) Effects of 
Ground-water Flow, and (3) Miacellaneoua. 

lsaue: Degree of conservatism sod data uncertainties 

Nine commenters addressed the concern that the u.s. Department of Energy 
(DOE) has presented nonconservative and uncertain data with respect to the 
rapository total waste system. The topics addressed include: guideline 
<~onc•lusions, release rates, degree of conservation, and favorable and 
potentially adverse conditions. 

Guideline conclusions. A few coromenters suggested that the conservative 
quantitative predictions reviewed in Section 6.3.2.2.1 do not lend consider
able confidence that af.ter site characterization Yucca Mountain will meet the 
post closure system guideline; in fact, such a conclusion was considered 
overly optimistic and unsupported by the data. The analyses and in turn the 
conc.lusions of Section 6.3.2 do not reflect unc.ertainties affecting most 
subsystem parametara a·ccording to th~se commenters. 

Response. The DOE disagrees with these assertions. The lines of 
eviderice available at the time the draft Environmental Assessment (EA) was 
written were ·s,uff1:ci~nt to general'! considerable, if not complete~. con:!5idence 
in the minds of. t'he reap·ons-ible ·investigators that the Yucca ,Mountain site 



could be shown t.o meet ':he postclosure system guideline aft.er certai.n hydro
logic an<\ tectonic un';' rtaintiea were cleared up during thf! aite character
ization phase. Furthn·more, uncertainties in most system parametere were 
taken into account in the analyses supporting the concluf!~ one of Seotion 
6.3.2 either by presenting a range of values of parameter:. and performance 
measures as in tablea )-41 (Assesamont of release from O< ~.nl preclosure 
operations) and 6-45 t.Preliminary estimates of cumulati·." radioactivity 
released to the acc.esatble environment from a repository Hltaining 70,000 
MTHM) in Section 6.4.2 or th~ough the use of conservativf a~aumptiona. 

The conBervative asgumptions listed in Section 6.3.2-,( 1 of the draft SA 
are examples of the many assumptions used in the studies ('j 'lompson ot al., 
198/1; Sinnock et al., 1984) that were cited as supplemenli.ng the evidence 
from the preliminary postelosure performance analysis (SE!c•Jon 6,1,,2). Brief 
summaries of &orne of the results of these studies were gh,en in Section 
6.3.2.2.1, but the reader should conault the study reporta to gain full 
apprec.illtion of the range of assumptions and system parameters used ;ln making 
these preliminary esti:nates of system performance. The e~~t.i.mated ranges of 
uncertainty for each of the performance measures t~sted in Sec.tion 6.4.2 .;~ra 

quoted in tables 6-44 (SQmmary of values ~nd conditions used in preliminary 
system performance analysis--reference case) and 6-45 (Preliminary estimates 
of cumulative radioactivity released to the accessible environment from a 
repository containing 70,000 MTHM) of the draft EA. 

REtlease Rates.. Some commenters asserted that the release rates c.slcu
lated in Section 6.3.2 of the draft EA are nonconservative because there is 
no indication that spenL fuel will be reprocessed into a borosilicate glass 
waste form; also, radionuclidea may be concentrated in the voids surrounding 
the uo 2 in the fuel rods, The solubility would therefore not be limited by 
the bulk dissolution rate. 

Reap~~· It is agreed that the assumption of congl·uent leaching, 
limited solely by the solubility limit of the bulk waste form, could in 
pri.nciple lead to nonconssrvative estimates of the release rate from spent 
fuel (the reference waste form in the draft EA, but not necessarily the 
reference waste form used for studies supporting the draft EA). The rele~ee 
rates calculated in Section 6.4.2.2.2 have been r~calc.ulated with a slightly 
different model than was used in the draft EA. A number of asHumptions were 
taken into account to better include uncertainties. 

Degree of conservatism. Sarno commenters noted that the DOE siting 
guidelines require that a "realistic but conservative" approach be taken in 
all analyses used to support findings for the technical or system guidelines. 
These instances of nonconservatism appear in many e.reas such as geohydrology, 
geochemistry, and waste-pack~ge performance analyses. 

Response. The DOE presumes that the major instances of nonconservat!sm 
that occur in the draft EA are contained in the evaluations of the geohy
drology and geochemistry technical guidelines, and in the evaluation of the 
waste disposal container lifetime. Nonconservatism is presumed by the 
comments to be inherent in (1) the EA assumption of predominant malr;ix flow 
at a maximum percolation flux of 1 millimeter (0.04 tnch) per year; (2) the 
assumption that water from the saturated zone of Yucca Mountain (water from 
Well J-13) will have chemical properties similar to as-yet-untested water 
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from the vadose zo~H; and (3) the assumption that attack rates c..o the waste 
disposal container •."all are bounded by uniform corrosion rates. Revisions to 
Section 6. 3.1. 1. 5 l~·.rplain the rationale for fltJK estimates used 1.n the final 
EA. The DOE maint~d.ns that these assumptions are a •·r•aso~ahle balance 
between the requir·~·-.tfmts for "realism" and "conservatir.tij" stated in its own 
siting guidelines '10 CFR Part 960). Re-evaluations r\ data and evidence 
supporting the technical guidelines in question have not changed this 
0pinion: upper bounds on flux of 0.5 millimeter (O.'l2 inch) per year are 
justified in Section 6.3.1.1.5 of the present documer·; the unlikely prob
ability of finding v;,\dose zone ground water with "exotJ.· '' chemistry is argued 
in Section 6.3.!.2; and the lifetime of the waste dia 1.osal container is 
discussed itl Section 6.4.2.2.1 with increased emphasia on other possible 
attack meclvmisms. 

Favorable and potentially adverse conditions. Commenters suggested that 
the DOE explain how it will consider favorable and potentially adverse con
ditions in assessing the ability of the site to meet tl'e systems guidelines. 
Objections were raised to the discussion of levels of •. ;ubjective confidence 
in meeting technical guidelines contained in the first paragraph of Section 
6.3.2.2.2; it was maintained that such "confidence levels" are unsupported 
and irrelevant to an analysis of the postclosure system guidelines, and that 
the discussion should ba removed from the text of the EA. 

Response. The DOE intends that the evaluations of favorable and 
potentially adverse conditions mentioned in the technical guidelines should, 
during the site-selection procesa, fulfill roughly the same purpose as is 
fulfilled by the detailed~ often quantitative, analyses of system performance 
under potentially disruptive or unexpected conditions that are expected by 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in a license application. In other words, 
evaluations of the technical guidelines must temporarily serve as surrogates 
for performance analyses of the waste-disposal ayotem which account for 
unlikely conditions that might occur at the site in the next 10,000 years 
(climate change, volcanic activity), or changed site characteristtca result
ing from the continuation of processes currently operating at the site 
(earthquakes, erosion). The use of technical-guideline evaluations as 
surrogates for conditlon-specific analyses must, however, rely heavily on 
professional judgment attended by expressions of the level of subjective 
confidence :l.n findings based on that kind of judgment. The evaluations of 
the technical guidelines in the EA are thus only indirectly related to the 
analysis of system performance under expected conditions; indeed, the two 
kinds of results are distinguished in the discussion of the postclosure 
system guideline (quantitative analysis in Section 6.3.2.2.1, qualitative 
analysis in Section 6.3.2.2.2). 

For reasons mentioned above, the DOE believes that the discussion of 
levels of subjective confidence contained in Section 6.3.2.2 is highly 
relevant to the evaluation of the postclosure system guideline; this discus
sion has been expanded in the present version of the EA in order to clarify 
and further support the use of the technical-guideline findings as surple
mentary evidence to be used in arriving at a finding on the postcloaure 
system guideline. 
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Issue: Effects of _HI_c __ md-water flow 

The three comment 11 received regarding this issue address the f!Oteotial 
for ground-water flm1 ~.o disrupt waste inventories of a li:poaitory at Yucca 
Mountain. The loplce~ nddressed are: tectonics and grour,.-ltater flow, and 
estimated water flux. 

Tectonics and_&!:ound-wnter flow. Commenters claim tt..lt the analysis in 
Sec:.ion 6.3.2.2.2 of adverse effects on ground-water fJ 11: due to tectonic 
motion is incomplete if' that the referenced investignto:;9 (Sinnock et al., 
1984) did not consider the possibility of tectonic fractu lng (increase in 
fracture density 'nd fracture aperture width) in their pal"e.metric analyais 
using higher flux values. In related comments, the DOE wos asked to delete 
the sentence .in Section 6.3.2.2.2 beginning with the worc.is "Current esti
mates ••• " and running to the end of the paragraph; the ~ommentere asserted 
that there is insufficient support in the EA and in the available literature 
to draw the conclusion implied by that sentence. 

Response. The commenters refer La the argument ln Section 6. 3.2. 2.1 
whic.h maintains that tectonically induced increases in fracture density in 
the host rock (and, implicitly, in rocks between the repository and the water 
table) would not affect tadionuclide mig:.ation. The DOE admits that the 
argument was incomplete and lacked a physical foundation in the draft EA, 
mainly because some of the supporting technical material had not been for
mally published at the tlme the draft EA was printed. The evidential basis 
for the argument is supplied in the EA through references in sections 6.3,1.1 
and 6.3.1.7 to the expanded diseussions of the effects of rock fracturing on 
hydrauliC' parameters. The sentence to which the comment refers has been 
changed, but the nature of the conclusions drawn there has not changed. 

Estimated water flux. The DOl~ was asked to state the water flux eati
mated for that point where proposed Environmental Protection Agency release 
l:lmits would be exceeded. 

Response. Based on figures 27 th["ough 30 1n Sinnock et al. (1964)j 
in order to cause the proposed Environmental Protection Agency release
l"lmits to be exceeded at the water table, a flux of more than 20 millimeters 
(0.79 inch) per year (a totally unrealistic assumption) would be required. 

Issue: M1sr.f.!.!.!_~ 

One commenter stated that the DOE should use the 10 CFR Part 60 defini
tion of the engineered-barrier system in the analyses and evaluations of 
Section 6.3.2. Another commenter felt that a statement made in the EA about 
the leek of water minimizing corrosion of the waste disposal container, tile 
dissolution of the waste. and the transport of rsdionucl1des was not support
able, 

Response 

The description of the waste-disposal system in Section 6~).2.1 has been 
changed in the final EA to the following: 
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"The waste-diopnsal system consists of a natural-bett'ier sy·stem 
(the geologic ~etting at the site) and an engineet·ed-barrier 
subfilystem (the "'aste package, and the mined repository excluding 
boreholea, shafts, and seals)." 

The definit:lon of the engineered-barrier system 
description is cons~Rtent with the definition in 10 CFR 
definition used in ~stimates of poatclosure performance 

'.m-1>licit in this 
"e.rt 60 and with the 
.u Section 6.4.2. 

The statement regat·ding waste disposal container , o ·:J.·osion is accurate; 
limited water will iHdeed minlmize stBinlesa steel cur oaion~ Without 
corrosion, waste cannot be dissolved, and no subsequent ~:ranaport of waste 
can occur. 

C.5.11 ASSESSMENT OF POSTCLOSURE PERFORMANCE 

The 51 comments addressing the poat.cloaure performance of Yucca Mountain 
as a potential nuclear waste repository cover all aapect8 of the engineered
barrier suhsystem and the natural-barrier subsystem. Specific.ally addressed 
are the five issues of: (I) Waste Package Performance, (2) Hydraulic Flux 
and Fracture Flow, (3) Ground-water Travel '!'ime, (4) Radionuclide Retarda
tion, and (5) Analysis of Radionuc:lide Releases to the Accessible Environ
ment. 

Issue: Waste package performance 

Fourteen comments were received regarding tlle waste package perform8:nce 
issue. Concerns were expressed about the corrosion of steel waste disposal 
containers and the ratea and concentrations of radionuclides released from 
the waste package. 

Concc::-z::us were express~d that the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) assump
tion of uniform corroaion of steel waste dispoAal contianers did not take 
lnto account that scratched waste disposal containers and/or welded joints 
may be the re.<~lhtic mode of waste disposal container failure. Also, aom~ 
commenters indicated that the water used in laboratory experiments to 
investigate corr:)sion rates w-as not repn~sentativ-e of actual conditione at 
Yucca Mountain. One commenter asked what effect over-packing would have on 
waste disposal container integrity. 

Some coromentera noted that radionuclide solubilities and release rates 
from the waste package are poorly known and that the resulting concentrations 
released from the waste package into the repository environment are uncer
tain. 

Response 

Corrosion testing of various waste disposal container steels has not 
been performed in water taken directly from the unsaturated zone at Yucca 
Mountain. The reason for this is the practical difficulty of extracting 
water from unsaturated subsurface rocks without changing the composition of 
the water by the process of.extraction. 
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Therefore, the [)1)E has made the reasonable assumption that the chemistry 
of the waters in th1~ .'laturated zone beneath Yucc.a Mountr.d.n is repra::aentative 
of waters in the un~>.~.turuted zone. (See complete discueaion supporting the 
representative naturf'< of Well J-13 water in Section c.s.·l of this document.) 
The chemistry of waL~rR in the saturated zone beneath 'Iucca Mountain is 
likely to be similar to water from Wflll J-13, and it is .,lc-Jl J-13 water that 
is being used in co rosion eKperiment:s. Tests to datr (July 1985) wlth 
exposure times up tcJ two years under a variety of irrad~ tion conditione and 
water concentrstione have shown no attack on crevices 1 a: -nulat.ed scratches). 
Therefore, it is concluded that the assumption of un f·_)t'm corro8ion and 
inferences derived fr<!m laboratory experiments are ret;'>! "lable. Corrosion 
teating is continuing and water from the unsaturated znn.-- will be obtained 
and analyzed dur1ng site characterization. 

In ass~ssing postclosure performance, no over.-pscktng was assumed 
because no such activity ia currently planned at Yucca He·untain. 

Radionuclide solubilities and ranges under Yucca liountain conditions 
were not published at the time the draft Environmental .P.ssessment (EA) was 
being written. Since then estimates for some radionuclides have been 
published (Ogard and Kerrisk, 1984) and hav-e been used to asMss the range of 
release rates and r.oncentrations in the EA. In the draft EA, a reference was 
.~ade to spent-fuel leaching tests by Wilson and Oversby (1984) to justify 
using a saturation-limited model for release from the waste forrn to any water 
that is inside a breached waste disposal container. This model was then used 
to predict less than 1 part in 100,000 release across the boundary of a waste 
disposal cont~iner using a simple mass-transfer model. More recent tests by 
Wilson and Oversby (1985) were made with water from Well J-13 and compared 
With earlier tests using deionized water on spent fuel. The release rates 
using Well J-13 water were leas than or equal to those obtained using 
deionized water. ln addition, colloidal (or particulate) uranium, which was 
neen in deionized water, wes not found in tests with Well J-13 water. Thus 
the DOE believes the leach rates used in the preliminary performance assess
ment are conservative. 

Issue: Hydraulic flux and fracture flow 

Twelve c.omments were 't'eceived regarding hydraulic flux and fracture flow 
in the postclosure performance assessment (Section 6.4.2) of the draft EA. 
Two topics were addressed: flu11 value discrepancies and various aspects of 
fracture flow. 

Flux value discrepancies. Eight of the commenters pointed out that -the 
estimates of hydraulic flux given in the discussion of the geohydrology 
guideline (Section 6.3.1.1) are larger than the flux values used in the 
analysis of postclosure performance (Section 6.4.2). 

Response. The commenters are correct that inconsistent hydraulic 
parameters, including flux, wer-e used in sections 6.3.1.1 and 6.4.2. These 
differences have been corrected in the final EA so chat the values and 
derived estimates used in performance analysis are the same as those 
presented in the discussion of the geohydrology guideline. 
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Various aspects o! fracture flow. Four commenters indieat~d th1lt the 
discussion of water f! >w in fractures was inadequate, particularJ.y in 
reference to the unsa~·'· :·a ted zone and the level of flux nt which fracture 
flow would begin. Ah' noted was a discrepancy between t.he conceptual 
hydrologic model, which allows fracture flow in the Tiva (:,,nyon tuftp and a 
statement in Section (:.,4.2.5.1 concerning high matric pot~~:.tials above and 
around the repository and consequent drainage of fractut\·l to the t·ock 
matrix. 

Response. Admi.ttedly, the discussion of fracture Po, is not presented 
in detail in the annly~<,is of postclosure performance. o . .f~ver, additional 
information on fr. cture flow and a discussion of the le,te of flux believed 
necessary to start fracture flow is contained in the dh ~ussion of the 
geohydrology guide line (Sect ion 6. 1. l.l of the final EA). 

The DOE agrees that there was a discrepancy betwe~n statements on 
fracture flow in the conceptual hydrologic model and a statement on fracture 
flow in the analyBis of performance in Section 6.4.2.5.1, Both sections have 
been modified in the fin?-1 EA to reflect the concept th1~t frlicture flow in 
the unsaturated zone is less likely in nonwelded rocks with high matric 
potential. However, the current travel-time model for the unsaturated zone 
includes both matrix and fracture flow (see Section 6.3.1.1.5). 

Issue: Ground-water travel time 

Five comments were assigned to this issue. A few coromenters stated that 
there were inconsistencies in the calculated ground-water travel times from 
the repository to the accessible environment. A few comments were received 
regarding the calculations used to estimate ground-water travel time. and one 
commenter addressed the overall question of contamination from the repository 
reaching the accessible environment. 

Response 

There was a difference in the travel-time calculations between the 
discussion on the geohydrology guideline (Section 6.3.1.1.3) and the 
discussion of performance (Section 6.4.2.2.2) in the draft EA. The former 
estimated a 25,000-year travel time, and the latter a 47 7 000-year tTavel 
time. The source of the difference is that differing values were assumed for 
effective porosity and length of travel path in the Calico Rills tuff below 
the repository ho:r:izon and the static water level. In the final EA a con
sistent set of values and calculation methods has been used to conform with 
those given in the discussion of the geohydrology guideline. Long travel 
times help to ensure that radioactive decay will have reduced many potential 
rndionuclides to low levels by the time they reach the accessible e~viron
ment. 

Issue; Radionuclide retardation 

Four comments were received questioning the applicability to natural 
conditions at Yucca Mountain of the retardation values obtained from 
laboratory experiments and used ln the analysis of postcloaure performance. 
Specifically questioned was the use of equilibrium tHI.tption and porous flow 
which may not apply in the unsaturated zone or in fracture flow~ Also 
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quest.ioned was knowlet1ge of wAter chemistry at Yucca Mouotatn a~d the 
possible effects of t ,at chemistry on retardatJ.on valu(w obtalned in the 
laboratory. 

Response 

Equilibrium sorp. ion values used in the analy.<Jia of ~J.:formance (Section 
6.4.2) are justified ~mder the assumption of porous flow-, because timeo for 
the equilibration •lf radionuclides between solid and liq 1i ~ phases are small 
(in the order of tens of days) compared with transit ti •.c.s of a pllrcel of 
water in the matrix flC'•W (approximately 10 years to movl! :, c~nt!meter at 
1 millimeter per year ilux). Current travel-time modelin,; includes both 
matrix and fracturt:~ flow depending upon relative values of flux: and saturated 
matrix hydraulic conductivity (see Section 6.3.1.1.5). 

It is true that the chemistry of W"aters in the unsRtu.rated zone 1:\re not 
precisely known, but ae shown in the geochemistry gu!delin1l (Section 6.3.1.2) 
many sorption experimt.·.nts have been made using water from Well J-]J. There! 
is no reason to believe water from Well J-13 differs eigni.ficantly from water 
in the untJaturated zone. For comparison the matrix. waters from Ra1nier Mesa 
are very similar to the Yucca Mountain site because both areas sre composed 
chiefly of ash-flow tuffs and associated rocks (sec Section C.5.2 for a 
complete discussion of water chemistry). Nevertheless, thl! validity of this 
assumption will be confirmed during alta charactertzstion. 

Issue! Analysis of radionuclide releases to the accessib~e environment 

Sixteen comments were received regarding the preliminary analysis of 
poa:tclosure perfortnance (Section 6.4.2). These covered two main topi~s; 

contamination of land • air • and ground water; and data and modeling 
uncertainties. 

Contamination of land, air, and ground water. Ten comments were 
received asking or suggesting that the land, air, or ground water near Yucca 
Mountain would become contaminated if a repository were constructed. 

Response. By law, a high-level nuclear waste repository must he 
lieensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and must meet. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) health and safety requirements protecting the land, 
air, and water. The prelimina~y analysis of the performance of a repository 
at Yucca Mountain, given in Section 6.4.2, indicates that the predicted 
radionuclide releases in the ground water to the accessible environment at 
100,000 years are well below the releases permitted at 10,000 years by the 
EPA requirements (40 CFR 191.13). A much more complete analysis will be 
completed during site characterization. 

Potential exposures to radionuclide gas emanation are presented in 
S<=ction 5.2.9.1 of the EA. The acceptable levels of radionuclide re~ease are 
not presented in the draft EA on a radior.uclide specific level. However, the 
regulatory crite~ia pertaining to releaues were presented in Table 6-46 
(Comparison of regulatory criteria and the results of preliminary system 
performance analyses for a repository at Yucca Mountain) of the draft EA. 
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Similar prelimin:Ly analyses of possible releases from the repoaitory to 
the land and air were not made in the preliminary onalyf.ia of per~ormance 
presented in Section b.l •• z. The reader is referred to Section 6~:Z42.1 

(Preclosure system g1.1Aeline: radiological safety) for !'l • discussion of 
possible relesl:leR <lur.ing the operat1.on period of a reposil (>ry and to Section 
c. 5.11 (Geochemistry) for a discussion of release of gasr.,,u.J radionuclides 
during the postclosurl! period. 

At thia time the question of gaseouN or vapor traNq:.nt in the unsatu
rated zone at Yucca M.otmtain has not been examined in d :t.::til. This mode of 
transport at Yucca Mo1.ntsin will be thor.oughly invest·,g~ted during site 
characterization. 

Data ar.d modeling uncertainties. Six comments wero. received calling 
attention to uncertainties in data, assumptions, and modele used in the 
preliminary analysis of poatcloaure performance. Inclutled were comments on 
the use of 5-year-o1d spent. fuel as the initial inventory, uncl'!rtainties in 
release rates from the engineered-barrier system, the conservative nature of 
assumptions used, uncertainties in models used, and cont.:adictory etatemel"lte 
in the draft EA about the degree of confidence in meeting thEt postclosure 
system guideline (lO CFR 960.4-l). 

_Response. With regard to the assumption of the initial inventory, the 
performance assessment calculations assumed 10-year-old spent fueL. One 
commenter suggested that 5-year-old fuel would be overly conservative and 
another suggested the range in types of waste forms should be more thoroughly 
discussed. Rsdionuclides that may contribute to release in the 10,000- to 
100,000-year period (csrbon-14, technetium-99, and todine-129) all have 
half-Uvea greater than 1,000 years. Assumptions of older or reprocessed 
waste would make no significant. differences in the calculated releasee. 

With regard to uncertainties in release rates and models used, these are 
more fully explained in the final EA and the rationale for selecting conser
vative values is explained. 

There wer~ contradictory statements regarding the degree of confidence 
that Yucca Mountain would meet the postclosure system guideline. The state
ments indicating unfounded confidence or prejudgment prior to completion of 
site characterization have been removed or modified to clearly indicate that 
the analysis is preliminary and subject to later evaluation when more data 
are available. 
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,, .6 PRECLOSURE RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY 

Thia section adrL.esaes comments on the behavior and f!ffects of l:'adio
nuclide releases dur:\1og repository operations. It corres:>o:"o.ds to the syste11. 
guideline on preclos re radiological safety and includw1 all guideline 
evaluattons that supr:ort the system guideline. In this 1 t~pect, comments on 
preclosure radiological safety also address the abilitv -..f the repository 
syst-.em to meet the requirements ·of the applicable Nu ·l.,!lr Regulatol:'y 
Commission and u~s. Environmental Protection Agency re_..r lations (10 CFR 
Part 20, 10 CFR Part 6(i, and 40 CFR Part 191, Subpart A)o 

C.6.1 POPUJ...ATLON DENSITY AND DISTRIBUTION 

The u.s. Department of Energy (DOE) received six ~omments on its 
evaluation of the proposed Yucca Mountain site against th~ population density 
and distribution guideline (10 CFR 960.5-2-1). These have been categorized 
into the following issues: (l) Populatlon Density, (2) Transportation-
Related Accidents, and (3) Emergency Preparedness Plan. 

Issue: Population density 

One commenter contended that the population density and distribution 
guideline demonstrates that Nevada's low population she .<:~nd density will 
tt·anslate into Nevada's population being "sacrificed" because other more 
populous states have more political clout, while another asked that the 
population density of Clsttk County be considered in impact evaluations and .. 
calculations. 

The DOE siting guidelines contained in 10 CFR Part 960 govern the DOE 
site-evaluation process. These siting guidelines establish performance 
objectives for a geological repository .system, define the baaic technical 
requirements that candidate sites must meet. and specify how the DOE will 
implement .its site-selection process. They do not give consideration to a 
State's "political clout." The objective of the population density and 
distribution guideline is to ensure the selection of a repository site that 
will minimize risk to the public and pendt compliance with the u.s. Environ
mental P~otection Agency and Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations. 
This fs achieved in part by ensuring that the site is not located in a highly 
populated area. The disqualify:l.ng condition follows the language of Sec
tion ll2(a) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA, 1983) by disqualifying any 
site where the surface facility would be located (1) in a highly populated 
area~ or (2) adjacent to a 1-mile-by-1-mile area having a population of not 
:!_ess than 1,000 individuals (NWPA, 1983). Lastly, the population density of 
Clark County was considered in Section 6.2.1.2.3 of the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA). 
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Issue: Transporla lion-related accidents 

One commenter uated that the DOE finding that tht> favorable conditions 
under the populat::'.cn density and distribution guidelir~ are present ignores 
potential situatio~H> auch as transportation-related irr.j·S('.ts of an accident 
and subsequent reh·~se of radioactive material in the l.h; Vegas metropolitan 
area. 

Responae 

The criteria fer lhe two favor<:~ble conditions lill. '·=r the population 
density and clistribu~ion guideline are that there be a Lw population density 
in the general cegion of the site and that the site be remote f.rom highly 
populated areas. Neither of these criteria requires ar1 analysis of potential 
accidental releases of radioactive materials in the La~ Vegas metropolitan 
area. Therefore consideration of these potential relearJes is not relevant to 
evaluation of the f<:~vorabls conditions under the population density and 
distribution guidelines. Nevertheless, Section 5.3.2 of the .final EA has 
been revised to include an assessment of national and regional risk due to 
transportation of high-level radioactive waste. 

Issue: Emergency preparedness plan 

Two commenters requested more information about the preparation of an 
emergency preparedness plan for the Yucca Mountain repository site; one com
manter st.ated that, "••• without adequate substantiation, it is difficult to 
see how the DOE can conclude that the site is not disqualified under 
Condition 3." Another commenter stated that very little is said in the EA 
about who would respond in an l!mergency and if the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) would be establishing an office in Nevada. 

_Response 

The DOE guidelines (10 CPR 960.5-2-I(d)(3)) state that a ~ite shall be 
disqualified if, " ••• the. DOE could not develop an emergency preparedness 
program w-hich meets the requlrementa specified in OOE Ord"r 5500.3 ••• and 
related guides, nr, when issued by the NRC in 10 CFR Part 60, Subpart I, 
'Emergency Planning Criteria'." As noted in Section 6.2.1.2.5 of the drafL 
P.A, an emergency preparedness plan has already been produced by the DOE in 
cooperation with the State of Nevada (State of Nevada, Department of Human 
Resources, l983). This plan 1-dll constitute a starting point for preparalion 
of a more detailed, site-specific plan during the E:nvironmental Impact 
Statement process. Given that the DOE has the ability to prepare such plana 
and that a basis for the required plan exists, H is difficult to see how the 
disqualifying condition could be preHent. Further information on the current 
emergency preparedness plan may be obtained from the reference. 

The DOE Nevada Operations Office radiological assistance response team 
is cf an exeellent c.aliber and has a capability to respond to most 
identifiable radiological emergencies, Sines this r.eam is on constant alert, 
response plans do not rely on the participation of FEMA. 
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C.6.:l SI'rE OWNERSHIP ANJ CONTROL 

Four comments wert~ allocated to this preclosure categury. The lilubject 
of preclosure site own~~ra.hip and control addresses those asre'cts of owning 
and controlling the neressary surface and subsurface area·, during site 
character.ization, con8t .:uction, and operation phases of a r ltjlc.aitory. These 
comments are divided i.n.to three issues: (1) Land With.dt .1\1".31 1 (2) DOE 
Find~ngs Qualificat~.ons, and (3) Public Access. 

laaue: Land withdLawal 

Moat of the cum.menta reeeived questioned the 50,000-ac e land withdrawal 
requirement from the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) portion of the site. 
This number W6.8 quoted in numerous places in the draft Environmental Assess
ment (EA)o 

Response 

The 50,000-acre requ:t.remant was an error in the draf.:: EA. The actual 
acreage of land to be wi~hdrawn ftom the BLM portions is approxi~ately 5,000. 
The number in error has been corrected in the applicable sections of the 
final EA. 

Issue: DOE findings qual~fications 

Comments were received that stated that the U.S, Department of Energy 
(DOE) had qualified its findings that the site does not meet the favorable 
condition of presBnt control of surface and S\Jbaurface rights. The aame was 
stated to be true for tnking the potentially adverse condition relative to 
futuro conflicts over obtaining jurladiction. The qualifications were, that 
since the DOE controls remaining portions of the site, f.t is expected that 
they can acquire jurisdiction and control over the remaining lands and that 
in the view of absence of conflicts, no impediments are projected. 

Response 

The real concern comes in the conclusion addressing 1-1hether the site 
meets the favorable and potentially adverse condf.tions. 1'he site, as is 
stated in the EA, does not meet the favorable condition and accepts the 
potentially adverse condition. Any qualifying statements in the EA have no 
bearing on the renklng of a site !!71th respect to favorable and potentially 
adverse conditions. 

lss,ue; Public access 

One conunentr·\" asked when a Federal Land Policy Management Act land with
drawal would be initiated and what measures would be taken to restrict public 
access during site characterization. 

Response 

A Federal land withdrawal action would not be initiated until and unless 
'lucca Mountain is selected as the first geologic repository. The DOE 
currently expects to stan withdrawal at the time of construction license 
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application. With "egard to restricted public access du.ring sit~ character
ization, it should be noted that there is no requirJ:!rll.ent to take such 
mea~urea at that E .age, although protecting the inte!{tity of the site 
certainly is an irnp,Jrtant consideration. In that regr·,·d, the portion not 
under control of th,. RLM is already within the bounda:.·· es of restricted
access Federal insL,llationa. Tha BLM portion that abu:c, those installations 
does not normally 1-· ;·esent public. intrusion problems an primarily for that 
reason, no £lXtntor.:~inary measures were seen as nec.essa '• However, should 
such problems arise, the DOE would consider seeking w't',drawal (for a brief 
period corresronding to that necessary for character h. t i-'n) of the otherwiSe 
unprotected BLM portion. 

C.6 • .J METE0aOLOGY 

Thia category concerns the data on existing meteorological conditions 
presented in Chapter 3. Two commenters expressed concer.n about correlating 
expected sit:e TQeteorological conditions with those recorded at nearby ·moni·· 
taring sites, and about the possibility that the Environmental Assessment 
{EA) did not sufficiently address the potential for extreme weather 
phenomena. Another commenter identified a typog1:aphical enor within the 
text. 

Response 

Although the data used in the draft EA are not site specific, reasonable 
generalities can be derived from those data. Because there is a noticeable 
paucity of such data for the Yucca Mountain oite. a comprehenSive R-ite
monitoring program has boen p-roposed that will provide the 1nfotmation needed 
to reassess this particular guideline if the Yucca Mountain site is 
recommended for site characterization. The frequency, intensity, and 
occurrence of extreme weather phenomena, as well as data on average or normal 
conditions, would become available if site characterization activities are 
implemented at Yucca Mountain. 

All typographical errors within th~ text in question have been corrected 
in the final EA ae suggested. 

C.6.4 OFFS!TE INSTALLATIONS AND OPERATIONS 

This category addresses comments and questions concerning the potential 
impact that activities, primarily military operations including nuclear
weapons testing, tactical fighter training, and development of new defense 
systems, might have on a repository located at Yucca Mountain. Because of 
the large number of comments received in this category and the varied aspects 
associ<:~ted with this subject, the comments have been diV'ided into the 
following issues: (1) Proximity of Nuclear-weapons Testing to the Proposed 
Repository Sita, {2) Increased Frequency of Nuclear-weapons Testing, 
(3) Effects of Higher Weapon Yields, (4) Release of Tectonic Strain Energy, 
(5) Defense-Related Development, (6) Military Opet'ations, (7) Rail-spur 
Activities, and (8) Miscellaneous. y 
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' Issue: Frodmitl of ~~~clear-·weapons testing to the pro2~~d reposilory site 

Twelve commenters expresRed concern that the areas f"·n nuclear-weapons 
testing were too closl' to Yucca Mountain and that future weapons t·asting 
could be closer. A ·,riew was expressed that the proxirn~'-Y of testing 
activities was a suff1.-~ient enough threat to a repository •. o reject the Yucca 
Mountain site. Anoth-:r view was expressed that weapons l e~·ting should be 
sufficiently controll{:d so that it could not get too clo"' to Yucca Mountain. 
Five co::nmenters were concet:ned that the collapse of the ~J.vity produced by 
the detonation at Rninier Mesa was representative of th, .11.tuat1on at Yucca 
Mountain, and that the testing of nuclear weapons close ;o the proposed site 
could result in a simi..l.ar incident if the repository W'ert bui.lt at Yucca 
Mountain. They S..i.BO questioned the effect of W"eapons teuc-induced ground 
motion on the underground structures propoeed for the repository. 

Response 

The locations where nuclear weapons teats can be conducted on the Nevada 
Teet Site (NTS) are well defined and closely controlled (see Figure 6-1 in 
the Environmental Assessment), The areas where current and future weapons 
testa can be conducted have been apectfied and they include Pahute Mesa, 
Rainier Mesa, Yucca Flat, the Buckboard area, and Mid Valley. The shortest 
distance from any of these areas to 'lucca Mountaili i.e 23 kilometers 
(llj miles). Requirements for containment of radioactive material, during and 
after a nuclear explosion, places constraints on the g~ologic characterhtics 
of potential testing areas, Locations of teeting areas and yield of weapons 
te~ta are strictly controlled. 

Experience with underground structures at the NTS ove.r a 25-year period 
demonstrates that ground motion resulting from weapons teste generally has 
little i1npact on underground structures except thofle very close to groUnd 
zero, Testing closest to Yucca Mountain could be in the Buckboard area and 
Mid Valley locations. The distance of 23 kilometers (14 miles), between 
these areas and the proposed repository underground facility is significantly 
greater than the 3-kilometer (2-mile) distance between Pahute Mesa (where the 
highest yield nuclear weapons are detonated) and Rainier Mesa (where three 
r.eparate tunnel complexes in tuff are located), or the 3-kilometer (2-mile) 
distance between Yucca Flat and the location of the ClimaK Spent Fuel Test 
Facility (a facility in granite designed to simulate a repository). OVer the 
testing history at Pahute Mesa, there is no evidence that tunnels in Rainier 
Mesa have been damaged or affected by nuclear detonations at Pahute Mesa. 
Since April of 1980, when construction of the Climax Spent Fuel Test Fac.il'ity 
was completed, 90 announced tests have been conducted with one test being 
within .'5 kilometers (3 miles). There has been no evidence of any damage or 
other impact to this facility as a result of nuclear-weapons testing. Based 
on this and other experience at the NTS, there is no physical evidence to 
indicate that a repository at Yucca Mountain would be affected by nuclear
weapons testi.ng and its concomitant ground motion on the NTS. 

There is confu~ion over the comparison of the Rainier Mesa collapse and 
the potential impact of nuclear-weapons testing on underground structures at 
some distance from the point where the weapon is detonated. When nuclear 
devices are detonated at Rainier Mesa, the explosive force released produces 
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a large spherical cavity the diameter of which is about one-third to one-l\a.lf 
the length of a foot 1Sll field. In the case of the Ra-.lnier Mesa collapse, 
the overlying rock 1;l1at c.ollapsed into this c.av.ity was ll.lready weakened by 
the presence of fractur-es resulting from previous weapo··~ testing that had 
taken place in thH ti'lbAurface tunnel complex. 

The situation < t Yucc.s Mountain ill very different-• There have been r:::o 
nuclear weapons tes.:ed in this area and none will be c• ~ucted closer than 
23 kilometers (1/1 miles) in the future. 'fhe conditiot s associated with the 
R~>.lnier Mesa collapse bear no similarity to the phys. C-l.~ situation in a 
repository. 

Issue: Increase~ frequency of nuclear-~eapons testing 

Seven comment-era were concerned that the increased fl.:equency of nuclear
weapons testing could physically affect the repository i.n such a way as to 
cause loss of isolation capability and containment. 

Response 

As explained in the above response, expedence with tunnels at Rainier 
Mesa, in close proximity to the weapons testing at Pahute z.tesa and Yucca 
Flat, has indicated that w-eapons testing has not had any iljl.pact on the 
tunnels. Oller this period, the frequency with which testing has occurred has 
varied widely. There is no evidence that frequency of testing l\as any effect 
on the tunnels, the geologic materials, or the hydrologic environment in 
which they are located. 

The physical effect of ground motion from weapons testing is a well
understood physical phenomenon. Since 1960 many announced underground tests 
have been detonated in Pahute z.tesa and in Yucca Flat. Observations in the 
tunnels at Rainier Mesa and in the Climax Spent Fuel Teat Facility have shown 
that no damage has occurred sa a result of testi.ng of nuclear w-eapons. In 
addition, tl\e hydrologic conditions on Pahute Mesa and Yucca F'lat havn been 
measured within 24 k~.lorneters (15 miles) of the point of weapons testing, and 
these observations have shown no permanent and significant change in the 
hydrologic characteristics of the area as a result of the testing. 

Issue; Effects of higher weapon yields 

Three commencers were concerned that the ground xnotion associated with 
tests of higher w-eapon yields would affect the repository. The comm.enters 
noted that weapons with yields up to 8 megatons would be tested, and there
fore some seismic testing should be initiated at the site. 

Response 

The ground motion at a ~epository site resulting from weapons testing is 
an effect that has been studied for several years. Vortman (1980) estimated 
the ground motion at Yucca Moontnin as a function of size of the explosion 
for weapons detonated at Pahute. Mesa and Yucca Flat. 
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Limits have been established for the maximum yield of nuclear explosions 
l:l.t: Pahute Mesa and Yu ~ca Flat; these are 1,000 kilotons and 250 kilotons, 
respectively. These · imits are based on the nntural geologic conditions in 
the tl:!.St areas and on offaite damage potential. In addi-..\on. the Threshold 
Test Ban Treaty limit~~ the rnadmum yield for any teet to ! 30 kHotons. It is 
clear that te.E~ts up l:f 8 megatons are not realistic and !~ ts highly probable 
that tests greater th.m 150 kilotons will not be conductt· • 

Within the maximum limits on testing at Pahute Mea« f:"ld Yucca Flat, the 
magnitude of the ground motion previously experienced o·~ . .,rojected, at the 
Yucca Hountain site, d{'1es not indicat:.:~ that there is a pc entia.! for damage 
to either the underground repoeitoty facility or the surfa~e structures. 

Issue: ~leasP. of tectonic strain energY-_ 

Four commenters were concerned that ground motion, caused by detonation 
of nuclear weapons at the NTS or from naturally occurring earthquakes, could 
r.esult in new fault.tng; or fault movement: nt Yucca Mountnir .• 

The u.s. Department of Energy (DOE) has considered the potential for 
faulting or fault movement at Yucca Mountain as a result of weapons testing. 
Movement occurred along Yucca Fault as a result of a nuclear explosion in 
Yucca Flat·. The maximum yield of a weapon tested at Yucca Flat is limited to 
250 kilotons. The distance from the weapon detonation point to the most 
dlotant point where fault movement hae been detected is 14 kilometers 
(9 miles). While the yield limit for a weapon tested in the Buckboatd area 
is 700 kilotona, the Threshold Test Ban Treaty limit :!s 150 kilotons. It is 
not expected that tests of a greater yield than that allowed by this treaty 
will be conducted. Because the Buckboard area is 23 kilometers (14 miles) 
from Yucca Mountain, neerly twice the distance of recorded weapons-induced 
fault movements, there is no evidence to indicate that faulting or fault 
movement is likely to result at Yucca Mountain from nu~lear explosions at any 
of the present or proposed test areas. 

There ia no evidence to indicate that nuclear wearons detonated at NTS 
~ould cause movement on faults at Yucca mountain. Section 6.2.1.5.5 of the 
final Environmental Assessment (EA) contains a discussion of the size and 
distance relationships for underground tests and the repository. 

Issue: Defense-related development 

Two commenters asked how the repository program will be coordinated with 
nuclear-weapons testing programs. In particular, one commenter asked how 
repository operations will effect those of the NTS; that is, whethar the NTS 
will have to alter its testing schedule due to the repository schedule of 
operations. Another asked whether additional land withdrawal will be 
required to effect this coordination. A last coll2Dlenter asked about the 
potential for and effects of a stray direct hit by military ordnance on the 
repository site (effects of repository ope·rations on nearby military 
operations are dealt with under "Kilitary operations") • 

..... 
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Response 

The potential cou:-lict between the nuclea:r-weapons t~eting program and 
the repository progran; Wlis re.~;~olved in 1976. The managemer.t responsible for 
the testing of nuclear weapons indicated that a repositO'"' located in the 
Nevada Research and D~>·!elopm(3nt Area (NRDA) (known also ar. A.t"ea 25) would not 
have any impact on th•.' weapons testing programs. Consecpt;~ntly, there is no 
compelling reason for the repository program to be coot ·inated with the 
wea~ons program beyond that necessary to assure worker 8 >fety underground 
during a nuclear eltplosion. In order to reinforce t ,1-J position, a 
635-square-kilometer (245-squars-mile) area adjacent to {-·;cca Mountain w-as 
set aside for nonnuclear-weapons development activities. ~o additional land 
withdrawal will be required to effect coordination with the weapons testing 
program. 

At the ptiHient time, deployment of small intercontlnental ballistic 
missiles is being considered in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain. It is the 
policy of the DOE that the commitment to Yucca Mountain as a repository site, 
if it is recommended, will hold precedence over other act.Lvities in the ll!rea. 
If s new activity proposed for the NRDA is not compatible with the ~eposi
tory, it wf.ll not be undertaken. The DOE would not recommend a site to the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for licensing if there were obvious 
conflicts that would jeopardize the ability to obtain a license. 

Lastly, the potential for a direct hit on surface facilities with a bomb 
or other military ordnanoe is highly unlikely. The airspace over the surface 
facilities is controlled by the DOE, which would not clear a flight over the 
facility 1f there was a credible possibility for S\tCh an occurrence. 

Issue: Military operations 

All seven commenters f.n this area questioned the effects that repository 
operntiQnS would have on military operations, particularly in regard to the 
air traffic co~ridors used by military jets in this locale. One commenter 
questioned the potential for the use of the u.s. Air Force (USAF) radio
logic<ll assistance team. The effects of sonic booms on repository buildings 
and their potential to induce earthquakes were also questioned, particularly 
in regard to sonic coupling. 

Response 

The DOE is knowledgeable of the present-day aircraft flight requirements 
of military operations conducted at the Nellis Air Force Bombing Range. The 
DOE, through past negotiations with the USAf, established the existing oper
ational restrictions for flights through DOE-controlled air space over the 
NTS (d~signated R4608W and R4806E). Currently R4806E is gene~ally closed to 
all military aircraft while R4808W is open to military aircraft only upon 
request. 

The DOE recognizes that the possibility of a USAF aircraft crash or 
bombing accid~nt, although considered highly unlikely due to the overflight 
restrictions, has not been completely resolved in the draft EA or in Jackson 
et al. (1984). Limitations on obtaining snd disseminating information about 
such a scenario must be recognized. rhe DOE is interacting with the USAF to 
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address and resolve th:'.a concern. A detailed plan for st:.~diea during site 
characterization for ,·,a acceptability assessment is being developt:d • If 
evaluation of the curr<Jnt situation results in a potential risk that could 
result in a mission cGnflict, the DOE is considering sever.1.l Blternatives and 
mitigation measures tL1 reduce the event probability or co•llll>equenceB so that 
acceptable risks are r·~.'l!ized, These alternatives includ(·. 

1. Site harde.ning and/or expansion of hardened faci· ltiee. 
2. Relocating the USAF flight corridor. 
3. Relocating the repository surface facilities. 

If the analysis indicst:es that alternatives or mitigation meaAures are re
quired, the detaildd plan being developed with the USAF calls for study of 
the feasibility and the costs and benefits of each ecenndo, followed by 
development and implementation of a sr.enaL'io-selection process. 

The DOE Nevada Operations Office (NVO) maintains an excellent radio
logical assistance te.:tm. Therefore, the USAF radiation a3sistsnce team would 
not be called upon for any foraeesble emergency. In the past, the NVO has 
requested transportation assistance for technical staff. Th:1s type of 
asaiatance may be required if a large technical team such as the radiological 
assistance team needed to be transported to a site very quickly. 

W:l.th respect to sonic effec.ts, the manmade forces that are capable of 
producing ground motion of significant magnitude are well understood. While 
sonic booms produce a noise that impacts man in many ways and ja~:s surface 
structures, the energy transferred to the earth is not very large~ The DOE 
is not aware of any reports of damage to structures aa a result of the shock 
wave produced by planes flying faster than the speed of sound. The total 
energy in the shock wave of a sonic boom is not great. The earth ia readily 
capable of absorbing that energy within the first 30 meters (100 feet). 
Because earthquakes generally occur several kilometers below the surface, it 
is unlikely that an earthquake could be triggered by sonic boomA. To date 
the DOl!: is not aware of any documented instance where sonic booms have 
triggered an earthquake, 

Because a wa3te package at Yucca Mountain would be at least 230 meters 
(754 feet) below the surface, it does not appear reasonable, based on the 
understanding of the physical phenomena, that a resonant coupling could· lead 
to effects upon a repository ~t that depth. 

Issue: Rail-spur activities 

Two commenters questioned the location of the proposed rail spur and 
expressed the view that it should be moved am.1th of u.s. Highway 95, because, 
as proposed, it would run very close to several range areas which ere used 
for live weapons delivery and other critical USAF flight training exerciaas. 

Response 

Fine! location of the raU spur wiil be considered as the site 
evaluation process continues. The proposed rail route to the repository runs 
adjacent to the boundaries of Range 63 OT&E Test area, TACS Ares~ Silver Flag 
Alpha Range, and Range 64/65 Tactical i'·l'aining Ranges. It is now recognized., 
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on the basis of reC:Pilt communicat.ions with the USAF, that aircrai:t could fly 
at low altitudes ab' ve trains transporting casks of waute to the r.epository. 
The policy of the neg ifl not to restrict USAF training op~rations as a result 
of trains moving al. ng the boundaries of the ranges. Tfe DOE is interacting 
with the USAF to ad.:ir.ess and resolve this concern. A fr~tailed plan for an 
alternative assessr~·.mt is being deiJeloped. 

Alternativ~s which will be evaluated can be class ~ed into two regimes: 
t:patial and temporal. The spatial alternativa.s will ~ -1ek to identify and 
evaluate alternate routes while the temporal altern. ~:·:vee will seek to 
determine if schedu.1ing of DOE and USAF activities >:~ n be accomplished 
without impact:hg USAF missions. All alternatives will be evaluated in tt!rms 
of feasibility, cost, and benefit~. Follow.tng such an .evaluation, a method 
for select.t.1g arll.ong alternatives will be developed and implemented • as called 
for in the detailed plan noted above. 

Issue: Miscellaneous 

Seven miscellaneous comments wc1·e received which e;ddresGed random items 
associated with offsite installations and operations. One ~ommenter asked 
who will provide security for the repository, and whether the USAF would be 
asked to help in this task. In a related comment, it was suggested that site 
characterization and security actiiJities be implemented with the understand
ing that live ordnance may be present throughout the site. 

Secondly, two commenters askGd what the effect of radioactive releases 
from current testing on the site would be, in regard to ground-water 
contamination and surface-level radioactivity. 

Another coUUllenter asked whero shipments of radioactive waste will be 
kept in the event of an interruption in shipments. 

One commenter noted that the F.A text, in reference to the presence of 
other nuclear installations and ope-rations, states that the pertinent 
regulation.!:! (40 CFR Parts 190 and 191) do not apply to nuclear-weapons 
t~sting at the NTS. It was asked that the EA further detail why such a 
situation exists. 

One commenter simply stated that there is a low level radioactive waste 
facility near Beatty, Nevada and that the site was poorly maintained. 

Response 

With regard to s~;~cu~Hy • the DOE will arrange for security services from 
a p~ivate contractor, and the USAF will not be invclved. Star.dard construc
tion and security operating procedures will be implemented to check for live 
ordnance prior to initiation of all activities in new at1e11s (i.-e .• , areas 
previously unused). 

With respect to radioactiiJe releases, any water that reaches the waste 
disposal container will come from the surface of Yucca Mountain. Very low 
atmoBpheric. fallout is present all over the world; no more radioactivity is 
likely to be contained in this water than in domestic water supplies. 
Regulations for the containment of ,.-adiation from underground nuclear 
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explosions are very sr·ringent (ERDA, 1977). Data for air.boroe rad:J.onuclides 
from the NTS, detect-:·d offaite from 1974 through 1983~ ~~n be f-.)und in 
Table 6-7 of the EA. This table shows that for four of the last five 1-year 
monitoring periods, tlQ detectable radioactivity from nucJ ear explosions was 
observed outside the ~TS boundaries. 

The repository ,fll bP. designed to accept and store ~~stes equivalent to 
3 months of delhrerh1s, so interruptions in repository l'lrations would not 
interfere with w&ste receipt. 1t should be noted thar. ".he table in the 
draft EA that prompted this comment (Table 6-6, Summa ·y of analyses for 
Section 6.2.1.5 ••• ) s.tatea that repository operations •f !lld be interrupted 
during weapons testing. However, the interruption referr,·d to is due to the 
fact tltat workers would be removeri from the underground workings for safety 
reasons, which would not nec.essarily interrupt waste rec·~ipt. 

Nuclear-weapons testing, as a defense-related appl:!.cation of atomic 
energy, is not subject to regulation by the Environmental Protection Agency 
(which promulgated 4tJ CFR Parts 190 and 191 ). Rather, pursuant to the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1951~, as amended; the Energy Reorganization Act. of 1974, as 
amended; and the DOE Organization Act of 1977, as amended; such activities 
are under the purview of the DOE. 

The comment regarding the low-level radioactive waste facility in 
Beatty, Nevada is noted. The faciUt.y ia operated by u.s. Ecology. 

C.6. 5 SYSTEM GUIDELINE - PRECLOSURE RADIOWGlCAL SAFETY 

The preclosure radiological safety guideline addresses concerns for pro
tecting both the public and repository workers from accidental 0[ operational 
radiological exposure. The 29 commenta received in this category have been 
eategorized into the following issues: ( 1) Accidental Radiological Releases, 
(2) Non-accidental Radiological Releases, and (3) Miscellaneous. 

Issue: Accidental radiological releases 

Eight comments have been categorized in regard to tills tssue. 
Accidental releases consiot of those releases that occur from events other 
than the everyday operational releases that may occur. Fo\lr toptcs are 
addressed: accidental release scenario, breached waste dlsposal contalner 
scenario, aircraft impact scenar.to, and emergency preparedness. 

Accidental release scenario. Some commenters stated that the references 
cited in the Environmental Assessment (EA) for accidental radiological 
release scenarios have changed and that those changes should be r~flected in 
the EA. In addition, it was stated that releases under elevated temperatures 
should be discussed. 

~pons~. The preliminary safety analysis has not been revised to 
reflect the two-stage repository concept described in Section 5.1 of the EA. 
Development of the two-stage concept occurred concurrent with the preparation 
of the EA, therefore the_ safety analysis could not be revised in the time 
available. The phased increase ill th~,.W~~.te-recelving rate BIJSo.ci_ated wi.th 
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the two-stage conce ·,t w111 not nec:essar1ly involve an increase over the 
radiological impacc:: presented in EA Section 5.2.9, h!cause the maximum 
waste-receiving ratf. in the two-atage concept is not grf!ater thMn the rate 
upon which the info ·mation in Section 5.2.9 is based. The waste-·storage 
capacity on the sur.!:ace in the two-stage concept is, h;r·,ever, greater 'than 
the capacity upon 1:'·l1c.h the information in Section 5.2 'f is based. There
fore, there is a pr·r;ent1al for increase in the radiolo:;, : c::t.l impact estimates. 
Numerous design options in storage configuration, stru c:.~re hardening, and 
ether aspects of the design can be selected to limit ·h· -~ potential increase 
to insignificant levels, such that the preliminary Sl. 'lty sna1.ysia results 
can at111 be regarder. as representative of the preclo6'1 ·1 rad Lologtcal ~afety 
of a repository at Yucca Mountain. These impacts \fiH ·•e further assessed 
during the license application design process to provtde the necessary 
informatior. for the Environmental Impact Statement a·_,,\ Safety Analysis 
Report, as well as to support optimization of the dea1.gn for as low as 
reasonably achJ.evable radiation expoaures and for accident prevention and 
rnitigGtion. Becavse many nuclear facJ lities with coro.paYable amounts of 
radioactive mate.rial in use, or in storage on the surfl•.ce, exist in areas of 
greater population density than that of the potential Yucca Mountain reposi
tory, there !a high confidence that the radiological impacts of a two-stage 
repositoxy, with up to 750 metric tons of uranium waste stored on the 
surface, will be well below acceptable limits. Therefore, the conclusion in 
Section 6.2.2.1.4 on the preclosure radiological safety system guideline is 
still, "The evidence does not support a finding that the site is not likely 
to meet the qualifying condition for this preclosure system guideline 
(level 3)." 

With respect to radlonuclide releases under elevated temperatures, the 
spent fuel from which the gaseous emissions originate are themselves under 
high temperatures. AdditionallY, accidents, such as fires, and the resultant 
doses are addresaell :l.u Section 5.2.9.2.3 of the EA. 

Breached waste disposal container scenari?_• Some commenters stated that 
the accident scenario of having to retrieve breached waste disposal con
tainers was not considered. It was stated that these operations could entail 
considerable dose commitments to workers. 

Response_. At this point in the Nevada Nuclear Waste Sto-rage Investiga
tions Project, the design is not suffidently developed to reasonably, and in 
adequate detail, estimate the conditions that would be encountered during 
~aste retrieval operations. The radiological impacts for normal and accident 
conditions during retrieval operations will be assessed during the advanced 
c.::>nceptual design and license application design in order to provide the 
necesaary information for the Environmental ImpEict Statement and Safety 
Analysis Report, as well as to support optimlzation of the design for as low 
as reasonably achievable radiation exposures, and for accident prevention and 
t11itigation. 

Aircraft impact sc.enar!o. 
stantiation of the conclusions 
aite. 

Some commenters addressed the need for sub
reached regarding an aircraft impact at the 

Response. 
probability of 

The u.s. Department of Energy (DOE) recognizes that the 
a u.s. Air Force (USAF) .aircraft crash/bombing acciderit has 
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not been suffic.ientl~ subetantiilted in the draft EA or io Jackeo"l et al. 
(1984). The DOE .is . nteracting with the USAF to addtef·f> and resolve thi!il 
concern; a detailed J= .... un for an event-frequency analysis uf this sc.ensrio is 
currently being deve·l:!ped. If evaluation of the current ~,ituation results in 
unacceptable risk, tte DOE is consider.ing several altertw;.ives and mitigation 
meosures (some of wt,'ch will require acceptance by tho t:;11~l) to reduce the 
event probability or consequences, which include the Eo: v•>~ing: 

1. Site hardening or expansion of hardened facili'.it!So 
2. Relocation of the USAF flight corridor. 
3. Rerouting of ';he rail spur or highway to the nq, .sitory. 
4. Reloc.aVon of the repository surface facilities. 
5, Assessment of the impacts of a monitored retdevable storage 

fad.lity on transportation alternatives and the Jesign of reposttory 
surface facilities. 

6, Scheduling of DOE and USAF operations t.O be mut11ally exclusive. 
7. Limiting of USAF operations (e.g., altitude, s<chedule, or activity 

limitations), 

Because there are several ways to reduce the risk of this type of acci
dent, there is high confidence that it can be prevented or adequately miti
gated. Therefore, the c.onclusion in Section 6.2.2.1.4 on the preclosure 
radiological safety system guideline is still, "The e1.1ideoce does not support 
a finding that the site is not likely to meet the qulllifying condition for 
this preclosure system guideline (level 3)," 

Emergency preparedness. One commenter questioned whether the DOE would 
temporarily discontinue repository operations if the combined totals of 
natural and manmade radiation (weapons testing) were found to be unsafe et 
Yuc~a Mountain. Two commenters stated that an emergency prepar~dness plan 
for the repository, such as the one that the State of Nevada has in effect, 
infers a level of confidence that may not be justifiable. 

Response. A criticality could not occur with spent fuel, therefore a 
release of radioactivity would consist of a short-lived fission by-product 
which could easily be cleaned up. Natural radiation is always present in the 
atmosphere and is considered a baseline amount for assessing additional man
made releases. If atmospheric levels of radionuclides become unsafe to human 
life, from whatever source, operations can and will be discontinued until 
safe levels are achieved. 

The OOE is confident that an emergency preparedness pl.ln can be devel
oped for Yucca Mountain if a repository is sited there. The plan would 
compr~hensively establish procedures in the event of a radiological emer
gency. 

Issue: Non-accidental radiological releases 

Six commenters were concerned with radiological releases from the opera
tional aspects of a repository. The topics addressed by this issue are: 
source terms, naturally occurring exposure, and radioactive--source testing. 

Sollrce terms. A few comm~:~nters sugg£lsted that source· terms originati-ng 
in the 11arious cleaning, handling, pe~kag1ng, and proceesing operations in 
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the various facilit es be addressed. These concerns i~r.lude assessments of 
ex.posures of worker~ and the public to various radioactlve gasee. It was 
stated that the acceptable radionuclide levels were not -~dequstely presented. 
Another commenter H~,1ted that it is widely recognized f~_at maximum permis
sible concentratiOCJ<I of radionuclides do not fully ··b•rac.terize the 
significance of rel ·.ases. 

Response_. At this point, the design is not sufff.~'ently developed to 
r...:asonably, and in adequate detail, est:l.mote the sourc t~rms orJ.ginating in 
the various operations conducted in the wsste-hsndl.ir r and packaging 
facility. For example, 1.f a monitored retrievable storat:P. facility is used, 
waste processlnb and packaging may not occur at the repogitory. As stated in 
EA Section 5.2.9.2.2, the emisgfons and resulting imparts that occur during 
normal operottions are insignificant because of the measwre.a taken to protect 
workers and dilution over the transport distance to th~· environment. EA 
Section 6.4.1 provides aome generic estimates of offsite- releases from major 
sources. All sourc:l terms and the resulting radiologi,.~sl impacts will he 
assessed during the advanced conceptual design and licen.ge applicat:l.on design 
to provide the neceesary information for the Environmental Imp&ct Statement 
and Safety Analysis Report, as w-ell sa to support optimization of the design 
for as low as reasonably achievable radiation exposures (public and repos
itory worker) and for accident prevention and Dlitigation, Because many 
nuclear facili.ties • with comparable amounts of radioactive material being 
handled in similar operations, exist in areas of greater population density 
than that of the potential Yucca Mountain repository • there ia high con
fidence that the radiological impacts resulting from cleanf.ng, handling, 
packag:l.ng, and processing operations will be w-ell below- acceptable limits. 
Therefore, the conclusion in Section 6.2.2.1.4 on the preclosure radiological 
safety system guideline is still, "The evidence does not support a finding 
that the site is not likely to meet the qualifying condition for this 
precloaure aystem guideline (level 3)." 

The maximum permissible concentrations in question (Table 6-41 in draft 
EA Section 6.4.1) are in error by a factor of one million. These have been 
revised in the final EA. (Table 6-46). A defined estimate of the collective 
dose for those e!'liasions l"ISS not made, because the release levele of these 
nuclides and the remoteness of the site provide assurance that such doae 
levels would be very low. 

Naturally occurring exposure. It w-as euggested that the F.A discuss 
appropriate measures to limit exposure to naturally occurring radionuclides. 

Reap~~· The hazards encountered from naturally occurring radio
nuclides are recognized and are receiving attention. The forthcoming Site 
Characterir.ation Plan and Exploratory Shaft Test Plan w-ill describe the ~ork 
that will be done to characterize the condit.ions of exposurE:: to natural 
rR-:Iioactivity, including such sources as penetrating radiation from the rock, 
""-S well as air and surface contamination that develop due to the emanation 
and subsequent decay of radon isotopes from the rock. 

Radioactive-source testing. Concern was expressed in some comments 
about the plans to utilize radioactive-source materials for .1.n situ testing 
and the risk factora associated w-ith those teats. 
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Response, The v-·e of rodioiaotopes for tracer studies and rddioactive 
sources for well logg:-_ng are discussed :tn Section 4, l. l. ~. The rad:\.otracers 
to be used have short half-lives (from several hours to t.ene of days) and 
thus ~~ill completely •. :ecay within a short period of time :frOm a few days to 
a few months, depend:lng ou the isotope). The well-logf.l.ng sources are 
retriev-able. Thh t ·pe of testing le commonly perform~·.' throughout the 
United States. 

I sf •Je: Miscellaneous 

Fourteen comments hav-e been classified into the mis ellaneous issue. 
They consist of v--rious editorial changes and two topics tllat do not fit into 
the previous issues: surface-water transport and ground-woter release 
mechanisms. 

Editorial changes. Several c.ommenters etated that various parts of the 
radiological-aafety cUscussJons needed some editorial cla1lges to better 
reflect a technics! position. One commenter stated tha •. on page 6-104 
(Section 6.2.2.1.3) of the draft EA, the statement, "The Arid conditions 
allow very limited infiltration and recharge , • , ", is not referenced to 
legitimate sources. 

Response. In Section 6.4.1.2.2, "virtually all (99,9+ percent),,," has 
been inserted to show thet indeed the filter systems are not 100 percent 
effic.ient. 

In Section 6.2.2.1.3, the reference to Table 6-45 (Preliminary estim~tes 
of cumulative radioactivity i:"eleaeed to the accessible environment from a 
repository containing 70,000 MTHM) in the first sentence (paragraph six, in 
the draft EA) should have been a reference to Table 6-41 (Assessment of 
releases from normal preclosure operations). 
referenced in the final EA. The table lists 
concentrations of airborne radionuclides. All 
t~1ble were in error and have been corrected. 

The table is correctly 
the allowable limits for 
of the limits listed in the 

In Section 6.2.2.1.3 of the draft EA, the last sentence of paragraph 5 
beginning with "The air pathway , , , " has been deleted because the discussion 
applies to saturated zone radionuclide migration. The air pathway from 
normal prt<:closure operations is discussed in Section 6.4.1.2.2. It ia only 
significant when compared to w-ater transport pathways. It is extremely 
unlikely that a fracture release scenario would result in offsite doses 
greater than those calculated in Section 6.4.1.2.2 for preclosure releases. 
Nevertheless, the signifieance of fractures as gaseous transport pathways 
will be studied extensively during aile characterization. In Section 
6.2.2.1.3, of the draft EA, the second to last sentence in paragraph 5 has 
been revised in order to make it more understandable. 

In Section 6.2.2.1.3, the reference method for predicted krypton-85 
relesae comes from Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulatory Guide 1.25, 
(Safety Guide 25), "Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential 
Radiological Cons~quencea of a Fuel Handling Accident in the Fuel Handling 
and Storage Facility for Boiling and Pressurized Water Reactors" (NRC, 1972). 
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The eomment n.~.garding inappropriate use of references is corrE!'ct; the 
reference should b'. to Monta:~;ar and Wilson (19811) and Wilson (1985) only. 
The fin,<J.l EA hi.IH h,an revised accordingly. 

Surface-water ~.ransport. A few commenters stated that weather condi
tions, includfmJ 1:-':'iinfall and snowfall ehould be asse:>rPd relative to the 
likelihood of sur.; >ce-water transport of radionuclide•· that may reach the 
ground surface. 

Response. The average weather conditions at Yuc a Mountain suggest that 
surface transport: mechanisms are not a likely acenar1'> The precipitation 
data for Yucca Mount.lin will be tabulated and compared , o regional estimates 
after more thar one year of data are available. Duriny, performance assess
ment in support of licensing, various scenarioa that fr.clude severe weather 
and accider,cal aurfsce releasee will be considered. A.1tl0 1 Table 5-24 (Pre
liminary population dose commitments from postulated ac.~idents) of the final 
EA presents results of a postulated flood scenario. 

Ground-water release mechanisms. Comments were rt•.ceived stating that 
sentences in Section 6.2.2.1.3, paragraph 5, of the draft EA were misleading 
and unsupported. The discussion relates to ground-water transport not being 
e reasonflhle release mechanism due to the long travel times and the potential 
.for retardation in zeolitized zones. 

Response. The Calico Hilla tuff is zeolitized beneath the repository 
horizon, and at least some sizable portion of the radionuclide f!owpath 
passes through this unit; therofore, retardation will occur. The nearest 
water wells are further than 20 kilometers (13 miles) from Yucca Mountain. 

Major revisions to the geohydrology discussion (EA Section 6.3.1.1-5) 
provide justification for flux estimates used for travel-time calculations. 
The new travel-time model for the unsaturated zone eKplains ideas on fracture 
flow versus matrix flow as presently understood. 

C.6.6 ASSESSMENT OF PRECLOSURE PERFORMANCE 

The assessment of preclosure performance embodies rl!diological assess
ments including evaluations of potential radiological raleaaes and doses, and 
comparison with the requirements of the applicable guidelines and regula
tions. 

Three comments were received under this category. One commenter agreed 
that worker eKposure to radon would be low, but felt that the exposures 
should be discuesed in terms of the uranium miner of 4 working level months 
(WLM) p~r 6eer. Another comment concerned the fact that there was an error 
of 1 x 10 in the maximum permissible concentrations (MPC) listed for 
Table 6-41 in the draft EA. Additionally, the commenCer felt that the 
diRcussion relative to MPCa confuses two systems of evaluation (ICRP-30 and 
10 CFR Part 20). 

' 
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One commenter JH inted out that a discussion in EA S~ction (J.4.I.2.3, 
regarding rel~ases o-· radioactive gases, references ad<'tltional d:.scussions 
within that section '·•tlt that the additional dl6cussions do not appear. 

Response 

Since 4 WLM pt~·· year is roughly equal to a lung do~·-' rate of 56 rems per 
year, worker exposute would be well within the occupat· 'f>al dose limit: for 
mi.ncrs. However, specific data needed to quantify mine~: doses are lacking at 
this time. 

The MPC values in Table 6-41 of the draft EA were ·-ldeed in error by a 
factor of 1 million and have been corrected in the fined. EA. The ICRP-30 
( 1982) system values used are only for dose c.onversion and the results are 
not compared to the concentration limits in 10 CPR Part 20, Appendix B, 
Table II. The conversion factor ueed was in errQr and has been revised in 
the final EA. 

The reference in EA Section 6.4.},2.3, 
that section, was a typographical e.nor. 
Section 6.4.1.2.2 ~nd ha~ been corrected in 
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C. 7 ENVl ·~ONMEN1', SOCIOECONOMICS, AND TRANSllORTATION 

This section acl•Jressea comments on (1) the environtnmlta}, socioec~nomic, 
and transportation-J.'P.lated effects of repositot'y devslop1 1:nt and Rite charac
terization; (2) the ~schuical guidelines for: socioaconom; .:s, transportation, 
and the environment; !Hid (3) the use of these guideline~ .l;\1 evaluating the 
relevant aye tern guid ,una. Most com100nta in this categ<:~ : are concerned with 
the characteristics of the repository before it is close~ and decommissioned. 
There are many pnrnllels between this category and L·~' don C~4, which 
in..:ludes comments on the data baae, [n·oposed activit! s, and repoeitory 
design. Whereas Sect i.on C.4 discus'les baseline condi£.1 ns, Section C. 7 
discusses how site c:hacacterization or repository devclop ... ent changes those 
conditions. Mos~o. comments about the effecta of the re·pository on the 
environment or communities near the repository are incluot:d in this. category. 

C.7.1 EXPECTED EFFECTS OF SITE CHARACTERIZATION 

The comments that were received relating to efft!ct~ of site 
characterization have been divided into two categories: (1) Effer.ta on the 
Phyaic11'l Environment and (2) Effects on Socioeconomic Condi.t1.ons. 

c.7.1.1 Effects on tha physical environment 

The comments in this issue address tl1e expected effects on the physical 
environment from site characterization. The comments in this category have 
been divided into the following issues: ( 1) Ground-Water Contamioation, 
(2) The Unsaturated Zone, (3) Air Quality, (4) Archaeology, (S) Effects on 
M1neral Resources, (6) Water Resources, (7) J~and Use, and (8) Repository 
Expansion. 

Issue: Ground-water contamination 

The one comment received on this issue stated that water used during· 
site characterization-related construction will compromise the results of 
geotechnical and hydrogeochemical testing. 

Response 

The concern is valid and care will be taken to avoid contaminating the 
in situ ground water being sampled. Potential seepage sources will be lined 
or located away from the shaft. Water added to control fugitive duat will be 
tagged with sodium bromide so that 1t can be traced or idE!ntified. In situ 
tests for hydrologic characterization will be posltioned as far away as pos
sible from the potential sources of fluids during drilling. In light of 
these precautions, it is not expected that construction water will compromise 
site characterization-related testing. 

.. 
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Iasue: The unsatur~tt: ~d zone 

Three commentert expressed concern regarding tha eff.ldcts of hnd distur
bance on ground-wate'" infiltration into the unsaturated ;!!One. The draft 
Environmental Assess\llent (EA) atates that 285 hectares {705 .acres) of 
regol.ith would be dJl1. turbod. and these comment era stata~ t.".tat the potent .tal 
for incraaasd infilt :·at ion to the unsatut'atad tone shou1 he evaluated.. More 
infonnation was requested on the effect of soil-aurfscc:. disruptiOll on the 
chemical composition of naturally percolating waters. 

Response 

The draft EA estimated the amount of land that would potentially be dis-
turbed using assumptions that maximized the disturbed .;.:rea. Boreholu 
drilling will require t.hat some new roadEl be constructed and will require use 
of several exieting roads near the exploratory shaft eit1~. It ia expected 
that these roads will also be used to provide access to geophysical atrrvey 
sites and that s minimal amount of additional land disturbance will result. 
Changes in infiltration rates caused by land disturbances during construction 
of roads and drill pads is expected to be minimal. 

The great depth of the repository suggests that t.he composition of 
percolating waters will be unaffected by soil chemistry. Studies by Knauss 
et sl. (1984) and Oversby and Knauss (1983) suggest that a sample taken 
24 meters (78 feet) into an air-drilled hole did not contain soluble salts 
that could change the composition of p(lrcolating water. Further, these 
examples indicate that the presence of soluble salts is a surface-evaporation 
phenomenon and such materials are unlikely to be present at the depth of the 
repository. This topic will be fux-ther investigated by exam1.n1ng cuttings 
from drill holes in the unsaturated zone during site characterization. 

Issue: Air quality 

One commenter expressed concern that, depending on the mode of waste 
emplsc.ement, the proposed action may exceed prevention of significant 
deterioration criteria. While the emission calculations for site character
ization use a mid~·value of fuel consumption. the extreme case would produce a 
high value of nitrogen oxides. The commenter makes a recommendation to use 
both values in calculations. 

Response 

If Yucca Mountain ia selected for further development, detailed engi
neering information and emission calculations will be necessary to satialy 
Nevada Department of Environmental Protection permitting requirements. The 
emission rates presented in TAble 4-1 (Summary of nonfugitivo at111ospherle 
emissions from site cllsracterhation) of the draft EA are based on the horse
power rating of each stationary source combined with emission facto~a from 
AP-42 (EPA, 1977) in grsms per horsepower-hour, not on the amount of diesel 
fuel consumed. The hours of operation for each piece of equipment are 
considered maximum estimates of projected use over the 23 to 26 months during 
which these activities would be taking place. 
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I.asue: Archaeo_l!~ 

Five comme11:.:ers addressed potential impacts to the prehistoric and his
toric sites identified in the draft EA, their sign,· __ itcance with regard to 
Federal preserv&~.ion efforts, and the need for proth.tlon or mitigation plans 
for identified ,;'tea. It was felt that the four pr;h:iatoric sites noted in 
the draft EA wet<~ not described ill regard to their : Bltua with respect to the 
National Regiat<!r, eligibility procedures and crite.:: .a, or how the opinion of 
significance wa~ determined. In addition the u.s. 'kpartment of Energy (DOE) 
m-ethods of prohibiting exca11ation or collection wet.• 1:uestioned, particularly 
in light of aimilH unsucc.easful efforts on the Neva(.•, Test Site. 

Response 

Four sites were identified Md are eligible fat· nomination to the 
National Register. Artifacts found at these sitee were collected in 
consultation with the Nevada State Historic Preservetion Officer (SHPO) to 
ensure that the .. nformation potential of these sites was preserved. A report 
is in preparetion on these fi.ndings entitled, "Limited Test Excavations at 
Selected Archaeological Sites in the NNWSI Yucca Mountain Project Area, 
Southern Nye County, Nevada," Desert Research Institute Te<~hnical Report 
(Pippin, 1984). 

Mitigation plana for adverse impacts will be developed with a 
Programmatic Memorandum of Agreement between the DOE, the Nevada SHPO, and 
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. 

Issue: Effects on mineral resources 

One comment was received concerning the lack of B discussion regarding 
the expected effects of site characterization on mineral resources and 
suggested thst such s discussion be included in the final EA~ 

Respo~ 

To clarify the effects of site characterization on mineral resources, 
the following .Jentence has bt!en added to Section 4.2.1.1.3 of the EA: 

"A Claas I resource sur11e.y (Bell and Larson, 1982) found no eYidence of 
significant mineral or energy resources in the r~gion surrounding Yucca 
Mountain, and therefore future exploration and development is not expected." 

Issue: Water res~urces 

1'hree commenters addressed the fact that a discussion of the effects of 
water use during site characterization was not provided, 8.nd that a more com
plete estimate of this usage should be provided. Similarly, it was felt that 
the final EA sbonld include a discuasion on potentlal impa:;:ts to local 
ground-water quality as a reaolt of liquid effluent disposal. 

'" 
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Response 

A preliminat.')• estimate of water uae for site characterization ie less 
than 494,000 cub:!.:.' meters (400 acre-feet) pe:r year pconped from Well J-13. 
There are no nP.arby water users due to land-uae restr'.r:tlona around the site. 
Users that are wi•.hin the saroe ground-water basin as ·:'foe site are considered 
in draft EA secUons 6.2.1.7.5 and 6 • .3.3.3.3. It is ur,Ukely that a sewage 
lagoon will br, used and that a septic tank and a dt'f o field ~o~ill be used 
instead~ This system will be placed away from the o•h.·l;t facility to roinimize 
the chance for conr.amination of the test!ng facilit: ni·ea. The rock-storage 
pile will be Uned with an impervious material to pi:•! ~mt infiltration. Dis
charge from t11e septic system would be sufficiently n.l:·we the wat~r table to 
ensure that there will be no impact to ground water. 

Water use during site characterization has beer.. -reviewP.d in the final 
EA. The amount of water to be used during tests is e·Kpected to be limit;ed in 
order to avoid p . .,tel)tial interference with testing of. rnoisturt! conditions at 
depth. 

Issue: Land VB@ 

Three commenters expressed the opinion that the description of th$ .~$88 
of the public lends should be expanded. While land-uae effects are not 
1 ikely on federally, controlled lands • the DOE should comply wit;h pertinent 
State and local regulations governing l$nd use and b1,1ilding conlltruc.tion. 
Lastly, the DO~ should clearly indicate that the land to be ueed is in, the 
public domain. 

Response 

Site characterization activities will comply with all applicable State 
and local regulations governing land use and construction activities. A 
description of the specific uses of the public lands is provided in Section 
4.1 of the final EA. 

Yucca ~ountain ia on land administered by the Federal Government. This 
is not to say that all of the land is restricted; part of the site is on 
public lands administered by the Bureau of Land Management. 

Issue: Repository expans!on 

One commenter noted the lack of a desc.ription of potential lmpacts 
resulting from characterization of expansion areas, and suggest.eq, that such 
text be added to the final EA. 

Response 

There are no detailed plans to develop the expansion areas; theq~fore, 
potential environmental impacts cannot be adequately evalu;;~ted. 'l'he 
expansion areas, however, are within the site boundary shown in Figure 3-1 
(Location of Yucca Mountain site in southern Nevada) of the draft EA. 
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C. 7 .1. 2 Effects <Hl socioeconomic. condi~ions 

The evallllill'ln of potential socioecormmic effec~:s of site character
ization (includirii economic, demographic, community n~rvices, !:IOCial, and 
fiscal and govern:,tental effer:ts) are covered by this cM.egory. Thirty-eight 
comments were n:H.E•ived, and th~ee have been groupe'\ Jnto the following 
issues: (1) Ljn··oln County, the State of Nevada, ld Local Govex·nment; 
(2) Effects on Htat.e To~rism; (3) Site Characterh~ ~.ion Impacts; (4) 
Disaggregate Com111Unity Services Impacts and Settlem ·n1. Scenarios; (5) Work 
Force Estimate and Percent New Workersi (6) Sector ... _, ;I!Cific Compa.tison of 
Labor Demand; (l) Indirect Employment Multiplier; (8) :ransportation Impacts; 
and (9) Miscellaneous. 

Issue: Lincoln County, the State of Nevada, and loca?;.._government 

Three commentera felt that the Environmental Ast;essment (EA) should 
examine the aocioGconomic effects of aile characterlu.tion on Lincoln County 
and the State of t-levada as a whole. A fourth commenter perceived that no 
recognition is given in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982 to local 
government participation in planning or financial asaist~nce during site 
characterization. 

Response 

The reasons why Lincoln County and the State of Nevada ~ere, in general, 
not used as units of analysis were presented in Section c.4.1.5 o£ this 
Appendix. In additlon, the u.S. Department of Energy (DOE) analysis of 
aocioeconomlc. impacts of site characterization, as presented in Section 4. 2. 2 
of the draft: EA, led to the conclusion that the majority of the socioeconomic 
impans of site characterization in the bicounty area would be small or 
insignificant. If these impacts are spread over a base of more than t.,.,o 
counties. or the State aa a whole, their relative magnitude would be even 
smaller. 

The NWPA does recognize the participation of local governments in 
planning for the repository. Specifically, Section 117(c)(5) states that a 
consultation anci cooperation agreement shall specify procedures, "••• by 
which the Secretary shall assist such State, and the units of general local 
government in the vicinity of the repository site, in resolving the offsite 
concerns of such State and units of general local government ••• " (NWPA, 
1983). Additionally, Section ll6(c)(3) of the NWPA provides for grants equal 
to taxes to be made to units of general local government in vhich a aite for 
a repository has been approved for site characteri~at!on. 

Issue: Effects on State tourism 

The DOE ~as asked to include an assessment of the potential for impacts 
that the decision to conduct aite char.acterization could have on the Nevada 
tourism industry and the State's economic diversification program, and to lay 
the groundwork for continuing research to quantify such impacta as they 
occur. A second commenter noted that the term "tourism" seemed to be 
directed toward the hot~! and gaming induatriea, and that this view should be 
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broadened to indude the variety of recreational r>pportunit·~.es which draw 
visitors to sot!!. iJern Nevada. 

Response 

The sug15ef!r ed analysis of the effects of per1·'!ption 011 tourism in 
southern Nevadc1 is not included in Chapter 4 of th~ EA since the impacts of 
site characterf.;l!ation activities on all aoctors of .he bicounty economy are 
expected to be insignifi~ant. However, the DOE wo •1.1 monitor site character
ization activities to validate the expected socio conomic impacts of aile 
characterization fJctivities preoented in Sec.tion l~o . • 2 of the EA. As was 
discussed in Section C.4.l.S, the scope of the anaJ.~'.::Iis in the EA is the 
bicounty arefl; the State as a whole was not included in the definition of the 
affected area. If the Yucca Mountain site is appro\'ed for sitE! chtlracteT
ization, a broader geographical area woul.d be evalunc.ed if appropriate, based 
on the Environmental Impact Statement (3IS) acopinp. procesA. Additional 
atudi~s on both tourism, and attitudes and perceptions of locating a 
repository at Yucca Mountslin would be conducted. ':"he comment regarding a 
definition of the word "tourism" would he noted in future studie~. 

Issue: Site characterization impacts 

Eight comments were assigned to this issue. Three commenters pointed 
out that in Chapter 4 of the draft EA 1 the DOE states that the social and 
economic impacts of site characterization are expected to be small and 
inoignificant without describing the impacts. Five commenters stated that 
the bicounty area (Clark and Nye) is an inappropriate unit of analysiA of the 
socioeconomic impacts of site characterization, and suggested that these 
impacts should be analyzed at the county or community level. 

One commenter questioned using the total baseline bicounty employment as 
a basis for comparison llith the e>Cpected number of new direct site 
characterization jobs, and suggested a comparison with baaeline employment in 
the mining and construction sectors only. One commenter stated that the 
dependency factors appli·ed in the draft EA need supporting documentation, 
since factors for offs:l.te workers are likely to differ from those for onsite 
workers who are employed temporarily at a remote location. 

Response 

The socioeconomics section of the draft EA Chapter 4 doe3 discuss 
several types of impacts which would result from site ~hsracterization activ
ities. For example, Section 4.2.2.1.1 describes employment impacts, llhile 
Section 4.2.2.2 shows that the must likely impac.t on population would be an 
increase of about 830 new residents in southern Nevada. This section has 
been revised to show estimates of the distribution of the maximum population 
increase to communities nearest the Yucca Mountain site (Table 4-5 of the 
final EA). These colJU!1un1ty population estimates are small. Couununity 
services impacts are discussed in Section 4.2.2.3. 

The appropriate unit of analysis of labor markets is the bicounty area, 
or even a larger area. This is evident from the observation that workers 
currently employed at the Nevada Test Sjte (NTS), which is adjacent to the 
proposed Yucca Mountain repository .. site, come from many areas in addition to 
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Nye County. A comparia··n of the expec.ted 109 ne';ol direct aite charv.c.ter
ization jobs (40 percen; of the total new direc.L site char·el~terizat:ton jobs) 
with the projected mir.L1g and eonstruction employment in Wye and Clark 
counties (tables 3-12 '""'l 3-13 of the final EA), indicates "this number of 
jobs would be shout one ·half of one JH~rcent over the ex pee··' d 1985 baedine 
employment in these t~1c sectors. 

Supporting documentation for dependency factors appeal. in U.S. Depart
ment of F.nergy, ~nvh:onrnental Aspects of Comrnereial R<::--lj ·active Waste 
Management, (DOB/ET-002.9) Volume 3, Appendix C, Washing o·l, D.C., 1979. 
These factors are also u~.ed in McBrien t1nd Jones (1984). •J •.~ of a different, 
but reasonable, vaJ Je for the dependent ratio assi.gned to ti"' offeile direct 
work. force would not significantly affect the results of the population 
impact enalysb appearing in Section 4.2.2.2 of the draft ;.•nd final EAs. For 
example, assume that the dependent ratio for all of the d1rect offaite 
workers were 2.47 instead of 1.28. The maKirnum site characterization relatad 
population would then loJe 2,229. Thls represents 0.4 percent of the estimated 
1985 bicounty baseline population, which is not different l.han the percentage. 
reported in the draft EA. 

Issue: DisaggregAte community s~_rvices impacts and settlement scenarios 

Seven commenters thought that a small change in population in aome 
communities would have noticeable and perhaps significant community service, 
social, and fiscal impacts. One commenter expressed a belief that the dia
cuseion of the problems with Beatty water quality implies that " ••• bec.ause a 
problem exists, adding to it is acceptable .,," Five of these name com
mf'nters AAkf'd that a vRri~>ty of AHttll'!ment ACF>nnrioa he exAmined and that the 
potential impacts upon community services, social conditions, and fiscal 
conditions resulting from each sc.enario be evaluated. 

Response 

If s significant number of the projected new residents were to sattle in 
one of the smaller communities of Nye County during site cha!:ac.terization, 
noticeable impacts could indeed occur. Section 4.2.2.2 of the EA was revised 
to show the estimated distribution of maximum site characterization popu
lation (i.e., direct and indirect workers and their dependents) to individual 
communities in Nye and Clark counties nearest the Yucca Mountain sit2. If 
the settlement patterns described in Table 5-26 (Settlement. patterns of 
NP.vada Test Site employees) of the final EA apply, and the projected maximum 
site characterization related population increase is 2,080 persona (assuming 
all direc.t and indirect workers and their dependents are inmigrant a), then 
population increases ranging from 0.1 to 5.9 percent would result (Table 4-5 
of the final EA). These percentage increases are not considered significant 
and, from the community services information presented in Chapter 3 of the 
EA, would not appear likely to overload community services providers. The 
small number of new residents is also unlikely to result in significant 
changes in soc.ial conditione. Finally, onl}' minor changes in local govern
ment revenues and expenditures would result from 13uch population increases. 

Section t,,z.2.3 of the draft EA should not be interpreted to imply th~:~t 

••• because a problem exists, adding to it is acceptable •••" ln the 
judgment of th~ DOE, the magnitude of•·· the incremental impact of site 
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characterization on thr":! Beatty water supply problem will be "very small." 
This judgment is reasc. 1able, based on Table 4-5 of the Hnal EA whlch shows 
that a maximum of tw0 additional persor1e could be expect(>:d to eeUle in 
Beatty during site ch!\racterization. Furthermore, the D·Hltty Water and 
Sanitation District au:i the Nye County Commission, as merr ioned in Section 
3.6.3.3 of the draft I~, are taking po!l1tive actiofl to alJr>viate th'l! water 
quality problem. No JUdgment is made, however, about thr acceptability of 
the impact to present or future residents. 

The DOE believes that use of the recent settlement pn::terns of workers 
employed at the NTS pro.,ides a reasonable indication of r.h 1 expected settle
ment patterns of site L'naracterization workers. Developm~. 1t of alteHlative 
settlement pattern.!! would have required considerably more information than 
was available dudng preparation of the EA, and would not likely have 
resulted in substantially different conclusions regarding the suitability of 
the site. 

Issue: Work force es.~imate and percent new workers 

Two commenters could find no reference to support the work force 
estimates given for site characterization, as presented in Table 4-3 (Peak 
regional employment effects of site characterization) of the draft EA. The 
commenters also noted that the EA does r10t substantiate the conc.lusion that 
60 percent of the work force would be individuals C'.urrently employed by the 
DOE and 40 percent would be new workers. 

Response 

There are two sources for the employment estimates shown in Tnble 4-3 
(Peak regional employment effects of site charl\cteri:z.ation). The direct 
employment estimates are bas~d or1 the site characterization activities 
dl!acribed in Secti.or1 4.1 of the EA. The indirect employment estimates were 
d1~veloped by applying an indirect employment multlplier of 1.54 to the direct 
employment estimates. Section 5.4.1.1 of the EA has been revised to discuss 
further the derivation of this multiplier. 

l\a6ed on similarities betloleen site characterization activities described 
in Section 4.1 and th€ construction sod drilling activities currently ca"Cried 
out by the DOE and its contractors at the NTS, it was estimated th8t about 
60 percent of the direct work force shown in Table 4-3 would already be 
employed in DOE activities. Both the work force estimates <lnd the 60 percent 
a9sumption would be validated using data gathered by the site 
characterization socioeconomics moni taring program. Information on the 
percentage of current OOE workers was provided to give the reader a real.iatic 
understanding of the likely increase in the numbH of new DOE-reJ.ated jobs 
that would be associated with site characterizat:l.on. 

Issue: Sector-specific comparison of labor demand 

Two commenters felt it to be inappropriate to compare the Project
related demand for site characterization workers with total bicount.y 
employment. Instead, the comparison should be made with mining and 
conatruction work force estimates only. , .. ~--
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Response 

As seen in 11 ble 4-3 (Peak numher of site chars<:terization workers), 
site characterization activities are expected to gen1 .:ate a total of 273 
di.rect jobs. Bllse.~tne mining and construction employt,ent :tn Clark and Nye 
counties in 1985 i~ projected to be 20,876 as shown 1r 'l,tbh 3-12 (lo;mploy:ment 
in selected indus ries in Nye County, 1978-2000) and "8ble 3-!3 (Employment 
in selected industries in Clark County, J 978-2000) of the final EA. There
fore, the projt'.Ct would increase employment in those !J,_,ctors by no more than 
1..3 percent. This sector-specific impact is probab.y overstated, because 
some of the 273 wor~·.ars are in neither miniag nor cotw, :1.J,ct:ton. 

Issue: IndireLt employment multiplier 

The DOE received ail!: comments which questioned the us~ of a multiplier 
of 1.54 indirect workers for each direct worker. 

Response 

Section .5.4.1.1 ,qf the final EA was revised to discuss the derivation of 
the indirect employment multiplier. That discussion also 11ppears in 
section C.7.4.2 of this document. 

Issue: Transportation intpact~ 

The DOE received five comments on the draft EA discussion of transPorta
tion lmpa.cts during site characterization. These conunents concerned limita-· 
tion of the discussion of highw-ay impacts to u.s. Htgh~ay 95 &I)d failure to 
discuaB rail tra.nsport-"Jtion. impacts, potential damage to highways, and the 
hazards of transporting fuel and t:!Xplosives. 

Respons~ 

Because u.s. Highw-ay 95 w-ill be the main route for transportation of 
. .,.orkers and materials to the Yucca Mountain site during site c.harad:eriza
tion, it was logical to focus the analysis upon that road. Rai1 tr~n~porta
tion will not be used for w-orkers and materials during site characterization. 
In addition, there will be no shipments which are unique from either a wefiht 
or content standpoint; consequently, no additional analy&Jes were performed. 

Issue: Miscellaneous 

Two comments were considered under the miscellaneous issue; these con
cerned the request for add::l.tional information on site characterization, and 
clarification of the DOE policy regarding withholding of State funding. 

Additional information. One cornmenter requested additional details on 
site characterization sctiv1tiea, including calendar Lime-phasing, costa 
associated w-ith construction and testing, incomes earned by site _chat:acteri
zation workers, housing accommodations and project-provided transportation 
for commuting direct workers, and the skill and wage mix of direct wQrkers 
and likely union representation of direct w-orkers. 
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T.1e stt.e characterization phase, a~ defined in lO CFR 
Part s lfter a site is rec.ommended to, at1d approved by, the 

decisions are expected to be comple:ed sometime in 1986. 
The footnotes to ·~.qble 4-3 (Peak number of site chsrar·'erization workers) in 
the final EA sho~V' the schedule for the 55 months of )'tanned site character
ization activit:ie-f·· 

According to the June 1985 Mission Pl.an (DOE, 1'1•5), the total cost of 
site invest.igations for the first repository is exr ·~c ::-ed to be about $767 
million. The specific dollar allocations for each u.t· c are not explicitly 
known at this Ume iue to the uncertainty as to which · ites will be selected. 
Once three sit~s have been chosen for detailed studie9P it is expected that 
the amount applied to the Yuccs Mountain sHe would be approximately 
one-third ()f the total available funding. 

The assumption of an average annual wage of $'36,200 for repository 
workers made in Chapter 5 of the EA would also apply to direct site 
characterization workers. 

The results of the socioeconomic impact analysis are independent of the 
level of amenities provided for workers at the site. While more detailed 
information aboul the amenities that workers receive would give some insight 
into the quality of life of the workers, this information is not directly 
applicable to the analysi!l in the EA. However, such information could be 
incorporated into th(! socioeconomics monitoring program E!Ssociated with site 
characterization activities. 

Detailed information on the ekill and wage mix of tH rect workers and 
likely union representation would not affect the results of the analysis and 
has therefore not been incorporated into the EA. 

flOE funding. One conunenter nor.ed that the DOE policy has been to 
withhold State-requested funds for developing independent data on selected 
technical issues, and that this statement is inconsistent with the DOE 
actions at Yucca Mountain. In the view of the commentE:!r, the EA should 
reflect the practiced DOE policy, or the DOE policy should conform to both 
the spirit and letter of the Nuclear Waate Policy Act (the Act) of 1982. 

Response. The DOE acknowledges that just prior to the issuance for com
ment of the draft EA, the State of Nevada brought suit (State of Nevada v. 
Herrington) with respect to the DOE denial of Nevada's request under the Act 
to grant funding for the purpose of collecting certain independent, primary 
"site characterization data." However, a detailed discussion of that litiga
tion or of the DOE grant policies in implementation of the Act is not consi
dered appropriate to the context of the EA document. 

C.7.2 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

The tw·enty-nine comments received in th:ls category concern eight issues 
thst involve: (1) Water Resources, (2) Containment, (3) Nuclear Waste Heat 
Generation, (4) Recreation, (5) Water Rights, (6) Effects of Waste Retrieval, 
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(7) Effects on the :d1ysica.l Environment~ and (8) Applicetion of M.ujor Federal 
Environmental Laws. 

Issue: Water r~so~:_::.._~ 

This issue c.o ·,cerns the problems of use and poter-l. f.l:ll contawinat:ion of 
water resources, an important issue in the West. Tllf' t'i!positoty will use 
locally avail.able gro1,1nd water. Comm:'!nters questioner t.he extent, quantity, 
and quaUty of the existing ground-water aquifer; tt~ ·wtent!al evapotrans
piration ra.Lej the ;:~mount of water to be used for 1 ~r-.;s.itory activities; 
plans to conserve water; and the possiDle effects to V1e aquifer frcm use of 
the water; discharges from facilities; and the postuh .ed release of radLo
act!ve materials into the ground water. One co!Illllentcr pointed out that. 
Devils Hole is a warm spring, not a hot spring. r'c·v.rtaen comments were 
rece.ived on this issue. 

Response 

Water consumption at the repository will rise to a peak of over 
120,000,000 gallons per year at the end of the sixth year and decrease to 
about 115,000,000 gallontl pet year and remain at this level for the next 
26 years. The average demands for the following 23 years of operation will 
be approximately 2,500,000 gallons per year. The latter tillle period 
represents the minimum water requirements for the repository. 

The water would be pumped by an onaite well. from the Alkali Flat-Furnace 
Creek Ranch ground-water basin. The draft Envi~onmentel Assessment (EA) has 
b~en revised to include an eotiro.ate of public and comro.ercittl use of ground 
water from this basin. 

The t'epository will be designed to conserve 111ater and to prevent 
degradation of Lhe underlying aquifer. A hyp~lon-lined evaporative pond will 
be used for mine waste water effluents and sewage systems will conform to the 
regulations of the State of Nevada Board of Health. Although the exploratory 
shaft facilities will have a septic system located off the Yucca Mountain 
fault block that allows infiltration, the repository will be designed so that 
there will be no ground-water infiltration. 

A second com111ent, dealing with overall water use, stressed the 
importanc~ of integrating water coneerYation and reuse into the repository 
design. Although conservation concerns will be considered in the des:lgn, 
preliminary estimates indicate that there will be an adequate supply of water 
available for repository operations i11dependent of conservation strategies. 
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) will have to meet very strict Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) and u.s. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
release limits so that the public health and safety are protected for both 
the short- and long-term periods. 

Devils Hole will not be affected because waters in the Devils Hole area 
are fed from the Ash Meadows ground-water ba9in (Waddell et al., 1984; Dudley 
and Larson, 1 Q7fi; Waddell, 1982). The ground-water basin that is t:he source 
for the Ash Meadows springs is not the same as the one underlying Yucca !obun
tain. Furthe~ studies during site characterization ere expect.ed t:o confirm. 
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these ground-watr'r-flow patterns. The draft EA teKt in Sectinn 6.2.1.6.5 has 
been changed to , xplain that Devils Hole is a warm tJpring, not a hot spring. 

Repository 'later use will not impact the Las Vegas valley water 
ahortageR, althc:.tgh a small population 1.ncreaae in ll e valley resulting from 
an inf.lux of n:;·.ository workers would add a very ~iltL:l incremant to the 
projected short.•.,ges in the mid·-2000s. Potential i~ ·13cts to edsting water 
users in the area were evaluated in Section 6.2.1.1. ') of the final EA. In 
sections 5.2.2, 6.2.}.7.5, and 6.3.3.3.3, informa"i,n on wate·c use in the 
same ground-water basin is compared tdth repoaitor .... ..,Jter-use estimates. The 
reader was referr.'d frQm Section 5.2.9.2.3 to aectl:o ·3 6.3.3o3 and 6.2.2.1.3 
where it is "tndicated that there are no permanent su1 ~ace-water impoundments 
in the area of the repmlitory and that the underground repository is located 
in the ~~neaturated zone. Sections 6.3.2 and 6.4.2 l::~sc.uas the potential for 
releases over a 500-yea:t time frame. Accidental rdeaae of radionuclides 
into the ground-water system is very unlikely. The thick unsaturated zone 
contains very limited moisture, and without moisture, there is no trans
porting medium t.o carry the radionucl:ldea down to the water table. There are 
~leo no surface impoundments in the area that could cause potential surface 
dispersion. 

For the draft EA, potential evapotranspiration was estimated by an 
empirical method (the Thornthwaite method) reviewed in Rosenberg (1974). 
Potential evapotranspiration for Yucca Mountaf.n has been estimated to be 
about 0~6 meters (2 feet) per year. Estimates in Craig and Robison (1964) 
suggest 1.1 to 1.5 meters (3.5 to 5 feet) of potential evapotranspiration. 
The U.S. Geological Survey, in comments to the draft EA, stated that 
potential evapotranspiration is between 1.8 and 2.4 meters (6 and 8 feet) per 
year. Either of these estimates is consistent with the estimates of precipi
tation that are 20 percent or less of annual potential ev~potranspiration as 
reported at the end of Section 6.3.1.1.3 of the draft EA. These estimates 
are preliminary and speculative, and the final EA has been revised to reflect 
this uncertainty. The climatic regime will be studied in more detail during 
site characterization. 

Issue: Containment 

This issue concerns the potential long-term risk that contamination 
would occur should containment fail, the adequacy of the many investigations 
to minimize the uncertainties, and what the OOE actions would be if water 
contamination did occur. Six comments were received in these areas. 

Response 

The OOE will be required to meet the NRC and the EPA regulations and 
will be required to show compliance with the regulations during the licensing 
of a repository. Investigations during site characterization will provide 
the data that will be used during the licensing process. The findings from 
these investigations will be reported in several publicly reviewed documents 
during the Environmental Impact Statement end the NRC regulatory processes. 

As explained in Chapter 5 of the EA, natural and engineered barriers 
will be used to prevent and retard radionuclide migration. A radiological 
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monitoring program will be implemented to monitor loc.~l and regional ground
water supplies. b 1ould a problem be identified, an appropriate mitigation 
program will be d{~uigned, 

Issue: Nuclear WE\i'te heat generation 

Onfl commentet requested detailed information on r,, bient temperatures and 
heat generlltion d\tring isolation of the waBte. 

ReBponae 

Section 6 3.3.2.4 on preclosure rock characted.1H:ics evaluates the 
potential for thermal effects to cause operational problems in the 
repository. Section 6.3.1.3.4 on postclosure rock charotcteristics ev8luates 
the potential for thennal and radiation effects in the long-term isolation 
phase. Therr.J.al calculations are reviewed in thEJt section, as well as in the 
discussion of waste package performance in Section 6.4.1.1.1. 

Issue: Re~reation 

Two commencers raised the potential for decreased use of the Death 
Valley National MonUll'lent 8nd the Floyd R. Lamb State Park because of 
proximity to the Yucca Mountain site and the supporting railroad line. 

Res pons~ 

Effects on ViHitation at recreation facilities from the transport snd 
disposal of nuclear waste may be evaluated if the Yucca Mountain site is 
approved for site eharacterization. Rail line discussions are addre~Jsed in 
the EA sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. 

Issue: Water right~ 

This issue concerns the possible inconsistency in the discussion· of 
potential senior water r:f.ghts located off the Nevada Test Site and other 
water rights discussed in the draft EA. One comment was received on thfs 
issue. 

Response 

Under Nevada law, water rights are held independently of land ownership. 
Those rights are allocatad by the State of Nevada on the basis of the actual 
water supply available in a particular ground-water basin. Preliminary ansl
yses in the draft EA and a rtwised analysis in the final EA indicate that 
sufficient water is available for existing rights and projected repository
related requirements. This preliminAry conclusion was consistently,presented 
throughout the draft and final EA. 

Issue: Effects of waste retri~val 

This issue concerns whether the impacts 
ability phase of the project were adequately 
received on the issue. 
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Response 

The retriev~:~:·_-ility phase is merely the period of time afte!r emplacement 
is completed duri .. 1g whtch the repository must remain )pen in case retrieval 
operations are inttiated. During this period, there 1 ould be essentially no 
activity at the -.-.~pository. Impacts associated with <.t.tual retrieval opera
tions have not bf:>en addressed. To clarify thi.e poin ln the fin.nl EA, the 
retrievability phase has been referred to as the "c~· '"-taker" phase, or some 
other aptly deAcriptive phrase, that reflects the ~Y!~S of activities that 
will be taking place during that time. 

Issue: Effects on the physical environment 

One ~ommenter recommended that the effects of & repository on physical 
characteristics should be of grel.lter importance and .:·ece.tve more considera
tion than socioeconomic factors. A second commenter was concerned that the 
impact analysis "tas too generalized. 

Physical factors are thoroughly considered in the postclosure siting 
guidelines sod in four preclosure guidelines. The intent of the impact 
assessment in the EA is to evaluate impacts against the 10 CFR Part 960 
guidelines by using available referenceable information. A more thorough 
impact analysis will be done as a part of the studies associated with the 
Environmental Impact Statement. 

Issue: Application of major Federal environmental laws 

One commenter questioned why the summary of major Federal laws that may 
apply to a repository was different in the Yucca Mountain EA from the summary 
in the salt site EAs. Another commenter asked why only Clark and Nye 
counties had been considered in the EA, when the Nuclear Waste Policy Act 
provides that the entire State of Nevada becomes the "affected area." 

Response 

Draft E:As written for the salt sites presented a list of requirements 
that may or may not apply (e.g., the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 
clearly does not apply to the Texas site but has been included in its EA). 
The Yucca Mountain site draft E:A did not take this same broad purview; it 
included only those laws that do apply.. The EA was revised to contain a 
consistent list of requirements. 

The DOE will comply with all of the Federal, State. and local laws and 
regulations that apply to the Yucca Mountain site. These regulations will 
continually be evaluated over the next 6 years before rep06itory development 
to ensure that the repository is in compliance with applicable regulations. 
The evaluation w·ill include further analyses to cover the broader region of 
impact. 
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C.7.2.1 Land use 

This categc·'y addreeeee comme.nts on the effec.: ~ on land use if a 
repository is de,··sloped at Yucca Mountain; a total o' .fourteen comments were 
received. 

Eight comme,~ters requested that the u.s. Depar. 11ent of Energy (DOE) 
clarify the discu~sion about the acreage that waul,' 'le required for with
drawal at Yucl:a Mountain if a repository is conatcc'·ed. Another comment 
concerned potential land-use impacts from housing anJ .ommercial development 
in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain as a result of repository development. 
Other coR~enters asked about the ramifications if U.S. Air Force (USAF) land 
was unavailabl~ for the propoeed Yucca Mountain repository. One commenter 
contended that transportation impacts to the Las Vegas Paiute Council's 
holdings, which are neRr potential transportation routf!s, were not adequately 
addressed in the Environmental Assessment (EA). 

Response 

In brief, the land area for which the DOE must obtain control for devel
opment of a repository at Yucca Mountain is no larger than 24,710 acres 
(i.e., the controlled area), which includes Bureau of tand Managemont, Nevada 
Test Site, and Nellis Air Force Base lands. Thl! Bureau of Land Management 
portion to be withdrawn is approximately 5,000 acres. The number of 50,000 
acres was in error, and the EA has been changed to accurately explain the 
acreage. 

Induced growth is important, but it would be premature in the planning 
process to conduct a detailed impact assessment of secondary impacts. The 
asseeement will be conducted as part o.f the Environmental Impact Statement 
Jlroceas. The DOE will comply with applicable State and local land-use 
regulations. 

Because the USAF land iEI an integral part of the proposed aite and 
because of the progress of the repository site-selection process, all legal 
as well as interagency cooperative consultation processes are being pursued. 
I.f Yucca Mountain is chosen as the first :repository site, s land withdrawal 
action will be initiated. At this point in time discussions between all 
involved agencies are continuing toward resolving any conflicts that may 
exist, 

The Paiute Council has not been designated an affected Indian Tribe 
within the meaning of Section 2(2)(B) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 
1982. However, apeci.fic note was made in Section 5.4.4.2 of the draft EA 
that a potential exists for impacts on Native American cultures from 
transportation activities. Detailed analysis of impacts to communities along 
transportation corridors would be undertaken once actual routes are. 
identified. 

"'' ., .. 
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C.7.2.2 Ecosya~ 

Twenty-three corr.·umta dtutlt with the impacts of the ~>reposed repository 
on the ecosystt!ma f<h 'ld at the Yucca Mountain alta. TI'l8e coiTIIflent.s were 
claasifi~d into the 'e>llowing issueR: (1) Mitigation M~- ,sure.a, (2) Endan
gered Species, (3) F1·fects of Soil Heating, (4) Railroa<·. Spur Construction, 
(5) Ash Meadows, and (6) Miscellaneoul'!. 

~~u~: Mitigation measures 

Seven commo.nta w•·re received in the area of mitig11 ion measures that 
w-ere dh'ided int..-. three topics: impact on flora and fut..1a, impact on the 
desert tortoise, and rehabilitation of drill sites. 

Impact on flora and fauna, Two commencers asked tohat provisions had 
been made to minimize the destruction of vegetation (and therefore, habitat 
loss) and suggested that emphasta be placed on discussion of habitat loss and 
the associated permanent reduction in wildlife populations. 

Respons~. Efforts will be made to minimize or mit'Lgate the effects of 
the repository project on flora and fa1,1na. The destruction _Qf approximately 
680 hectares fat• s.lte characterization and repository development should not 
affect. the ecological balance of the s1,1rrounding, similar habir;at. Reclama
tion and restoration procedures will serve to mitigate the long-term ecolog
ical effects of the p.roje:c.t and hHlp to eventually return the site to the 
desert ecosystem. 

Further, it is agreed that destruction of vegetation, in moat casea, 
results in the destruction and not mere displacement of the wildlife 
inhabiting the a£fectod area, Thus, the discussion in Section 5.2.4 in the 
draft Environmental AARe-'Hlment (EA) about displaced wildlife has been revised 
to addresa their probable destruction. 

Impact on the deaart tortoise. Three coromenters expreased concern that 
diecuasions involving impacts to the desert tortoise be presented with the 
thought that the species may soon be afforded threatened-species status. 
Forther, these comments questioned why translocation was not considered a 
viable mitigation measure. 

Response. The recommendst:ton that tortoises not be translocated was 
based primarily on the studies that showed that captive tortoises reintro
duced into the wild had low survival rates. Whether a viable plan or method 
of tn:.nslocating tortoises can be: developed for Yucca Mountain requires 
further study. However, references to tranalocating tortoises have been 
modified to indicate that the technique may be used after further study. 

Rehabilitation of drill sites. Three commenters questioned the proce
dures to be used in rehabilitation of abandoned drill sites and suggested 
that rehabilitation could begin with existing disturbed sites. 

Response. 
approaches for 

Site investigations will be carried 
dealing with the disturbed sites; it 
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reclamation requiremen• s are specified in the Nuclear Wa~te Policy Act 
(1981). 

Issue: Endangered SPP::.~ 

Three comments W':.:'e received on this issue, all of '·<'rich dealt with 
impacts to threatened or endangered plant and animal spe•<.ll,so The first 
noted that the draft EA does not include an assessment f the potential 
damage to the habitats of endangered species or their W"!l,-being. Another 
related comment ind:lcated the existence in the Project al·ea of both the 
Mojave fishhook cactus md the desert tortoise, and indit .. a·.<ed the need for a 
plan specifying protection measures to be employed during construction and 
operation. One comm.enter referenced an inventory entitled Nevada Outdoor 
Recreation Re~ources Index and Survey, and suggested that it be r~vi~wed for 
additional information. 

Reaponse 

No federally listed threatened or endangered plant or animal species 
occur within the Yucca Mountain study area, although the desert tortoise and 
Mojave fishhook cactus are currently under review for such status. Ad hoc 
protecLive measures designed to 1oitigate the impact of the repository project 
on the desert tortoise and Mojave fishhook cactus are discussed in chapters 
4, 5, and 6 of the EA. These measures involve the use of preconatruction 
surveys at all sites to be disturbed. Using information g1:1.thered during 
preconstruction surveys, construction activities can be sited to ovoid the 
cactus and desert tortoise. The reference to the Index and Survey has been 
noted. 

Issue; Effects of soil heat~ng 

One comment that was submitted t'lolice cited the etate1!Lent within the 
draft EA that heat generated by 'lolastes is expected to increase the 
temperature of the ground at the surface of the site by approximately l°C 
(approximately 2°F), and that the resultant ecological consequencea are not 
expected to be significant. This conclusion is conaidered in the comment to 
be inconsistent 'lolith other ataternents that say available information is 
insufficient to enable quantification of ecological consequences resulting 
from the temperature increase. 

~Res pons«! 

The EA doea state that the ecological consequences of raising soil 
temperatures are unknown at this time. The expectation that significant 
ecological impacts would not occur was based on t\le small temperature 
increuae and tOe size of the affected area (approximately 800 hectares or 
1,977 scree). Further, it is doubtful that temperature-induced changes to 
SOU hectares would have a significant effect on the vast amount of similar, 
unaffected desert habitat. .1.n the region. 
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Is.'lue: Railroad l:lj _!.lr construction 

One comment tbat was submitted twice noted that th~ EA briefly discussed 
possible developme1,;; of a railroad spur from near Las Vttgas to the Yucca 
Mountain sitt~, hut provlded no discussion of the poten··t':ll impacts of such a 
rail spur on wildlife values. It was stated that if t 1 1~ proposed development 
included a rail ~q:n:rr, the final EA should address the mter.tial impacts of 
the same. 

Response 

While the ~A does discuss the possibility of developing a railroad spur 
from the vicinity of Las Vegas to the Yucca Mountain f•f.te, no final deter
mination h~s been made as to the une of rail transpor; or routing if rail 
transport is to be used. When these plans or decisions are completed, addi
tional assessment studies will be carried out to investigate the impacts and 
effects of such actions. 

Issue: Ash Meadows 

Four commenters expressed concern that construction and operation of a 
repository will cause irreparable damage to Ash Meadows in such areas as 
drawdown of the water table due to ground-water usage, long-term contamina
tion of ground water, and endangering of resident species and citizens. 

Response 

Construction and operation of a repository will not cause a dra.wdown of 
the water table in Ash Meadows because ground water used for repositox:y pur
poses will be drawn from the Alkali Flat-Furnace Creek Ranch ground-water 
basin. which is not part of the recharge system for Ash Meadows. Similarly, 
no detrimental impacts are expected nt the site with regard to floral or 
faunal species. Since Ash Meadows receives no ground water from the Alkali 
Flat-Furnace Creek Ranch ground·-water basin, no contamination of the ground 
water is expected to occur. 

Issue: Miscellaneous 

Five comments were received which represented personal opinions 
regarding ecosystems studies. Most of these w-ere philosophical statements 
regarding the SC'.ience of ecosystem study. 

Response 

These comments were noted, but no specific response was possible, and no 
change tG the EA was required. 

C.7.2.3 Air quality 

Many of the fourteen comments received in the category of air quality 
dealt with the dispersion modeling analysis presented in the Environmental 
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Assessment (EA). "here were also concetus raised over the in~~lusion of 
emissions associatf· l with the project without subsequel~t comparisons of these 
emissions to stsnda;;ds. Two commenters questioned the ~ffects from secondary 
emission sources l:i. 1,e trucks. Another asked that emis.·;.:lon o'f rsdionuclides 
in relation to the standards be evaluated. A c.ommente·( auggested stri.ngent 
controls on zeolit l c roc.k mining and disposaL A cornn1 nter suggested that 
there seemed to be discrepancies in the amount. of lami ·.hat may be dillturbed. 
A few questions W£'re askeo.d about the proposed monitol·l ng presented in the 
~eferenccd Meteorological Monitoring Plan. Addition{l ~ommenters requested 
that the reference to Nevada Air Quality Regulations Y correctly c:f.tecl as 
NAC 445 (State of Ne·.•ada, 1981). 

Response 

Every attempt was made to base the analysis on data that have been 
published and were available to the general public. As such, the air quality 
analysis is based alrnost exclusively on a r~port prepared for the U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) by the Desert Research Ins.itute. Because the 
repository design specifics have changed as the project has developed, the 
repository design now envisioned at Yucca Mountain is slightly different from 
that used in the referenced document. Therefore, certain modeled parameters 
were adjusted to more realistically reflect the present design. The basis 
for these adjustments is :f.ncluded in the draft EA and has been reviewed for 
consistency. The reader is cautioned, however, that the analysis based on 
this report is a screening-level assessment that is meant to identify 
potential impacts that can be more fully evaluated using detailed, compre
hensive emission calculations, onsite meteorological data instead of asr;umed 
worst-case conditions, inclusion of readilY avliilable standard pollutant 
control techniques, and more sophisti.c.ated computer dispersion modeling 
techniques. This process w:f.ll be carried out if the project proceeds through 
site characterization and subsequent environmental documents are prepared. 
However, the screening-level assessment does indicate that the Projeo::t can be 
developed without violating applicable ambient air quality standards. 

Much of the emission information w-as included merely for comparative 
purposes anO could not be related to ambient sir quality standards without 
further dispersion analyses. 

A detailed evaluation of construction impacts due to transportation from 
Las Vegas and other secondary impacts would be conducted in the Environmental 
Impact Statement process if Yucca Mountain is selected for further. develop
ment. 

The air quality analysis presented in Section 5.2.5 of the draft EA 
specifically excluded radionuclide emissions and their subsequent impacts. 
Radiological impac.ts are discussed in sections 5.2.9 (Radiological Effects) 
and 6.4.1 (Preclosure Radiological Safety Assessments) of the draft EA. 
These impacts, however, are not compared to limits set forth in 40 CFR 
Part 61 because Subpart H of 40 CFR Part 61 excludes DOE facilities that are 
regulated under 40 CFR Parts 190, 191, or 192. The repository at Yucca 
Mountain would comply with releases eet forth in 40 CFR Part 191 (Environ
mental Radiation Protection Standards for Management and Disposal of Spent 
Nuclear Fuel, High---Level and Transuranic Radioactive Wastes) rather than 
40 CPR Part 61. 
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Data on the properties and hazards of minins w.~olitic mctt.erial under
lying the propos~.d host rock will be collected duriug aite character.h.ation. 
This information can then be used to ensure that worter and public health is 
protected by ap~_ying appropriate control measures. 

Diecrepane·: .•a in the amount of land that will ·!~ diaturb6d during the 
various stages fJ.f repository development. arise fronl b.e dynamic nature of the 
repository and exploratory shaft design. Plans for these facilities change 
as more information becomes available, S!ld will mo~; Hkely not become final 
until a decision has been made to proceed With deve:J rtment at Yucca Mountain. 
Estimates of djstvrbed land in the draft EA were tt lSe that w-aro being 
considered \l·~en the draft EA was published and that were considered 
reasonable estimates. 

The muteot'ological monitoring program ie a separate element of the 
development at Yucca Mountain that will .Yupport permitting and licensing 
activities. As such, it has no bearing on the infol.'mation and conclusions 
presented in the draft EA. 

The references to Nevada Air Quality RegulationB have been corrected in 
the final EA. 

c.7.2.4 Aesthetic conditions 

This category assesses the changes imposed on aesthetic conditi.ons which 
will be caused by site characterization and repository dsvelopmente One com
ment was received w-hich suggested that aesthDtics of the facilities and the 
supporting railroad be explicitly discussed ln the final Environmental 
Assessment (EA). 

Response 

The new rail line will be visible to highway travehra along most of the 
proposed right-of-way. The trains are not expected to cause an unacceptable 
impact to the people living or driving along the rail line. The effects of 
the repository activities on aesthetics are addressed in a preliminary manner 
in Section 5.2.7 of the draft EA. The effects of site cha:racterization 
activities on aesthetics are addressed in Section 4.2.1.5 of the draft EA. 

C.7.2.5 Noiee 

This category assesses the impacts of lncrea9ed noise levels resulting 
from site charactet•ization, repository construction, and repository 
operation. Five comments were received. Two comments related to impacts 
resulting from construction noise, two comments related to truck transpor
tation noise, and one commenter questioned what the U.S. Department of Energy 
will do to maintain the 55 dBA noise level. 
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Response 

The estimate of crP!Itruction noise was based on the moGt intense periods 
of construction, regard~~ss of time, in Table 5-22 (Summary of maximum noise 
impacta from constructi>m activities) of the draft EA. Sur~'aee COilstructioil 
activities, which are ,q,_!heduled for a 5-year period, will ·--&ve no impact on 
urban Las Vegas. TrtH~ 1. transport related noise was calc,, 'lted for areas 
which would experience the most significant increase in no ·u level:!!. These 
are fl.reas in whic.h (1) existing noise levels are the lo1··~• ,; (i.e., rural 
areas) and (2) the least traffic ex.istA (i.e., the pror •&ad accefls road 
corridor and u.s. Highwa_;· 95 outside Las Vegas). The incr.~ -mtal increase in 
the noise level tn the Las Vegas metropolitan area due to ~-ruck transport 
related noiae would be nearly indistinguishable to the hum&n ear. 

The 55 dBA annual day/night noise level is a guidcliur.e.; it is not a 
stt~.ndard. However, during site oharacterizstion, it is pou8ible that noise 
levels may be measured in order to establish a baseline. The impacts noted 
in this section will be reevaluated during field investigations in support of 
the Environmental Impact Statement process. If required, maintenance or 
mitigation measures will be proposed at that time. 

C.7.2.6 Archaeological, cultural, and historical resources 

This category addresses the potential impacts to archaeological, 
cultural, and historical i:'esources resulting from the construction and 
operation of a repository at Yucca Mountain. Because of the variety of 
subjects covered by the eleven questions, these comments have been diVided 
into three issues, as follows! (1) u.s. Department of' Energy (DOE) Inter
action with Federal and State Agencies, (2) Current Use of the Land by Native 
Americans, and (3) Miscellaneous. 

Issue: DOE interaction with Federal and State agencies 

Four comments were received on this issue. Several commenters stated 
that the draft Environmental Ass~aament (EA) should have described the 
interaction betW"een the DOE and the Nevada State Historic. Preservation 
Officer, and W"ith the keepers of the National Register of Historic Places and 
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation to ensure compliance vith the 
National Historic Preservation Act. 

Response 

A programmatic Memorandum of Agreement between the DOE, the. Nevada State 
Historical Preservation Officer, and the Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation will, when prepared, describe the interactions between and the 
roles of three agencies during the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investiga
tions Project. 

Issue: Current use of the land by Native Americans 

Two commenters requested that information be presented in the EA about 
current uses of the land by Native Americe.ne-r -not just historical uses. 
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Response 

Historic and p!·..,historic cultural resources in th·~ Yucca Mountain area 
document the seed E,l'\thering and hunting activities of Native t\mel:icans. 
Consequently. there is little doubt that this area has 1een used by Nat.t.ve 
Americans. Neverth!_less, the majority, if not all, of f :1a proposed e..rea pro
bably has not been used by Nat!ve Americans since Fedel 11: land withdrawal in 
the early 1940s. 

Issue: Miscellaneous 

Five comm<>.nta were assigned to this issue. SFl ::-al questions were 
received about direct and indirect impacts to archaec·h·3ical, cultural, and 
historical. resoutces, including the effec.ts from road F.lnd rail construction. 
Also questioned was the DOE mitigation plan in which e 10 percent sampling of 
some sites was deemed by the DOE to be adequate; the c:l)mment suggested an 80 
percent sampling. Finally, one commenter took issue 1dth the statement in 
the draft EA that some sites would be avoided or salv~ged. 

Response 

By preparing and implementing a plan to mitigate direct and indirect 
impacts (the programmatic Memorandum of Agreement mentioned in preceding 
paragraphs) • the potential loss of archaeological and cultural resources 
caused by all project activities should be kept to a minimum. 

The sampling percentage at each site will be determined in accordance 
with the programmatic agreement described in preceding paragraphs. A 
statement has been added to Section 4.2.1.6 of the final EA, however, stating 
that before any activities begin, all sites in the area would be identified 
and evaluated for their significance and eligibility for the National 
Register. 

C.7.2.7 ~kground radiation 

Thirteen comments were received concerning rad:f.ological health impacts 
of developing Yucca Mountain as a nuclear waste repository. In the context 
of the Environmental Assessment (EA), background radiation refers to those 
radionuclides already present at the site. Co'IIUflents received in this 
category have been divided into two lasues: (1} Adequacy of the Analysis and 
(2) Radioactive Releases. 

!ssue: Adequacy of the analysis 

Of the nine comments received on this issue, one comroenter noted that 
the analysis in the EA of accidents during repository oper-tion was difficult 
to assess and should contain more discussion on the methodo and data used, as 
well as the costs incurred as a result of the postulated accidents. 

Another concern was that the basis for much of the accidental-exposure 
data contained in the draft EA was based on a report that had been revised to 
include the possibility of a phased repository subsequent to the issuance of 
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the draft EA. Sev Hal commenters questioned the ability of th~ site to 
contain stored w~' tea and potential implications of relaaseu to the 
environment, A COlnl enter objected, without elaboration OJ:' specif:l.c reference 
to a section of th··, EA, that there is a chance of re.lers-e of radioactivity at 
the site, A last '-~Ommen tar asked for a simplified exrd 9.nation of what the EA 
contained, 

Respon.~ 

The accidental exposure analyses have not been covised to reflect the 
most recent design 1.nformation (pt-.aeed repository). D ,,.elopmeut of the two
stage concept occurred concurrently with the preparau-m of the EA, making 
revision impossible in the time available, Revisions to the t•eference design 
have not significantly altered the f.nformstion presented in the draft EA, 
principally because the maximum waste-receiving rate has not changed, The 
safety issue will be dealt with in a more comprehensive manner tht"ough the 
permitting and licensing process if Yucca Mountain is selected as a candidate 
for further development, An expanded discussion of the phased repository 
concept has been presented. in Section 5,1 of the finn! EA. In addition, 
further discussion has been added to dl:lscribe the bases and assumptions used, 

The repository will be so sited and designed that releases to the acces
sible environment do not occur for a minimum of 10,000 years. Section 6,4.2 
of the draft EA presents information on cumulative radioactivity releases at 
10,000 and 100,000 years and inventories of the various cadionuclides and 
their half-lives, But no discussion is included of the potential damage from 
releases of radioactivity to the environ01ent because all the predicted 
releases are well below the Federal standards. Additional information on the 
method used to assess the impacts of construction activities has been 
provided in the final EA. 

With regard to what the EA contains, Section 3.4.7 explains the types of 
background or existing radiation at the ~ite, prior to any development. This 
section also explains the radiation dose assessment. Section 5.2.9 of the EA 
explains those radiological effects expected to occur as a result of locating 
a repository at Yucca Mountain. The explanation inc.ludee units of measure 
for assessing biological effects and the types of radiation that may cause 
those effects. 

Issue: Radioactive releases 

Four comments were received on this issue; all dealt with measures of 
radiological releases, One commentet' asked how many rems is a dangerous 
dose. Another commenter questioned the potential exposure as a consequence 
of vapor and gas venting through natural fractures. The releases of radon 
appeared low to another commencer, who compared them to releasee from mining 
activities. A last commencer noted that 10 CFR Part 20 does not specify "a 
design objective" of 5 rems per year; rather, the limit is 3 rems per 
quarter, not to exceed S(N-18) rems, which yields an average annual dose of 
5 rems per year. 
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Response 

It is diffJ,!ult to define a dangerous dose, since the threshold for 
effects requh'l iJiJ medical attention varies wide!:,: dependi.ng on the 
sensitivity of the individual, the type and energy ')f radiation, thl:! time 
over which the <.ose is delivered, etc. An sppendi1 describing radiation 
health effects ,md doses will probably be includt• in the Environmental 
Impact Statement. For the types of exposures {wile:. e body) resulting from 
normal transportt~lion, no detectable clinical efi •cts (e.g., nausea, low 
blood count) \o(Ould result at doses below approxim. 1tely 25,000 millirems. 
This figure is thousands of tilr1~s higher than the t. .'ses likely to result. 
The information concerning medical aspects of radis .. lon exposures and the 
levels at which effects can be detected was tak.en from "The Handbook. of 
Radioacti.ve Nuclides" (Wang, 1969). 

The consequences of radioactivity accompanying a release of gaseous 
radionuclides through the natural fracture system in the repository medium 
depend on facto1s such as the number of waste dispo1al containers that are 
breacheQ, the age anQ cladding integrity status of the fuel invoLved, and the 
nature of the fracture system. It is extremely unUkely than any postulated 
venting through fractures would result in exposures comparable to those 
calculated for normal operational releases 1 which are discusoed in Section 
6.4.1.2.2. 

The cal<'.ulations regarding radon releases have been reviewed, and the 
magnitude of these releases is correct. These values are based on 
Table 5.4.8 (granite meQium) of the U.S. Department of Energy Environmental 
Impoc.t Statement document (DOE, 1980). However, since the current repository 
design differs from that in the draft EA, these values have been revised to 
reflect the differences in excavation volUllle. 

The comment regarding the design objective iB correct. 'l'he occupational 
whole body exposure limit is 3 rems per quarter. The dose to the whole body, 
when added to the accumulated occupational dose shall not exceed 5(N-18) rems 
where N is the age of the individual in yeSrs. The terms under 10 CFR 
Part 20 do not specify a "design objective." The text will be revised to 
correct the dose limit • and to state that the design objective wHl incor
porate "as low as reasonably achievable" (ALARA) principles and will be 
within regulatory limits. 

C. 7 •. 1 EXPECTED EFFECTS OF TRANSPORTATION 

Comments regarding effects of transportation have been subdivided into 
the following two major areas: (1) comments that are applicable to all 
potential sites; of national interest; or derived from national laws, 
regulations, policies, etc; or (2) comments that are site-specific. 

The first set of comments are described and responded to i.n Section 
C.2.Lhl of this Appendix. Where the response calls for a change in the 
Environmental Assessment (EA), it is usually contained in the transportation 
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appendix. The f>~, .. ~ond set of commento is described .\lnd responded to in the 
issues described Jelow. 

This issue '.c.oncerne the aesesement of the eff;':ts of "transporting 
nuclear waste se. ,.;ell ss ell operations-related per&1-nnel and materials to 
the potent!al Yut·ca Mountain repository location. T:·~ 202 comments in this 
category were as' igned to the following issues: (l: Radiological Exposure, 
(2) Emergency ReHponse, (3) Routing Oata and Analye·. ~, (4) Guidelines and 
Conclusions, nnd (5) Miscellaneous~ 

Issue: R~diologicnt exposure 

Fifty-tw~ comments were received under the Radiological EKposure issue 
of transportation impacts. This issue addresses pote.1tial radiological expo
sure to t~1e public from a trsnaportation .. related scen~rio. 

These comments were focused primarily on the foJ.loW"ing topics: site
specific rsdiologtcal exposure, transportation risk and cost assessment, anci 
discrepancies in tables and text. 

Site-specific radiological exposure. Moat of the commentere in this 
topic requested more information on the potential for regional end local 
radiological exposure, population density, location of maximum radiation 
exposure, fatalities, accidents, and RADTRAN II methodologies. It was 
suggested that residents of Caliente may receive doseo approaching the dose 
calculated for the maximally-eKposed individual. One com.menter noted that 
visitorB and tour guides at Hoover Dam could receive significunt doses from 
shipments passing over the dam. It was pointed out that any nuclear accident 
in Las Vegas would destroy the tourist industry. It was also suggesLed that 
the EA include expoaures for subgroups within occupational and non
occupational population groups. 

R!!SJ?~· More region-specific information on the potential risk of 
public exposure to radiation has been developed for the final EA and will be 
further developed during the En'lironmental Impact Statement process. In 
particular, route-specific population data have been incorporated into the 
impact assessment, and a maximum-credible accident scenario has been added. 
In addition, risk associated with transportation of high-le'lel waste through 
areas such as Caliente and over Hoover Dam will be investigated in associa
tion with the Environmental Impact Statement. The transportation appendix of 
the final EA includes more information regarding accidents end the maximally 
exposed individuu1, as described in Section C.2.4.1 of this document. There 
is little evidence that a transportation accident in Las Vegas would have any 
long-term effect on tourism. Nevertheless, the u.s. Department of Energy 
(DOE) plans to comply with all applicable standards and regulations in an 
effort to prevent such accidents. 

Table 5-36 (Estimated population radiation doses from the transportation 
of waste to Yucca Mountain) of the draft EA was not chang-ed in the final EA 
to include exposures for subgroups within the occupational and non
occupational population groupe because, considering the uncertainty in the 
dose estimates, little would be gained by further breakdown of exposure 
categor:les. In addition, Appendix ~. in,:ludes an assessment of occupational 
exposures due to postulated accidents. 
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Transportation }tsk and cost assessment. Some comm~oters suggested that 
the draft EA be revi.,ed to clarify the basis for the trv\'k and raL\. fatality 
comparisons. Severa~ commenters indicated that the tr.t.nsportation risk 
assessment in the d~~£t EA is incomplete without the inr. us ion of a worst
case accident sc.enat·~o. There was a concern expressed '·.y some reviewers 
that the waste carr.-j .:r would not comply with highway apt. ~d limitF.I and that 
transportation rbk assessments should evaluate all ph. ''(>;fi .-,f repoaitory 
development. Onr! commenter requested that Section 5.3. ,} of the draft EA 
be revised to include specl.f!c information about expo··u .e of drivers and 
handlers. In additio11, a commenter stated that human , -::,:or-related incidents 
would be unpredictabh.. One commenler noted that more ·1formation on costs 
for new highway .md railroad facilities constructed to b) ;1ass populated areas 
should be provided. 

Response. Section 5.3.2.2 of the final EA has be~n 
the basis for the truc.k and rail fatality comparisons. 
revised to include ~redible accident scenarios. 

revised to clarify 
The EA has been 

Waste carriers will be required to follow specific operating procedures, 
whieb include obeying posted highway speed limits. 

Additionally, refined coat information will be developed during the 
Environmental Impact. Statemt~nt process. Nuc.lear waste shipments will not be 
routed away from populated areas unless it is demonstrated that risks are 
reduced by such measures. Appendix A presents u.s. Department of Transpotta
tion routing regulations in detail. 

All phases of the repository including construc.tioo, operation, retriev
ability. and decommissioning will be discussed in the Environmental Impact 
Statement. Section 5.3.2.1 has been revised to include information on occu
pational and nonoccupational exposures from normal and accident conditions. 
Human error can never be totally predicLed, but most serious accident scenar
ios can be postulated and contingencies developed for th~se events. Appendix 
A assesses the impacts of a severe transportation accident. Human error is 
also discussed in Section C.Z.4.1 of thls document. 

Discrepancies in tables and text. It was suggested that Table 5-57 
(Summary of environmental effects assoc.iated w-ith the cont~truction, 
operation, retrievability, and decommissioning phases of the repository) in 
the draft ~A (Section 5.5) include in the Standard Operating Practice column 
that the waste would be routed away from urban areas. The accident rates in 
Table 5-31 (Projected annual accidents on u.s. Highway 95, 1996) of the draft 
EA (Section 5.3.1.1.2) were also questioned. 

It was suggested that tables 5-38 (Assumed regional transport conditions 
for SC'.enario I) and 5-39 (AssUJned regional transport conditions for scenario 
11) in the draft EA (Section 5.3.2.1) be changed to include actual route 
population, accident-rate history, and stop-time data. 

An apparent inconsistency between statements was noted: Section 5.3.2.1 
of the draft EA slated that accidents severe enough to release radioactivity 
are eKtremely unlikely, w-hile Section 5.2.9.2.3 identified four transporta
tion accidents that would result in potential releases. It was also stated 
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by one commencer t"1at the teste of imp~ct damage to 1:1hipping caeke using 
truck and train u~·itS proved that nuclear waste can be~ transported safely. 

Response. TI1J>le 5-57 (SuU!mary of environmental t ·,:facts associated wi.th 
the construction, op~ration, retrievabilHy, and deco:"missioning phases of 
the repository) if'l Section .S.5 has been revised to in(' 1 ude standard operating 
practicea that m:t ·1imize the potential impacts of t"f' .. ,eport:ing radioactive 
wastes. These pra~~tices include complying with the r.::.,ulations described in 
Appendix A. 

Accident rates in Table 5-31 (Projected annual ac· !dents on u.s. Highway 
95) in Section 5.3.1.1.2 may not be appropriate for hiuh-level waste ship
ments which generally have a lower accident rate th~n other types of travel 
(Foster and Jordan, 1984). Accident statistics preseHted in Table 5-31 are 
hased on ].rrojections of historical data including acc.f..dl!nts due to inclement 
weather (Pradere, 1983). 

Tables S-38 lAssumad region€11 transport conditiOl'S for scenario I) and 
5-39 (Assumed regional transport conditions for scenario II) in Section 
5.3.2.1 of the draft EA were revised to include actual route population data. 
Route-specific accident rates and atop times will be developed in association 
with the Environmental Impact Statement. The EA presents a revised dose 
assessment for two routing scenarios of postulated truck and rail shipping 
modes using route-specific population data. 

The transportation accidents in Section 5.2.9.2.3 are accidents 
postulated to occur at the repoaitory receiving faciliti.es. These accidents 
are extremely unlikely and do not result in serious releasee of radio
activity. 

Issue: Emergency response 

Twenty-six comments were received on the emergency re.sponse issue. 
These comments and responses address th.e plans and procedures necessary for 
responding to a transportation-related nuclear waste accident. 

Most of the conunenters requested more detailed emergency response 
information including: responsibilities of and resources required by 
Federal, State, and local jurisdictions; present and future plans; cost to 
communities; training; personnel; and equipment. Commenters also questioned 
the need for more information on i-nsurance inc1.uding Price-Anderson criteria 
and the costs associated with a potential uncontrolled release of 
radioactivity. Several commencers requested more information on 
responsibilities of the Nevada agencies that already exist. 

Response 

The brief discussion of emergency preparedness in chapters 5 and 6 and 
Appendix A of the EA provides the data to evaluate the suitability of Yucca 
Mountain for site characterization. More detailed ir.furmation and evaluation 
concerning costs, resources, and responsibilities will be developed in the 
Environmental Impact Statement process. Local government response capabil
ities will be evaluated, including their ability to respond to remote areas. 
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Appendix .\ of the EA has been revised to include more information con
cerning the ·~~-sts of an Acd.dental release of raU'loactivity. A description 
of the Price-1:•1derson Act 1 which provides coverag•· for public liability in 
the event of r- nuclear incident 1 as well as the Dn1~ role in implementing the 
Price-AndenWI\ Act, is presented in Append h. A. 

The Neva.-\,1 Health Division and Dlvision of r 1t!'rgency Management (DEM) 
will be cont<H~ted and interviewed as more detaile· 1 information is required 
for the l':ndronmental Impact Statement, Additic '!l·l DEM references will he 
included in the Environm!.'!ntal Impact Statement. Table 2-8 (Summary of 
evahiRtions of l"he Yuc.ca Mountain ~:~ite against the Hsqualifying conditions) 
in Section 2.3 was revised to explain that the emergency preparedness plan 
should be prepared i.n cooperation w-ith State and local planning officials. 
The !leetion discussi.ng the disqusli.fying condition for population density and 
di.stribution wo1:1 revised to explaln that a Memorandum of UndE!rstandi.ng exists 
between the State of Nevada and the DOE defining responsibiliti(!8 in response 
to a radiological accident. The references for C~1apter 2 were revtsed to 
include the DOt{ Nevada Operations Office reference on notification procedures 
(DOE/NVO, !985). Section 5.3.2.6 desc.ribes the function of the OEM and 
explains that the DEM provides radi.ological monitoring training. 

Issue: Routing data and analyses 

Sixty-nine comments were categorized within this issue. The routing 
data find analyses are associated with various postulated transportation 
routes for nuclear waste shipml:!nts. Topics addressed include: route 
information, populatJ.on areas, railroad verauFJ truck transport, peak traffic 
conditions .• and settlement patterns. 

Route :Information. Several commente>rs were concerned over the location 
of transportation routes to be used for the shipment of high-level waste. how 
these rolltes were selected, and potential impacts to people living along 
these routes. In addition, comparison of the various alternati<Je routes was 
requested. More site-specific data was requested, includi.ng data on weather, 
accidents, road and railroad conditions, costs for route improvements, and 
population densities. It was also suggested that the railroad spur be 
located south of U.S, Highway 95. One commenter stated that some of the 
intended reg'lonal and national tt·ansportstion networks go through local toW"Os 
and communities. 

Response. A designated preferred route was identified in the final EA; 
specific route selection, and the potential effects to people along the route 
will be evaluated in the Environmental Impact Statement. Regional site
specific data w-ill be provided for each postulated road and rail route. 
Specific information to be provided will include data on weather, accidents, 
population densi.ties, route cocditions, etc. 

The Environmental Impact Statement will diseuse all repository phases 
including cons tructlon, opera ti.on, retrievability, and decommissioning. 
This document will answ-er where the shipments will go, how the w-aste will be 
transported, end the potential risk from these shipments. The shipment of 
waste ~ill comply with applicable Federal and State laws. The DOE is also 
considering an alternative corridor for the railroad spur south of U.S. High
way 95. In response to one comment, the proposed railroad spur will not 
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cross the Desert NaU.rnal Wildlife Refuge. The transportation effects to 
local towns and commur> lties have been assessed as part of the transportation 
analys:ls. Further st1Jdies will be acC'ompliahed in conjunction with the 
Environmental Impact ~- r.atement process. 

Population areas.. Commenters suggested that the EA "!-ltsent more maps 
showing regional tnm~>portation routes, rather than just :naps near Yucca 
Mountain, and the ~ommunity,impacts along the preferred rvJtes. Another com
m~n~.er suggeatEJd that the real cost of new facilities w. u .. d bt' the cost of 
building faeilities to route the waste around populate Areas of Clark 
County. Commencers altl'> sugge.sted that Chapter 5 ahoulcl -ave more informa
tion on operating procedures such as loading and unloading 0f casks. 

Reap?~- Transportation sections in Chapter 5 of .:he EA have been 
revised to int.~lude enhanced route maps. The EA addressef.l radiological and 
nonradiologic.al impacts along the State 1 s only designate(J preferred route 
(!.e., u.s. Highway 95 from Las Vegas to Beatty) as well RS other postulat~d 
routes. More encompssaing conununity impacts for regions~. routes will be 
presented in the Environmental Impact Statement. 

Federal highway routing guidelines (49 C~'R 177.825) passed in response 
lo the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act are described in Appendix A of 
the final EA. Operating procedures for the transportation of waste will 
include complying with all regulations applicable to auch shipments. A 
summary of these regulations is presented in Appendix A of the final EA. 

Rail versus truck transport. 
percent split in favor of rsilroad 
5.1.2.1. 

Information was requested on the 30-70 
transport that was prasented in Section 

Response. The 30-70 percent split ia a best guess for all shipments 
made to the first repository and is based on existing facilities at reactors. 
SJ ight variations around these values will not significantly affect repos
itory or transportation operatlone. Additions! discussions of the modal 
split are presented in Section C.2.4.1 of this Appendix. 

Peak traffic conditions. One commenter was concerned with the need for 
more data on trips associated with induced and indirect travel as well as 
travel associated with inmigrating direct workers. Other commenters sug
gested that the EA did not indicate possible damage to roadways because of 
extra heavy truck haula. It was suggested that the EA did not evaluate peak 
conditions but only routine operations and that the incremental use of the 
main line in Las Vegas should be calculated. 

Response. Section 5.4.3. 7 of the EA discus sea where inmigrant& may 
locate. Trips and potential accidents will probably occur close to these 
locations. The EA presents a traffic increase of 2.6 peTcent on major 
arteries. 

The EA considers legally weighted trucks following interstate standards. 
Upgrading of roadways will again be considered, as appropriate, before trans
porting waste. 
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The average nuf'.ber~:~ uHed to calculate levels of SHtvice are conservative 
and already accourd: for soma ttnpredicted conditions. Peak conditions as 
noted may decrease he level of service, but when the frequency and duration 
of such peak cond.it 'ons are accounted for, constructing facilities for these 
peak conditions doe'l not seem practical. The EA incltides the increr11ental 
usage of the main -~ ·,ne fn Las Vegas in Section 5.3. 

Settlement patterns. Table 5-29 (Settlement pat: .. ,rns of Nevada Test 
Site ernployees).of the draft EA (Section 5.3.1.1.1) w•s questioned for the 
use of ZIP codes as the resource for determining set. t.'•ment patterns. In 
Section 5.3.1.1, it ~as questioned whether existing rom• conditions maximize 
or minimize risk. A commenter suggested that two tribal governments were not 
mentioned in the transportation section. 

Respollse. ZIP code~> were used in Table 5-29 in Ser:tion 5.3.1.1.1 of the 
draft EA to d-etermine the major routes ussd by the major:f.ty of Nevada Test 
Site employees. See Section 3.6 of the final EA and Seo:.tfon C.4.1.5 of this 
Appendix for a disc~ssion of ZIP codes as the basis for allocating projected 
repository-related population to communities. 

The two tr.ibal governments were not mentioned because there was no 
attempt to identify responsible parties along any of the possible Nevada 
routes. Such regional identification is beyond the scope of the EA process. 

Issue: Guidelines and conclusions 

Thtrty-one comment!! were received on transportation-related guidelines 
and conclusions. Several of the transportation comme.nts related to the 
evaluation of the site agaf.nst the 10 CFR Part 960 guidelinea presented in 
Chapter 6. The comments have been grouped into the following topics: 
guideline-related conclusions, weather conditions, and construction 
requi.rementa. 

Guideline-related conclusione. A few- cornmenters questioned the 
guideline-related conclus-ion in Table 6-12 (Summary of analyses for Section 
6o2ol.B, Transportation) that significant upgrading would not be required. 
It was also suggested that the conclusions in Table 6-12 were tenuous and 
that the analysis falls short of addressing regional impacts B:S specified by 
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. Other commenters questioned the validity of 
the guideline-related conclusion in Table 6-14 {Summary of analyses for 
Section 6. 2. 2.2, Preclosure system guideline: envirollment, socioeconomics, 
and transportation) since an accident and worat-case release were not 
analyzed. Another commenter noted that credit should not be taken in the 
evaluation against the guidelines for the existence of the State of Nevada 
emergency preparedness plan, since it is questionable whether the plan would 
provide an effective procedure for handling a transportation accident 
involving an uncontrolled release of radioactive material* One commenter 
stated that the documentation relative to the qualifying condition was 
deficient because there was inadequate consideration of variables associated 
with the proximity of power plants or temporary storage to t:he repot~itory. 

One commenter stated that the ,,.,hole transportation network violates a 
disqualifying condition that states that no surface facility will be located 
in a populated area or adjacent to a high density area. 
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Respo11se. io/lth regard to the guideline addressing upgrading (Table 
6-12), although nnt explicitly clear, upgrading refeno to local roads and 
railroads. Since :he proposed ttcce$8 road will inter!.lt'ICt u.s. Highway 95, a 
regional highway, :ind the proposed rnilroad spur will interB'Cct ths Union 
Pacific main line, there will be no repository-relater1 t:raffic (and therefore 
no upgrading requirements) on local roads and railronl.1, U.S. Highway 95 
will experience s;·,le degradation in the level of serv• ,·e during peak periods. 
Neither this degrrHiotion nor the number and weight of 1ucks analyzed in the 
EA require that upgrading and impt·ovements he made. 1: .)wever, this will be 
assessed in more detail during the Environmental Imp1 ~! Statement·. process. 

The final EA a~.dresees accidents both in Chapter . and Appendix A, and 
Lhe conclut>ion reached in Table 6-14 (Surrunary of analyses for Sec.tion 
6.2.2.2, Preclos1.1re system gui.deline: environment, cocioeconomicB, and 
transportation) has been modified accordingly. Discu~;lliona regarding emer
gency response in Nevada were provided aa input for the evalu8tion of the 
transportation guidt!l ines in Chapter 6 of the draft EA. It to/88 not the 
intent of the EA to do a complete analysts of an emeraenc.y reaponse s.ttua
Lion, but raLher to present the information required for the transportation 
guideline. Detailed evaluations of emergency response requirements will be 
performed in conjunctioll with the Environmental Impaet Statement. 

The EA has been expanded to inc.lude temporary storage considerations. 
This is the Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS) analysis found in 
Section 5.3.2 and revised Appendix A. 

Under the Siting Guidelines. surface facilities are defined as 
••• repository support facilities within the restricted area ••• " 

(10 CFR 960.2). A restri('ted area is defined as "••• any art:~ t.u .;!-:_~ .... h 
access ts controlled by the DOE fat· purposes of protecting individuals frotu 
exposure Lo radi.:1tion and radiosctive materlals before repository clo
sure ••• " From the discussion accompanying the final version of the Siting 
Guidelines ( lO CFR Part 960) it is clear that interstate highways and 
railroads used for transporting nuclear waste are not considered to be 
surface facilities for the purpose of evaluating the cited disqualifying 
condition. 

Weather conditions. A few commenters questioned statements that weather 
conditions, especially flooding and rock slides, in southern Nevada would 
not affect transportation. Additionally, it was questioned how flash floods 
I.Y"ill be reduced by standard drainage control measures as discussed in 
Section 6.2.1.8.]. 

Re.spon~.£_· Weather conditions evaluated by the guidelines represent 
routine seasonal occurrences that could af.fect the repository acceptance 
rate. Data on rOlld closures have been added to Chapter 6 of the final EA to 
indicate potential problems in this area. Mitigation measures for drainage 
control along traosportation routes have 110l been idenlified. Existing 
problems along existing roads and railroads will be identified and mitigation 
measures will be developed during the Environmental Impact Statement process. 

Cons~ruction requirements. A few commenter~ questioned the DOE's taking 
of a favorable condition for transportation when the site is lJ7 kilometers 
(85 miles) from the connect:l.ng railroad and that the railroad, including Dike 
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Siding, will need ·Jignificant upgrading at considerable cost. Several com-· 
mentere queBtion((i whether local highwayA and railroads are sufficient to 
meot repository tl":1ffic needs without significant upgrading or reconstruction 
costs and why jua 1 the rail line from Dike Siding is cotmidered in these 
costa. 

Response. T.le DOE does not claim the favorable ''\mdition 1(i}, as noted 
in Table 7-15 (Comparative evaluation of the aites a· d .. nst the guideline on 
tran-;;portation) of the draft EA because of the length and cost of the rail
road spur (approximately 161 kilometers or 100 mile 1 inst~ad of 137 kilo
meters or 85 miles) and access roed. Favorable cono.H tons 2 and 3 address 
the potential impact that the transportation network \li>-11 have on local roads 
and railroads; specifically, favorable condition 2 addresses upgrading 
requiremer.ts while favorable condition 3 addresses proximity to regional 
highw·ays and main line railroads. 

The guidelines call for an evaluation of local transportation networks 
between the stte and regional networks. Upgrading requirements (induding 
cost) have been assessed and -W"ill he further eve.l•.lah·d in conjunction with 
the Environmental Impact Statement studies. 

Issue: Miscellaneous 

Twenty-four comments were grouped under this miscellaneous issue. 
comments were further divided into three topics: data deficienc1eR, 
changes, and radi.oactive testing materials~ 

These 
EA 

Data deficiencies. Commente-rs suggested that there may not be any 
experts in the area of waste transportation. Other commentera stated that 
the draft EA did not present enough data about routes, prenotification, 
escorts, and defense wastes. One commenter was concerned with the manner i-o 
which waste vehicles would be marked. Another commenter questioned the 
effects to a driver while traveling behind a waste truck, while another 
requested more information on the non-radiological effects of transportation. 

Other commenters questioned liability for accidents and another ques
tioned regulations governing waste transportation and their interpretation. 
One commenter requested a definition ()f low-level radiation, as it pertains 
to incident-free transportation of high-level waste. 

Response. In the present context, low-level radiation refers to 
radiation dose rates that are not high enough Lo represent an acute radiation 
exposure hazard. Doses to persona exposed to low levels, as the term is used 
in the EA, are a small fraction of the doses received from natural back
ground. 

The DOE will follow the Nuclear W'aste Policy Act in carrying out its 
mtssion of transporting and disposing of the waste. Experta that are avail
able will be consulted. More specific information is provided in Appendix A 
on routes, prenotification, and escorts. The EA has been revised to consider 
defense waste shipments from Savannah River Laboratory, South Carolina; Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory, Idaho; and Hanford Engineering Development 
Laboratory, Washington. Transport vehicles wUl be marked according to 
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Department of 'TrAncportation regulations. Effects expected to result from a 
driver following a waste disposal truck are calcul.atP.:r! by the RADTRAN II 
model, and these .e1 "e included in the results raportea onder the category of 
non-occupational, ·.•ormal ( i .c., incident-free) effects, Information on the 
nonradiological efl:'ects of transportation, including d1e factors usad in 
their asseasment, can be found in Appendix A of the fi r·rJ EA~ 

Liability fot Ar.cidents will follow Federal Pri.c ~Anderaon Act provi.
siona. Regulatiotlll governing waste transport are prrs1·1ted in Appendix A of 
the final EA. Also, Section 5,3,2 of the EA has beer r~vised to include more 
Uefinitions of regulating terms. 

EA changes. 
made to the EA in 

Several commenters stated that specific changes should be 
Section 5.3.2 and related transporta~·!on sect.ions. 

Reapmwe. Section 5.3.2 incorrectly states that vtn:·iations from a route 
plan "••• require 30 days notice ••• " As set forth at 49 CFR 177.825(c), 
carriers of spent nuclear fuel must report any variation from the route plan 
as soon as possible but within 30 days follo..,.tng the deviation. The teKt has 
been changed to reflect the additional information. Additionally, the 
updated reference (DOT, 1984) haa been obtained and correctly cited in the 
find EA. 

The reference to "••• State routing agencies, which were established by 
the states and are defined in 49 CFR 171.8 ..... in Section 5.3.2 created a 
false impreasion. Not all states have established state rout:l.ng agenciea. 
Such an ~gency may be a common agency of more than one state, such ss one 
established by interstate contrac.t. It may also be an Indian tribal author
ity who regulates and enforces highway routing requirements on tribal lands. 
In view of this, the above-quoted passage was changed to read, "State routing 
agencies as defined in 49 CFR 171.8." 

Section 5.3.2 of the draft EA was also changed to more accurately repre
JJent u.s. Department of Transportation (DOT) !'egulationa. As defined in 
tf9 CFR 171.8, a State-designated route is one which is selected in accordance 
~11th the DOT guidelines "or an equivalent routing analysis lol'hich adequately 
c~onsiders overall risk to the public." The definition goes on to state 
expressly that, "designation must have been preceded by substantive 
consultation with affected local j 1.1risdictions and wil:h any other affected 
states to ensure consideration of all impacts and continuity of designated 
routes." The text of the EA has been modified to clarify the discussion. 
More detailed discussions of DOT regulations are presented in Appendix A. 

The tfnct in Sectton 5,).2 stated that the State Routing Agency of Nevada 
has not. identified the preferred transportation routes within the 

State •••" In feet, there has been a designation of U.S. Highway 95 between 
Las Vegas and Beatty, Nevada as a preferred route, and the text has been 
revised to reflect this information. 

Table 5-33 (Projected annual accidents on U.s. Highway 95, 1998) incor
rectly referenced Figure 5-8 (Surface facility plan for a two-stage reposi
tory) in the draft EA. The reference was c.orrected to Figure 5-9 (Total 
(60-year) resource requirement for vertical emplacement) in the final EA. 
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In Table 6-12 (Su;11mary of analyses for Section 6.2.1.8, Transpc,rtation), 
item (8) of the dnft EA was not changed to read "radio:<.ctive mat.eriala." 
The EA addreosees on!·,; the effects of transporting radiol3'.ctive wattes, and 
not all radioactive ~ilaterials. Therefore, no judgment has been made 
regarding the plans, procedures, and capf.l.bilitiea for t •anaporting all 
"radioactive material~." 

Radi~ive tes_;.:.ing materials. One comll!enter askf!; ·,o~hst precautions 
wo-.,ld be taken on the transportation of radioactive tel· ing materials for 
site characterizat5.on. 

Response. Such snipments are routinely performed U" hydrologic testing 
throughout the United States and will not amount to si~n ficant quantities. 
They will be carried out in compliance with State and Federal regulations. 
No impacts on the transportation network or on public h:')<tlth and safety are 
expected. 

C.7.4 EXPECTED EFFECTS ON SOCIOECONOMIC CONDITIONS 

Listed in this section are 93 comments dealing with the u.s. Department 
of Energy (DOE) evaluation of the Socioeconomic Impacts Guideline 
(10 CFR 960.5-2-6). Additional comments concerned general aspects of the 
Environmental Assessll!ent (EA) evaluation of socioeconomic conditione in 
chapters 5 and 6. Because all of the latter group of comments covered more 
than one area of the socioeconomic impact analysis, responses to them were 
plscecl here, rather than in sections 7.4.1 through 7.4.5. 

The comments have been l.'!saigned to 21 issues: (1) Favorable Condition 1, 
(2) Favorable Condition 2, (3) Favorable Condition 3, (4) Favorable Condition 
4, (S) Potentially Adverse Condition 1, (6) Potenttally Adverse Condition 2, 
(7) Potentially Adverse Condition 3, (8) Potentially Adverse Condition 4, 
(9) Disqualifying Condition, (IO) Qualifying Condition, (11) Mitigation, 
(12) General Opinion, (13) General Comments, (14) Restriction to Clark and 
Nye Counties, (15) Moapa Indians, (16) Lack of Community-Specific: Data and 
Analysis, (17) Safety Assumptions, (18) Mitigation Needs, (19) Transportation 
Effects Analysis, (20) Closure and Decommissioning, and (21) Special Effects. 

Issue: Favorable condition 1 

The DOE received three comments on favorable condition 1, "Ability of an 
affected area to absorb the project-related population changes without 
significant disruptions of community services and without significant impacts 
on housing supply and demand." One commenter stated that insufficient 
evidence is presented in the EA to determine whether the favorable condition 
is present. Another pointed out that "••• significant disruptio·os ••• " could 
have different meanings to the DOE and local communities. The third 
cornmenter questioned the validity of the historical population growth 
criterion, since changes ore computed from small bases and because high 
growth rates in southern Nye County have been significantly influenced by the 
u.s. Department of Defen~e (DOD) and the DOE activities in the area. 
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The criteria fo·.: evaluating the siting guidelines were designed to 
facilitate comparisor- of alternative repository sites. l.n order t·~ use its 
resources effectivel'-'• the DOE conducted a coarse scr( ,,ning, and only 
investigated a fe11 ed tea in detail according to the prOCf\<JS specified in the 
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. In the case of the ev,1tnation of favorable 
condition 1 for the ~ucca Mountain site, county-level pe.~lation changes were 
assumed to signific~mtly affect community services and J,, using wheCl the total 
(baseline plus repository-related) population increase 1.1 any year exceeded 
that historically expvrienced by the area. Whether hL t.0rical growth rates 
may have been influeuced by DOD nnd DOE activities is immaterial; the 
magnitudes of hil:Jtorical population growth rates, rather than their causes, 
constitute the basis for this comparison. Since the projected maximum 
one-year populati.on growth rate with the repository would be less then 
average annual growth rates in recent years (see tables 3·~15 and 3-16 of the 
final EA), favorable C'.ondition 1 is present. 

It is true that " ••• significant disruptions •• , " may be defined 
dHferently by the OOE and iocal communities. 'rhe draft EA has been revised 
to acknowledge this. 

Issue: Favorable condition 2 

The DOE received two comments on favorable condition 2 1 "Availability of 
an adequate labor force in the affected area." Both commenters questioned 
the adequacy of the analysis presented in the draft EA that leade to the 
conclusion that the favorable condition is not present. 

Response 

The evaluation of all favorable c.ondltione is based on reasonable, but 
conservative, assumptions which aim to prevent exaggeration of the ability of 
a site to meet the condition and on the data and analyses contained in 
chapters 3 through 5. For favorable condition 2, the evaluation that the 
site does not have an adequate available local work force 1a based upon 
preliminary eetlmates that the repository project could result in a maximum 3 
percent increase over projected baseline construction employment in the 
bicounty area and about a 40 percent increase over projected baseline mining 
employment in Nye County, as presented in Section 5.4.1.1 of the final EA. 
Thus, the development of a repository would place significant demands ryn the 
local mining sector and moderate demands on the local construction sector. 
The DOE feels such estimated employment increases in a basic sector of the 
bicounty economy a:ce an appropriate basis for concluding that an adequate 
labor force would not be available. 

Issue; Favorable condition 3 

Four comments concerned favorable condition 3, "Projected net increases 
in employment and business sales, improved community services, and increased 
government revenues in the affected area~" The OOE finding that the 
condition waa present was found by one reviewer to be based on unaupportable 
estimates of the number of new jobs which would be created by the repository 
project. That commenter also noted that impacts to communities are hased on 
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employment estimate~, Three of the commentera stated that the DOl conclusion 
that tax revenues tl<. uld rise cannot be deduced from information rresented in 
the EA. Other crit•cisros were that the DOE is forced to include possible 
mitigation to achirve net project-induced revt!nues and improvements in 
community services, and that the Nevada tax base is ext :l!mely narrow, so that 
higher wage earnill!l~. are unlikely to lead to large reve:.ue increases. 

Response 

While it is true that predictions of impacts on ~ummunities are sensi
tive to employment a 1sumptious, thii! DOE believes that t 'e direct and indirect 
employment estimates presented in Section 5. l. 5 and els, ;.;<here in the fint~l EA 
are realistic, although preli.minary. It is true that lt1X effects were not 
quantified in the EA. It is also true, however, that tax revenues rre 
certain to rise as a result of wage payments to repos1Lory ~orkers who are 
inmigrants, and as a resuH of repository-related purchase of goods and 
services in the bicounty area. Thus, the concluston t:hat tall revenues will 
rise can be deduced from information in the EA. 

Favorable condition 3 requires increases in government revenue in the 
affected area, but it does not require a positlve net fiscal balance or that 
the increases be large. Thus, in light of the above discuselon, the 
favorable condition is met with respect to local government revenue. The EA 
has been revised to clarify this point. The EA has also been revised to 
delete the dependence upon mitigation measures to achieve improved community 
services. 

Issue: Favorable condition 4 

The DOE received four comments on favorable condition 4, "No substantial 
disruption of primary sectors of the economy of the !Jffected area." Two of 
the com.menters questioned the c-.oncluaion by the DOE lhat the repository 
project would not significantly disru?t tourism. Another cornmenter suggested 
that the EA ignoree potential negative effects on the State's mining sector 
that could occur if fewer workers than are needed inmigrate to the bicounty 
ares. The commenter suggests this could lead to a drain of workers from 
productive mining activities in other areas of the Statet because of 
increased wages for repository mining workers. The final comment suggests 
that DOE findings are based upon the moat easily passed tests of nonsignif-
1cance, that is, evaluation of the ability of the bicounty area to absorb 
socioeconomic impacts. 

Response 

The reasoning behind the DOE conclusion that the repository project 
would not significantly disrupt tourism is present<:!d in sections s. 4.1. 6 and 
6.2.1.7.3 of the final EA. It is true that the EA does not address all of 
the distributional effects which would be associated with the potential 
increaet~s in mining wages noted in Section 5.4.1.1 of the final EA. Holo'ever, 
the evaluation of favorable condition 4 concerns the entire mining sector of 
the bicounty area (not the entire State), where overall effect of mining 
activity in the bicounty area would be positive. Regarding " ••• most easily 
passed tests of non significance ••• " the DOE believes that the bicounty area 
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is the most reaeon;1ble unit of analysis of effects upon primary sectors of 
the economy in sct.':hern Nevada. 

Issue: PotentialJv adverse condition 1 

The DOE rEJceioed three comments on potentially •·Llverse condition 1, 
"Potential for s:t~nificant repository-related impacts ·11 community services, 
housing supply and demand, and the finance" of StatA -".nd local government 
agencies in th1. affected area," ThE! main point of t·•e"e comments was that 
Jata were insuffic.ient to determine whether this '[,') ~ntially adverse 
condition exists, Cne commenCer also questioned the re ianc:e upon mitigation 
to avoid negative impacts on fiscal conditions. 

Response 

Two of the main purposes of the EA are to make intersite comparisons and 
to identify potential impacts. To make the most effective use of itR 
resources 1 the DOE conducled a coarse screening, so t11at detailed studies 
would not be performed on sites which ultimately would not be chosen for site 
characterization. The DOE's evaluation of this potentially adverse condition 
for the Yucca Mountain site was therefore limited to; (1) estimation of 
total population growth rates wilh the repository and (2) a qualitative eval
uation of the ability of service providers to furnish, in a timely manner, 
services required by the increased population. By limiting the analysis of 
this potentially adverse condition to these two measures, the DOE was able to 
use readily available information and avoid the false impression of precision 
which could result from the combination of a more sophisticated analytical 
approach with insufficient data. Section 6.2.1.7.4 of the EA has been 
revised to discuss estimates of population g1·owth rates, with a repository, 
for communities nearest the Yucca Mountain site. Population growth rates are 
manifested through increases in service and housing demands. Incremeutal 
values for the latter are shown for Nye and Clark counties in tables 5-50 and 
5-51 of the final EA. These values do not indicate any major repository
related housing or conuounity-services impacts on either county. Furtherltlore, 
sections 5.4.3 and 6.2.1.7.4 of the final EA have been revised to indicate 
that potential community services impacts would be mainly on county-wid~ ser
vice providers, which are more likely to have resources for managing growth 
than are town governments. Finally, the qualitative information presented in 
sections 3.6.3 and 5.4.3 of the final EA does not indicate the potential for 
major repository-related housing and community services impacts on communi
ties in the bicounty area. 

Beclluse the finding that potentially adverse condition 1 does not 
require assumption of mitigation, references to mitigating measures have been 
deleted from Section 6.2.1.7.4 of Lh~ final EA. 

Issue: Potentially adverse condition 2 

One comment was received on the DOE evaluation of potentially adverse 
condition 2, "Lack of an adequate labor force in the affected area." The 
commenter notes that the labor force issue was discussed under favorable 
condition 2, yet favorabl~ condition 2 was found by the DOE to be unfavor
able. This seeming contradiction was held to be an example of the quality of 
presentation of data and analysis in the dr.aft EA. 
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Response 

The DOE found ~-'-I at favorable condition 2 was "not p.Lesent;" it did not 
find it "unfavorabJe." The title, "Favorable Conditirms" of Section 
6.2.1.7.3 of the fiNI.l EA, along with the underscored c:."teria, establishes a 
framework for ana~ ;~sis of socioeconomic impacts. Th1-~ criteria do not 
describe the results of the analysis. 

Issue: Potentially adverse cond.ition J 

The DOE r~ceived three comments on potentially <1,-..,erse conditf.on 3, 
"Need for repository-related purchase or acquisition of water rights, if such 
rightfl co•,.dd have significant adverse impflcts on the present or future 
development of the affected area." According to OlV~ commenter, Section 
6.2.1.7.4 of the draft EA should be revised to provf.de a more accurate 
estimate of repository water use, identify existing ofhite water rights, and 
identify and consider potential effects to local users. Another commenter 
said that the DOE should ". •• address potential impacts to ground-water 
resources that recharge municipal and agriculturnl Wal.er supplies in aoutherg 
Ne11ada." 

Response 

The DOE estimate of repository water use has been changed, on the basis 
of a more detailed analysis, to 350 acre-feet per year. In addition, an 
inventory has been conducted of agricultural. industrial, municipal, and 
domestic water users· in the Alkali Flat ... Furnace Creek Ranch ground-water 
basin. Potential effects upon local users appear, on the basis of thf.e 
information, to be negligible. 

Taken literally, the second comment requests an analysis of the impacts 
of the project an recharge areas far the aquifers which supply water for 
agricultural and municipal usee in southern Nevada. Since the project will 
neither physically disturb recharge areas nor affect regional rainfall, there 
will be no effect on recharge. The comment could also be understood to 
request an evaluation of impacts on ground-water availability. The maximum 
annual water use by the repository represents only about 1.5 percent of the 
sustainable yield of the Amargosa Desert ground-water basin and about 
0.8 percent of the combined sustainable yields of aquifers in the Amargosa 
and Pahrump valleys. 

Issue: Pot~ntially adverse conditf.on 4 

Two commenters addressed potentially adverse condition 4, "Potential for 
major disruptions of primary sectors of the economy of the affected area." 
One commenter suggests that there is insufficient information to conclude 
that there will be no disruption of the mining and tourism sectors of the 
southern Nevada economy and that there is evidence that both sectors could be 
ad11ersely affected in a significant way. One commenter felt that population 
inmigration to the Pahrump and Amargosa V"alleys could result in conversion of 
agricultural land to residential or commercial use and ultimately raise the 
cost of agricultural operations. 
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Response. 

While it is l..:ue that there is insufficient infor:Qation to draw a final 
conclusion that tL"lre would be no impact, information r:vailable to date does 
not suggest that !:he repository is Ukely to have sJ~'-n:r.ficant effects on 
tourism. It waul·.~ significnntly increase employment 'tl mining and moderately 
increase employm~lit in the construction sector. The jj)E does not consider 
these potential employment increases to be a major '11 ·ruption. The comment 
does not provide reasons for the assertion that ".. huth sectors could be 
adversely affected \n a significant way." Section }, (, 3.3 of the draft EA 
noted that land in , he Pahrump and Amargosa valleys hat· been undergo.t.ng con
version from B'}ricultural to reaidential uo9e for the lfHit 10 years. Although 
it is possible that repository-related inmJ.gration could contribute to this 
trend, it would not, by itself, constitute a major dh.r.uption to the agricul
tural sector in the affected bicounty ares. 

Issue: Disqualift!ng condition 

The DOE received five comments on the disqualifying condition, "A site 
shall be disqualified if repository construction, operation, or closure would 
significantly degrade the quality, or significantly reduce the quantity of 
water from major sources of offsit.e supplies presently suitable for human 
consumption or crop irrigation and such impacts cannot be compensated for, or 
mitigated by, reasonable measures." 

One commenter asked that " ••• a more accurate estimate of repository 
water use ••• " be provided and that the DOE identify and consider pote.ntial 
effer_ts on locRJ users. Another cornmenter ststed that "··~ other JnduatriRJ 
requirements ••• " including dust control, are apparently not included in the 
calculation of average annual water demand associated with the repository. 

One commenter stated that a reference cited ln the draft EA (Young, 
1972) indicates a historical decline of ground-water levels in Jackass Flats 
from pumpage at the Nevada Test Site (NTS); if projected into the future, 
this decline could impact regional water quantities and qualities. 

Finally, one commenter stated that the EA does not demonstrate that 
"·•• long-term (10,000 years) stor~:~.ge of highly radioactive materials only 
slightly above the water table ••• " will not eventually cause contamination 
of, and thereby degrade, water quality. 

Response 

The DOE estimate of repository water use has been changed, on the basis 
of a more detailed anRlysis, to 350 acre-feet per year. As noted above, an 
inventory of present uses in the area indicates that effects upon the 
availability of water to local users appear to be negligible end can cer
tainly be mitigated. A v~riety of water uses, including dust control, were 
accounted for in the calculation of average annual repository water use. 
These unes are identified in Morales (1985). 

Young (1972) had to make many assumptions due to the lack of information 
on the regional ground-water system in 1972. More recent reports {Waddell 
et al., 1984; Thordarson, 1983) indicste that h!a assumptions (e.g., no 
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recharge to the ·.·elded tuff aquifer) were incorrect, Although recharge is 
limited, it ia ll.t ~era. 

Finally, so<...loeconornic impacts are covered onl:, in a precloaure guide
line. All watet· resource contamination issues are '-~-nered in poatclosure 
guidelines on ge:' .. hydrology (Section 6.3.1.1 of the f •wl EA) and performance 
assessment (SectLon 6.4.2 of the final EA). These 'oatcloaure guidelinefl 
deal with the long tlmi! periods referred to by the '!( :~menter. 

Issue: ~_!_Hying. condition 

The DOE received aeven comments on the EA conclneion that the evidence 
does not support a finding that the site is not like'1 ? to meet the quslf.fying 
conditior. for soc.ioeconomi.cs. These contmentera crl ticized the overall 
analysis by the DOl': of the Guideline on Soc.ioeconomi<! Impacts, saying that 
the conclusions of Chapter 6 are "••• based on incomplete, inadequate and 
erroneous data, questionable data analysis methodologies, UIHIUbStant!ated 
assumptions, and seriously incomplete assessments." 

Response 

These comments are assumed to represent the 
considering a wide variety of specific issues. 
responded to directly. Instead. the reader is 
issues and responses presented above. 

Iasuel Mitigation 

reviewerl:l' cottclu~ion:s after 
As such, they cannot be 
refened to the specifi'c 

These commencers ssk!!!d how the draft EA can state that all impacts can 
be mitigated or compensated when the DOE admits thee it does nOt know what 
the impacts are. 

Response 

The discussion in Section 6.2.1.7.6 refers to the ability to offset any 
significant renository-induced adverse social or economfc impacts in communi
ties and surrounding reKions by reasonable mitigation or compensation. under 
the financial and technical assietance provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy 
Act (NWPA). Potentially significent impacts identified in Section 5.4 are 
not unlike those accompanying large construction projects in the past. In· 
those cases, several factors have affected whether mitigation occurred. 
These include the experience of the project management, the local leaders. 
and the planning community in general in responding to such impacts; the 
availability of lead time; and the preeence of monitoring programs or other 
communication between the project and the community during the project life
time. These factors appear to be present in the case of the Yucca Mountain 
repository and so the preliminary conclusion has been drawn that 1t is 
reasonable to expect that mitigation of otherwise significant adverse impacts 
is possible. 

It is also true that the impact analysis presented in Section 5.4 is 
preliminary and does not include any detailed investigation of community
specific impacts. In addition. the investigation of the potential for 
economic impacts arising from the public perception of a repository is 
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preliminary. Add:l.U.onal investigations on these subjects would be undertaken 
should the Yucca Me .mtain site be approved for sitn chat'acterization. 

Issue: General 0[~!!.!..9!!. 

The DOE rec~eived six comments from the general pd:;U_c which e:w:pressed 
various opiniono o' the proposed Yucca Mountain repoo.Hot'y project but did 
not concern specifi.c data, analyses, or conclusions pr >Hnted in the EA. TWo 
of the commenLers expreSsed support for the project, a·companied by concern 
.:hat "•• • boom and bust ••• " cycles might occur. On1 ;,<:a ted that economic 
development based upon nuclear waste will have " ••• Q . .a· astating effects on 
fulure generations " •• ", while another expressed doubt that ". •. other 
industries will find this area desirable." Finally, onE! commenter noted that 
if a railroad were constructed for the project, it COtl1d be used for other 
purposes. 

Response 

The DOE has noted these comments and will contir.ue its exchangf! of 
info1·mation with resident's of the affected area. 

Issue: Ger1eral comments 

E!ever1 comments were received which expressed concern about the general 
(juality' of the socioeconomic impact analysis in the EA. Moat of these 
remarks were located in introductory or summary sections of comment 
documentR. 

Response 

Because each of the introductory or concluding remarks corresponded to 
specUic issues presented and responded to in sections C. 7.4.1 through 
C.7.4.5 1 the reader is referred to those portions of this AppRndix~ 

Issue: Restriction to Clark and Nye counties 

The DOE rPceived 24 comments which questioned the restriction of the 
socioeconomic impBct analysis to Clark and Nye counties. In particular, it 
was asked why Lincoln County was excluded, since it would be traversed by the 
most likely nuclear waste rail transportation route. Other commenters stated 
that Lincoln County, the City of Caliente, and the town of Alamo should be 
included iu post-EA studies, including preparation of an Environmental Impact 
Statement. 

Response 

If a repository were located at Yucca Mountain~ social and economic 
itnpacts would occur in areas where repository-related expenditures would be 
made and where the inmigrating repository-related work force would reaide. 
To the extent that resources are available at competitive prices, it is 
expectod that the majority. of repository-related expenditures would be made 
in Nye County, where the site is located, and in neighboring Clark County, 
the major metropolitan area in southern Nevada. The NTS, adjacent to the 
Yucca Mountain site in Nye County, employs DOE and contractor personnel with 
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skills similar co the construction and mining skilL~ which would be required 
by the reposi.to y work force. Historical settlement patterna of workers at 
the NTS providP a reasonable indication of where repository workers and their 
families would -.~ettle. Recent settlement patterns < f these NTS workers were 
determined thrD'lgh an analysis of the ZIP codes r.•,:orted hy NTS workers. 
This analysis, 'he results of which ere summarized 1r. Tahle 5-26 of the final 
EA (Table 5-29 ,,f the draft EA), indicates that mo~:: (96 percent) of the NTS 
workers reported ZIP codes in Nye and Clark count •f1 in 1984. The socio
economic an<"~lyBes presented in Section 5.4 of thr f -\ focuf:ii on this bicounty 
aren, where almost all of the Yucca Mountain work f•!Jce would be expected to 
settle. However, since the data summarized in T.;;o··~ 5-26 of the final EA 
indicate that abuut 1.5 percent of the recent NTS W·•rkers also reported ZIP 
codes in other Nevada counties (Douglas, Lander, Lincoln, Lyon and White 
Pine) and Carson City (a consolidated municipality), the DOF. intends to 
consid11r a larger geographic area in future studios if the Yucca Mountain 
site :La approved for site characterization. 

See Sectiun C. 7 .4.3 of this Appendix for otter comments regarding 
Lincoln County. 

Issue: Moapa Indians 

A single commenter noted that the EA ignores impacts on the Moapa Indian 
Reservation which lies along potential shipping corridors for radioactive 
waste. 

Response 

Becausl:! Native Americans in southern Nevada have not been certified as 
affected tribes within the meaning of Section 2(2.)(8) of the NWPA (1983), 
they ha~e not been singled out for special analysis in the EA. Furthermore, 
American Indian reservations, being relatively distant (e.g., about 250 kilo
meters or 155 miles for the Moapa Paiute Indian Reservation; about 161 kilo
meters or 100 miles for the Las Vegas Tribe of the Paiute Indians; about 322 
to 467 kilometers or 200 to 290 miles for the Yomba Shoshone Indian Reserva
tion; and about 443 kilometers or 275 miles for the Duckwater Indian Reserva
tion) from :he Yucca Mountain site, are not expected to be affected signifi
cantly by the inmigration of repository-related workers and their dependents. 
However, specific note was made in Section 5.4.4.2 of the EA of the potential 
for impacts on Native American cultures from transportation activities. This 
aspec.t will receive appropriately detailed treatment in research to be 
performed if the Yucca Mountain site is approved for site characterization. 
The potential impacts of the repository project on Native Americans who live 
outside of reservations (as well as on other cultural groups in southern 
Nevada) will also be inc.luded in the detailed, community-level data gathering 
and analysis to be undertaken later. Note that all mileages given above are 
measured along the existing road network. 

Issue: Lack of community-specific data and analysis 

Two commenters noted that the EA lacks community-specific data and 
anH.lyses. It was suggested that as a minimum, the EA should have used 
existing data on boom-town phenomena in the modern American West to provide 
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some indication e- ,; the potential magnitude of the tmpact of repository 
siting. 

Response 

The various onditions of the Socioeconomic Impt.: d~ guideline were eval
uated at the levd most appropriate given the overaL evll!uation philosophy 
and availability of information. For example, it "'~ most appropriate to 
evaluate employment and income impacts at the count, ~md regionlll levels, 
since (l) a substan.:ial portion of the potential labor supply for the reposi
tory would come Irwt southern Nevada and (2) community-specific employment 
data were unavailable. On the other ha.1d, Rome c.ommunity-spec!fic informa
tion was presented and analy:>:ed (see sections 3.6.3 an<i 5.4.3 of the EA). A 
comprehenuive review of the boom-town literature was not considered appro
priate for the EA beeause (1) the boom-town literatunt is not relevant for 
the entire affected area, as noted in Section 3.6.4 of the EA; and (2) a 
focus on boom-tOW\\ literature presupposes that the npository would also 
cause boom-town conditions, and this !a by no means certain, given the 
planning and mitigation procedures provided in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act 
of 1982. 

Issue: Safet~ assumet!~ 

The introduction to Section 5.4 of the draft EA states that "••• 1t has 
been assumed that safety questions about waste transportation and disposal 
wouJ.d be resolved before the repository would be constructed" and two 
commenters stated that to dismiss such issues out-of-hand eliminates major 
potential influences on socioeconomic conditions that should be addressed in 
the EA. 

Response 

The Department of Transportation (DOT) has regulatory responsibility for 
safety in the transportation of all hazardous materials, including radio
active waste. This responsibility extends to all modes of transportation 
that would be ccnsidered for shipping waste to the repository. The Nuclear 
Waste Policy Act requires the DOE to comply with the DOT regulations. 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has responsibility for authorizing 
lic.enses to coostruct a repository, to receive and possess spent nuclear fuel 
and high-level waste in such a repository, and to close and decommission a 
repository. 

Regulations by these Federal agencies will ensure that safety questions 
are resolved before transportation of radioactive waste or construction of 
the repository. It is beyond the scope of the socioeconomic section to 
demonstrate the adequacy of safety measures required by these regulations. 

Issue: Mitigation needs 

Two commenters noted that applying the rule of indemnifying local resi
dents of risks to their economic well-being would require that mitigation 
actions be taken to provide the State of Nevada and its citizens with an 
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••• insurance polir' ••• " against these general risks. 
measure suggested b.1· the commenter was to use van poo.~s 
employees to decreas' the accident pot~ntial. 

Response 

One 1ni tigating 
or buses for 

The DOE belieVf!S that th£l financial aBsiatance pre --idona contained in 
t:~e Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 demonstrate the J!',deral Government's 
commitment to impElct mitigation. Bec.auae the DOE wil• 1~nt recoaunend a site 
for repository develc•oment until the early 1990a, spec.·f~c impact mitigation 
strategies (fisra.l or other) have not yeL been developeo The development of 
such specific mitigation strategies will be based on fu-.:ther impact studies 
conducted l-y both the DOE and the State if the Yucca Mountain aite is 
approved for site characterization 1 and on impact mitigation agree111ents 
negotiated between the DOE and the State pursuant to Section 116(c)(2)(B) of 
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. 

Issue: Transportation effects analysis 

Five commenters noted that there are only a limited number of transpor
tation routes within the State that would serve a repository at Yucclt 
Mountain. These comments stated that there ie no reason why each comml,lnity 
along these routes should not be included in the analysis of social (as well 
as socioeconomic) conditions; failure to consider transportation effects 
generically or to use a simulntion approach is a IDajor shortcoming. 

Response 

Because actual transportation routes have not yet been identified, com
munities which could be affected by transportation have not yet been identi
fied. The focus of the DOE's socioeconomic analysis in the EA was the area 
where repository workers would be expected to settle. To consider trans
portation-related impacts generically would not be meaningt'ul 1 since the 
potential impacts could differ significantly among communities along a route. 
An Analysis of transportation-related socioec.onomic impacts will be conducted 
once actual transportation routes have been identified. 

Issue: Closure and decommissioning 

One commenter nQted that the analysis of the socioeconomic impacts of 
the repository sQould include a discussion of tbc impacte during and follow
ing closure and decommissioning. 

Response 

Socioeconomic impacts during and following closure and deco~issioning 
are disc.t::Jsed briefly in the final EA: 'fables 5-Sa and S-Sb contain direct 
and indirect employment estimates for decommissioning; tables 5-47 and 5-48 
show population estimates for decommissioning; and tables S-47 1 5-48 1 5-50, 
and 5-51 show population and community services estimates, for decommission
ing. In general, however, the soc.ioeconomic impacts of a repository would be 
greatest during construction and operation. EKpanding the analysis to 
include more information on closure and decommissioning would not affect the 
c.onclusiona of the socioeconomic impact analysis for the purpose of deter
mining sHe suitability. 
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Iosue: Spe~hl_ ~ffects 

Two comme1~' era maintained that the final EA nhould begin to identify 
major "special -r.ffects" associated with all socioec,)~lotnic and transportation 
subcategories dJscussed in sections 5.3 and 5.4 of ;,,1e draft EA. 

Response 

Section 5.4 defines "special effects" at~ tho1 e Btemming from concerns 
about radioactive material. Changes in ex.pectsL o.•a can havf! oconomic 
conserJuences as w~ll liS broader, socioeconomic conae uences if they result in 
changes in behavior of people, Section 5.4.1.4 of the draft EA considers the 
economic consequences of public perceptions of the ~resence of a reppsitory 
on tourism. Special effects on social structure ana social organization are 
considered in Section 5.4.4.1.2. Further research on attitudes and 
perceptions would he undertaken should the Yucca Mountain site be approved 
for 91te characterization. 

c. 7. 4.1 Population density and dia~tion 

This category addresses the effects of the proposed action on population 
density and distribution in the affected area. The 16 com~ents receiv~d are 
divided into two issues: (1) Inmigrant Settlement Patterns e.nd (2) Popula
tion Increases. 

Issue: Inmigrant settlement patterns 

Nine c.ommenta were received; these concerned the use of residence 
patterns of Nevada Teet Site (NTS) employees. These fell under two topica: 
forecasting settlement patterns and assessment of population changes. 

Fore("'.asting settlement patterns. The use of NTS settlement patterns as 
the basis tor projecting likely settlement patterns for repository-related 
workers waa felt to be speculative. A more detailed, sector-by-sector 
analysis of settlement patterns before drawing conclusions in the final 
Environmental Assessment (EA) was requested. It was also questioned whether 
it was true, as shown in Table 5-29 of the draft EA (Settlement patterns of 
Nevada Test Site employees), that some employees live in other Nevada 
counties and in California. 

Several other commentere indicated that there are at least two reasons 
to doubt that 83 and 13 percent of the project-related inmigrants w-ould 
settle in Clark and Nye counties, respectivE::ly: (1) commuting times to the 
Yucca Mountain site will be about 1.45 hours per day longer than times to the 
NTS; and (2) this additional commuting time w-ill make Amargosa, Beatty, and 
Pahrump more attractive. Finally, it wa.s pointed out that the settlement 
pattern distribution assumed in the EA will beco~e even more doubtful in the 
later phases of the project as local communities adjust to the impacts 
created by the project. 
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Response. Recent settlement patterns of workers at thn NTS (which i9 
adjacent to the Yucca Mountain site) constitute th8 best avs.ilable data on 
the likely sett .. ement pattern of repository-related workers. NTS workers 
include constrnd:lon and mining workers. Contrary .o the suggestion of the 
comment, use o~ other avs:f.lable means of estima.t! tg likely settlement 
patterns ~>:ould t.-e speculative. Additional analysis vf the NTS work force and 
of worker settlrment patterns on other projects wit be an important pact of 
studies to be rerfonned if the Yucca Mountain sit is approved for site 
ch~racterization. These will lead to additional 'n.ormation regarding the 
intracounty settlement of the work force as well a a reevaluation of inter
county settlement. 

The reil'llta of future studies of the impacts of a repository on local 
communities will be sensitive to the assumption ab-:>•Jt intracounty worker 
settleme':H patterns, Thus, the settlement behavio1· of workers currently 
employed near the Yucca M'ounta'ln site will be the su1Jject of further investi
gation. It is also true that settlement patterna may change over time. This 
will be an important consideration in forecasting co·nmunity-level settlement 
patterns and preparing an analysis of impacts on local communities. 

The comment correctly notes that according to data on recent settlement 
patterns of workers employed at the NTS, it is likely that some repository 
workers would commute to the Yucca Mountain site from other Nevada coUnties 
and from California. 

With regard to settlement patterns in Clark and Nye counties, both 
factors cited have been taken into account in the analysis in the final EA. 
The data shown in Table 5-29 of the draft 8A (Settlement patterns of Nevada 
Teat Site employees) represent the beat available information on likely 
settlement patterns of project employees at Yucca Mountain. The possibility 
that workers employed in Mercury would be more likely to live in Clark County 
than would workers employed in the northern areas of the NTS which are 
furthf'r from Clark County (see Figure 3-21, Bicounty area: surrounding the 
YuccB Mountain site, of the EA) was considered in compiling the settlement 
pattern data sho1o111 in the table. The fraction of vorkers who reside in Nye 
County does not appear to be aensitive to the location of their work area 
within the NTS. 

Assessment of population changes. Other commenters noted that the final 
EA should contain a detailed asseB&ment of population changes in local 
communities including Amargosa Valley, Beatty, Pahrump, Tonopah, Las Vegas, 
North Las Vegas, Henderson, Boulder City, Caliente, and the remaining areas 
of Clark, Nye, and Lincoln counties. 

Response. AtJ was discussed J.n Seclion C.7.4 of this Appendix, the 
evaluation of the Yucca Mountain site agai.nat potentially adverse condition 1 
included estimation of total population (i.e., baseline plus that due to the 
repository) growth rRtes in individual communities nearest the repository 
loc~tion. ~ecause baseline pop~lation data on most of the smaller commun
ities, especially those nearest the Yucca Mountain site, were limlted, a 
detailed population growth assessment was not possible. Instead, it was 
assUllled that the aettlement patterns presented in Table 5-29 (Settlement 
patterns of Nevada Test Site employees) of the draft EA (Table 5-26 of the 
final 8A) would be valid iB the future and that individual communities would 
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retain their recent 3hares of total county population~ 
the EA has been re:1. sed to present community populat1r;u 
the peak year of ex .. •ected population inmigration. 

Issue: PopulAtion lncreoBes 

Section 6.2.1.7.4 of 
growth f,>recasts for 

Seven commenu were received on this issue; all w~ E! related to various 
aspects of the methodology used in the calculation and .he examination of the 
pffects of future population increases. One commenter requested the sources 
of the information presented in footnotes a, b, and i.o Yable 5-49 (Pro
jected maximum total populatlon .increase for Clark aM. '·;ve Count:ies for ver
tical emplacement) of the draft EA. The same cornmenter. ~sked why a situation 
in which all employees would come from llnd ret•.Jrn to areas other than Nye and 
Clark counties be considered a conservative assumptio:"\, Further, it was 
questioned why this situation would be examined at all, given the experience 
of recent NTS worker residence patterns. Some commenters expressed s general 
conc.ern over projected levels of population growth in the affected area, 
while others expre:3sed concern about the effects of eyen a small population 
increase on the small communities in the affected area. For example, it was 
noted that the population of Pahrump could r-each 100~000 by the year 2000. 
In the long run, it was felt that the proposed project will make areas such 
as Pahrump Valley into detnc.hed suburbs of the Las Vegas metropolitan area. 

Response 

Table 5-47 (Maximum population increase for vertical emplacement and 
bicounty population forecast with and without the repository) of the final EA 
indicates that the repository project would increase the bicounty population 
by about 16,100 in 1998 and about 14,100 in the year 2000. In the absence of 
the project, Nye County population is expected to reach 42,408 by the year 
2000 (Table 3-15 (Population of Nye County, 1970-2000) in the final EA). 
Even if all project-related inmigrants were to settle in Nye County, the 
county population would still be less than 100,000 in the year 2000. 

Footnote "a" in tables 5-47 and 5-48 of the final EA (tables 5-1;9 and 
5-50 of the draft EA) presents assumptions about the employment multiplier 
and the number of dependents per ~orker. The employment multiplier used in 
this analysis is discussed in Section C.7~4.2 of this Appendix. The 
assumptions regarding dependents per worker were taken from u.S. Department 
of Energy, Environmental Aspects of Commercial Radioactive Waste Management 
(DDE/ET-0029) Volume 3, Appendix C, Washington, D.C. (1979). The EA has been 
revised to acknowledge this source. Footnote "b" presents assumptions about 
settlement patterns of repository-relnted inmigrants. The percentages for 
Nye and Clark counties were obtained from NTS worker residence pattern data 
(see Table 5-26 of the final EA). A new footnote "c" was added to clarify 
that population growth rates are calculated from the previous year. Footnote 
"d" presents the projected 1992 population of Clark and Nye counties without 
a repository (i~e., the baseline population). The EA has been revised to 
clarify that this value was obtained from a linear interpolation of the 
population projections presented in tables 3-15 and 3-16. 
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The aaaumptior that all empl,yeee would come from and retl;rn to areas 
other than Nye and Clark counties 1a considered consen,ative het~nuee it ovC!r
states the likely .. pward (or downward) reeponaea of b:IJ~ounty population to 
changes in project labor requirements. Any other pol,·tlation distribution 
assumption would l•!~d to lower estimates of some typee Jf impacts. Using the 
conservative inmio~·-·ation assumption enabled the DOE t~· ·~etimate an upper 
bound for communit.y services requirements. 

The concern regarding small communities ia vali-l 'rt that the same incre
ment in population :f.n a small community wUl represl ll a greater fractional 
population increase than in a large one. In the qum ~.itative analysis of 
community-serv"'.ces impacts, service r.~quirements wen· · ssumed to be propor
tional to population, and the percentage increase in EOervice requirements 
would be ~ceater for the smaller ~~onununities. Future community-level at.udiee 
will address this issue. 

Population forecasts for Nye County prepared by lhe State of Nevada 
(Table 3-15 of the final EA.) do not indicate that tile entire county is 
expected to have a population of 100,000 by the year 2000. Therefore, it is 
very unlikely that. the population of Pahrump alone would reach 100,000. 

c. 7 .4. 2 Economic C'.onditions 

This category addresses those sections of the Environmental Assessment 
(EA) which provide the economic impac.t ar~alysis for the proposed action of 
siting a repository at Yucca Mountain. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) 
received 69 comments in this «;>.ategory; these comments have been organized 
into eh: issues: (1) Employment Analysis, (2) Prices and Income, (3) Mate
rials Estimates and Impacts, (4) Repository Costs, (5) Effects on Economic 
Development, and (6) Impacts on Tourism. 

Issue: Employment analysis 

The DOE received 32 comments on the labor analysis presented in Sec
tion 5.4.1.1 of the draft EA.. Among the topics covered by these comments 
were: indirect employment multiplier, employment fluctuations, wage rate 
effects, and effects on the mining industry. 

Indirect employment multiplier. Commenters requested that the EA 
present details on the methode used to generate the employment multiplier of 
1.54. Also, they suggested that the possibility of spillover support employ
ment in Clark County from base employment in Nye County should be considered. 
In a related comment, it was observed that it is possible that job opportu
nities at Yucca Mountain would "••• drain employees from the labor supplies 
which characterize neighboring counties, creating a net outmf.gratton and 
decline in local economies." 
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Response. The indirect employment multiplier of 1.54 1·ras estimated 
using data pre!l€·1ted in White et al. (1975). To bl'J.efly summarize, the 
indirect employrncnt mul~f.plier was estimated as the &vorage ntio of nonbasic 
(i.e., indirect) to banic (i.e., direct) employment in the ciark County area 
from 1961 to 197"'• Th(! snnud ratio was fairly con&Lfltlt over that interval. 
Basic employm';!nt wae defined as the combined total •J nployment of lhe resort 
industry, the N~,rada ·rest Site (NTS), NelU.s Air Fo\ e Base, and part of the 
manufacturing S<':lctor. Nonbas.{c employment was de fir;. d as total employment in 
the Las VegaE· St:andaz-d Mt!tropolit:an Statistical Arl 'I minus bosic employment. 
(See White et al., 1975, for a more rigorous defini ton.) Section 5.4.1.1 of 
the EA has been rfvised to documenl more thorough!~ he derivation of this 
employment mult.t.pUe~. 

Net outruigration o[ workers could lead to econot.l.~c decline in two ways. 
First, unemployed workers could leave an area. Even though theoe ~orkers do 
not earn income, they generate income for others through their expenditures 
(e.g., food and shelter). The result would be a re.du-ction of economic 
activity in the support sector.. This type of impS.!'t is not considered 
significant becauae such work~ra are likely to leave the area in search of 
work independently of the repository project. Second, local economic decline 
could occur if outmigration of workers resulted from upward pressure on 
regional wage levels for certain skills and if such increases led to the 
reduction of marginal business activity. Upward pressure on wages, if any, 
would most likely occur in the mining and construction sectors (Section 
5.1,,1.1 of the EA), Reduction ip marginal business activity in these sectors 
is as likely witldn lhe bicounty area as outside of it. It is the possi
bilily of an increase in the regional wage rate and not the migration of 
workers per se that introduces the possibility of such a geogra,hic 
redistribution of economic activity. 

The proximity of labor supply in California, Utah, and other western 
states would reduce upward pressure of projec.t-related labor demand on 
regional wages. The net effect of the project on wages would depend on 
economic conditions 1n those areas in the early 1990s. 

Employment fluctuationa. Several other commenlers stated that the draft 
EA assumes that "••• all markets work with perfect efficiency ..... and that 
the required work force will appear at just the right time. Cornmenters 
suggested that it is more likely that " ••• there will bt'! sigraificant 
unemployment, social, and f!scel impacts--even during the boom phaae of the 
project." Therefore, the usefulness of the socioeconomic evaluation waa 
found to be limited by the assumption that workers enter and leave the 
southern Nevada area an project needs riae and fall. In addition, it was 
felt that the EA consil"tently ignores the declines in employment which occur 
as the operation moves from construction to operations and from operations to 
closure. Similarly, the construction employment baseline value with which 
labor demand is compared was found to be misleading because of the large 
fluctuations which occur in construction employment. 

!esponse. It is 88 reasonahle to expect that too many workers will 
enter the area in respons~ lo project-related job opportunities as it is to 
expect that too few workers will enter the area at the onset· of the project. 
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An important factor in determining which situation prfl\"a:l.la :l.s the level of 
information avail«\,:.a about project-related opportunit.f.es. Ova\;· or under
supply of workers •.muld result from unreasonable expectations shout thoae 
opportunities. At present, it is not known what qual ~ty or quantity of 
information ebo•Jt _.·,ob opportunities would be availablf ::~.t. the outset. of the 
project. the pO!il ibility of unemployment and associa! ;d soc.ial and fiscal 
impacts would be ~;onsidered sa part of ful:ut:e investig 1,:;\.ons of labor market 
impacts of the project.. Public announcements of the r rober and timing of joh 
opportunities may be conaidered as an action that t.h(• 1'11!: and its contractors 
could take to avoid the adverse impact suggested by I ·11-~ comment. 

It is tru .. ~ that forecasts of project-related pop\1~ ·ltion growth are based 
on the conservative assumption that all employees would come from and return 
to areas other than Clark and Nye counties and that t 1l<"! number of inmigrants 
varies with the project labor requirements. As atat«:·>.t in Section 5.t!.2 of 
the EA, this results in an overstatement of the likely fluctuation of 
bicounty population in ~:esponse to chsngee in project labor requirements. 
Similarly, it leads to an overstatement of the fluctuation over time of 
requirements for community services. Given the preliminary nature of the 
data, the use of this extreme assumption regarding population fluctuation is 
appropriate. The intent is to identify adverse impacts which may he 
important in distinguishing among sites or in identifying important top:l.cs 
foL subsequent, more detailed investigation. 

It is consistently recognized in the draft EA chat declines in employ
ment would occur as part of the repository project (e.g •• Figure 5-7a of the 
final EA (Number of direct workers over time for vertical e~plecement) and 
the text of Sect:Lon 5.4.1.1). It is true that while the impact of project
related decline is discussed ln the EA, the socioeconomic analysis focuses 
attention on the impacts of project-related growth. The focus of the socio
economic analysis tends to correspond to the timing of the impact, with the 
greatest attention givan to more immediate impacts and less attention given 
to impacts which would occur at hter stages of the project. With both 
growth end decline, negative impacts tend to be associated with the diffi
culty of adjusting to change. 

The fluctuations in historical construction employment (in Nye County) 
was noted in Section C.4.l.5.2 of this Appendix. These may indicate that the 
unr.ertsinty surrounding baseline construction employment proj ectiona is 
probably greater than that surrounding projections for other sectors. 

Wage rate effects. Several coro.menters stated that two statements in 
Section 5.4.1.1 of the draft EA are seemingly inconsistent: "••• there might 
be an increase of wages and salaries to induce workers having mining and con
struction skills to relocate to the area ••• " and ·· ••. potential increases in 
wages and salaries in the bicounty area could be mitigated by the inmigration 
of skilled workers from other areas ••• " Further, the commenters stated that 
the income analysis contained in the EA was based upon " ••• fairly low 
assumptions of average annual wages, particularly for construction and 
operations •••" and that the EA should contain information on construction 
and operating workers by skill mix, baaed on union scale, since Davis-Bacon 
rules require payment of prevailing union wages on Federal pt"ojecta. 
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Response. T}'e statements in the EA are consisttmt. The lnmigrstion of 
workers h eviden~ e of either unemployment in neighboring areas or of wage 
increases that c:~,.se a geographic reallocat.ton of the existing work force. 
"Mitigation" was 1.1t used in its usual sense here. 'J1e purpose of its uae 
was to emphasize the relationship between the likHy project-induced 
escalation of war !B 1 if any, and the elasticity of f ,tp-ply of workers from 
surrounding are"lr;, The greater the elasticity of a }~ly of workers from 
outside the l!rea, the lesser the increase in wages thut would be required to 
meet project labor requirements, other things heir; <'!quaL 11\is word, 
however, has heen deleted in the final EA. 

The comnwnter ie correct in noting that the wage for construction and 
operations workers shown in the draft EA appears lo~;. This figure was 
revised u?ward in the cited reference subsequent to ita use in the draft EA. 
Although the results of the analysis in the EA are not sensitive to this 
adjustment in the average wage, the final EA has been revised to show $36,200 
per direct worket·, based on annual wages currently paid to workers at the 
NTS, under the Davie-Bacon Act, and as cited in McBri.m and Jones (1984). 

Effects on the mining industry. A last commentet questioned the effect 
that the Yucca Mountain project demand for mining-related workers would have 
on the viability of the traditional mining industry in Nevada. 

Response. The repository project would have two potenUal effects. The 
first effect concerns the total level of mining activity. Growth of the 
mining sector has traditionally contributed to the overall economic growth of 
the region. Similarly, project-related growth in mining activity would 
contribute to regional economic growth. 

The second potential effect concerns the distribution of activities 
within the mining industry. As noted in Section 5.4.1.1 of the EA, project
related demand for miners may increase the regional wages of miners. The 
amount of such an increase, if any, would depend on the condit1.on of minerals 
markets at the time and the availability of mining workers from outside 
Nevada. Unlike mining workers, owners of mines \.,.ould be negatively impacted 
by wage increases. Mines that are marginally profitable in the absence of 
the project could become unprofitable and close in the event of sufficiently 
large wage increases. 

Issue: Prices and income 

The DOE received four comments on the following topics: repository 
influence on regional prices and income, and potential for a r~cession. 

Repository influence on regional prices and income. Several commenters 
stated that not only are wages likely to increase in certain sectorst but the 
influx of workers in a small community will increase demand for goods and 
services, thereby driving prices upward. 

In addition, the same commenters noted that the draft EA contains no 
discussion of what portion of the total wage estimates in tables 5-47 
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(Potent.ial annl'.il wage expenditures associated wHh vertical emplacement) and 
5-48 (Potenti,t'! annual wage expenditures associated with hor.tzontal emplace
ment) of the d! :1ft EA would actually go to workerll' and contractors outside 
the bicounty t- •J;ion. Also 1 there is no provis f.·.n for encouraging or 
requiring repository contractors to hire or buy lo;·.llly. 

Respont1e. It is not obv-iouM that worker inf ~,-; would cause the prices 
of goods and servicea in communities to increase Unlike the experience of 
some small towns, the smaller towns surrounding ''W Yucca Mountain ~ite are 
not the only potential recipients of inmigrants. R 'ther, workers could live 
in the urban p11r-· of Clark County, as demonstrated r·v the historical settle
ment patterns presented in Table 5-26 (Settlement patterns of Nevada Test 
Site emplo;f!•.es) of the final EA. The presence of this alternative signifi
cantly :-educes the potential for significant incree1ses in W.:tgea in the 
smaller towns. Nevertheless, the pote:1tial for in:::reased community price 
levels will be the subject of additional research .aa part of planned 
investigations of the socioeconomic irnpacta of the repos:l.tory project. 

The wage estlmates presented in the cited tablf!s apply only to those 
employees of the project who would be assigned to work in southern Nevada. 
Such wages would only be spent outside the region to che extent that workers 
either commuted from, or sent a portion of thelr incmuea to, outside areas. 
The project includes no provision favoring local hiring or purchasing. Deci
sions on whether to hire or purchase locally in the absence of DOE 
restrictions would be sensitfve i:.o local economic conditions (e~g., the 
prices and availability of goods and services from local sources as compared 
with sources outside the region}. 

Potential for a recession. In stating that periods when repository
related employment decreases " ••• would probably resemble similar periods of 
slower economic growth that the bicount:y region has experienced during 
previous fluctuations in the m-ining and construction induatries ••• " the DOE 
is in effect admitting that it plans to cause three recessions. 

Response. A fluctuation in two employment sectors would not, in 
general, be classified as a recession. Thet·e is no short and simple 
definition of an economic receasion, as officially measured by the National 
Bureau of Economic Research. However, the contraction phase of the buainess 
cycle {i.e., a recession) clearly represents a change in aggregate economic 
activity, not a single factor such as employmellt in one or two sectors. It 
is for this reason that the Bureau must collect a number of r.omprehensive 
economic series, and construct and evaluate a variety of indicators (e.g., 
composite and diffusion indices, leading and lagging indicators) (Moore, 
1983) before a contraction phase in the buainess cycle can be ascertained. 

Issue: Materials estimates and impacts 

The DOE received four comments on the EA estimates of project materials 
requirements and the impacts of materi~ls acquisition on the availability and 
price of local mat~rials such as ce1nent and aggregate. 
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Reapo11se 

Informat.i.on nece.3naty for conducting an analysie of the ~ffect.s of the 
project upon local mat<..riah markets was unavailable dur1n1 preparation of 
the EA. A detailed ll":l'llysis of these potential impacts wo.li.d be conducted if 
the Yucca Mountain sl··d is ~pproved for site characterizatwu. 

Issue: Repository coats 

The DCS received ~'>ne comlh,ant requesting details of t:;~ methods used to 
estimate the cost of tha repository. 

Respont~e 

The methods by which repository costs were estimated have been described 
in HacDougall (1985). Footnote "a" in 1'sble .5-44 (Prelindnary cost est:lmstea 
for the Yuc.~a Mountain repository assuming vertical emplacement) in the EA 
has been revised to provide this new reference. 

Issue: Effects on economic development 

The DOF. received two comments on the long-term effects of the repository 
project on economic develop!ltent in the bicounty area. These expressed con
cern tl]at a so.ooo-acre withdrawal of land for the repository could seriously 
affect the development poten~ial of the Town of Amargosa Valley. 

The 50,000-acre withdrawal number is an error; the correct value fol" the 
acreage to be withdrawn is 5,000. As part of more detailed investigations of 
the impacts of a repository on communities~ it will be important to develop a 
clear understanding of their planned development; these studies will be 
condu('.ted if the Yucca Mountain site b approved for s-ite characterization. 
Based on present information, it is unreasonable to expect that t.he presence 
of a repository would inhibit the gro~h of Am&rgosa Valley. Instead, it is 
more reasonable to expect that a repository would contribute to ita growth. 

Issue: Impacts on tourism 

1'he DOE received 38 comments on the EA discussion of potential impaets 
of the repository project on the tourist. industry in southern Nevada. The 
major topics of these comments included: adequacy of the analy~es, historical 
bases for analyses, effects of media coverage, usefulness of weapons-testing 
tourism effects, effects on recreation sites, and determination of damages 
and compensation. 

Adequacy of analyses. Seve-ral commenters stressed that potential 
impacts on tourism are of extreme importance to Clark County and that a 
substantive analysis which would examine the influence of the transporting of 
waste and the si.ting of the repository on tourism should be included in t.he 
EA. 

In addition, it w&s f(;!lt that the DOE tourism analysis does not differ
entiate between sho~t-terw, crisis-related events and the implications of a 
project that will be ongoing for 10,000 years. 
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Response, Tl e EA recognizes the importance of the touri~•m industry to 
State and local e:onomies. Section 5.4.1.6 of the EP, pret:Jents the results of 
a substantive, aL.hough preliminary, analysis of tht". posstbiltty that a 
repository might ,ffect visitors' perception of Las ",_:gas and whether this 
would harm [Quri~:.,. The EA explicitly states that L e "Research to date 
concerning the I·• tential effect of repository opere. :-~->n on tourism is 
inconclusive; ther.efore, further investigation has b .~r~ planned," As more 
specific information becomes available about repositr~ y--Rystem design, actual 
transportion routes, the mode of transportation, ar. I ~he appearance of the 
transportation act:l.vity to tourists, thiB informatil1 "''ill be used to develop 
a better understsn<.'ing of the potential effect on tuL ist perceptions of a 
repository an! the effect of a repository on tourism. Section 5.4.1.6 of the 
draft EA has been revised to provide more details about the preliminary 
analyses performed by Science Applications Internat.ivt:al Corporation (SAIC). 

The analysis discussed in the draft EA refers to impacts of repository 
operation. It dr•es not nddress the impacts of possible accidents. Informa
tion about the observable effects of historical short-term, criais-related 
events is used only to draw inferencefl about the pot.;::.ntial future implica
tions of the long-term operation of a repository on southern Nevada tourism. 
The purpose of the information on short-term, crisis-related events is to 
place an upper bound on the potential effects of long-term operation. The 
project, if interpreted to mean construction and operation of a repot:Jitory, 
would not be ongoing for 10,000 years. Rather, all activitiel'l are expected 
to be completed in about 100 years (if the full retrievability period is 
used). 

Historical bases for analyses, The DOE received comments which main
tained that information on such historical cases as the major hotel fires and 
the Three HUe Island accident cannot be used to draw conclusions relative to 
the effect of the repository on the Nevada tourism industry. In addition, it 
was stated that the reference to the Lao Vegas hotel fires in Section 5.4.1.6 
of the draft EA is "inaccurate." without a discussion of the measures that 
were taken to m.itigate the potential concerns of the tourist population. 

Respons~. Information about historical cases is a reasonable basis for 
preliminary conclusions about the future effects of repository operation on 
tourism. The section of the SAlC report ( 1985), entitled "Case Selection" 
describes the criteria used to select caEles for study. In general, cases 
were selecred to investigate the presence of effects on tourism of (1) the 
siting of nuclear facilities, (2) high levels of media attention regarding 
potential safety hazards, and (3) the presence of nuclear testing in the Las 
Vegas area. 

The reference to the Las Vegas hotel fires is accurate. However, infor
mation about such measures would contribute significantly to the understand
ing of the alternative meons of mitigating potentially adverse effects of 
highly publicized concerns about safety hazards. This information will be 
taken into account in future, more detailed investigations of the potential 
i.mpocts of a repository on the tourist industry. 
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Bffects of .edia coverage. Other comments rect•!ved indi,~at.ed a concern 
that the image o~. Nevada would be tarnlahed by a ", ., nuclear wast.e imt~ge." 
In addition, th~ draft EA text was perceived to s~at~ that losses in tourism 
and gaming were '.:onsidered certain. According to t '"·il comm8nterB, the DOE 
tourism analysi.s se~ms to have the foregone conc.lu£· !.0n that tourists 'tlill 
perceive nucle<n waste as something that need not C·· 11voided, Tourist per
ceptions should be evaluated in more detail, since 1 tourism- and recreatian
based econom:;- could be seriously harmed by an acc~dl"1t involving high-level 
radioactive material and resulting in media cover IP, Some tourists may 
never come hert! after hearing that Nevada is to b~.~ .he site of the first 
high-level radioa.;tive waste repository. 

Response. The purpose of past and ongoing re~~arch on the potential 
impacl0f-8repository on tourism is to test such pri.or beliefs as this. As 
described f.n Section 5.4,1.6 of the EA, the availabl.e evidence supports the 
prelim:lnary conclusion that the repository would not change the total appeal 
of the Las Vega~:; area to tourists, That evidence i3 inconsistent with the 
view that losses are certain, However, research L·1 date concerning the 
potential effect of repository operation on tourism ts not conclusive; there
fore, further investigation has been planned. 

The analysis of potential impacts on tourism begins with the recognition 
that tourists may perceive nuclear waste as being unattractive and unsafe 
regardless of the opinions of informed experts. For this reason, cases of 
highly-publicized concerns about safety were investigated to learn the 
effects of such perception on tourism. As explained in the EA, those cases 
included the Three Mile Island Incident and the Las Vsgaa hotel fires, The 
analysis of data on tourism levels surrounding those events does not reveal 
that the concerns resulted in sustained declines in tourism levels. This may 
either be because the relationship between publicly stated perception and 
behavior is very weak or because the empirical tests used to seek evidence of 
a rolationship are not strong enough. The available evidence does not con
stitute proof. Thus, as stated in the EA, more research is planned. 

The possibility that msdia coverage alone could affect the tourist 
industry has been addressed in Section 5.4.1.6 of the EA. The preliminary 
result is that such coverage would not significantly affect the appeal of t:he 
area to tourists. However, research to date concerning the potential effect 
of repository operalion on tourism is not conclusive; therefore, further 
investigation has been planned. An assessment of tourists' potential percep
tions of repository-related activity, which will depend upon presently 
unavailable detailed information about repository design characteristics 
(including its physical appearance) • will be an important part of those 
studies. 

Usefulness of weapons-testing tourism effects. Another commenter stated 
that it is questionable whether information about-the peat effect of weapons 
testing on tour:l.sm is useful for drawing conclusions about the tourism 
effects of a future repository project. 

Response. It is true that there is a real difference between con
trolled, isolated nuclear-weapons testing and the transport of high-level 
radioactive waste. It is also true that one potential means by which the 
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presence of a rerdaitory could affect tourism is throngh an adtJ·erae effect on 
the aesthetic sp;:-<?al of Las Vegas and surrounding tourist attr!\lct1.ons that 
extend beyond saff!ty concerns snd the area associateC with the nuclear nature 
of the waste mat~!riala. Time-ser.tes econometric ane r y'ses of the relation
ships between gnn1tng revenues and the number and timj!i~: of weapons tests were 
conducted to te£1 the premise that H the radioacti ·~ threat posed hy the 
Nevada Test Site were very great, then gaming revem. e would be negatively 
related to ch,! frequency of occurrence of tests ove~ ime, after taking into 
account variation explained by fluctuations in the . ~·'d of economic activity 
(indicated by gros.~ national product). 

Effects un recreation sites. In a specific question, one commencer 
asked what effect the repository project will have ct1 various recreational 
sites in Lincoln County. 

Response. It is not possible, with information now available, to pre·• 
diet what irapactd on tourism, if any, would result from high-level radio
active waste transport. ~urther analyses of this issue will be conducted if 
the Yucca Mountain site is approved for site characterizatlon. 

Determination of damages and compensation. A last commencer asked what 
measures will be taken to detennine damages and to compensate the Henderson 
tourism-dependent population if an accident or the existence of the 
repository affects local tourism. 

Response. Such information is not available. The EA states the 
preliminary conclusion that the repository would not change the total 
aesthetic appeal for the Las Vegas area, which includes Henderson. The 
ec.onomic consequences of an accident of a magnitude greater than historically 
eKperienced by the ares are not cons.~.dered in the EA. 

Further investigatim1s of the effect of repos:l.tory-related activity on 
tourism are planned. The preliminary conclusion will be reevaluated to take 
into account additional information about the design and appearance of the 
repository system and tourists' potential perceptions of th~ repository
related activity as it becomes available. These investigations may consider 
alternative means of mitigating unlikely economic impacts of the activi'ty. 

C.7.4.3 Community services 

Increased population growth as a result of the proposed action will 
result in an increase in the demand for local, state, and regional public 
services. The u.s. Department of Energy (DOE) received 55 comments on the 
assessment of project impacts on community services. These have been divided 
into issues according to the type of community services discussed: 
(l) Housing, (2) Nye County Education, (3) Water Supply, (4) Wnste-water 
Treatment Facilities, (5) Public Safety Services, (6) Medical Services, 
(7) Mitigation, (8) Lincoln County or Statewide Impacts, (9) Transportation 
Systems, and (10) General Comments. 
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Issue; Housing 

The DOE recei ·ed three comments on the anE\lyeis Clf the impa<!ts of ehe 
project on housing All three called for a rnore dets J ~ed d.l.scussion of the 
housing rnarkee in the affected area, including housl q: preferences of 
inmigrating worke•··; and their ds:!pendenta, impacts on !lt•using prlctts, and 
irupacts on the local banking induatry. 

The literature on houai11g preierences of conatruf!l-.on Wot;kers and other 
inmigra.nts to Rites of major projects is fairly extenaive. It would have 
been possible to present historical information on th' types, tenure, and 
price of housing preferred by workers on other project·fl· Thera would have 
remained, however, a serious question as to the a.pplic,1bility of these data 
to the proposed repository project. Likely housing preferences and price.s 
can be projected only by a.n in-depth analysis which takea into account many 
community-specific factors, data for which were tu'lavail.able during pr~ps.ra

tion of the Environmental Assessment (EA). Because of the import&o'!e of 
housing impacts, additional rese~rch on housing market conditions in the 
affected area will be conducted as part of post-EA studies, H the Yucca 
Mountain site is approved for site characterization. 

Issue: Nye County education 

The DOE received two conun.ents on the !mpactl'i of the repository pr.oject· 
on the Nye County School District. The commenter noted that the incremental 
requirement for schools and teachers, as forecast in tubles 5-52 (Incremental 
service requirements associated with the location of a repository at Yucca. 
Mountain -- vertical emplacement) and 5-53 (Incremental service reqtliremente 
associated with the location of a repository at Yucca Mountain -- horizontal 
emplacement) of the draft EA, would rise and fall during different phMes of 
the project. It was asked whether schools would have to be built and closed 
and whether teachers would have to be hired and laid off. 

Res pons~ 

Tables 5-52 and 5-53 of the draft EA (tables 5-50 and 5-51 of the final 
EA) show the incremental number of schools and teachers needed to accommodate 
project-induced population growth during each period of the project. It is 
likely that the new schools built during 1993-1998 would serve the community 
throughout the remainder of the project. Any excess capacity during years 
when incremental demand is lower could be used to respond to baseline growth 
in demand. It is true that there may be a. need to lay off teachers after the 
operations period. However, since this period woul.d last for 50 years, there 
would be ample time for the Nye County School District to plan for a.uch_ 
changes. 

Issue: Water supply 

The DOE received nine comments on potential impacts of the .. project on 
water supply in the affected area. These have bean divid~d into ~wo toplcs.: 
impacts of ground-water use, ant.i projection of regional needs. 
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Impacts of ·..;round-watE!r use. Two commenters e:~.preaaed concern that the 
repository projF;..:t would reduce lhe availability of water for future uses, 
whether by physical effects on the water table or bv consumption of a rnajor 
portion of the tJ\Inttal .9ustainable yield. Others pof1•ted specifically to Nye 
County, askir;g w'1ether the population growth due to f~m project will conflict 
with future baal line water use. 

Respons,-~. The DOE E!stimate of repository wat~r use has been changed, on 
the basis of a more detailed analysis, lo 350 a; ,·t· .. feet per year. In 
addition, an inventory of agricultural, industrial, municipal, and domestic 
users in the Alk~li Flat-FurnacP. Creek Ranch ground water basin has been 
conducted. Potential effects upon local users appear, on the basis of this 
information, to be negligible. Section 5.4.3.3 of t;.he draft EA has been 
revised to incorporate the additional information. 

The DOE agrees that a more thorough review of water supply and demand in 
southern Nye County is requ1 red in order to gain a (:omplete understanding of 
potential impacts of repository-induced populAtion growth in the area. 
Information available from published sources was, however, sufficient to 
enable the preliminary conclusion that water supplies would be sufficient, 
given solution of some existing problema. The analysis presented in 
Section 3.6.3.3 of the EA showed that if the present trend of conversion of 
land use in the Pahrump Valley from irrigated agriculture to residential 
development continues, then the valley-fill aquifer can support up to about 
16,900 people without a decline in usable storage. The situation in the 
Amargosa Valley, whose ground-water basin has been designated by the State 
Engineer, is leas clear. Although the basin is over-appropriated, actual 
irrigation water use is less than half of the susLained yield. If agri
cultural development remains limiled, then there would be considerable 
opportunity for expansion of domestic and quasi-municipal uses, which would 
have the highest preference. Conversion of land use from agricultural to 
residential as in Pahrump would improve the water supply situation further. 
The Beatty water supply problems are discussed in Section 3.6.3.3 of the EA. 
If new high-quality water sources are not found for that community, then its 
growth potential could be limited. Section 5.4.3.3 of the EA has been 
revised to incorporate new tnformation about Amargosa Valley. 

Projection of regional needs. Other commenters noted that the discus
sion in Section 5.4.3.3 of the draft EA appears to be contradictory: one 
paragraph states that municipal and private water supplies near Yucca 
Mountain appear to be adequate, while the second paragraph reports legal and 
technical uncertainty of water sources to meet increased demands in the Las 
Vegas Valley beyond the year 2000. 

It was asked if it is conceJ.vable that the Laa Vegas area may need to 
draw water from tile aquifer beneath Yucca Mountain in 500 or 1,000 years. 
Finally, it was requested that the EA include a discussion of pre- and 
postclosure contamination of aquifers by radionuclides. 

Response. The first citation applies to communities in Nye County near 
the Yucca Mountain site. The second citation applies only to the Las Vegas 
valley. The first paragraph of Section 5.4.3.3 of the draft ~A was revised 
to clarify this. 
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It is conceivab:~ •. that the Las Vegas Valley could se~k to augment its 
water supplit;Js by <1n interbasin transfer of water from t.he Alkali Flat
Furnace Creek Ranch g~ound-water basin 500 to 1,000 years from no~. However, 
it is equally conceiv:1bJe that such augmentation would dn:w on othe1· basins. 

For a discussio ·, on radiooucl1de behavior and trans ~-rrt, the reader is 
referred to Section b.4 of the EA. 

Issue: Waste-wate~ treatment facilities 

The OOE received two comments on the discussion ot ~.he project impacts 
on waste-water tl·eatment facilities in the affected are,:~ First, it was 
stated that the EA should discuss fJUtJBible impacts on vewage treatment 
capacity, including any expansion n~eda, and locations ')f new waste-water 
treatment facilities. It was also pointed out that the text of Sect1.on 
5.4.3.4 of the draft EA does not mention Clark County. 

Response 

From the information which was available from published sources during 
preparation of the draft EA, waste-water treatment systems in both Nye and 
Clark counties will be adequate for the increased demand resulting from 
repository-related population growth. For the method used to evaluate th~ 

Yucca Mountain site against the Socioeconom.tc Impacts GuideU.ne, detailed 
information on the locations of new facllit1es was not neceasary. The draft 
EA has been revised to say that waste-water treatment systems in Clark County 
probably wi.ll be adequate for the increased demand resulting from t'epository .. 
related population growth. 

Issue: Public safety services 

Four comments concerning impacts of t.he project on public ae.fety 
services in the effected area were received. Two requested more information 
on responses to radiological emergencies, saying that the impacts on training 
and ef'juipment to prepare the volunteer fire fighters in Nye County for 
handling radiological emergencies may be severe. In addition, it was felt 
that large numbers of inmigrants to Nye County (or even Clark County) who do 
not have jobs (people attracted in hope of work) could cause a strain on the 
police systems of the county. 

Response 

It is not likely that the impacts on local emergency service provide~s 
will be severe. since the Nuclear Waste Policy Act provides for mitigation of 
identifiable impacts of this nature. Further research will be conducted to 
identify potential training and equipment requirements and the need for 
mitigation. 

It is not certain, from the information available at this time. whether, 
or to what extent, the repositttry project would result in inmigration of 
people who would not find employment. Information on whether these unem
ployed persona would cause more or less of a strain on police services than 
do presently unemployed persons is also not available. To make any judgments 
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at thia po:f.nt vwuld be apeculative. Instead, fut'thiO!r reat.1t:lrch on the 
potential for 1.r .!reaaes in demand on puhlic aafety eervicea by repository
related inmigrau::s will be conducted in future studies if the Yucca Mountain 
site is approved for site characterization. 

Issue: Med:l.cal services 

The DOE rel~eived five comments 
These address the following topics: 
impacts from inmigrants. 

on the effects t" the repository project. 
impacts of rad1ological accidents, and 

Impacts of tddiological accidents. Two comment rs requested discussion 
of what demto.nds a major accident involving radioactive waste (either at the 
site or in adjacent communities) would place on existing or proposed medical 
facilities. 

Response. Section 5.3.2.2 of the ftnal EA dhcusses the radiological 
impacts assoch.ted with occupational and nonoccupational exposure due to 
normal and accident conditions; impacts due to ac,:idents alone were not 
calculated for the southern Nevada region. Depending upon the transportation 
route and mode (i.e., rail or truck), and w-hether a monitored retrievable 
storage (MRS) facility were used, there would be between 0.07 and 0.91 
fatality due to transportation-related exposure in southern Nevada during the 
operations period. Section 5.3.2.3 of the final EA discusses nonradiological 
impacts due to high-level radioactive waste transportation. Again, depending 
upon the transportation route and mode, and whether a MRS facility were used, 
there would be between 1.5 and 18.8 injuries during the operations period. 
These additional cases are unlikely to overload existing and planned health
care facilities. 

Impactg from inmigrsnta. Two commenters requested projections of what 
the current medical service situation means in terms of future growth 
projections for the area. Included in such an analysis would be information 
on whether more doctors will be attracted to the affected area because there 
an! more people or wheth::!r the characte-ristics of rural living will continue 
to keep the number of hearth profeasionals low. 

One commenter noted that the EA should include a considerably more 
detailed analysis of impacts on rural health care facilities, since health 
care might be significantly affected in Nye County if large numbers of 
families move there for a few months only (i.e., during the construction 
phase). 

Response. The EA already uses the current medical service situation to 
predict incremental service levels, in that service ratios are assumed to 
remain constant. For example, tables 5-50 (Maximum service requirements 
associated with the location of a repository at Yucca Mountain--vertical 
emplacement) and 5-51 (Maximum service requirements associated with the loca
tion of a repository at Yucca Mountain--horizontal emplacement) of the final 
EA show estimated increases in the number of doctors and hospital beds 
required to accommodate increased population. In addition, Secti.on 5.4.3.6 
of the final EA states that " ••• a small increase in the demand for health
care facilities ••• would result from repository construction." The question 
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of what influences the decisions of doctors lo aettle (or nnr. to settle) in 
health-service shortfK~ nreas was beyond the scope of the EA. As is dis
cussed below, the evaJ •Jstion of health care facilities wu~ part o.f the same 
coarse screening anal,•sis applied to all community servicP.s.~ The detailed 
information requested wag not necessary for the evaluatioL. The .incremental 
health services reo.jui 1 eroents reported in tables 5-50 and 'i-·51 of the fills! EA 
apply dur.illg each pe:c1.od of the project, regardless of U:.• tenure of resi
dence of the inmigrsnts. The preliminary conclusion of ·;e DOE, based upon 
available inf(>rmalion, is that impacts on health care set·, ices are not likely 
to be significant. Further research in this area will 'C conducted during 
post-EA site investiga 1• ions should the Yucca Mountain a. t ?~ be approved for 
site charac.teri01:ation. 

Issue: MitlgALion 

The DOE received three comments concerning mitigation of potential 
collllllunity services impacts. One stated that "••• a more adequa~e quatltifi
cation of potentially requirQd resourc.ca and the need for mit!gst!on h.mding 
hy the Federal Government ehould bll addressed more sub~··tEantially in the 
assessment." 

Respo'!_~ 

At th:Ls poinl of the site selection process, identification and quanti
fication of mitigation measures related to repository construction and 
operation is inappropriate. The need for mitigation will be identified as 
the result of more detailed analyses to be performed during preparat!on of an 
Environmental Impact Statement. 

Issue: Lincoln County or Statewide impacts 

The DOE received eight comments which objected to the limitation of the 
community services impact analysis to Clark and Nye countieB. Additionally, 
two commenters suggested that their calculation of the percent populatiotl 
increase fo~: the ciLy of Alamo, in Lineoln County (13 percent), W"ould far 
exceed the population growth rate shown in Table 5-49 of the draft EA for 
Clark and Nye counti.es (2.9 percent) and consequenLly would severely strain 
local community services. 

Response 

The rationale for limiting the community services analysis to the 
bicounr.y area is the same as that for limiting the remainder of the socio
economic analyses to Clark and Nye counliea. 'The reader is referred to 
Section c. 7.4 of this Appendix and Section 3.6 of the final E'.A for a dis
cussion of this rationale. The population growth rates shown in the EA are 
year to year (i.e., annual) growth rates and cannot be compared to a growth 
rate expected to occ.ur over a 16-year period (i.e. 1 between 1980 and 1996). 
When the annual population growth rate for Alamo is calculated using the 
methods used to prepare Table 5-49 of the draft EA, the annual growth rate 
between 1995 and 1996 (the period of the highest annual growth rate shown in 
the draft EA) which is comparable to 2.9 percent for Clark and Nye eounties 
(shown in the draft EA ae the annual growth rate between 1995 and 1996) ia 
2.0 percent. 
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Issue: Transpcttat!on systems 

The DOE n, :eived five comme.nt~J concerning the ".mpacts of the repository 
project on laced roads. Commenters suggested the·. in the long run, the 
project could O!'..,.ke areail like Pahrump into detached. RUburba of the Las Vegas 
metropolitan St''~a. Growth in these areas will stJ·,)J'O the existing trans
portation netwt :k and there will be a need for new r~ads. They asked what 
effect the lnm~portation of heavy equipment and tlta,·.erials will have on the 
physical condition of roads in the affected area. /'"ley also asked what the 
basia is for the selection of the roads lhted J,; Table 5-55 (Projected 
annual average deily traffic on U.S. 9::~ in J.as Vega , 1996). A number of 
these are not llrn~ted-access roads and traverse dens~ly populated segments of 
urbanized Lc~ Vegas. 

_Res pons~ 

lmiUfficient information is available to detennine whether PBhrump and 
other communities near the Yucca Mountain site would become detached suburbs. 
It is true that increased population levels will increase demands on regional 
and transportation networks. However, the preliminary conclusion of the 
analysis conducted for the EA is that the incremental increases due to the 
repository project would nol be significant. It is true that the draft EA 
dves not address the question of potential damage to roads due to transporta
tion of heavy materials and equipment. 

It appears that the reviewer miBinterpreted tables 5~55 (Projected 
annual average daily traffic on u.s. 95 in Las Vegas, 1996) and 5-56 
(Projected annual average daily traffic on I-15 in Lea Vegas, t996) of the 
draft EA (tables 5-53 and 5-54 of the final EA, respectively). l'he road 
names listed in the left-moe!. column of each table are segments of U.S. High
way 95 and Interstate 15, respectively, rather than a sequence of surface 
roads. Both highways have limited accees in the Laa Vegas metropolitan area. 
The fact that they traverse densely populated areas was taken into account in 
the transportation impact analysis presented in Section 5.3.2. It is highly 
likely that Interstate 15 and U.S. Highway 95 will carry high-level waste to 
the proposed repository should truck transport be involved. 

Issue: General comments 

The DOE received 16 comments which covered more than one community ser
vices area or concerned the general quality of the community services impact 
assessment. These have been organized into the following topiCS! technical 
approach, Table 5-57, form of analysis, effects on community set"Vices, 
capabilities of social and welfare services, recreational issues, and impact 
definition, 

Technical approach. Several commenters noted that the appro~ch used in 
the EA is fairly simplistic, as it fails to consider service capacity, scale 
effects of population change, marginal demand, and other institutional 
effects, 

Response, As was explained in Section C.4.1.5.3 of thita Appendix, the 
DOE used a coarse screening so that detailed studies would not be performed 
on sites which ultimately would not be chosen for site characterization. The 
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extensive primary research which would be necessary for a thot·ough evaluation 
of existing serv:t'!es and projection of future servit:e needs, and which will 
be conducted if ·.he Yucca Mountain site is approved for site character
ization, was Lhel''~fore beyond the scope of the EA im\,atigation. 

Table 5-S7. One commenter pointed out that in "'B1llle 5-57 (Summary of 
environmental e[, ects associated w'ith the construc.ti .· l, operation, retrieva
bility, and decommissioning phases of the repositlJ, y) ?f the draft EA 
(Table 5-55 of the final EA), neither the "Standai'• ,loerating Practice" nor 
the "Residual Impacts of Significance" column ref! E .. ~ I<:~ impacts or potePtial 
solutions. 

~sponse. It is not true that the "ResJ.dual Impacts of Significance" 
column of Table 5-57 of the draft EA does not refl~ct impacts. Several 
expected impacts, including some deemed potentially significant, ~:~re 

reported. In A~>veral cases, the need for additional research is reported sa 
neceHssry. 

Form of analysis. Another commenter objected to the form of the 
analysis, saying that "DOE is being selective without basis in asseasing 
impacta (e.g., education section relative to Clark County)." 

Responae. Aasessment of community services impacts was neutral with 
respect lo counties. Incremental increaaes in commun:!.ty services demand were 
assumed to be proportional to incremental population growth. Because Clark 
County has a much higher current population than does Nye County, c. he 
percentage by which service demands are projected to increase :te higher in 
Nye County than in Clark County, although the absolute numbers (e.g., number 
of new teachers) are projected to be higher in the latter. 

Effects on community aerv.i.ces. Ten commenters addressed the general 
topic of effects on community services. Nine commenters noted that uneven 
settlement patterns wf.thin rural Clark. Nye, or Lincoln counties could have a 
drastic effect upon the ability oi these counties to provide adequate com
munity services. Further, workers may move into communities well in advance 
of the time they can be expected to be hired. This will have far greater 
impacts on all local services than would be the case if labor supply and 
demand forces worked perfectly. These same commenters felt that the impact 
on service needs resulting from an influx of repository-related workers and 
families who are in the aggregate dissimilar in age, race, sex, income, etc. 
from residents already in the ares should be disc.ussed in the EA. For 
example, greater demands may be placed on law enforcement agencies, while the 
demnnd for library books may be smaller. Because estimates of community ser
vices requirements ultimately depend upon employment requirements, it was 
suggested that the final EA must base all such impact analysea on defensible 
labor-force calculations. 

Response. As was discussed in sections C.4.3 and C.7.1.2 of this 
Appendix, the direct labor force estimates have been ~evised in the light of 
new de~ign information and the EA has been revised to reference the documents 
used to obtain them. The DOE considers the multipliers used to forecast 
indirect employment and dependents per worker to be reasonable. Section 
5.4.1.1 of the EA has been revised to discuss the derivation of the indirect 
employment multiplier and to document its sources. 
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For the aoeio1 conomic analyses, the DOE assumed that the Nevada Test 
Site settlement pal. tern described in Table 5-29 (Sett;lement patterns of 
Nevada Test Site employees) of Lhe draft EA (Table 5-26 of the final BA) is a 
reasonable indicaUlC of the settlement patterns of pnential repository
rel<~ted inmigrants, In the absence of community-level ,>opulation forecasts, 
it was also assume. that the present ratios between t<' m and county popula
tions will exist ~.tl the future, Usi11g these asfwmpt· .n.s and estimates of 
project-induced population growth, the DOE estimated ,aximum annual popu
lation growth ratea for several communities in the f:l!lcted area with the 
presence of a repor.itory (see Section 6.2.1,7.4 ot ·ne final EA and 
SecU.on C,7 .4 of th:;.s Appendix), in addition, it wao , _~ted thsl the service 
providers who .,.;auld most likely be responsible for re8punding to repository
related demand are better equipped than are unincorporAted town governments, 
\~hile settlement patterns wHl moat likely be uneven, they are not likely to 
have drastic effects on service providers, 

As is noted ::.n C.7.4,1, it is not necessarily certain that inmigrants 
will settle in the affected area well in advance of t"11e project, Forecasts 
of leads and lags tn inmigration will be the subject of research in post-EA 
investigations. In any event, Since significant population growth impacts 
during the peak year of inmigratf.on are not expected, it is unlikely that 
impacts would be ai.gnificant during one of the preconstruction years, 
Finally, communities will have ample time during site characterization and 
preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement to prepare for some pre
project inmigration, 

Estimates of the demographic characteristics of the projected work force 
were not necessary for the analyses presented in the EA. Such estimates may 
be made as part of future analyses if the Yucca Mountain site is approved for 
site characterization. 

Capabilities of social and welfare services. Four commenters noted that 
it is important that the final EA carefully examine the current and future 
capabilities of local, county, and State social and welfare services to meet 
expanding needs. These commenters also stated that the exlsting service 
ratios are ex'<:remely questionable because ( 1) the population distribution 
assumed in the EA (83 percent for Clark County, 13 percent for Nye County) 
probably understated the impacts in Nye County, (2) mining and construction 
workers place different types of demand~ on services than do existing resi
dents, and (3) some services may be at their capacity while others may be 
below. 

Response, Given the coarse screening methodology described above, it 
waa not necessary to examine all types of community services in the same 
depth, Furthermore, published information on provision of social services by 
local agencies was unavailable in sufficient detail to enable a thorough 
analysis. However, given the potential for impacts sometimes associated 
historically with rapid population growth, local social seniee delivery 
systems will be examined in later studies, if the Yucca Mountain site is 
approved for site characterization. 

The assmnption that 83 and 13 percent of inmigrants would settle in 
Clark and Nye counties, respectively, has no bearing on the validity of 
applying existing service ratios to future populations. The same ratios 
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would he multiplier· by the Nye County population forecast, wht.~tever its 
value. It is true , hat an analysis of the adequacy of community services at 
the margin (i.e., vi the additional services required '>y each additional 
member of the commtT,,ity, be it a construction worker, '.''1,ner, other type of 
worker or dependent) would be preferable. However, in·;l'fficient data were 
availahle for such m analysis. More detailed investj•:..JI.ions, to be under
taken if the Yucca Mountain site is approved for site (' a.racterization, will 
include consult61tion with communities to aacertain arorr1priate measures of 
<P.rvice levels. Finally, it is reaaonable to expect th!lt actual average 
historical service lP.vels (itt the form of per capita lf dos) reveal citizen 
preferences; they im;.licitly take into account communH: judgment as to the 
adequacy of ser··icea. 

Recrea~ional issues. Three commenters 
address rec.reational issues in any detail. 
study potential impacts. 

pointed out that the £A does not 
No systematic attempt is made to 

Response. Potential impacts on the ability of coUtmunities to proVide 
recreational services were judged to be rather small, and thus were not 
discussed in the EA. 

I1npsct definition. A last commenter asked for the definition of an 
impact as used in the "draft EA, noting that what may seem insignificant to 
the DOE m~y in fact be significant to the community. 

Response. The 
different parties. 
arbitrarily defined 
representatives. 

OOE agrees that impacts may be perceived differently by 
However, the nature of these impacts will not be 
by the DOE without consultation with local community 

C.7.4.4 Social conditions 

The u.s. Department of Energy (DOE) received 18 comments on the 
Environmental Assessment (EA) analysis of the potential impacts of the Yucca 
Mount&in repoaitnry on social conditiona in the affected area. These were 
divided into six issues: { 1) l~t~pacts Along Transportation Routes, 
(2) Impacts on Urbanized Las Vegas, (3) Effects of Inmigration, (4) Special 
Effects, (5) Native Au:lericans, and (6) Culture and Lifestyle EffeC'.tS. 

Issue: Impacts along transportation routes 

Five commenters expressed concern that the 
sociocultural effects of transportation along 
radioactive waste transportation routes. 

Response 

EA does not address the 
potential high-level 

A thorough analysis of the transportation effeC'ts on social conditions 
caonot be undertaken until actual transportation routes and primary socio
cultural data have been collected. 

The DOE is aware of, and has indeed identified in Section 5.4.4 of the 
EA, the potential for the ·occurrence of special effects frolil high-luel 
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radioactive waste transportation throughout the region. Partic:ular note waa 
made of the pate .tial for mobilization and formatiml of opposing and 
supporting groupR (Section 5.4.4.1.2), of the likelih,-,od that Clark County 
residents would V..P.W high-level radioactivfl waste tnt\Sportation negatively 
(Section 5.4.4.3), and of the potential threat to Na-..·tve American cultures 
(Section 5.4.lt.2~. The sensitivity to the social P . ."fects of high-level 
radioactive wastf transportation will guide future a Hlies to he undertaken 
if the Yucca Mountain site is approved for site c'"la ·acterization. The 
gathering of primary, community-level data and grea e'. certainty concerning 
al.l aspects of high-level radioactive waste transport! don will permit a more 
detailed assessment to be undertaken at th~t time. 

Issue: Impacts on urb~n!zed Las Vesas 

One commenter, in reference to an unspecified par.agraph in EA Section 
5.4.4, noted that it refuted earlier statements of insig.nificsnt impact in 
urbanized Las Veg.ils. 

Response 

If the comment refers solely to the first paragraph of Sect;ion 5.4.4.1.1 
of the draft EA, and the contrast between the second aentence and the 
remainder of the paragraph, then the criticism is valid. In any event, the 
sentence was reworded to read: "In light of ••• the overall effects are not 
expected to be significant. Further study is required to assess whether 
there could be impacts on particular communities." 

If the comment refers to the contrast between sections 5.4.4.1.1 and 
5.4.4.1.2 of the EA, then the criticism is not valid. The former section 
refers to standard effects, while the latter refers to special effects. 

Issue: Effects of inmigration 

The DOE received four comments on the social impacts resulting from 
inmigration of repository workers and their dependents to communities in the 
affected area. These have· been divided into the following topics: social 
structure and organization, absorption of outside workers, advance !nmi
gration, and stability of employment. 

Social structure and organization. One commenter noted that standard 
effects on social structure and organization may be extremely significant if 
large groups of repository workers settle in relatively small Clark County 
communities or are concentrated in a few specific neighborhoods. 

Response. It is true that, although these effects on social structure 
and organization are unlikely to be significant overall, there c.ould be 
impacts on particular communities or areas if such settlement patterns occur. 
'rhe EA has been revised to acknowledge this possibility. However, it is also 
true that the data on Nevada Test Site workers presented in Table 5-29 
(Settlement patterns of Nevada Teat Site employees) of the draft EA do not 
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indicate that the type of settlement patterns postulated in this comment are 
likely to occur. Additional investigation and evallv:ttion of present and 
potential future .,ettlement patterns will be conducted if the Yucca Mountain 
site is appt:oved Cor site characterization. • 

Absorption ?f outside workers. One commenter o:•ner1!ed that it is 
inappropriate 1 g~ ven the level of data and the pau I t.y of research, to 
suggest that th~~ social heterogeneity of the area dll automatically 
facilitate abuorption of outside workers. 

Response. Thr.~ text does not suggest that the h·! '~rogeneity of the area 
will automati~slly facilitate absorption of outside '"orkers. However, 
absence of a homogeneous culture and assimilation C'f large numbers of 
inmigrants in the past, do suggest that cultural c'HSimilation will be 
facilitated; impacts un social structure and sociut organization could 
occur, as noted in Section 5.4.4.1 of the EA and associated subsections. 

Advance inmigration. Tht: last cornmenter on thhl issue noted that the 
draft EA postulates that the long lead tim£! of the project may reduce 
eventual social disruption. It do£!s not consider th·~ converse possibiLity 
that the long lead time may exacerbate the problem by causing workers, 
motivated by rumors of lucrative employment, to flow into the area well in 
advance of actual construction. Such a situation would strain existing local 
institutions and compound whatever natural conflicts there might be between 
residents and newcomers, 

Response. The EA has been revised to acknowledge the possibility of 
social impacts due to advance inmigration. 

~.ilitr of employment. One commenter questioned whether the claim 
that stability of employment would be created by the project was valid and 
noted that employment is only stable in the operation phase, not the 
construction phase. 

Response. Different readers could have different interpretations of the 
meaning of stable employment. Howevt~r, under the schedule for the two-phase 
reposltory, cunstruction workers would be required for about seven and one 
half years. For the construction industry, 7 years' employment on a single 
major project may reasonably be construed to be stable. 

Issue: Special effects 

The DOE received six 
topics were identified: 
effects, and details of 

comments regarding special social effecta. Three 
public perceptions of risk, additional special 

future investigations. 

Public perceptiona of rtsk, Commenters noted the importance of 
analyzing attitudes and perceptions on which behavior and decisions are 
based, and queried the implications of public perceptions of risk. The 
latter included specific queries about the long-term effects on social 
structure and social institutions and the implications of likely public 
perception of the site and surrounding area as dangerous and radioactively 
contaminated. 
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Response. T-1e significance of attitudes and perceptions fa not ques
tioned. However, primary data collection and analys:la are re<J•tired to ascer
tain the nsture of public perceptlons and to identify their j.mplicstions. 
This lype of anoJlyais is more appropriste to sn Environmental Impact 
St~tement (Elf\) 1han to an En11ironmental Assessment. 

Additional~opecial effects. One commenter reo e~ted inctusion of an 
additionnl effect in the list of special effects ci :Jll in Section 5.4.4 of 
the draft E:A. It wsa stated thst the effect to be tl•cluded !a that of public 
perc.eption of risks associated with a repository nd with shippf.ng highly 
radioactive matet· lals through the State. Other ro·:~mentera critized the 
inadequate Lreatment afforded special effects throug 10ut the entire socio
economic sections of the draft EA and noted the 'Hide range of social, 
economic., and politic.al effects that could occur. 

Response. It would be more accurate to view the public's perception of 
risks associatfd with a repository and with shipping radioactive materials as 
a source of special effects. Special effects were epecifically identified in 
the social section of the draft EA. Future analyslS would be conducted if 
the Yueca Mountain site is approved for site characterization. 

Details of futute investisations. 
the methodology and framework by whict 
effects will be undertaken. 

Commenters requested a description of 
further investigations of special 

Response, Such information is not available at t~is time. 

Issue: Native Americans 

One commenter stated that a diccusaion of posaibla impacts, if any, on 
Native Ameriean tribes should be added to the EA. 

Response 

As was stated in Section C.7.4 of this Appendix, Native Americans have 
been treated in a manner similar to other cultural unite in the aft'ected 
aren. They have not been singled out for special analysis bec~uae they have 
not been certified as "affected" tribes within the meaning of Section 2(2)(8) 
of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. ' 

Native American issues were considered, but no identifiable impacts were 
found. The location of American Indian reservations in urban Las Vegas and 
in three rural areas distant from the site (as reported in sections 3.6.4.2.1 
and 3.6.4.2.2 of the final EA) is such that they are not 'expected to be 
affected by the inmigration of repository workers. The finsl EA has bt:en 
re11ised to include more detail concerning the number of American Indians 
residing in the bicounty area and the location of reservations relative to 
the proposed Yucca Mountain site. Specific note was made in Section 5.4.4.2 
of the potentf.al for impacts on Native American culture from transportation 
activities. This aspect will receive appropriately detailed treatment in 
future studies, following identifieation of actual transportation routes. 
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ls6ue: Cultur!'!,_and lifestyle effects 

One commen' .. ar requested a clear description of what constitutes culture 
and lifestyle ~aects and variabl8s for enalysis, !--.elusion of a preliminary 
analysis of the major potential impscts on each com· .. unity, and establishment 
of 8 cornprehenclve framework by lll"hich additional · r1veatiglltion will be 
carried out if !ucca Mountain is selected for site haracterizstion, 

Response, 

A detailed c:escription of the constituents ot u1ture was presented in 
Section 3.6.4.2 oi tha draft EA. Briefly, culture (dn be defined as shared 
ideas that 1egulate behavior. Primary variables fo·r. anHlysis include atti
tudes, beliefs, and values, all of which require l'l"imary data collection. 
The com~unity-level data collection and enslysis re~uested by the commcnters 
was beyond the scope of the EA. A study plan will be developed if the Yucca 
Mountain site is approved for site characterization. 

C.7.4.5 Fiscal conditions and government structure_ 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) received 16 comtnents on the analysis 
of the potential impacts of the YuC'.C'.a Mountain reposHory on fiscal condi
tions and government structure in the affected area. It~aues include: 
(1) Predeterminations by the OOE, (2) Provisions for Mitigating Fiscal 
Impacts, (3) Revenue Lag, and (4) Impacts in Lincoln County. 

Issue: Predetermination by the DOE 

One commenter stated that DOE has predetermined that no Bignificant 
impacts will occur without providing an analysis to substantiate ita claims. 

The DOE does not agree with this statement. The EA states that the 
repository cculd create fiscal impacts through the increaBed demands on 
community services. The EA also states that the level of significance of 
these impacts would bl'! a function of the level of repository-related 
population inmigration. The statement in the EA that community service
related fiscal effects might be "insignificant" refer-s only to those urban 
areas of Clark County where the expected number of repository-related 
inmigrants represent a very small percentage inC'.rease over the existing 
population. The EA also recognizes the need for quantitative analysis of 
fiscal impacts and eventual fiscal assistance for impact mitigatjon. 

Issue: Provisions for mitigating fiscal J.mpacts 

The DOE received 11 comments on the EA discussion of measures lo 
mitigate impacts on local and S·tate govt;~rnmente' fiEH.•.al conditions. Topics 
include: mitigation provisions, funding mechanisms, effects on loC'.al 
government, and EA organization. 
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Response. The comment incorrectly assumes that all readers are familiar 
with the cant€ Lt of the NWPA. 'rhe mitl.g:atf.on provisions uf the NWPA are 
directly rele\'·•nt to the probable fiscal consequen,.!es of the project. For 
this reason • r:he diacusslon of the NWPA has been i1 'eluded. 

Fundir,g ~~:~chanisms. Other commenters asked '"ioether Stnte and local 
governments ..,.~ 11 have to absorb increased costs f~ L" community services during 
repository opt!ration, whether the State would be nquired to provide impact 
aiel and fu,lds, and if so, whether f-lnancial assi'it"nce would be provided for 
timely planning. One commenter questioned the s a~~.ament in the EA that some 
repository-rela~ed costs to local government wm.ll be offset partially by 
increased roven1..1es. 

Other commenters felt that alternative procr·dural mechanisms should be 
devel.:~ped to ensure that necessary planning and n'd.tigation assistance is 
directed t() both State and local governments affected by the repository. An 
equitable means should be developed to determine the amount of compensatlon 
required to offset social costs that fall outside traditional community
impact-Hssistance formulas. 

Response. The NWPA provides for financial and technical assistance for 
states involved in the repository-siting process to help mitigate repository
related impacts. The nature and amounts of auch assistance are to be con
tained in a report prepared by the State at the end of site dlaracterization 
and submitted to the DOE. The DOE is required to nugotiate a written agree
ment with the State which details the nature and amount of impact mitigation 
assiotance during repository construction and operation. · 

Whil~ it ia true that potential increases in State and local government 
revenue have not been quantified in the EA 1 it is reasonable to eKpect th~t 
tax revenues would rise as a result of repository-related wage payments to 
inmigrants and repository-related purchases of goods and ser'lices in the 
affected area. 

Regarding the timeliness of DOE assistance for planning, the DOE grants 
to the State of Nevada are already in place to support efforts on the part of 
the State and affected localities to plan for potential economic, social, and 
public health and safety impacts of a repository. The purpose of these 
grants ia to enable the State and localities to work with the DOE to identify 
potential impacts and requirements well in advance of the beginning of 
construction and to allow timely mitigation. Thus, pre-impact assistance is 
currently available for mitigation planning. Additional grants will be 
provided according to the schedule specified in the NWPA and suJrunarized 
briefly in Section 5,4,5 of the EA. 

Procedural mechanisms and methodR of determ1.n1.ng the ilppropr.iate amount 
of compensation would be developed in future studies if the Yucca Mountain 
sit~ is approved for site characterization. Issues concerning the distribu
tion and quantification of financial aid would be addressed at that time. 
Quantitative estimates of fiscal impacts would appear in the Environmental 
lmpact Statement. 
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Effects on :~'~_cal governments • Another reviewer esked how the DOE could 
justify any s.-LteM .;omparative evaluation unless it he.n identifio:d the Tll8jor 
implications a re,.ository is likely to have on the sttucture and stability of 
affected governrne.·ts. 

_Response. 't is not anticipated that repositl,ty development would 
affect local gov,,~rnment structure. Detailed £inane ,;l analysis of ftsc.al 
impacts to State and local ,governments will be condu-_. :l:!d in future studies if 
the Yucca Mountain site is approved for site charac·~ ization. 

EA organizati~. A last con.menter noted that t:h EA should be organized 
so that each 1ocioeconomic and transportation section .:ontains an analysis of 
the potential costs projected for each level of government. 

Response. As is explained in Section C.4ol.S.3 and elsewhere in this 
Appendix, a detailed analysis of the type suggested La neither possible nor 
appropriate in a screening study such as was perfonnfld to select sites for 
characterization. It is, however, appropriate for an Environmental Impact 
Statement. Thus, detailed analyses of repository-n.•J.ated i111pacts on State 
and local govnrnments and the fiscal ramifications of those impacts will be 
conducted 1.n future studies if the Yucca Mountain site is .s.pproved for site 
characterization. 

Three commenters noted that State and local government revenues lag 
behind population growth. Imnigrants may demand full serv-ices upon arrival, 
but do not contribute to revenues unt.il they have lived in a community for 
some time. 

Response 

It is true that government revettues tend to lag behind population 
growth. As noted above, the NWPA provides for financial assistance to State 
and local governments. The State may take the lag problem into account in 
developing its report on the nature, amount, and timing of the required 
assistance. 

Issue: Impacts in Lincoln County 

One commenter asked that Lincoln County be noted as a rural community 
having potentially significant impacts. 

Response 

The reader is refened to Sect1.on C.4.1.S for a discusaion of the 
reasons for limiting the fiscal impacts analysis to Clark and Nye counties. 

C.7.5 SYSTEM GUIDELINE 

This issue addresses the preclosure system guideline on environment, 
socioeconomlcs, and transportation. Questions and comments assigned to this 
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category concel'J: the health and safety of the publ:l.c and the protection of 
the environment during repository 19iting, construction, openttion, closure, 
and decommiasi•~: iug. 

Three comm .. 11ts were received on this isl3ue. ·"qe commenter stated that 
the draft EA sh:luld hav~ a.ssesHed an accident and ."1 worst-caae release of 
radioactivity .' 1 an urban area. Another commentet H,)ted that the socio
economic ~egments of the BA lacked substantive an,\ y~J1.s. A last co!lllllenter 
felt that the DOE cannot, on the basis of informat. <>n contained in the EA, 
support the finding that the public and the envi. 01 1nent shall be adequately 
protected from the hazards posed by the disposal 'f ·.·a.dioactive waste. 

Reapunse 

cr.apter 6 of the final EA contains an assasam~:..1~t of the consequences of 
an aecident and the subsequent release of radioactivity in an urban area. 
The DOE notes the commenter's view regarding adeql,ate protection for the 
public and the environment but feels that the prese11tation of information and 
analyses in chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 of the F.:A adeq•1ately support thl;! guide
line finding relative to environment, socioeconomic:!l, and transportation. If 
the Yucca Mountain site is nominated for addttional investigative studies, 
then further detailed geotechnical and environmental investigations will be 
undertaken. 
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C.8 EASE: AN9 COST OF SITING, CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION, AND CLOSURE 

This section addresses comments about the probl~·1s and costs of con
structing, operati.1g, and closing the repoaitory. It focuses on the evalu
ation of guidel.11ns related to the engineering and du\~~~n of the repository 
and how those guidelines are used to evaluate the sy· 1;e.m guideline for ease 
and cost of :CI!poaitory development. This evaluatiot ctraws heavily on the 
baseline deocription of the site and the repositor, ~]Stem .tn Section C.4. 
In contrast to Sec lion c.?, which focuses on the ef· ~~~i·.s of site characteri
zation and repository development, this section, liYJ sections c.s and C.6, 
focuiJes on the evaluation of site suitability on tte basis of the siting 
guidelinP3. 

C.8.1 SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS 

Seven comments were received, two dealing with ;1 reference omission and 
five regarding facility flood potential. The comments on flooding indicated 
that the data presQnted in Squires and Young (1984) are not adequate to sup
port the conclusion that the surface facility will be located in areas 
subject to only minor and infrequent flooding. 

Response 

The current reference conceptual repository is not expected to require 
flood protection through engineering measures. The only measures that would 
be taken are on adjacent washes over which access roads would pass. Although 
the Environmental Assessment states that significant flooding of the surface 
facilities is not likely, the Probeble Maximum Flood will be der.ennined 
during site characterization. 

The potential for flooding, as a te.sult of aheet flow due to rare 
extreme storms, does exist". The u.s. Department of Energy has determined 
that for this evaluation, credit cannot be taken for engineered flood pro
tection measures, regardless of how routine they might be. Therefore, the 
potentially adverse eondition related to potential flooding of surface and 
underground facilities has been changed to present. 

The reference to the topographic map of Lipman and McKay (1965) is 
incorrect. The reference should be USGS (1961). 

C.8.2 PRECLOSURE ROCK CHARACTERISTICS 

Twenty-six comments were received on preclosure rock characteristics. 
In question are data and interpretations used in the draft Environmental 
Assessment (EA) to provide a preliminary, conservative evaluation of the 
characteristics of the Topopah Spring tuff and potential effects during site 
characteri~alion, construction, and the life of the repository. The comments 
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received wer~ classified into four issues: (1) Present I~t Situ Rock Pro
perties and r,;resa, (2) Potential Thermal Effects, (3) Comparisons with 
Rainier Mesa G-Tunnel, and (4) Requirements for Support of Repository 
Components. 

Ieaue: Prt~em t in eitu rock properties and atre.!-!. 

Nine CDI<l.lttenta were received on the prelinr- &ry characterization of 
several properties of the host rock presented it 1 .1e draft EA. Included are 
comments on the completeness of analyses of fr. ~'"'-.Jrea, fracture fillings, 
joints, lithopl(yaae, faults, and brecci.a in tb'~ host rock. Reviewers 
questioned u'ncertainties in the in situ stress mt!a~urementa. Also addreseed 
are the constraints that these geologic properties and the vertical thickness 
of the host rock had on the flexibility in aelecc:'ng the locstion and con
figuration of the repository. One commenter felt that a section should be 
added regarding expected effects of radionuclidr~s venting through the 
fracture system. 

Much of the available data on in situ fractur-e characteristics were 
derived from studies of Yucca Mbuntain boreholes and drill cor~s presented in 
Maldonado and Koether (1983), Scott and Castellanos (1984), and Spengler and 
Chornack (1984). These dat~ confirm earlier data of Spengler et al. (1981) 
and substantiate analyses baaed on these data. Hustrulid (1984) considered 
many potential fracture dips in a stability analysis and concluded that shaft 
walla would be stable over a wide range of coefficients of friction across 
the fractures. Lithophysal cavity content was a major factor in selecting a 
lot:!ation for the underground facility (Mansure and Ortiz, 1984). In drill 
holes USW GU-3, G-4, and G-1, t·he lithophysal cavity content at the proposed 
horizon was found to average lese than 5 percent (Spengler and 
Chornack, I98[j). The proposed horizon, classified as the moderately to 
densely welded, devitrified section of the Topopah Spring Member, volu
metrically contains a very low percentage of zeolites or clays. 

One commenter stated that flexibility in the placement of the repository 
may be more limited than expressed in the draft EA, because of the 
possibility of a random distribution of fractures, faults, and breccia at 
depth. Section 6.3.3~2.3 of the final EA describes the criteria that were 
used to estimate the portion of the primary area (Area 1) that is likely to 
be suitable for development. The final EA aleo includes a statement in 
Section 6.3.3.2.3 clarifying the relationship of unit thickness to repository 
placement flexibility. The statement indicates that the vertical thickness 
of the host rock 18 probably more than 3 times the thickness required (based 
on Mansure and Ortiz, 1984). Note that the favorable condition of 
significant flexibility in host rock lateral extent is not claimed for Yucca 
Mountain (Section 6.3.3.2.3 of the EA). 

The results of Stock et al. (1984) eliminate some of the uncertainty 
with respect to in situ al:resa measurements. These data confirm the Healy et 
al. (1984) data taken at greaiter depths. In addition, these new data include 
some measurements in the unsaturated zone of the host rock which are con
sistent with vertical extrapolatfon of the earlier Healy et al. (1984) data. 

,, 
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Thus, conclusionH irawn 
properties and s.ress 
characterization. 

on earlier data are substonUoted. ln 
will be more fully evaluatad durin!) 

situ rock 
site 

During construction and operation of the reposiu>ry, the ventilation 
system would main1 a in lese than atmospheric pressure th:coughout the under
ground openings. By doing this, any releases of ra( ;oactive or nonradio
active material uould be drawn into the repository · ·1fmings. not blown or 
vented from the repository, if the ventilation system were to faiL It is 
anticipated that this procedure would preclude "venl l.t1;;r:'' through the fracture 
system because thel·e would be no net positive pressu:·r· in the repository. A 
description of the reposito1·y ventilation system is '9L :!sen ted in Section 5.1 
of the EA. 

Issue: Potential thermal effects 

Four commenters addressed posaible heating of the host rock after 
emplacer:1.ent and tts effect on preclosur€! ~Jtructures lind wavte retrieval. 

State-of-the-art numerical tec.hniquas were us6!d by Johnstone et al. 
(1984) to complete a conservative estimate of the thermomachanical response 
of the rock mass. This study is considered preliminary, but confidence in 
the calculations is based on experience and field tests in similar 
devitrified, welded tuff in G-Tunnel at Rainier Hess. Rock strengths used in 
the analysis are from water-saturated samples, whose strengths are less than 
that measured on dry rock under similar conditions. The thermal properties 
used considered the potential effects of 5 percent lithophysal porosity which 
translates to a lower thermal conductivity. The potential effects of dis
continuities were considered as part of the analy~is through an evaluation of 
joint slip. Small-diameter heater experlments conducted at G-Tunnel were 
used to help understand the thermomechanical respon~e. Further, the presence 
of less than 2 percent smectites and zeolites in the repository horizon pre
cludes anything but minor dehydration effectsh An indepth study of the 
effects of heating on the proposed repository horizon, as well as on 
structural elements like grouted bolts, will be completed during site 
characterization. A discussion of long-term stability of structural elements 
of the support system hns been added to Section 6.3.3.2.3 in the final EA. 

Issue: Comparisons with Rainier Mesa G-Tunnel 

Three cmnmenters expressed concern over co01parisons between properties 
of the Topopah Spring tuff at Yucca Hountain and that of the Grouse canyon 
tuff, which is penetrated by G-Tunnel at Rainier Mesa. 

Response 

A detailed comparison of properties of the Grouse Canyon and Topopah 
Spring members is not considered to be necessary in the EA. This comparison 
is available in supporting references. Th6! purpose of the information pre
sented in the EA is to gain confidence on predictions of drift stability at 
Yucca Mountain based on the G-Tunnel experi.ence at Rainier Mesa.. The RA 
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compares two rc ·~k mass classificutions for the Topcpah Spri'lg Homber. The 
draft EA contfL•lS discussions of tllis latter comparison in S~ction 6.3.3.2,3, 
with supportirg data in Tillerson and Nimick (1984) and the forthcoming Site 
Characterizati.r,d Plan. 

Issue: Requir·.~nents for support of repoaltory com;I,!,_IJenta 

Ten comments were received and categorized a: .. pertinent to this issue, 
which addt·essea C'.ommt!nts pert.ain:l.ng to the stabi.~ i.t y of underground openings 
in the host rod·. (Topopah Spring tuff), The ist w is divided into three 
topics: maint,mence of underground openings, CloJ, :'art. requirements 1 and 
retrievabi: ity, 

Y.aintenance of underground openings. The majvrity of comments in this 
topic addressed the subject. of minimal support and l'taintenance of repository 
drifts, These comments also questioned whether reHsonably available techno
logy will be £'dequate for maintain:l.ng underground openings. 

Response. The only available data that can be appl ted to repository 
excavations at this time are those from other tunnels in similar rocks at 
Rainier Mesa and from mining, as well as civil excavations. Civil excava
tions are entirely appropriate to use for comparison because they are 
designed on an extremely conservative basis to ensure long eKiatence. In 
comparing other eJ~cavat:f.one to those planned at Yucca Mountain, the expected 
in situ conditions do not appear to necessitate the use of technology beyond 
that which is reasonably available. In support of this conclusion, 
additional documented information has been added to s~ctions 6.3.3.2.3 and 
6.3.3,2.4 in the final EA, regarding tunneling experience in G-Tunnel and the 
Grouse Canyon Member at Rainier Mesa (Tibbs, t985). The support requirements 
of the reposi.tory excavations in the Topopah Spring Member at Yucca Mountain 
are expected to be similar to those used in the welded portion of the 
G-Tunnel (Ortego, 1985). A near-vertlC'.al fault with at lesat a 1-meter 
(3-foot) vertical displacement was encountered in thi8 tunnel, but no special 
support measures were required (Tibbs, 1965). Although the rock mass 
classification systems mentioned in the draft EA were deV'eloped for large 
excavations, they are considered to be applicable to the proposed repository 
because of the wide spacing between openings and the low extract:l.on ratio 
thl:lt will be used in conatructing the repository. In addition, support in 
the form of rock bolts and wire mesh was considered minimal in the dis
cussions presented in the draft EA. All data, assumptions, and uncertainties 
were conflidered in eV'slusting the siting guidelines with respect to the 
potential need for extensive maintenance of underground openings. A dis
cussion of the long-term stability of possible support components (e.g., 
shotcrete, rock bolts, and epoxies) has been added to the final EA in Section 
6.3.3.2.3. Additional detailed and site-specific studies regarding drift 
support requirements, as well as thermal effects on those support systems, 
will be addressed during site characterization. 

~art requirements. Some of the commenters stated that the effects of 
the uncertainties resulting from the laC'.k of data on faults and fractures 
have not been adequately taken into account in the evaluation of support 
requirements. In addition it wos stated that in situ stress data suggests a 
potential for fault-stress release during repository construction. 
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Response. 
drH lholes wen 
conditions. Tlu· 

Fracture patterns and stress meaaurements obtained from 
the basis for determining the expected in situ stress 
results of Stock et al. (1984) diminish some of the early 

uncertainty wit1. respect to in situ stress measurem·.<llts because the new data 
confirm the HeR-:.y et a!. (1984) data taken at greiJI:•.•r depths. Also, these 
new data inclLH;,, some measurements in the host rol~k (llnaaturated zone) which 
ace consistent >dth vertical extrapolation of the ". rlier Healy et al. (1984) 
results. Thus~ conclusions drawn on earlier data ~,:e substantiated. Fault 
characteristics and the patterns of existing fra• t1!res as determined from 
Yucca Mountain drill core and field mapping are p. esented in Maldonado and 
Koet:her (1983), ,)cott and Castellanos (1984), and :;pengler and Chornack 
(l984). Th se data confirm the earlier data of Spengler et a!. (1981) and 
sub-stantiate analyses based on these data. Huatrnlid (1984) considared many 
potent1 .::~.1 fracture dlps in a stability analysis which predicts stable 
conditions for a shaft opening over a wide range in the possible coefficient 
of friction for the fractureB. It is also unrealistic to assert that 
excavation of a repository (a few square kilometers} could result in tectonic 
activity. The surface area of a tectonic fault Cf.uld reach dimensions of 
tens to hundreds of square miles. 

Retrievability. One commenter stated t.hat support should be given for 
the concept that steel borehole sleeves would m.ttigate some retrieval 
difficulties. 

ResponDe. Although the reference design is vertical emplacement, the 
alternate design is ~orizontal emplacement, in which case the steel sleeves 
could be an aid in waste retrieval. The principal reason for the sleeves 
would be to ensure that no rock material collapses into the borehole during 
the 30 to 50 years during which retrievability must be maintained. 

C.8.3 PRECLOSUR~ HYDROLOGY 

Twenty·-one comments were related to concerns about preclosure hydrology 
and address the geohydrologic setting of the site. The setting of the site 
must be compatible with all repository activities including construction. 
operation. and closure. Geohydrologic conditions that may exist at the site 
must not compromise the funct:f.ons of shaft liners and seole. The comments 
are categorized into three issues: (1) Flooding Potential, (2) Water Supply? 
and (3) Ground-Water Conditions. 

Issue: Flooding potential 

Six comments were assigned to this issue. Five o£ the comments related 
to the placement of the repository surface facilities and the exploratory 
shaft facility in an area subject to sheet flow or flooding from the Probable 
Maximum Flood (PMF) and the Regional Maximum Flood (RMF). One commenter sug
gested that the U.S. Department of EnC!rgy (DOE) decide whether credit for 
floo...i protection through engineering measures be considered in detennining 
the findings for guidelines 10 CFR 960.5-2-S(c) and 960.5-2-lO(b)(Z). 
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Response 

The ctraft Environmental Assessment (EA) noteli that part of the area 
being consider~d for construction of surface faci·; .. ties could be inundated by 
the 500-year end RMF along Fortymile Wash. Ar.corc' .. ng to the draft EA, a conr 
bination at Sl•tface grading and construction of f: .,1Jod barriers and diversion 
channels wouV be used t:o prevent the flooding. 

The RMF, which is uaect in the EA, represe 't.'1 an estimated maximum 
potential flood for a given drainage area. It l..J not dependent upon slope, 
duration, or SU"faca features, nor does it provid~: frequency. The PMF will 
be calculated during site characterization and wiJ.i be considered during 
license application design and selection of the exuct location of the reposi
tory 61Jt.face facilities. Shafts and portals to the subsurface facilities, as 
well na the exploratory shaft facilities, will be designed to be above the 
area inundated by the PHF and the RMP. Facilities may, however, be subject 
to sheet flowo Sheet flow is not flooding in the normal sense; it is of 
short duration., limited areal axtent and carries a small volume of flow. 
Sheet flow cannot be controlled as a natural occurrence but can be diverted 
through standard drainage cOntrol measures. 

Credit for flood protection, even if considered as standard drainage 
control measures, will not be taken for 10 CFR 960.5-2-IO(b)(2). The favor
able cond,ition has been changed to "not present" in the final EA for the 
Yucca Mountain site, 

Issue: Water supply 

Eight comments relating to water supply W'ere received. These comments 
dealt with the adequacy of water supplies for characterization, construction 
and operational phases of the repository, and present and planned water
supply needs of local water usera. Many commenters indicated that the 
estimates of present and future water needs for both the repository and local 
uses were inaccurate, and suggested a reasseasment of the impacts of 
repo~itory-related water withdrawals. 

Response 

The water-supply figures presented in the draft EA were incomplete. 
Additional information containing updated water supply data, estimates of 
reposf.tory water use, and related impacts from water withdrawals are in 
sections 5.2.2, 6.2.1.7.5, and 6.3.3.3.3 of the final EA. 

It does not: appear that regional or local development plans exist in 
southern Nye County. The maximum annual water use for the repository would 
be only 3.3 percent of the sustainable yield of aquifers in the Amargosa 
Desert ground-water basin as defined by the State Engineer. This figure 
includes an estimated 86,000 gallons of water per day for ctust suppression. 
The majority of the water will evaporate from the surface with minimal infil
tration to the subsurface. The pumping history for Well J-13, which is 
likely to supply water to the repository, shows that lowering of the water 
table will probably be negligible. 
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Issue: G~ound-water conditions 

Seven commc,1•ts relating to ground-water conditic;ns within and above the 
potential reposi"'ory host rock we~e received. The C"_."lllllenter:-s auggosted that 
further hydrolog~c investigations be conducted to d~:~l.ermine t:he potential for 
perched water ah~..ve the reposltory zone and the poaslb:..Uty that evaporation 
ponds will becot;e recharge sources. There were alEI concerns relative to 
travel times of surface runoff from storm events to ubsurface work tunnels, 
and the effects of a repository on the regional gr, •.tl:d-water system. 

Response 

Further studies during site characterization wUl enhance tmderstsnding 
of the Death Valley ground-water system. These stl.<!ies will also clarify 
whether a zero-discharge facility can be maintained, Evaporation ponds and 
storage piles will be lined to prevent infiltration of effluents into the 
local ground-water system. The travel time of surface runoff into subsurface 
work tunnels dif.fers from most other systems in the caae of Yucca Mountain 
since the overlying rocka are unsaturated. The very low moisture content: in 
the potential host rock indicates that water traveling in a single fracture 
would quickly be pulled into the matrix pore space. 

Further drilling during slte characterization will provide ·more lnfor
mation on the potential for perched water. Should any perched water be 
encountered, 1t would be pumped or drained. The DOE has revised the final EA 
to include a discussion on the possibility of parched water. 

C.8.4 PRECLOSURE TECTONICS 

Twenty-four comments were submitted addressing the potential effects of 
tectonic processes and events on the preclosure of surface and underground 
facilities et Yucca Mountain. Several revieWers suggested changes of words 
and references p~esented in the draft Environmental Assessment (EA). A 
request was made that phrases indicating a similarity of design requirements 
for nuclear p~wer plants and nuclear waste repositories be altered. A sug
gestion was made that the volcanic hazard during the preclosure time frame be 
more thoroughly examined. Concern was expressed that not all faults at Yucca 
Mountain have been satisfactorily examined and that strike-slip faulting in 
particular was largely overlooked in the EA. One commenter pointed out that 
estimates of acceleration at the site due to earthquakes on nearby faults 
were computed with outdated attenuation curves and relationships between 
fault length and event magnitude. Another cornmenter suggested that under
ground damage is very unlikely to result from surface accelerations lees than 
0.5g. Arguments were made against the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) poai
tion that the second and third potentially adverse conditions listed in the 
EA are not present at the site. The second potentially adverse condition 
states that reasonable design requirements may be exceeded if historical 
earthquakes or underground nuclear explosions recur. The third potentially 
adverse condition states that tectonic evidence suggests a possibility that 
the magnitude of an earthquake occurring during operation of the surface 
facility (approximately the next 90 yeara) could exceed the magnitude 
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predicted on t!- ~ basf.s of the htstorical seismic record. One commenter 
suggested that 'oncern about tectonics should cove:·· a longer time period, and 
another request~d consideration of the potential tor excav,!.tion-induced 
seismicity. FL.ally~ four reviewers challenged the EA finding on the dis
qualifying ~or.c'ition (i.e., that the evidence d(dl not suggest that 
enginet!ring me1'~ures beyond reasonably available tEdmology tdll be necessary 
for exploratory shaft construction or for repositu .· construction, operation, 
or closure), 

Response 

Seismi. ~ design requirements for structures important to repository oper
ation and personno.l safety will comply with 10 CJJR Part 60 and app1·opriate 
u.s. E11Vironmentsl Protection Agency regulations. It is premature to state 
that requirc.:Jments for r.he design of nuclear power plants are the same as 
thoEJe to be applied to a waste repository (Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Comment 6-llO )n Yucca Mountain Draft EA) (NRC, 1985), A summary of plans 
and methodology that will be used in developing sdsmic design critaria for 
the Yucca Mountain site was added to the final EA text in Section 6.3,3.4.5. 

Earthquake recurrence intervals baaed on a preliminary copy of Carr 
(1984) have been deleted because of a change in the supporting document. 
Igneous activity at or near the site w-ithin the next 90 years is highly 
unlikely. Small volume basaltic volcanism is thought to be the most likely 
form of future volcanism in the southern Great Basin. The probabilities of 
volcanic activity are thoroughly discussed in Section 6.3.1.7.3 in the favor
able condition evaluation. Exhumation of a repository by explosive cratering 
associated with hydrovolcsnism i.s unlikely; the depth of burial of the 
repository is about four times the depth of craters formed by such processes 
(Crow-e, 1985). The most recent probability calculations for the eruption of 
basalts at the site are on the order of 1 chance in 20 million to 1 chance in 
3 billion per year (USGS, 1984). 

Further consideration has been given in the final EA to the nature of 
strike-sli.p faulting in the vicinity of the site. Also, the nature and 
probabilit~t of movement of strikt!-alip and normal faults will be extensively 
studied during site characterization. The 0.4g acceleration that was esti
mated on the basis of a 6.8 magnitude earthquake on the Bare Mountain Fault 
(USGS, 1984) will not constitute the primary seismic risk estimate for Yucca 
Mountain. As discussed in Section 6.3.3,4.5, seismic design experts will 
evaluate the potenr::ia.lly active faults near the site to establish those that 
should be considered as potential seisroogenic sources for repository design 
purposes. A table that provides estimates of acceleration as a function of 
earthquake magnitudes and distance from a fault has been added to Section 
6.3.3.4.5 of the final EA. The fault ruptur~ length required to produce a 
given earthquake rn.1gnitude is also included in the table. This table can be 
used to esr::imate the expected accelerations at the site if fault lengths and 
locations are known. However, the attenuation r"'l.:ttionships provided are 
regional rather than site-specific. 

Recurrence intervals for major earthquakes were compiled from a number 
of sources and are presented in Section 6.3.1.7.5. For earthquake magnitudes 
grear::er than or equal to 7 1 the recurrence interval for the Nevada Test Site 
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(NTS) region, frr;m eHtimates in the literature, is on the order of 25,000 
years; for eartlKuake magnitudes of gre11ter than or !!qual to 6, the recur
rence interval it. estimated to be on the ot·der of 2,'500 years; and for earth
quake magnitudes greater than or equal to 5, the n··.•urrence intervals are 
about 250 years. Two historic earthquakes within t1":1 East-West Seismic Belt 
had magn:l.tudes ~·f 6, with the closer occurring in 1908 at a location 
110 kilometers 1,58 miles) southwest of Yucca Mount l.n. For purposes of 
evaluation of th<?. third potentially adverse conditi' on evidenc-e for higher
magnitude earthquakes than predicted from his tor: ·::.1 ;. sdamicity, it is 
assumed that the likelihood of a l.nrger-than-histol I.e event in the preclosure 
period (90 years) is low. Revisions to the text in '1e fi.n~l EA explain the 
basis for this assumption. 

Through July !985, in a 4-year period of inteHive monitoring, three 
microearthquakes with magnitudes less than 2 have be~m located within 2 kilo
meters (1.2 miles) of the Yucca Mountain near-field oeismic net"''ork (approxi
mately 5 kilometers (3 miles) by approximately 10 kilometers (6 miles), 
roughly centered on drill hole USW G-4). No histnric earthquakes with 
determinable magnitudes greater than 3.6 have occurred within 10 kilometers 
(6 miles) of the site. Consideration of seismic data over a broader region, 
incl11ding several major earthquakes that have occurred within 350 kilometers 
(210 mileA) of the sHe (USGS, 1984), ensures that the seiamic potential of 
the oite is not being underestimated. In situ stress measurements indicate 
that the local stress field is consistent with that throughout the Basin and 
Range (USGS, 1984) and that future Alip may be more likely to occur on north
to northeast-trending fault planes. It should be noted that the attenuation 
curves that were used to estimate ground motion at the site, due to earth
quakes in the vicinity (USGS, 1984), are outdated and were based larg'ely on 
surface measurements of California events. 

The ability of subsurface structures near the NTS to withstand strong 
ground motions is demonstrated by the many tunnels at Rainier Mesa which 
remain open and stable through extensive disturbances from both naturally 
occurring earthquakes as well as nearby underground nuclear explosions 
(Section 6.3.1.3). Extraordinary measures are not required throughout the 
region to cope with seismicity, as 1s the case in some parts of the world 
where development spans highly active tectonic plate margins (e.g., Japan, 
California, western South America). The EA text in Section 6.3.3.4.5 has 
been revised to explain the basis for claiming that reasonably available 
technology is sufficient to construct and operate a ~:epoAitory at Yucca 
Mountain. The text includes a revte"'' of design options that have been used 
for other facilities to accommodate strong ground motion and displacements. 
A major discussion was also added to Section 6.3.3.4.5 on the methodology 
that will be used by the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage lnvestigations Project 
for assessing the significance of seismic and tectonic events, 'both for the 
preclosure and postclosure periods. 

C .8. 5 SYSTEM GUIDELINE' 

No comments were received ·in this category. 

,, 
' 
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U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, Calif. 

Tibbs, H., 1985. Letter from B. Tibbs (F&S) to J. J. D'Lugosz 
(DOEfNVO), September 23, 1985; regarding mining experience 
through faulted welded tuii beds in U12G Tunnel "Rock 
Mechanics" drift. 
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Tillerson, J, R., and F. B. Nimick, 11)84. Geoent;_.~!!,eering 

Properti~" of Potential Repository Units at 1'~~~~ Mountain: 
Southen1 Nevada, SAND84-0221, Sandia Na.tione 1 Laboratories, 
Alhu~.uer·que ;--N." Yex. 

USGS (U.S. Gee-logical Survey), 1961. Topopah £\Ling SW 
Quadra.nglt! Yap, Neva.da-Nye County, U.S. Geo.~1 ·:ic Sur-vey 7.5 
minu~e series (Topographic), Denver, Col0. 

USGS (U.S. Geological Survey) (camp.), 1984. !. .. ~~ary_~ 
Geologic Studies through January 1, 1983, of.._:a. Potential 
High-LeYel Radioactive Waste Repository Site at YucGa 
Mountain, Southern Nye Count~~vada, USGS·OFR-84-792, 
Open-File Report, U.S. Geological Survey, Y~nlo Park, Calif. 

CODES AND REGULATIONS 

10 CFR Part 60 (Code of Federal Regulations), 1983. Title 10, 
~Energy,~ Part 60, "Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Wastes 
in Geologic Repositories, 1 U.S. Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C. 

10 CFR Part 960 (Code o! Federal Regulations), 1984. Title 10, 
"Eriergy,' Part 960, "General Guidelines for the 
Recommendation of Sites for Nuclear Waste Repositories; Final 
Siting Guidelines,' 49 FR 47714, Vol. 4Y, No. 236, December 
6, 1984, pp. 47714·-47769. 
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C, 9 COMMENT-RESPONSE I1<."DF.X 

In ita ~..!t~·.ral Register notice of December 20, 1984 1 announdng the 
availability of the draft EAs, the DOE requested U .t interested parties 
review the doct,•'Aents and send their comments to thE DOE in Washington, D.C. 
for the comment:. record, In addition, the DOE hel(1 ~ series of public hearings 
in the six first-repository States and one adjacer '· t;tate. The written and 
oral testimony from these hearing~:~ was also includ\-( in the formal corrunent 
record. 

Each letter and the testimony of each hearing ;,..3-rticipant were assigned a 
number, The letters and testimony were then review.,"'d to identify corrunents~ 
and the comments in each letter were numbered sequentially. Copies of the 
comments and letters can be seen at the DOE reading rooms in Washington, D.C.; 
Columbus, Ohio; Las Vegas, Nevada; and Richland, Wa~,hington. The individual 
comments were assigned a cLassification code that co.t"responds to a subject 
area in the comment-response document (CRD). In some cases, a comment was 
addressed in more than one subject area in the CRD~ and these comments were 
assigned more than one classification code. 

This index lists all of the comments that apply to the Yucca Mountain 
draft EA. By using this index, the commenter can find the section of the CRD 
that discusses the issues raised in his or her comment letter or testimony at 
a public hearing. The commenters are listed by State. The index liAts the 
coamcnters alphabetically by their last name, their organizational affiliation 
where applicable, t.he number assigned to the letter or testimony, the comment 
numbers, and the classification number for that comment. If the issues raised 
by the comment are discussed in more than one section of the CRD, additional 
classification numbers were assigned and are listed in the second, third, and 
fourth classification columns. Up to four classifications can be listed for 
each comment. 

Thus, to see how the DOE classified the comments and responded to the 
issues raised in your comment letter or hearing testimony, look up your name 
under the listing from your State. Under the comment column number you will 
find a list of the corranen'ts the DOE identified in your letter. In the 
classification column find the classification number(s) assigned to that 
comment. The classificstion numbers refer to the sections of the CRD, and the 
CRD Table of Contents will show the page numbers for the section that 
discusses the issues raised by your comments. 

C.9-l 
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STATE ..... 
IIWEX Of Clltt«MTS ON THE DiAn EIIIVIRONMEJtTAl ASSESSMENT FOR ntE YOCCA !'tJUNTAIN SITE 

C~ASSIFICATION 

OAGAIUZA._ 
LETTDI O»KMT 
NI.Mi£11 NI.MiER FIRST SECOND TliiRO FOUIITM 

------------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------ -------- ---------- --~------- ---------- --------
Alabama 

Leonard, ~- Michael 02017 0.0001 (.3.1.2 
02077 00002 (.3.4.4 
02017 00005 c. 3. 4.4 

Arkansas 

l4<'- "'11'~ 00:106 00001 C.l. 1.2 

Art zona 

(ampugano, Elizabeth Friends Southwest Center 00175 00002 C.3.1.2 
Connolly, Marjorie 02675 00001 C.J.1.2 

02675 00003 C.3.1.2 
Coxhead, Richard A. 00409 00001 c. 3. 4. 4 
~wort. Rudolf 80413 00001 c. 3. 4.4 

00413 00002 (.3.4.2.2 
Dugall. D~. John C. 00104 00001 C.3.4.4 

00104 00003 C.l.4.4 
Evans. Arthur H. 0011% 00001 C.J. 4. 4 
Ftnd1ay, III, Robert S. 00253 00001 c .3 .4.4 
Hill, Richard C. 01347 00006 (.3.4.4 
Kissock, Kelly Verde Valley SchOol, Hath dept. 01533 00001 C.J.1.2 

01533 00002 c. 3. 1.2 
01531 0000'3 C.l.1.2 

Lawson, Duane OlliS 00001 C.l.1.2 
01313 00004 C.3.1.2 
GUll 00005 C.3.4.4 

l.undqutst. EYelyn 01084 00001 C.3.4.4 -Lundstroa, Kristen 00067 00001 C.3. 1.2 --
McCarty, Doug 00223 00004 c.z .4.1 

ODZU 00006 c.z.a. 1 
002Zl 00007 C.3.4. 3 

McClelland, Brian K. 01353 00001 C.3.4.4 
01353 00002 C.3.4.4 
01153 00004 C.2.1.2 

O'Neill. Colleen 00329 00003 C.3.1.2 
Vicini, Linda H. 00244 00001 C.3.4.4 
Winter, John T. 00310 00001 C.3.1.2 

00310 00003 (.3.4.11 
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STAlL-_ ·-
INDEX OF CtM4£11TS OM THE CRAFT £MVIROFI1EifTAl ASSESSMENT FOR THE YUCCA ttlUNTAIN SITE 

ClASSIFICATION 

ORGAMiaTION 
LETTER C~EWT 
NtltBER NlJIIBER FIRST SECOND THIRD FOUATti 

----- ------------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------ -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------
Cahfarnja 

"""'""""' Badler Jr •• Hrs. Fr-ederick A. 

Ba.llSati, C. 
Berte, E1eanor 

Boo!:!~:; A.J • 
P.r-i1!;l'l"'f'<:'lo:"'!'" <H";<•· -. i'i. 

Cazeron, L1111an s. 

C&~~~~~bell, Todd 
Durbln, Emil:,-

Geisler, Oorot~y 

Goodman, Hi chae 1 

Gross, Caroline 

~~ly, ;',c::_...:leric R. 
Holladay, kevin 

Jett, Dr. Steph~n C. 
Jones-JohnSon. Ola Hae 
Jones-Smith, Aree 

American Rock Art Research Assc. 
Sauthem CA. Edlson Co. 

Sterra Club 

Urllv. Cal. Gr-og. Dept 

00106 
00101 
00101 
001125 
0&351 
00351 
81056 
&1351 
01351 
01151 
OU51 
01351 
81351 
00115 
80115 
a&267 
01221 
01221 
01221 
01221 
01221 
01221 
01221 
01221 
01221 
00073 
00073 
00073 
o-8222 
0&222 
0&225 
00225' 
00068 
01060 
01060 
00016 
00027 
00023 

OOQCI c. 3.4.4 
00001 C.l.l.2 
001105 C.3.4.4 
00001 C.l.4.4 
08001 C.l.4.4 
88002 C.3.1.2 
001101 C.l. 4.4 
80001 C.2.3.1 
00002 C.4.l C.2. 7 
00003 C.4.1 C.4.3 
00884 C.4.3 ,,.,,3 
00005 C.2.3.3 C.4.3 
00006 c .2 .4. 1 
00001 C.3.4.4 
08005 c. 3 .4. 4 
00001 C.3.4.4 
00001 C.4. 1.2. 2 
00802 C.5 .4 
00003 C.4.1.2.2 
00004 C.ti.4 
oooos c.s. 7 
00006 C.-1.1.1.3 
00007 C.4.1.3.3 
00008 C.4.1.3.2 
00009 C.l. 1.2 
OGOO I C.3.4.4 
00004 c. 3 .4.4 
00005 c .2.8. 1 
00001 C.3.4.4 
00002 C.2 . .8.3 
00001 C.2.8.l 
00002 C.3.l.2 
00001 c. 3. 3. 1 
oouol C.J.l.Z 
00002 C.l.4 .4 
00002 C.l.4.4 
ODOOl C.3.4.4 
00001 c. 3 .4.4 
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STATE ....... 

IlmEX OF CIHtENTS OK TliE DRAFT EII'IIIDIEJITAL ASSESSHUT FOil TliE YOCCA ltJUHTAIN SITE 

CV.SSIFIC.I.TIOK 

ORGAIIIZATICIN 
LETTER CCHfENT 
•n.ttBER NIHIE ll FIRST SECOND TKIRO FOUilTll 

--~----------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------ ------~- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------
C1l1fqrnta {continued) 

J!:'fles-S:Ir'ith, wn He Lou 
L..n:thol•, Hr's. A ••• 
I'Drtin. Frar.k\e snd Bob 
McCreery, Scott 
Mitchell, Jltr!,. Barba~ A. 
ttoore, carey 
ttoo"', io',;'!te 
1'10<::"':" ..:-.;,~ ·-
HOare, Sr., .. ,be,..... -:. 
ttoore-Loud, Gloria D. 
ttoore-Parker, Laura 
ttoore-llobinsOJI, Arvlte 
o.an, Bart,.ara 

Parkins, Cheryl 
Patterson, Wendy Bents 

Po 1 and • Rcrscoe A. 
Preyer, Bernard 

Ralasey. Rande 

Ready, James !". 
Rittenhouse, Jan 
RobertsOJI, Ptar11 yn 
~:tall, Marjorie H. 

saretsky, Richard o. 
Sawyer, Beojaaln 

s:·..:.~t-:-... Megan H. 
Skews, <£:;.:'"F 
Stansfteld, Elatr.e 

ConS'ei"Vatton Call 

The James P. Ready Co. 

Ecology Ctr. of So. Cllllfornla 

00032 00001 c. 3.4 .4 
021!)8 00001 c .2 .5 .2 
001~7 00001 C.l.4.4 
01133 00001 C.l.4.4 
00179 OOI!OS C.3.1.2 
00019 00001 C.l.4 .4 
00025 00001 c. 3.4 .4 
00033 00001 C.3.4.4 
00018 00001 C.J.4.4 
00039 00001 c. 3.4.4 
00024 00001 c. 3.4 .4 
00026 00001 (.3.4.4 
02704 00001 C.3.1.2 
02704 00002 C.3.4.4 
01062 00001 c. 3.4.4 
02610 00001 C.3.1.2 
02610 00003 C.3.1.2 
00198 00002 C.3.1.2 
02700 00001 C.3.4-.4 
02700 00002 C.3.1.2 
01194 01•003 C.3.1.2 
01194 Otl004 c. 7.1 
01577 0(1001 C.3.1.2 
00328 00002 (.3.1.2 
01579 00001 c. 3.4.4 
00117 00001 c. 3.4.4 
00117 00006 C.3.4.4 
00279 00002 C.3.1.2 
0270.1 0000\ c. 3.4.4 
0270.1 00002 C.3.1.2 
0270.1 00003 C.2.B. 1 
00439 00002 C.3.1.2 
00133 00005 C.3.1.2 
00059 00001 C.3.4.4 
00059 00001 C.2.l.l 
00059 01'1003A C.2.7 
00059 OOOOlB C.l.4.2.1 
00059 00038 c. 2.8. 1 c. 2.8. 2 
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STATE ·-
Colora® {cOflttnued) 

Anclerst, llaryl 
Andy, Charles 
Anon)'III:)Cs 
Auerla_t,, CAt.herine E. 
Bartley, Ben 
Be~1', J~~kte 

&. ...... ;. - •• 
Benji!IWll'l, Lau; "'" 
Bennett. Sandy 
Berr.anf, Joan 
Bert r<1111, Dt anfl 
Biggers, John 
BinJr:owski, Dav1d J. 
Bloa-, Claudia 
Bly, K~rel S. 
Bomer, Frances 
Bork ovec, lli d:: 

Borowsk 1 , Ann 
Borton, Perry 
Soss, Roger 
Boyce. Cheryl 
Brainerd, Alice 

Breazzano, Debra 
Bra-n, Keri 
Burpee, Elizabeth 
Byerly, Alan 
Byerly, Gay POrter 

IN0£X CF CIJioi4EilTS 011 THE DRAn EIIVIRDMHDITAL ASSESSMENT FOil THE YUCCA ftJUNTAIN SITE 

CLASSIFICAT!Oie 

ORGAIIIZATION 
LETTEif a:H'IE.NT 
NIJ'EER Nli'BER 

00318 00001 
00562 GOOOI 

"'84 00001 
0061)1 OCOOl 
00565 00001 
00636 00001 
00636 00002. 
00594 00001 
00350 00001 
01049 00001 
00307 00001 
00410 00001 
01371 00002. 
00634 00002 
00260 00002 
01141 00001 
00559 00001 
0\256 00001 
01256 OOOGl 
01377 00002 
01334 CI0002. 
01136 00002 
00584 00001 
OU% 00001 
OU46 00002 
00558 00001 ..... 00001 ..... 00003 
06549 00001 
01S03 00001 
01301 00002 
01303 00003 

FIRST SECOIID ,., .. 
C.3.1.1 
C.?.1.1 
C.l.1.2 
C.l.4.4 
c. 3. 4.4 
c. 3. 4:.4 
c. 3.4 .4 
c.. 3.1. 2 
C.3.4.4 
C.3.1.l 
C.3.t.2 
C.l.4.4 
C.3.1.Z 
c. 7.1 
C.3.4.4 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
C.l. 1. 2. 
C.l.\.2 
C.l.l.l 
C.3.1.l 
C.3.1.2. 
C.3.4.4 
C.2.8.1 
C.3.L2 
C.3.1.2 
c. 2.8.1 
C.3.1.2 
C.3 .1.2 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.1.2 

camey. Jerry & JeMifer s. 00078 00001 c. 3 .4.4 
00078 00007 C.l.l.Z 
00078 00009 C.3.4.4 

Clark, caroline 01349 00001 C.3.1.2 
Coff, Hury E. 01182 00003 C.2.1.1 
Cole. s~lly J. 01130 00001 C.3.1.2 
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IIIDEX OF COtiEJfTS Oli TH[ DRAFT EIIVIJDIOITAl ASSESSMEJIT 'OR THE YIJ':CA JC)UMTAIII SITE 

CLASSIFICATIOIC 

STAT£ 

Col prado ( continued} 

Coot:, Ja.Ai! H. 
Cooper, Sandra H. 

...... 

Dntln.;t-.-. Ha.-tley, Timthy & Janice 
Dailey, CarolJTI J. 

Dobben- TaHe 
aa.e1~. 6in. !"'.;.n'· ~ R~, 

Dyson, i!Tct 
Engmn. Shelley 
n.ert, Danfel,Alex & Jc:rista 
Farnsworth, Pa. 

Fay, Thclllas 

Fay, Janet M. 
Ferst. f. 

Fit2pat.-lck,Jr., Joseph W. 

Fogarty, Steven 

Fogg, Peter l. 

Fowler. Cather-ine 
·Q>., '"'', .:=--:sica 
Fax, Genev~eve 

Fr~nkel, Hiri~ 

F.-iedruan, ~.-garet 
Friedman, Jonathan 

ORGMIZATIOII 

Fort tewis Caileee 

lETTER COtKJIT 
IIIHifR IIUHBER 

01138 00003 
00607 4060\ ..... . .... 
00385 00003 ..... 00001 _., 00003 
01046 00001 
01546 00001 
Ol546 ooooz 
01064 00001 
0'0572 OftftOl 
01559 00001 
00441 OOOOl 
00441 00002 
01223 00001 
01223 00002 
02255 00001 
01185 00002 
01185 00003 
01185 00004 
01109 00001 
01109 00003 
08569 OOOOlA 
00569 000010 
01123 00002 
01123 000(i4 
01123 00006 
01123 00008 
01123 00009 
01123 00010 
01123 00011 ..... 00001 
00606 00001 
00517 00(101 
00577 00002 
01345 0000, 
00615 00001 
01089 00001 

FIRST SEOJIID TIIIRO 

C.J.I.Z 
C.3.'4.4 
C.J.l.Z 
C.3.4.4 
C.l.4.4 
C.l.l.Z 
C.J.l.Z 
C.J.l.Z 
C.l.1.2 
C.l. l.Z 
(.3.1.2 
C.3.4.4 
C.:L i.Z 
C.J. l.Z 
C.1.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
C.l.I.Z 
C.3.1.2 
C.2.3 
C.2.3 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
C.l.4.4 
C.3.4.4 
c. 2.4. 1 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.T.l 
c. 2. 7 
C.J.4.4 
C.3.1.Z 
C.3 .4 .4 
c. 3.4. 4 
C.l.l.Z 
C.2.4.1 
C.1.4.4 
C.J.4.4 
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STATE IIAHE 

INDEX Df COM1DtTS 0t1 THE DRAFT ENVIROIIHENTAl ASSESSHEMT FOR THE YOCCA ..:IUNTAIN SITE 

CLASSIFICATION 
LETTER CDHH£NT 
NlltBER NUMB£R 

---------------~--------------------------

DI!GANIZATIOtl FIRST SECOND THIRD FOURTH 

------------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------ -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------
Colorado (cont~nued) 

Sen.9hty. Matt 
Gl bbons, Hary Jo & JoM 
Gobhardt, larry 
Goodt 'IlleS. Art 
Goswick, Jeffrey 

r: .. ~'f n:::•Jr:ta- .__ 

"''"""""· .:"le 

Green, DOUglas J. 

Gregor-y, Lee 
Gromoa 11 , llaymond J. 

Groth, Halic and Kathy 
6.-o,.es, AtlthooY 

6.-uer, Mary K. 
Gudavskl, tecindra 
Hackl, Dia;1e 
HatVlegan,Jr., David w. 

Hart, Robert L. & linda P. 
Hassan, Peter C. 
Hei tzer, Hal"k 
Heq>el, Paul 
Hinc.l'll'an, JaM S. 

Hi-<leS. LeAnne 
tfJJVm-··~ , ?eter 
Jades on, Catny 
Jerniyan, Ri~~ard 

Johnson, Nina 
Johnson, Hlsti 

Telluride Tillie'S 

Bent, St. Vrain Part.nei"'S Inc. 

00428 
C156l 
01375 
02186 
00603 
00603 
01179 
00085 
oooas 
00654 
0~54 
00215 
00348 
00348 
00348 
00414 
01176 
01176 
01177 
OOS45 
-00602 
01159 
01159 
00289 
00637 
01330 
01189 
01310 
01310 
01310 
00444 
02075 
01332 
01257 
01257 
00371 
012S5 
01255 

00001 
OOOQl 
Oll002 
00001 
00001 
00002 
00001 
OQQOl 
OOOQZ 
000.01 
00002 
00001 
00001 
0!1005 
000~ 
OllOQ2 
OOOGl 
OOQ03 
000:01 
00001 
0000] .... , ..... 
00001 
00002 
00002 
00001 
ooo-o 1 
00002 
00003 
00001 
00005 
00002 
00001 
00003 
00001 
00001 
00003 

C.3.1..2 
c. 3 .4. 4 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.4.4 
C .. l .4 .. 4 
C.2 .8.2 
C.J.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
c. 2 .8.2 
c. 3. 4. 4 
c. 3 .. 4. 4 
C.3.1.2 
C.2 .4.1 
C.2 .4 .. 1 
C .. 3.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
C..3.4.1 
(.3.1.2 
C.3.4.4 
C-2.,8.2 
C-2.8.1 
C .. 3.l.2 
C.3.4.4 
C.3.1.3 
C.3 .1 .. 2 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
(.3.1.2 
C.3.4.4 
c. 3.4 ,4 
c. 3. 1. 3 
c. 3. 1. 2 
C.l. 1. 2 
C.3. 1.2 
c. 3. 1. 2 
C.3.1.2 
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STATE. ..... 
Colqrado {cor:.inued) 

Jones. 0\arles A. 
Kaempfer, Suzanne M. 

KaPIIShton, Nettle 
Kelly, Allen L. 

INDEX OF CtMtUTS 011 THE DRAn EWIRONHfNTAL ASSE"SSHENT FOR THE YUCCA KlUNTA.IN SITE 

CLASSIFICATION 

ORGAIIIIZATIOII 

A)Hed Bendix Aerospace 

LETTER COtKNT 
Nl.IBER NI.HiER 

02660 00001 
00013 00001 
00013 00004 
01l76 00002 
02078 00002 

FIRST SECOND THIRD 

C.2. 7 
C .3. I .2 
C.3.4.4 
C.3.1.1 
(.3.4.4 

Kl-klevich. Roa;"k. E"r1c & A:Jby 01~-\a 00001 (.3.1.2 

"'~::~"r. :'ir>'•:r·..,~ !1 

Kirk, Allt$01, 

Komreich, Scott K. 
Kovanic, Ronald 

0 Kurtz, Fn!deriek W. 
• 
'I' 
~ 
0 

Kurtz, Robyn 
Lama, Governor Richard 

landing, Sharon A. 
Larsen, Suzanne 

Lehaan, Dale E. 

Lehmann. Scott K. 

State of Colorado 

Fort Lewis Co11ege 

Unh. of Colorado, Boulder 

01543 00002 C.3.1.2 
01137 00001 c. 2. 2. 1 
01137 00005 (.2.4.1 
01059 00001 C.l.4.4 
01059 00003 (.3.4.4 
01059 0()004 (.2.4.1 
0]225 0;)002 C.3.1.2 
01174 00002 (.3.1.2 
01254 00001 C.3.1.2 
01254 00003 C.3.1.2 
01378 00002 C.3.1.2 
01398 00001 (.2.4. 1 
01398 00002 C.2 .4. 1 
01398 00003 C.2.4. l 
01398 00004 C.3.4.3 
Ol398 00005 C.2 .4. 1 
01198 OOOG6 c. 1.4. 1 C.7.3 
01398 00007 C.3.4.2.2 
61398 00008 C.2.4. 1 
Ol398 00009 C.2.4. 1 
01398 0;)010 C.2.4. 1 
00415 00001 C.3.4.4 
0120~ 00001 C.J.l.2 
01204 00003 C-3. 1.2 
001li 00001 C.2.1.1 
001'r8 00002A c. 3. 4.3 
00118 000028 c. 2. 1. 1 
00118 oooozc C.2. 1. 1 
00118 Ou004 C.3.4.4 
00118 90006 (.3.4.2.2 
00118 00007 C.3.4.2.2 
00503 00001 C.3.1.2 

FOUimt 



n 
• 
1' --

sm£ .... 
IIDEX OF aHEJfTS 011 THE DRAFT EWIIIOietEJCTAl ASSESSHUT FOJi! THE YUCCA ltJliNT.t.IN SITE 

ClASSIFICATION 

OIIGAMIZATIOII 
LETTER CQti1£NT 
NIJ18£R Nli'BEil FIRST SEC!IOIO nnRD fOURTH 

----- ------------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------ -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------
Coloradg (continued) 

LUCit.S, David 

M., D. 
Mitu;tr. JohA ~ Mike 

~··'--'1:" ----· ... --
Hitrsh, T~N1n 
MarsN.lT • ·li:a~r1ne J. 
Martin, Ja.s B. 

r.attir-o&, ~l"Ci 
tllltto,;. Paul 
Hay, Jeffl'ey 

Maynard, Andrea G. 
McCool, Lewis 

Envir-onmental Defense Fund 

80503 
00503 
004(!5 
00405 
006!9 
6266\ 
02661 
00082 
00571 
00548 
01259 
01259 
01259 
01259 
01259 
01259 
01259 
01259' 
01259 
01259 
01259 
C.1259 
olzsg 
01259 
01259 
01259 
0\2.59 
01259 
01259 
C12'59 
81259 
01259 
0104? 
00638 
00311 
00311 
06153 
02182 

00005 
OOOGE 
00001 
00003 
0000! 
00001 
00007 
00001 
00002 
00001 
00001 
09002 
00003 
0000-4 
ODOCIS 
00006 
00007 
00008 
00009 
00010 
0901' 
00012 
00013 
00014 
0001!1 
06016 
OQQ'\7 
00018 
00019 
000.20 
00021 
00022 
00001 
001)01 
00001 
00003 
00001 
00001 

C.l.l.2 
C.3.4.4 
C.3.C.4 
C. 3. I. 2 
C.Z.&. T 
C.l.4.4 
C.:S.1.2 
C.l.4.4 
C.l.I.Z 
C.J. 1.2 
c. 2. '. 1 
C.2.4. 1 
C.:l:.4. l 
C.2.4.1 
C.:l. 1. Z 
C.l.1.2 
c. 2. 4.1 
c.z.4.1 
C.2.4.l 
C.5.7 
c. 2 .4. 1 
C.2.4.1 
c. 2.4. 1 
c. 2.4. ~ 
c. 2 .4.1 
c .2 .4.1 
C.Z.4. 1 
c.z.c .1 
c.z .4.' 
C.Z.4.1 
C.2 .4. 1 
C.2.4.l 
C.3.1.2 
C.l.1.2 
c.:s .4.4 
c. 3.4 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.4.4 

"" 
I'. 

-

ro 

0 

0 
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0 
• ... 
I 
~ .. 

STATE ..... 
Colorado {cont1nuedl 

HcF~r1and, Kristy 
HcM~bb. Donald 
Hcllellan, Rosalind 
Hea.-s, !"'ike 

Hi,;;;,,~-:_,_, 

Monash, Jes~i~o 

Hontf.-edo, Steven 
Ho.-ehouse , Don 

Huhlbeim, Robert John 

Hi.:llel", Fl"ed R. 
Hullhauser, ~ 
Nabil, David 

Nail11ng, E11~th 
Majaft, Helfnda 
Mall, Cbr'is 

Michell, Davld 
Howl in, Datom 
Oberling, Sill 

liDEX OF CCH1£1TS ON THE DRAFT EIIVIROIIMEMTAL ASSESSI'tEHT FOR THE YUCCA ltlUNTADI SITE 

CLASSIFICATION 

DRGAIIIZATION 
LETTE!i ct'l't40IT 
JI!LNIEJl NIH!ER 

02182 .... , 
02182 00006 
02182 00007 
01287 00001 
01145 00001 
Ollll 00002 
01547 00001 
01547 00002 
0106-3 00001 
02611 00001 
02611 00003 
02611 0001'3 
013)'3 00002 
01312 00001 
OUIZ 00002: 
0031'3 00001 
0031!il 00002 
01180 00001 
011658 00001 
01572 00001 
01572 00002 
02257 00001 
00561 00001 
00354 00001 
00354 00002 
00568 00001 
0132'3 ocooz 
0156-2 00001 

"''" SECOND TltiRO 

C.7.2 
c. 7. 2 
':.7.2 
C.l.4.4 
c .l. 4.4 
C.l.Ll 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.l.2 
C.l.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.4 
(.3.1.2 
(.3.1.2 
C.l.t.Z 
(.3.1.2 
(.3.1.2 
c. 3. 4.4 
C.3.4.4 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
C.3. 4.4 
C.3.1.2 
(.3.4.4 
C.l.l.2 
C.l.1.2 
C.3.1.3 
(.3.4.4 

Palmer, Allee G. & Hark F. 81318 06801 C.3.1.2 
01318 COOOJ c. 3. 1 

Papp, Lawrence A. 00557 00004 C.3.1.2 
00557 00005 C.l. 1 .2: 

t"~a..-.;un ·-'~ il 0. 01337 OOGUZ c. 2.4. 1 
01337 0111106 C.3.1.Z 
01337 001307 c. 3.1. z 

Pehowski, Paula 00412 013001 C.l.4.4 
Pelneiaro, John 011'31 0&901 (.3 .. 4.4 
Pena, Hayor rrederico City and County of Denver 02115 00001 C. 2. 4. I 

FOUIIT1t 
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STATE --
Colgrado (continued) 

Petersen, Paul 

p .. ~;~~t- s 
?io'l;i;~ - .. ~ 
Ph111ips, .kf! 
Pond, Ttmthy c. 
Robnett, Douglas B. 
Rolphe, n.,thy 1'1. 

., Roof, Steven i. 

• Ruckel, H. Anthony .. Salet, P. 
I Salk, Joy L. ~ .. Shaw, l(aryl L 

Stllnn, Joyce A. 

Slater, Mark 

Sooralc, Plary Jo & "tchael 
Spence, Robin £. 
Spe2ia, John W. 

Spivak, Paul 
Stansberry, Donna 
St--J::es. Wendy L. 
Sua;1;, ;;e.·i:inna 
SucherJ~Wt, t:::athy 
Sweeney, Chr~s 
Tausehn, Guy 

Tha~~as, Jan 

IIIDEX OF CX»MENTS OM 111E DRAFT EMV:IROIIM£MTM. ASSESSMENT FOR THE YUCCA MOUMTA"':M SITE 

CLASSIFICATION 

ORGAJI:IZA.TION 

Sierra Club Legal Defense fund 

LETTEi COtltEIIT 
lllHIU Nli1BEi 

02115 00002 
02115 00003 
02115 00004 
02115 00005 
01201 00001 
01201 00001 
01201 08003 
00598 00001 
00604 00001 
01188 00001 
00578 OOOOJA 
02071 00001 
G1560 00001 
00116 00003 
01358 00019 
0Ht51 09001 
00560 00001 
00605 00001 
00605 00003 
01380 00001 
0]300 00002 
0\300 00003 
01300 00004 ..... 00001 
00406 00003 
01379 00002 
01564 00001 
00012 00001 
00012 00002 
00579 00002 
Oft'92 00001 
002"84 00002 
01050 00001 
00147 00001 
01045 0!'001 
00576 00001 
00576 00002 
01277 00001 

FIRST SECOND lliiRO 

c. 2 .4. 1 
C.2.4. 1 
C.2 .4. 1 
c. 2 .4. 1 
C.3.4.4 
C.3.1.2 
C.2 .4. 1 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.4.4 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
C.l.4.4 
C.3.4.4 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.1.2 -- --
C.3.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.4.4 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.4.4 
c. 3.4. 4 
C.3.4.4 
C.3.4.4 
c. 3.4 .4 
c. 3. l. 'Z 
c. 3. 1. 'Z 
C.3.4.4 
C.3.4.4 
c. 3.1. 2 
C.3.1.2 
C.J.l.2 
c. 2.8. 1 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.4.4 
C.3. 1.2 
c. 3.4 .4 
c. 3.4 .4 
C.3.4. 4 

fOUiTH 

-- -
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STATE --
Colorado (continued) 

TUCh)'l'la, DeeAnn R. 
Tyner, Andrew 
'landerbeK , Gerard J . 

Viet:, Ronal~! E. 

Yogler, Harry w. 
1/osl;o.:w, A. 
~:..;;-.;~ ~:;. ; ........ c:.. ~-
W3.llter, 2=1i.in 
Walker, Jeannette 

weiner, rathli!en 
Welch, Thaaas E. 

west, David 
Wiggans, Ta.tn. 

WTll, Da1e 

worthtn9 ton, Mlchael 

l«..rtz, T0111 
Yanz, John & Bonnie 

Zinn, Sonya 

Zinn, lenn!.rd 

Connecticut 

IIIDEX Of COKOITS C* THE DRAFT EJIV111011£JfTAL ASSESSMENT FOR ntE Yl.CCA MQUIITA.lM SITE 

CLASSIFICATIOII 

ORGAMIZAnC* 
LElitR ctii1EitT 
MliiiEI IUI4B[R 

.... , ....,, 
01561 ... ., 
00152 00001 
00352 00004 ..... 00001 ..... 00803 
00420 DOOOl 
01048 00001 
0021!12 00801 
00640 00001 
01220 00001 
81220 00002 
01087 00001 
ft1258 ttOOOl 
ou:sl!l 00003 
08630 00001 
02181 00003 
021&1 00004 
00451!1 00001 
00451!1 00003 
01105 ooao1 
01105 00002: 
02:116 00001 
Gl308 00001 
Ol308 00003 
01106 00001 
01106 00003 
01174 00001 

nRST S£C01m THIIID 

C.3.1.2 
C.3.4.4 
c.:s-.4.4 
c. 2 ,4,' 
C.l.4.4 
C.3.4.4 
C.3.4.4 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.4.4 
C.3.1.2 
c. 3. 1. :l 
C.2.2 
(.3.4,4 
C.3.1.2 
c. 3. I. :l 
C.3.1.2 
C.2.4. 1 
C.2.3.2 
c. 3.4 ,4 
(.2.8.2: 
c. 3. 4.4 
C.3.4.4 
C.3.1.2 
(.3.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
c. 3.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
C.l.1.2 

CE"rl!SO/Huang, Ja.ne_J\.P 111 a11 Yale En.. Litigation Program 00523 00001 C.3.1.2 
00523 00003 c. 4. 3 
00523 00005 C.8.3 
00523 00006 C.2.2 
00523 00007 C.S.2 
00523 00012 C.2. 7 
00523 00014 c .s. 7 

FOUilTH 



0 
• 
't' -... 

STATE IIAH£ 

Connecticut (Continued) 

Hughes, ttrs. JOhn f<!.~l 
Shesler, AlySta 

Qi;t..:.:.::..~..:. _w..Q_i;J._ 

Bedker, Ervtn 

Bedker, Ervin J. 

tk.n.:.;<:;,;. S;:-;:;ator lloyd 

INDEX OF COtf'I£NTS ON THI DIAn IIIYIIONMfJITAL ASSESSMENT fOR THE YUCCA l'fJUIIITAIN SITE 

CLASSIFICATION 

OAGMIZATXOII 

u.s. Nuclear Ret. Cc.aisston 

DeNrt.-&nt or A1 r force 

DePIII"t.nt vf A1r force 

U.S. Senate Com.. on Environment 

LETTER COHH£NT 
Mt.leER NlftBER 

005:Z) 00015 
OO.S:Zl 00016 
OOSZl 00011 
OOSZl 00018 
00065 000!11 
oozzo 00001 
oozzo 000!12 

OZ6i9 ooosa 
02679 00089 
01074 00001 
01074 oo.ooz 
01074 00003 
01074 00004 
01074 OtiOOS 
0.1074 00006 
01074 00007 
01074 G0008 
Ol074 00009 
01074 00010 
01S:Z9 GOOOl 
01529 OOG-OZ 
Ol5:29 00003 
Ol5Z9 00004 
01519 000.05 
Ol5Z9 00006 
01529 00007 
01529 00008 
01523 00009 
Ol$29 00010 
01399 00001 
01399 OC:lOl 
01399 00006 
01399 00008 
Oil99 00009 
01399 00010 

FIRST SECOMD THllm 

C.7.4 C.7.l 
c. L:Z.-Z 
C.Z. 7 
C.2. 1. 1 
C.l.4.4 
C.J."-.4 
C.Z.l.Z 

C.l.4.l 
c. z.). 1 
C.6.4 
C.6.4 
C.4.l 
C.6.4 
C.2.4. 1 C.6.4 
C.6.4 
(,6.4 
C.6.4 
C.6.4 
C.6.4 
C.6.4 
C.6.4 
C.4.3 
C.6.4 
C.6.4 
C.6.4 
C.•:>.4 
c .<i.4 
C.6.4 
C.6.4 
C.Z.7 
C.Z. 7 
c. 2.3. 1 
C.Z. I. I 
C.2.7 
C.Z. 7 

FOURTH 
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" • 
'f -... 

STATE ..... 
IIIDEX i)t" CCNtUTS 011 lltE DRAFT UVIROMMEliTAl ASSESSHENT FOR TliE YUCCA ltJUMTAIN SITE 

ClASSIFICATION 

OIIGANIZATlOIII 
lETTOI: COI'fot[NT 
Nlti!OI: NI.J1B[R FIRST S>:COIID THIRD 

Distrjct of Columbia (ccnttnued) 

01399 00011 C.3.1.1 
01399 00018 c. :l. 1 ~2 
01399 0002.6 C.Z. 7. 

Ber1clo:, David Env1ran.enta1 Policy Inst1tute .,,.. 0000) C.l,l 
0138S 00005 C.2.l.l ,,,.. OOC06 C.l.l.l ,,,.. 00007 C.2.2 ,,,.. 00008A C.2. 7.1 ,,,.. 0000.88 C.2. 7.1 
01385 00009A C.l.l.2 
01385 000098 C. 3. I. 1 
01385 00010 C.l.1.2 ,,,.. 00011 C.2 .2. 1 
01385 00012.A C.2. 2.1 ,,,.. 000128 C.2.7 ,,,.. 00012C C.3. 1.1 ,,,.. 000120 C.3.1.1 ,,,.. 00012[ C.3.1.2 ,,,.. 00012F C.2. 7 ,,,.. 00013 C.l.l 
01>35 00014 C.l.3 
onas 00015 C.l.3 
,1385 OOOI6A C.2. 7 
01385 000168 c. 2.4. 1 
01385 00016C C.2.4. 1 
01385 000160 c. 2.4. 1 
OllBS 00017 c. 2.6. 1 
OllBS 00018 C.3.4.l 7.3 
01385. 00019 C.2 .4. 1 
01385 00020 C.2.4.1 
DUBS 00021 C.l.4.2.2 C.3 .4. 3 
0138S 00022A C.2.6. 1 
01385 000228 c. 2 .4. 1 
01385 OCI'J23A C.2 .5. 1 
01385 000238 C.2.4.1 
01185 00024 c .2.4. 1 
01385 00025 c. 2..4. 1 

Ber'id:, Dav1d Envirom.ental Policy Institute 01387 00001 C.2. I. 1 

FOURTH 
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0 . 
'f -.. 

STAll: ...... 
IIID£X Of a:tKIITS Ott THE DRAn £WVI~AL ASSESSHENT FOR THE YUCCA MliJNTADf SITE 

CLASSIFICATION 

ORGANIZAUOI 
LETT£R CCJiotEIIT 
IIILteER Nl.ltBER FIRST SECOND TIIIRD 

Dtstrtct of ColUMbia (conttnued} 

Berlc:k. Dawi4 Environmental Policy Instttut2 

-

01388 
01388 
01388 
01388 
01388 
01388 
013U 
013U 
01388 
01388 
01388 
01388 
01388 
01388 ..... 
01388 ..... 
O.i 3&8 
013&8 
01388 ..... 
01388 
013&8 
811&8 
01188 
OU88 
013fU! 
01388 
Oll89 
01389 
Oll89 
OU89 
Ol389 
01189 
01389 
Ol389 
01389 
01389 

00G08S 
00009 
0<1010 
00011 
OOOIZA 
000126 
0001ZC 
OOOIZD 
OOOIZE 
GOOI2f 
ooou 
00014 
00015 
OOOI6A 
000168 
00016C 
000160 
00017 
00018 
00019 
00020 
00021 
00022A 
000228 
00023A 
000238 
00024 
0002!!1 
00001 
00002 
00005 
00006 
00007 
OOOOBA 
000088 
00009 
00010 
00011 

c. 2. 7. 1 
C.2.2.1 
C.l. L2 
(.2.2.1 
c. 2. 2.1 
c. 2. 2. 1 
C.l.l.l 
c. 3. l. 1 
C.l.l 
C.2.2. 1 
C.l.l 
C.l.l 
C.l.l 
C.2.7 
C.2.4.1 
(.2.4.1 
C.2.4.1 
c. 2.6. 1 
C.l.4 .3 
c. 2.4. 1 
C.2.4.1 
C.2.4. 1 
c. z.e.. 1 
C.2 . .C..J 
C.2.5. 1 
C.2 .4. 1 
c .2.4. l 
c .2.4.1 
C.3.3 
c .2. l. 1 
C.2.1.1 
(.3.1.1 
c. 2.2 
c. 2. 7.1 
c. 2 .7. 1 
c. 2.2 .1 
C.3.1.2 
c. 2. 2. 1 

C.7.3 

(.3.4.3 

FOURTH 
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>TATE --
IIIOEX OF CGI4Dn'$ Dll THE DRAFT DIVIM*HnfTAL ASSESSMENT FDA THE YUCCA ltJUMTAI~ SITE 

CLASSIFICATION 

Olii&UIIZATIDll 
lETTE~ COHH£~T 
III.MBER ltltBEii FIRST SECDIID THIRD 

District ot CohMjlta (continued} 

Ber-tct. Dilvtd Envirarmenti!l Policy Institute 

01389 
O!l89 
OU89 
onag 
Olla9 
01389 
01389 
01389 ..... 
01389 
01389 
01389 
OU89 
01389 
01189 
01389 
OU89 
01U9 
01389 
01389 
Oll89 
Oll89 
0151:9 
01189 
01:186 
01Sa6 .,,.. .,,.. 
01Sa6 
01386 
01186 
01:186 
01386 
01:186 
01386 
OU86 
01386 
01386 

OOOI2A 
000128 
00012( 
000120 
0001 ZE 
00012F 
000l3 
00014 
00015 
00016A 
000168 
0001££ 
000160 
0':!011 
110018 
00019 
00020 
00021 
OC022A 
000228 
00023A 
000238 
00024 
00025 
00001 
00005 ..... 
00007 
DGOOSA 
000088 
00009 
00010 
00011 
00012A 
000128 
00012C 
000120 
00012[ 

c.z.z. 1 
C.2.2.1 
C.3. 1. 1 
C.l.l. 1 
C.l.l 
C.2.2. 'I 
C.l.l 
C.l.l 
C.l.l 
C.2.7 
C.2.4 .I 
C.2.4. 1 
c .2 .4.1 
c.z .6.1 
C.l.4.l 
c .2.4. 1 
C.2 .4.1 
c.z .4. 1 
c .2.6. 1 
c .2.4. 1 
C.2.5. 1 
c .2.4.1 
C.2 .4.1 
C.2 .4. 1 
C.2.1.1 
(.2.1.1 
C.l.l.l 
C.2.2 
c .2. 7.1 
c .2. 7.1 
c .2.2. 1 
(.3.1.2 
c .2. 2. 1 
C.2. 2.1 
c .2. 2. 1 
C.l.l.l 
C. 3. 1. I 
C.3.3 

c-

C.7.3 

(.3.4,3 
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STATE ·-
INDEX OF ClHHENTS ON TK£ DRAFT EMV!RONHENTAL ASSESSH£NT FOR THE YUCCA HOUNTAih SITE 

CLASSIFICATION 
LETTER COHMEIII.T 
NliiBER' NUHBE"R 

--------~--------------------------------
Dli!GAIJIIZATIOIII. FlllST SECOND THIRD FOURTH 

District of Co1a1a (continued) 

01386 00012F c. 2.2. 1 
01386 001113 C.3.3 
01386 00014 C.l.3 
OU86 00015 C.l.l 
OU86 ll0016A C.2.7 
01386 0001&1! c. 2.4. 1 
01386 00016C C.2.4.1 
01386 000160 c. 2.4. 1 
01386 00017 C.2.6. 1 
01386 00018 C.3.4.l 
01386 00019 c. 2. 4. 1 
01386 Cl0020 C.2.4.1 
01386 00021 c. 2 .4. 1 C.3 .4.3 
Oll86 00022A C.2.6.1 
01386 000228 C.2 .4. l 
01386 OOD23A C.2.5. 1 
01386 000238 C.2 .4. 1 
01386 00024 C.2.4.1 
01386 00025 C.2 .4. 1 

Blakey, l. H. Department of A~, Plan. o;v. 02065 00026 C.2.7 ., ... 00027 C.3.1.1 ., ... 00028 C.3.1.1 
02005 00033 C.3.L2 
02065. 00034 C.3.3 
OZ065 00045 C.3.1.1 ., ... 00066A C.l. 1. 1 
020G5 00077 c. 3. 1. 1 -- C.8.2 
02 ... '10001 C.4.1.2.1 
02009 00002 C.4.1.l.2 
02009 00003 C.4.1.3.2 

Blanchard, Bruce u.s. Oe~t. of Interior OH23 00001 C.2.7 
02123 00002 C.2. l. 1 
02123 001}04 C.2.3. 3 
02123 00005 C.3.4.4 
02123 DOu06 C.3.4.4 
02123 00007 C.3 .4.3 
02123 00008 C.3.4.3 
02123 00009 c. 3 .4. 3 



" • , 
~ 

STATE ..... 
t•DEX Of ctlltENTS OH TltE DRAFT ENVIROHMUTAL ASSE"SSHEN.T FOR THE YUCCA MOUNTAIN SITE 

CLASSIFICATION 

DRGAIIIZAnOII 
L£TTER COit1ENT 
II.Je£R MIJHBER nRST SECOND THIRD 

Dtstr1ct of Columb1a (continued} 

Blanchard, B~~~e u.s. Dept. of Int"ei1or 

02123 
02121 
02123 
02123 
02123 
t1212l 
02123 
02123 
02123 
02123 
02123 
02123 
02123 
02123 
02123 
02123 
02123 
02123 
02123 
02123 
02123 
02123 
02123 
02123 
02123 
02123 
021tl 
02123 
021 !3 
02U3 
021~3 
02123 
02123 
02123 
02123 
01598 
01598 
01598 

00010 
00011 
00012 
00013 
00014 
00015 
00016 
00017 
00018 
00019 
00020 
00021 
00022 
00023 
00024 
00025 
00026 
00027 
00028 
00029 
00030 
00031 
00032 
00033 
00034 
00035 
00036 
00037 
00039 
00040 
000<11 
00047A 
000478 
OOC07 
00068 
00001 
00004 
ocoos 

c. 3.4.1 
c. 3.4.1 
C.J.4.1 
c. 3.4.3 
c. 3.4. 1 
c. 3 .4. 1 
C.3.4.3 
c. 3.4.1 
c. 3.4. 1 
c. 3 .4. 1 
C.3 .4. 1 
c. s .4. 1 
C.l. 4. 3 
c. 3 .4. 1 
c. s .4. 1 
c. 3 .4. 1 
C. 3 .4. I 
c. 3 .4.1 
C. 3. 4-. I 
C.l. 4. I 
C.3.4.1 
c. 3. 4.1 
C.l. 4.1 
C.3.4.1 
C.3.4.2.1 
(.3.4.2.1 
C.3.4.2 
C.3.4.2.3 
C.2.7 
C.2.7 
C.2. 7 
c. 2.4-1 
C.3.1.2 
C.6. 1 
C.3.3 
C.2.1 
C.2.3.J 
c- 3. 4.4 

FOUillll 

co 

N 

"" 

eo 
0 

0 

0 
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N ... 

STATE IIAIE 

I.DEX OF ct11401TS Qtll THE DRAFT ElfVIROM'tEJITAl ASSESSHEWT fOR THE YUCCA lt:lUNTAIN SITE 

CLASSIFICATIOH 

ORGAifiZA.TIOII 
" 

lETTER CCHfENT 
MI.MtER HLI'IBER FIRST SECOND TMIRO 

Ojstrjct of Colupbja (continued) 

01598 
01598 
Ol598 
01598 
01598 
01598 
015118 
01598 
01598 
01595 
01598 
01598 
01598 
01598 
01598 
01598 
01598 
0159& 
01598 
01598 
01598 
01598 
Oi59& 
01598 
01598 
01598 
01598 
01598 
01598 
01598 
01598 
0\598 
01598 
01598 
01598 
01598 
01598 
01598 

00006 
C0007 
00008 
0000'9 
00010 
00011 
1)001'2 
00013 
00014 
00015 
00016 
00011 
00018 
00019 
00020 
00021 
00022 
00023 
00024 
00025 
00026 
00027 
00028 
00029 
00030 
00031 
00032 
00033 
00034 
00035 
000l6 
00037 
00039 
00040 
00041 
000'~3 
00045 
00046 

c. 3 .•. 4 
c. 3. ~.l 
C.l.4.l 
[.3.4.3 
c. 3. -+. 1 
C.l.4.1 
C.3.4.1 
C.3.4.l 
C.J.4. 1 
c. 3.4. 1 
C.3.4. 3 
C.3.4. 1 
C.l.4.1 
C.3 .4. 1 
C.3.4. I 
c. 3.4. 1 
C.3 .4. 3 
c. 3. 4.1 
c. 3.4. 1 
C.l.4.1 
C.l.4.1 
C.3.4.1 
C.3.4. 1 
c. 3.4. 1 
[.3.4.1 
C.3.4. 1 
C.3.4.1 
C.3 .4. 1 
c. 3.4.2. 1 
c .3 .4.2. 1 
c. 3.4. 2 
C.l.4.2.3 
C.2.7 
C.2.7 
c. 2. 7 
C.4.1.4 
C.3.4.2.2 
c. 3 .4. l 

FOURTH 
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0 
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N ... 

STATE ·-
IIIO£l OF aMtDrTS 011 THE DRAn EliYIIiiOII£JITAL ASSESSHEIIT FOR THE YUCCA MlUIITAIH SITE 

CLASSIFICATIOII 

ORGAJIIZAnDM 
LETTER ~EMT 
IIIHIE.il IU'8£R FIRST SECOtiD THIRD 

D1str1ct of Cplu;b1a ~ccnt,nued) 

01S98 00047A C.3.4.1 ., ... 000478 C.3.4.1 
01!i98 00047C (.3.4.1 
0151)8 0004fl c. 3.4. 1 
015'}8 ..... (.3.4.3 
01598 00053 c. 3.4. 3 
01598 00055C C.J.ol.l 
01S98 ..... C.3.ol.3 
01598 OG057 C.2.7 
01598 00058 C.3. 1.2 
01598 ... ,. C.2.7 
01598 ..... C.2.7 
01598 00199 (.3.4.3 
01598 00200 t.2.8.3 
01598 00217 C.2.7 
01598 00245 C.3.4.4 ..... 00246 (.3.4.1 
01598 00247 (.3.4.1 
01598 002 .. c. 3.4. 1 
01598 00249 C.3.4.1 
01598 00250 C.3.4.1 
01598 G02S1 C.3.4.2.2 
015'}8 oo~sz C-2.4.1 
01598 OOJSJ C.2.7 
015!i8 C02 54 C.Z. 7 ..... 00255 C.2.7 
01598 00256 C-2.7 
01598 00257 C.2.7 
01598 002S8 C.2.7 
0}5'}8 00259 (.2.7 
ol.598 002&0 C.2.7 
01598 o0261 C.2.7 
01598 00262 c. 2. 7 
01598 00263 C.2.7 
01598 00264 c .2 .7 
01598 00321 C.3.4.3 

FOURTH 

'-
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!: 

STAT< ...... 
UIDEX OF cr:MtENTS ON Ttl£ DRAFT EWia.tEJf'TAL ASSESSMENT FO~ THE YI.CCA I'OI.IIITAIII SITE 

CLASSIFICATIDII 

OIIGAIIZATlDN 
LETTER OHtDtT 
IU.iefR NI.ISER nAST SECOND TliiRD 

Djftrict; of Coluabja (contir.ued) 

01565 00032 C.3.4. 1 
0156!5 00033 C.3.4. I 
01565 00034 c.:t".4.2 
01565 09035 c. 3.4. 2. 1 
0156!5 ... ,. C.J-4.2 
01565 00037 C.3.4.2.J 
01565 00039 C.2.7 
01565 00040 C.2.7 
0156!5 00041 C.2.7 
01565 61)0~2A C.5.8 
01565 000429 c. 5.1 
01565 .... , C.Z. 7 
01565 00044 C.3.l.3 
01565 00045 C.l.l.l 
01565 00046 C.3.L3 
01565 00047 C.4.1.2.2 
01565 00048 C.l. 1.! 
01565 00049 C.l.l.l 
01565 00050 C.3.l.l 
01565 00051 C.4.1.1 
01565 00052 C.4.l.1 
01565 00053 C.4.1. 1 
01565 00054 C. 5.1 
01565 00055 (.4.1.1 
01565 00056 C.4.1.l.l 
01565 00057 C.4.1.2.1 
01565 00058 C.4.l.2.2 
01565 00059 C.4.1.2.2 
01565 00060 C.4.1.2.2 
01565 00061 (.4.1.2.3 
01565 00062 C.4.1.3.2 
01565 00063 C.4.1.3.5 
01565 00~64 c .4. 1. 3.6 
01565 00065 C.4.1.3.6 
01565 00066 C.4.1.3.6 
01565 00067 C.4.1.3.6 
01565 00068 C.4. 1.3.6 
01565 00069 c. 4. 1. 3.6 

FOUilTH 



n 
• 

~ 

STATE ..... 
INDEX Of OM1DITS 011 THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAl ASSESSHOIT FOR THE YUCCA H>UNTAift SITE 

CLASSIFICATION 

Oi!GAliiZATIDN 
LETTER COHHEMT 
N!JimER NUMBER FIRST SECOND THIRD 

Oistrjct of Collll!btt. (continued) 

Blanc~.-~. 87""u(-<' U.S. Dept. of Interior 

02122 
02122 
02122 
02122 
02\22 
02122 
02122 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
Oi565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
0!565 
01'565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 

00036 
00037 
00039 
00040 
00041 
00046 
00047 
00001 
00002 
00003 
00004 
00005 
00006 
00007 
00008 
00009 
00010 
00011 
00012 
00013 
00014 
00015 
00016 
00017 
00018 
00019 
00020 
00021 
00022 
00023 
O&o24 
00025 
00026 
00027 
00028 
00029 
00030 
00031 

c. 3. 4. 2 
C.3.4.2.3 
C.2.7 
C.2.7 
C.2. 7 
c.2.1 
C.2.7 
c.z. 7.4 
C.Z.l.l 
c.s. 1 
C.Z. 3. 3 
C.3.4.4 
C.3.4.4 
C.J .4. l 
C.3.4.3 
C.3.4.3 
c. 3 .4. 1 
c. 3 .4. 1 
c. 3 .4.1 
C.3.4.3 
c. 3 .4. l 
C.3.4. 1 
C.3.4.3 
C.3.4. 1 
c. 3 .4. 1 
C.l. 4.1 
c. 3 .4.1 
c. 3 .4.1 
C.3.4.3 
c. 3 .4.1 
C.3.4.1 
c. 3 .4. 1 
C.J .4. 1 
c. 3.4. 1 
C.J .4. 1 
c. 3 .4. 1 
c. 3 .4. 1 
c. 3 .4. 1 

FOUii'TH 
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STATE: ...... 

IJIOEX OF crttiDITS 0. TliE DRAFT EMVIRDNHE.IITAL ASSESSMENT FOR TM£ YUCCA I"DUHT!\IN SITE 

CLASSIFICATION 

Oli1GANIZA TIOM 
LETTER COHHENT 
MtHIER NtHIER FIRST SECDMD THIRD 

Ojstr1ct of Columbia (cont1nued) 

01565 
01565 
01565 
81565 
815&5 
815&5 
015&5 
0156.5 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 

00070 
00071 
00072 
oeon 
00074 
00075 
00076 
00071 
00078 
00079 
00080 
00081 
00082 
00063 
00084 
00085 
00086 
00087 
00088 
00089 
00090 
00091 
00092 
00091 
00094 
00095 
00096 
00097 
00098 
00099 
00100 
00101 
00102 
00103 
00104 
00105 
00106 

C.4.1.3.6 
C.7.l 
C.4.1.4 
c. 4.2. 2 
C.7.1.1 
c. 7 .1. 1 
C.7.1. l 
c. 7.2 .6 
c. 7.2 .6 
C.7.2 
c. 7 .4. 3 
C.7.2 
C.1. 2 
c. 5.1 
C.5.1 
c. 5. 1 
c. 5. 1 
C.5.8 
C.5 1 
c.5.1 
C.$.2 
C.S.l 
C.!i.3 
C.5.3 
C.5.3 
C.5.4 
c. 5.4 
c.s .4 
C.5.4 
C.S.4 
c.s.s 
C.S.7 
C.S.7 
c .5. 7 
C.5.7 
C.5.7 
c .5. 7 

FOURTH 

""' ,.., 
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0 

c 
0 . 
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<> • ., 
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STATE .... 
INDEX OF OMtEICTS ON THE DJlAFT EMVIROliMEHTAl ASSESSMENT FOR THE YUCCA KJUWTAIIC SITE 

CLASSifiCATION 

ORGAliiZATIDtC 
lETTER eot9t£1CT 
NlltB£51" NUMBER FIRST SECOND THIIK> 

Oi_s_tr:i.tl_oLColi.l!lb_ia (continued) 

B1anch2lrd, Bruce U.S. Dept. of Inter-tor 

01565 
01565 
01565 
0156.5 
01565 
01505 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01565 
01599 
Oi599 
01599 
01599 
01599 
01599 
01599 
01599 
01599 
01599 
81599 
01599 
01599 
01599 
01599 
01599 
01S99 
81599 
81599 
81599 
01599 
01599 
01599 
01599 
01599 
01599 
01599 
01599 

00107 
00108 
00109 
00119 
00111 
00112 
00113 
00t14 
00115 
00116 
01!001 
00002 
00004 
00005 
00006 
00007 
00008 
00009 
00010 
00011 
00012 
00013 
08014 
00015 
90016 
09017 
00018 
119019 
00020 
00021 
00022 
00023 
00024 
00025 
001.126 
00027 
00028 
00029 

c .s. 7 
c.5.B 
C.5.8 
C.5.8 
c.s.s 
C.B, 1 
C.8.4 
C.8.4 
C.8.4 
C.8.4 
C.2. 7 
C.2.1.t 
C.2.3. 3 
C.3.4.4 
C.l.4.1 
C.3.4.1 
C.3.4.3 
c. 3.4 
C.l.4.1 
C.l.4.1 
C.l.4. 1 
C.3.4 
(.3.4.1 
c. 3.ot. 1 
c .l.4.' 
c. 3. 4. 1 
C.3.4.1 
c. 3. 4.1 
C.l.ot.l 
C.l.4.1 
c. 3.4. 3 
c. ).4.1 
c. 3.4. 1 
C.3.4.1 
c. 3.4. 1 
c. 3.4. 1 
C.3.4.1 
c. 3 ,.; . 1 

fOURTtt 
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STATE ·-
IIID£X OF COIKXTS C. lME. DRAFT EIIVIROMME.Jn'AL ASSE.SSHEliT FOR THE YUCCA MJUIITA!M SIT£ 

CLASSIFICATIOtll 

ORGNIIIZATIC. 
LETTER COHHENT 
Nli'IBE.A llli'BER FIRST SECOND THIRD 

D1str1ct of C01LI!Ib11 (continued) 

01!99 00030 C.J.4.l 
01!99 00011 C.l.4.1 
01599 00032 c. 3 .4.1 
01599 00033 C.l.4.1 
01599 00034 (.3.4.2.1 
01599 00035 C.l.4.2.1 
01599 00036 c. 3.4. 2 
01599 01!037 C.3.4.2.l 
01599 00039 (.2.7 
01599 00040 C.2.7 
01599 OOC41 C.2.7 
01!:99 000471'! c. 3 .4. 1 
01599 00047C C.3.4.1 
01599 0004-S c. 3.4. 1 
01599 OOOSOA C.4.1.2.1 C.J.4.1 
01599 00062 c. 3. 1. 1 
01599 ..... (.4.1.4 C.7.3 
01599 00068 C.3.1.1 
01599 00069 C.J.4 .1 
01599 ooc7oA c. 3.4. 1 
01599 000708 C.J.4. 1 
01599 00070C c. 3.4. 1 
01599 00071 C.J .4. l ., ... 00072 C.l.4.2.1 ..... 00076 C.3.4.3 
01599 OOD78 (.3.4. 3 
01599 OOG78C C.3.4.3 
01599 00079 c. 3 .4. 3 
01599 00081 c. 2. 7 ..... 00082 C.2.7 
01599 00083 C.2. 7 
01599 00208 c. 3. 1. 1 
01599 00209 C.2. 8. 3 
01599 00216 c. 2. 7 
01599 O[i2J7 (.2. 7 
01599 00226 C.2. 7 

FOURTH 
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STATE .... 
INDEX OF CCH1EMTS OM ntE DRA.Ff EIIVIRONHDfT .. L ASSESSMENT FDA THE 'r'OCCA I'ClUNTAIN SITE 

CLASSIFICATION 

OAGAMIZATIOM 
LETTEA CDMHENT 
Nl.I1BER Nl.Hl[R FliST SECOMD lltiRD 

District of ColumbiA (continued) 

Blanchard, ~ u.s. Dept. of Interior 

01599 
01599 
01599 
01599 
01590 
01590 
01599 
01599 
01599 ., ... 
01566 
.,566 
01566 
61566 ., ... 
01566 
01566 
01566 
01566 
.,566 ., ... 
01566 
.,566 
.,566 
01566 
t1S66 
01566 
01566 
01566 
01566 
01566 
01566 
01566 
01566 
01566 
01566 
01566 
91566 

00246 
002-H 
00248 
00249 
00250 
00251 
002S2 
002528 ..... 
00002 .... , ..... 
00005 
00006 
00007 
00008 
00009 
00010 
00011 
00012 
90013 
00014 
00015 
00016 
00017 
00018: 
00019 
00020 
00021 
00022 
00023 
00024 
00ll2S 
00026 
00027 
00028 
00029 
000]0 

C.l.4. 1 
C.3.4. 1 
C.l.4. 1 
C.l.4.1 
C.l.4. 1 
C.l.4.2.2 
C.2.4. 1 
C.3.4.2.2 
c.z. 7 
C.2.1.1 
C.Z. 7 
C.2.l.3 
C.3.4.4 
C.l.4.l 
C.l.4. 3 
C.l.4.3 
C.l.4 
c. 1.4. J 
C.J.4. l 
c.~.4. i 
C.l.4 
C.l.4. 1 
C.l.4. 1 
C.l.4. 1 
C.l.4.1 
c. ).4. 1 
C.l.4. 1 
C.l.4. 1 
C.l.4. 1 
c. 3.4. 3 
C.l.4.1 
C.3.4.1 
c.] .4. 1 
c. 3.4. 1 
c.], 4.1 
c. 3.4. l 
c. 3.4. 1 
c.]. 4. 1 

FOUillli 

r-... 
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<> 
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STATE ...... 
INDEX Of CXHtftiTS 0111 Ttl£ DRAFT UVI~Al ASSESSMENT FOR TttE YUCCA KJUNTAIN SITE 

CL;.SSIFICATII)tl 

_ORGAIIIZATIDI 
LmER CIMtENT 
M.I.H!i£R lllHIER FIRST SECDeiD lli:.:RD 

Dtstrjet of Co1Uib1a (continued) 

01566 OOOll c. 3. 4.1 
01566 00032 c. 3.4.1 
OIS66 00033 c. 3.4.1 
01566 00034 C.J.4.2.1 
01566 00035 C.l.4.2.l 
0:1566 ... ,. C.J.4.2.3 
01566 00037 C.2.3.2 ..... OOO.JB C.2.7 -- ·-
01566 00039 c.z.1 
OIS66 00040 c. 2. 7 
01566 00123 C.3.4 ..... 00124 C.J.4 
01566 00125 C.3.4 
01566 00126 c. 3.4 
01566 00127 C.3.4 
01566 OOiZ8 C.3.4 
01566 00129 C.3.t 
01566 00130 C.l.4 ..... OO)l) C.l.4 
01566 00ll2 C.3.4 
01566 00133 C.l.4 
0150& 00134 C.l.4 

Bl anc:hard, Brute u.s. Dept. of Interior 01S67 0000) C.2.7 
81567 90002 C.2,1.1 
81567 oooot C.2.3.3 -- --
81567 09005 C.3.4.4 
01567 00006 C.3.4.4 -- --
01567 00007 C.3.4.l 
01567 90008 c .3.4 .J -- --
01567 G0009 C.l.~ .3 
01567 00010 C,l,4.1 
01567 00011 C.l.4.1 -- --
01567 00012 c .3.4. 1 
01567 00013 c ,3.4.3 -- --
01567 00014 c .3.4.1 
01567 00015 c .3,4.1 
01567 00016 c. 3 .4. 3 
01561 00017 c. 3,4. 1 

FOURTll 
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STATE UHE 

INDEX OF ctltttaTS OJI lliE DRAFT EJIVIAONMEIIITAL ASSESSHEt!T FOR THE YUCCA KIUNTAIN SITE 

CLASSIFlCATICH 

ORGAIIIZATIOM 
lETTER CQMHENT 
NLI'IS[R NUMBER FIRST SECDtiiD THIIlll 

District of Columbia {continued) 

cavis, Joiln G. U.S. luclear Reg. Commission 

OZ252 
OZ252 
02252 
02252 
02252 
02252 
OZZ52 
0225l 
02252 
02252 
02252 
02252 
02252 
02252 
02252 
02252 
022.52 
02252 
02252 
022.52 
02252 
02252 
02252 
02252 
02252 
02252 
02252 
02252 
02252 
02252 
02252 
02252 
02252 
02252 
01037 
01037 
01037 
01038 

00016 
00017 
00018 
00019 
00010 
!lOCZl 
00022 
00023 
00024 
00025 
00026 
00027 
00028 
00029 
00030 
00031 
00032 
00033 
00034 
00035 
00036 
110037 
110018 
00039 
110040 
00041 
00042 
00043 
00044 
00045 
00046 
00047 
00048 
00049 
ooooc 
00137 
00139 
00009 

C.2.4.1 
c.2.4.1 
c.z.~.l 
C.2.4.1 
C.2.4. 1 
C.Z.<I.l 
C.2.4. 1 
c .2.4. 1 
c. 2.4. 1 
c. 2.4. 1 
C.2.4. l 
C.2.4.1 
c. 2 .4.1 
C.Z. 4.1 
C.il .4.1 
c. 2.4.1 
C.Z.4. 1 
c.z .4 .1 
C.2.4. 1 
C.2 .4. 1 
C.2.4.1 
C.2.4.1 
C.2.4. 1 
C.2.4.1 
C.2.4.1 
C.2.4. 1 
C.2.4. 1 
C.2.4.1 
C.2.4.1 
C.Z.4.1 
C.Z.4.1 
c. 2.4 .1 
C.2.4.1 
c. 2. 4.1 
C.3.4.2.3 
c. 3.4. 3 
C.7.3 
C.3.4.2.3 

FOURTH 
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STAT£ ...... 
INDEX OF COtt4EIITS 0111 TH£ DRAn ENVIROIIMEIITAL ASSESSH£NT rOR THE YUCCA 11lUHTAIN SITE 

CLASSiriCATION 

OAGANIZATIDII 
LETT£1i! CCM'IEIIT 
lllMII:R Nl.le£R FIRST SECOND Till AD 

D1strjct of Colymbil (continued) 

01018 00010 c. 3.4 .3 
OIC.38 00015 c.z.7 
01038 00017 C.2.7 
01038 00018 C.Z.? 
01018 00084 C.2.4.1 
01038 00085 C.2.4.1 
01038 00087 C.2.1.2 C.7.4 
01039 00011 C.3.4.2.3 
01039 00012 C.3.4.3 
01039 00015 C.7.3 
0Hl39 00199 c. 3.4. 1 
0"1 039 00200 C.2.7 

Davis, John G. U.S. Nuclear li!eg. C0111111ss1on 01040 00005 C.5.3 C.8.2 
01040 00010 C.3.4.2.3 
01049 00011 c. 3. 4. 3 
01040 00014 C.7.3 
01040 00161!. C.3.4. 1 
:J104G 00169 C.3.4.1 
1)1040 0011C C.3.4.1 

Davis, John G. u.S. Nuclear Reg. Cammiss\on 01041 00013 C.3.1.3 C.3.4.2.3 
0:1041 00014 c. 3.4. 3 
01041 00015 C.3.l.2 
0"1041 00018 C.7.1 
01041 00214 c. 3.4. 1 
0104; 00215 c. 3.4. 1 

Davis, John G. U.S. Nuclear Reg. Commiss1on 01B42 00001 C.5.7 
0}042 00002 C.5.7 
0:1042 00003 C.S.l 
0/042 00004 c. 5.1 
01042 00005 c.s.z 
01042 00006 C.5.2 
01042 00007 C.5.2 
01042 00!108 c.s .4 
01042 00009 C.8.3 C.3.4.2.3 
01042 00010 C.5. 10 
01042 00011 C.3.4.3 
01042 00012 C.3.1 c.z.1 
01042 00013 c. 2.4. 1 
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STATE --
IIIDD. OF a»MDDTS 011 lliE DRAFT EXVIIDIMI:NTAL ASSESSHENT FO~ THE Yl.CCA I'IJUNTA!N SITE 

ClASSIFICATIOtC 

DRGAMI2ATtOI 
LETTER COti1EfH 
IIIHIOI llllMt£A nesr SECOND T11IRD 

Dtstrtct of COlumbia (continued) 

<lliV"i:li, .:_.r.:'• &, u.s. lluc:lear Reg. Cataission 

01042 
01042: 
0.1 1)42 
0.11)42 
0.1042 
0.1042 
01042 
0\Ml 
0.1042 
0\042 
011)42 
011)4.2 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
011)42 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
0Hl42 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042: 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 

00014 
00015 
0001& 
000.17 
00018 
oo.oy~ 

00020 
00021 
00022 
00021 
oBo24 
0002S 
00026 
00027 
00028 
00029 
00010 
00031 
00032 
00033 
00034 
00035 
00036 
00037 
00038 
00039 
00040 
0004 i 
00042 
00043 
00044 
00045 
00046 
00047 
OC!l48 
00049 
00050 
00051 

C.3.l C.2.7 
C.4.1.3.1 C.2.7 
C.4. 1.3. 1 
C.4.1.1 
C.5. 1 
C.4.l.l 
C.4.1.1 
C.4. 1.1 
C.4.1.1 
C.4.1.1 
C.4.1.1 
C.4. 1.1 
C.4. 1.1 
C.4.1.1 
C.4. I. I 
C.4.1 .2.2 
C.4.1.2.2 
C.4.1.2.3 
C.4. 1.3.3 
C.4.1.3.l 
C.4.1.5.3 
C.7.1.1 
c. 7.1. 1 
C.4.2.2 
C.4.2.2 
C.4.2.2 
C.4.2.2 
C.4.2.2 
C.4.2.2 
C.7.1.1 
C.7.1.1 
C.7.1.1 
C.1.2.2 
C.7.Z.6 
C.4.3 
C.4.3 
C.4.l 
C.4.l 

FOURTH 
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INDEX Of CCH1ENTS ON TltE DRAFT EHVIROIDtEMTAl ASSESSMENT fOR THE YUCd I"CUNTAIN SITE 

STATE ·- ORGAII.IZATIOM 

Oistrt;t of COlH!bjo (continued! 

LETTER COHHENT 
!UHlER NIJHBER 

01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
111042 
01=:!42 
01042 
01042 
01042 
0]042 
01042 
01042 
OlOU 
01042 
Q1042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
0]042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
0104-2 
0104-l 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 

00052 
00053 
00054 
00055 
00056 
00057 
00058 
00059 
00060 
00061 
00062 
00063 
00064 
00065 
00066 
00067 
00068 
00069 
00070 
00071 
00072 
00073 
00074 
00075 
00076 
00077 
00073 
00079 
00080 
00081 
00082 
00083 
00084 
Oll085 
00086 
00087 
00088 
00089 

CLASSIFICATION 

FiiST 

C.4.3 
C.4.~ 

C.4.l 
C.4.l 
C.4.l 
C.4.3 
C.6.S 
C.8 .4 
C.7.2 
C.8.3 
C.S.4 
C.4 .l 
c. 7' 2 
c. 7' 2. 3 
(.4.1.3.4 
c. 7. 2. 7 
C.6.5 
C.6.5 
C.7.3 
C.7.3 
C.7.3 
C.7.3 
C.7.3 
C.7,3 

SECOND 

C.2.4.1 C.7.3 
C.Z.4.1 C.7.3 
C.4.3 
C.7.4.3 
C.7.4-.S 
C.5.9 
c. 5. 9 
C.7.2 
C.6.3 
C.6.4 
C.6.5 
C.6.4 
(.7.2.4 
C.7.2.3 

THIRD FOURTH 
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STATE ..... 
INDEX OF COtttDITS 01 Tll[ DiArT EliYIRONHEIITAL ASSESSMENT FOil THE YUCCA 14JIJNTAill SITE 

CL.&.SSIFICATlON 

ORGAN IZA TIOI 
LETTER COHHENT 
lllt.H!ER lllJ1BER FIRST SECOND THIRD FOURTH 

------------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------ -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------
District of ColumQ1a (conttnued) 

01042 00090 C.7.2 
0!042 00091 c. 7.4 
01042 OG092 c. 7.4 
01041 00093 C.-t.l 
Oi842 00094 c. 2. 4. 1 C.7.3 
01042 00095 c.s. 7 
01041: 00096 C.5.1 
01042 00097 c. 5. 1 
01042 00098 c. 5.1 
01042 00099 c.s. 1 
01042 00100 c.s. 1 
01042 00101 C.5. 1 
01042 00102 C.S.l 
11\042 00103 c.s. 1 
01042 00104 C.5. 1 
0]042 00105 c.s. 1 
01042 00106 c. 5. 1 
01042 00107 c.s. l 
01G42 00108 C.5. 1 
01042 00109 c.s. 1 
01042 oono C.5. 1 
01042 00111 c.s. 1 
01042 011112 c.s. 1 
OHI42 001\3 C.4.1.2.2 
01842 001l4 c.s. 1 
01042 80115 C.S.l 
01042 00116 C.S.l 
01 M2 011117 c.s. 1 
01042 00118 c. 5.1 
01042 00119 c. !i. 1 
Gl0!!-1 00120 c. 5. 1 
01042 00121 C.5.2 
01042 00122 C.5. 1 
01042 00123 C.5.1 
01042 00124 C.S.l 
01042 0')125 c. s. 1 
010<!-2 00126 c. 5.1 
01042 011127 c.s. 1 
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STATE NAI1£ 

INDEX Of CDHHEMTS ON THE DRAFT EKVIRDNMENTAl ASSESSH£NT FOR THE YUCCA HDUNTAIM SITE 

CLASSifiCATION 

Di&AJtl:ZATIOII 
LETTER COMMENT 
NLJt!.ER II!UHBER FIIlST SECOND THIRD 

Distrjct of Coh.I!Jbja {continued) 

il1042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
0104-2 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01842 
01042 
0104:2 
91&42 
01042 
OIB42 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
0Hl42 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
01042 
81042 
01042 

00166 
00167 
00168 
00169 
00170 
00171 
00172 
00013 
OBI74 
OB17S 
OBI76 
00117 
!lB178 
00179 
00180 
00181 
00182 
00183 
00184 
BOIS& 
00i81i 
00187 
00188 
00189 
00190 
00191 
00192 
00193 
00194 
00195 
00}96 
00197 
00198 
00199 
00200 
00201 
00202 
00203 

C.5.5 
c.s.s 
(.5.7 
c.s.J 
(.5.7 
c.s.J 
C.5.7 
c.s.s 
c.s.8 
c.s. 10 
c.s. 10 
c.s. 10 
C.8.1 
C.8.3 
C.B.J 
C.8.2 
C.8.2 
(.8.2 
C.8.2 
C.8.2 
C.8.2 
C.8.2 
(.8.4 
C.8.4 
C.8.4 
C.8.4 
c. 2.8. 3 
c. 5. 11 
c. 5. 11 
c. 5. 11 
c. 5. 11 
c.s. 11 
C.5. 11 
c. 5. t1 
C.S.ll 
c .5.11 
c .s. 11 
c.s. 11 

(.6.5 

fOURTH 
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STATE NAME 

INDEX OF CIH4EWTS o:t Tl6E DRAFT ENVI~TAL ASSESSMENT FOR THE YUCCA I'C)UNTAIN SITE 

ClASSIFICATION 

ORGAJIIZATIOM 
lETTER COt94EH:T 
Nli1B(R lrtlHIER FI~T SECOND Til lAD 

D1strjct of Cglymbia (continued) 

Davis, John G. 

Davis, John G. 

Davis, Joho G. 

Finamore, Bar~ara 

Garrisoo, Roy F. 
Hirsch, Allan 

01942 
01042 
01042 
01042 

U.S. Nuclear Reg. CO..tsston &1043 
01043 
9\043 
0\041 
01043 
111043 

U.S. Nuclear Reg. Commission 111044 
111044 
111944 
D1044 
01044 
01044 

u.s. Nuclear ieg. C~issior. 111336 
01036 

latural Res. Defense Council 91244 
01244 
91244 
01244 
91244 
01244 
91244 
01244 
01244 
111244 
01244 
OJ 244 
01244 
01244 
0\244 
01244 

U.S. Dept. of Energy 01677 
U.S. Env. Protedion Agency 01397 

OT397 

00204 C.S.11 
00205 c. 5. 11 
00206 c.s. 11 
00207 c. 3. 4. 1 
0001l C.l.4.2.3 
00014 c. 3. 4. 3 
00020 C.3.1.2 
00105 c. 2. 4. 1 
00218 C.J.4. 1 c. 5.11 
00219 C.l. 4. 1 
00011 C.3.4.2.3 
00012 c. 3.4. 3 
00014 C.7.3 
OD015 C.2.7 
00200 c. 3.4. 1 
002111 C.3.4.1 
00157 C.3.4.2.3 
00158 c. 3.4. 3 
00001 C.2.6.1 
00002 c. 2.1.1 
8&003 C.2.6.1 
00004 C.2.6.1 
00005 C.2.6.1 
00006 c. 2 .6. 1 
00007 c. 2 .6. 1 
00008 c .2 .4. 1 
00009 C.2. 4. 1 
IIGOIO C.2.4.1 
00011 c .2. 4.1 
00012 C.2.4. 1 
00013 c .2 .4. 1 
00014 c. 2 .6. 1 
00015 C.2.7 
00016 C.Z. I. I 
000.01 C.2.8.2 
00001 C.J.4.3 
00002 C.3 .4. 3 

FOUI!TII 
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STATE ..... 
INDEX OF COfoi£1TS 011 ntE DRAFT ENVIRilMMEITAi o6.SSESSH£NT FOR THE YUCCA I«)UNTAII SITE 

CLo6.SSIFICATION 

ORGAJfiZAnDN 
LETTER COMMENT 
Nli'IBER NUHBER FIRST SECOIID lliiRD FOURTH 

----- ------------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------ -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------
Djstrtct of Coll.lllbt.a (cont1~) 

01397 0000) c. s .4.1 
0139'1 00004 c. 3.4 .1 
01397 00005 c. 3.4. 3 
01397 \10006 c. 3.4.3 
01397 00007 C.7.l c. 2.4.1 
01397 00008 C.Z.'l 
01397 00009 C.2.'1 
01397 00068 C.3.~.l -- -- --
01397 00082 c.s. 1 
01397 00083A c.s. l -- -- --
01397 000838 c.~.1.2.2 
01397 00083C C.4.1.2.2 
0\397 0008)0 (.4.1.2.2 -- -- --
01397 00083[ C.4.l.2.Z 
01397 00083F C.7.4 -- -- --
01397 0008lG C.4.1.2.2 
01397 0008JH C.4.l.Z.2 
01397 00084A C.4.1.1 
01397 000848 C.4.1.1 
01397 00085 c. 7 .4.3 C.4.l 
0139'1 00086 C.6.5 
01397 00087 C.4 .Z -- -- --
01397 00093 C.3.1.2 -- -- --
0139'1 00097 c .2. 7. 1 C.4. 1.3 -- --

Hodel, Secretary Donald U.S. Dept. of Energy 01716 00001 C.2.8.2 
Kearney, John J. Edison Electric Institute 01275 00001 c .2 .2. 1 

01275 00002 C.2.7 
ll1275 00003 c .2. 7 
01275 00004 C.l.l 
01275 00005 C.l .4. 3 
01275 00006 c.z. 7 
01275 00007 C.3.4.3 
012'15 00008 C.3.4.3 
01275 00009 C.6.6 c. 5.11 C.5.11 (.3.4.4 
01275 00\110 C.5. 1 c. 5.11 c.3.4.4 
012'15 00011 C. 7. 4. 1 C.2.7 
01275 00012 C.4.3 c.z.s 
012'15 000121 c. 3. 4. 3 

"" 
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STATE ...... 

IIIDEX OF COIKNTS I* THE DRAfT EIIVIRQIIMDtTAl ,.S,SESSHEIIT FOR THE YUCCA ttJUitTAIII SITE 

ClASSIFICATIOII 

ORGMIZATIOII 
lETTER COHHENT 
NlltBER NLM3£R FIRST SECCND TlfiRO FOURTH 

------------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------ -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------
District of Co1~1a (continued) 

01275 00013 
n12n 00015 
01275 00016 
Olt7S 00017 
01275 00016 
01275 00034 
01175 00035 
01275 00036 
01275 00037 
Oi175 C0038 
01275 00039 
01275 00040 
01175 000-11 
01175 00042 
01215 00043 
0127S 00044 
01275. 00045 
01275 00046 
01275 00048 
01275 00049 
01275 00050 
01275 00051 
01275 00073 
01275 00075 
01275 00096 
01275 00097 
01275 OQ098 
01275 00099 
01275 00100 
0!275 00101 
01275 00102 
01275 00103 
01275 C0104 
01275 00\08 
01275 00\09 
01275 00110 
01275 00111 
01275 00112 

C.4.2.2 
C.B.Z 
C.2.7 
c. 2. 1. 1 
C.3.4.4 
C.2.7 
C.3.1 
c. 7.4 
c. 7.4.4 
C.2.7 
C.6.4 
c. 7.2 
C.5. 1 
c. 5. 1 
C.5. 1 
C.5. 1 
C.5. 1 
C.5.3 
c 5. 3 
c 2.7 
C.3. 1 
c.z.' 
C.Z. 7 
c.z. 7 
C.Z. 7 
C.4.3 
C.4.3 
C.7.1.1 
c. 7. 2. 3 
c. 7. 2. J 
C.4.3 
C.4.2.2 
C.4. 2. 2 
C.6.6 
c .5. 11 
C.5.ll 
C.4.3 
c. 5. 11 

C.4 .l 
c. z. 7 

C.4.2.2 
C.4. 3 
C.7.2.l 
C.7. 1.1 
C.7.\.1.3 
C.4.2.2 
C.3.7 
c. 7.1 
C.6.5 

c. 5.11 
C.4.3 
c.s. T1 

c. 7.2. 3 

c. 7. 1. l 
C.l. 7 
c. 7.1 
(.3.7 

C.S.ll 

c. 7. l. 1 

c. 7.1 

a-
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"" 
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0 

0 
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IIDEX OF COHHEITS Dl THE DRAFT [IVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT FOR THE YUCCA MOUNTAIN SITE 

Cli.SSIFICATION 

STATE NAME 

ptstr1et of Col1JRb1a (eont1nuecl) 

l(earns, Artis 

Magnees, III, Col. Thomas M. 
Martin, Terri 

Parker, Frankl. 

sant.art. L .o. 

ORGAJIIZATION 
LETTER COHHENT 
IUHBER Nllt'iiEii: 

01Z75 00114 
0127'5 00115 
Ol2'75 00116 
01275 00117 
01275 00118 
01!75 00119 
01275 00120 
OU75 00121 
01275 00128 
01275 00129 
01440 00001 
01440 00002 
01440 00003 
01440 00004A 
01440 000048 

Dept. of Al"ll)' Corps of Env1neers 02697 00023 
Mattonal Parks & COns. Ass&. 02195 00001 

02195 00009 
National Research COuncil 02669 00001 

02669 00002 
02669 00003 
02669 00004 
02669 DODOS 
02669 00006 
02669 00007 
02669 00008 
02669 ..... 
02669 00010 
02669 00011 
02669 00012 
02669 00"013 
02669 00014 
02669 00015 
02669 00016 
02669 00017 

u.s. Dept. of .Transportation 01568 00001 
01568 00002 
01568 00003 

fiRST 

C.2.7 
C.2'.7 
C.2'.8.2' 
C.3.4.1 
C.3.4.4 
C.1.4.3 
c. 3.4. 3 
c. 3.4. 3 
(.8.4 
C.2.7 
c. 7. 3 
c.7.3 
c. 2.4. 1 
C.2.8 
C.2.4. 1 
c. 2.4. 1 
c. 3.4.4 
C.3.4.4 
C.3.4.3 
C.3.4. 3 
C.3.4.3 
C.3.4. 3 
C.3.4.l 
c. 3.4. 3 
(.3.4.3 
C.3 .4. 3 
c. 3.4. 3 
c. 3 .4. 3 
c. 3.4. 3 
(.3.4.3 
(.3.4.3 
C.3 .4. 3 
C.3.4.4 
C.3 .4.1 
c. 3.4. 3 
C.2 .4. 1 
C.2.4.1 
c.z .4. 1 

SECOND 

(.8.4 
c.~.7 

C.7.3 

lliiRD FOURTH 

c 

!1 

,.. 

"' c 

c 
c 
a: 



" • 

I 

lliiDEX OF cttlfDITS 011 THE DRAFT ENYIROHHlMTAl A.SSESSHUT FOil TME YUCCA IC)UNTAIH SITE 

STATE ..... 
District of Columbia (contlnued) 

Severance, Ower! 

Shiflet, ~s 

Smith, Uavid W. 

ORGANIZAtiON 
LETTER COMKEHT 
NIHIER MLitB[Il 

---------------~---------------

01568 
015'68 ..... 
01568 
01568 
01568 
01568 
01568 
01568 
01568 
01568 
01568 
0156.!1 
0156.!1 
01568 
01568 
01568 
01568 
01568 
01568 
01568 
01568 

Hatl. Parks & Conservation Assoc. 01276 
01276 
01276 
01216 
01276 
01276 
01276 
01276 
01216 
01276 
01276 

U.S. Dept. of A'i1riculture 01238 
01238 
01238 
01238 
00040 

00004 
00005 
00006 
00007 
00008 ..... 
OOOlO 
00011 
00012 
00013 
00014 
00015 
00016 
00017 
00018 
00022 
00029 
00030 
00031 
00032 
00033 
00034 
00001 
00002 
00003 
00004 
00008 
00010 
00018A 
00026 
0003Z 
00034 
00055 
00001 
00003 
00032 
00033 
00001 

CLr.SSl F IC.lTIOll 

FIRST SECOND TlliRO FOURTH 

---------- -~-------- ---------- --------

c. 2.4. 1 
c. 2. 4.1 
C.2.4.1 
c. 2.4. 1 
c. 2.4. 1 
C.2.4.1 
C.2 .4. I 
C.2.4.1 
C.2.4,1 
c. 2 .4. 1 
c .2 .4. 1 
c .2.4. 1 
c .2 .4. 1 
c. 2.4. 1 
c .2 .4. 1 
c. 2. 7 
C.7.3 
C.7.3 
C.7.3 
C.7.3 
C.7.3 
C.7.3 
C.l.l.3 
C.3.1.3 
C.3.1.3 
C.3.1.3 
C.l. t.l 
(.3.1.3 
(.3.1.3 
(.3.1.3 
c. 2.8. 3 
c. 2.6. 1 
c. 2.8. 2 
C.6.6 C.S.ll 
C.4.1.1 C.4.1 
(.4.1.3.1 
C.3.4.4 
(.2.1.1 

C.2.7 
C.4.J.l 

-
lr, 

~ 

.... 

co 
0 

0 

0 

"" 



a 
• 
~ 

!-
u 

STATE ..... 
INDEX OF ClM4£1tTS 0111 flj£ DRAfT DIVIROM€MTAL o\SSESSHENT FOR flj£ YUCCA KlUNTAIM SITE 

CLASSIFICATION 
LETTER COHHENT 

ORGAMIZATIOM NI.J4BER NUHBER FIRST SECOND THIRD 

Ojstr1ct Of COlumbia {continued) 

steoois. John 
Swift, Con;resSIIltln Al 

Yeager, BrOOks B. 

Flo.-ida 

Ho11ooray, ~- Antta 
Laping, Mrs. T. 
Votoe, DebOrah 
~lli~.Jr., J.W. 

Geprnh 

Sokol, Jean 
Y=.td··-::~-:"'· l'tr"S. J. C. 

u.s. Senate 
U.S. House of Representatives 

Siern. Club 

Florida Power & Light~ 

The Wilderness Society 

00040 
0Hi80 
02:617 
02:617 
02&17 
C2:&17 
02&11 
02&17 
02:617 
012:39 
01239 
01239 
Ol2l9 
012l9 
012l9 
01239 
01239 
01239 
01Z39 
01239 

00555 .... , 
02691 
01556 

... ., 
00083 
01)083 
00083 

000!12 
00001 
00001 
00002 
00004 
00005 
00006 
00019 
00011 
90001 
00002: 
00003A 
000038 
00004 
oooos 
00006 
00007 
00008 ..... 
00013 

00001 
00001 
00001 
00001 

00004 
00001 
00002 
00003 

C.:Z.l.l 
C.3.1.2 
C.l. 1.2 
C.:Z.l.l 
c .3.1 
C.3. 1. 2: 
C.3.1.1 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
c. 2.1.1 
C.2.2 
C.l.l.l 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
C.3. 1.2 
c .3.1. 2 
C.l.\.3 
c. 2.4. 1 
c. 2.6. 1 
c. 2.&. 3 

C.3.1.2 
C.3.4.4 
c. 7.2 
C.2.4.1 

C.3.<1.4 
c. 3 .1. 2 
C.3.4.4 
c. 2.8. 3 

C.7.2 

C.7.3 

••• 

-- --

-- --

-- --
-- --

-- --

FOURTH 

N 

tn 

" -

-- ro 

-- 0 

• Q 

--
-- 0 

-- <n 



n 
• 
~ 

!-.. 

STATE .... , 
lllalll! 

Mo"""'"s 

":-•.-·. -~-- ....,___~, 

Fundertlur'g. k.;rtlert D. 

Hall, S.J. 
Hanson, wes & Gertie 

Patchtn, Kat'garet 
Plnkhalll, Allen V. 

Robinson, Mary & Cwi9ht 

INDEX Of CIJfot4DITS OK THE DRAFT EMVI~NTAL ASSESSH£11T FOR THE YUCCA tt:IUNTAIN SITE 

CLASSIFICATION 

ORGANIZATICNf 

C.A.N.W.E 

State of Idaho 

11e2 Perce Tribal Exec. COIIIII. 

lETTER COHHENT 
NIHiiER lillf4BER 

01162 
01162-
01162 
01162 
01162 
02609 
02609 
00173 
00173 
00173 
00173 
00150 
01142 
01142 
01149 
01253 
01253 
01253 
01253 
01253 
81253 
8125] 
01253 
01253 
01253 
OllSl 
01253 
01253 
01213 
01253 
01253 
01253 
01253 
01585 
01585 

00001 
00002 
00003 
00004 
OOG06 
00001 
00004 
00001 
00002 
00003 
00004 
OOOOJA 
00001 
OOOD-3 
00001 
000"01 
110003 
00004 
00005 
00006 
00008 
00015 
00078 
00103 
00104 
90105 
00106 
08107 
00108 
00109 
00110 
00111 
(!')11 2 
00001 
00002 

FIRST 

c. 2. 3. 1 
C.2.4.1 
c. 2. 4. 1 
C.2.4.1 
c. 2.8. 3 
C.3.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
c. 2 .4. 1 
c. 2.4. 1 
C.2.4.1 
C.2.4. 1 
C.2.4.1 
c.2.-t.1 
c. 2. 3. 1 
C.2.4.1 
C.2.7 
C.2.5.2 
C.3.4.4 
C. 2 .6. I 
c. 2.5. 1 
C.2.7 
C.2.1.2 
C.2 .4 .1 
c. 3 .4.1 
c. 3.4. 1 
c. 3 .-'\. 1 
C.3 .4.1 
C.3.4.1 
C.7.3 
c. 7.3 
C.7.l 
C.7.3 
c .3.4. 3 
C.2. 4. 1 
c. 2 .6. 2 

SECOIID THIRD FOURTH 

...., 
!P 

r-. 



STATE --
llljnots 

DinelH, !.layne 
Gursh, 11ilrla Kay 

l'tcGutre, ~rcraret A. 
Rtce. Larry 
S;aith, Jill Jantne 
SPE-•·c;o,, S. J. 

TS1atl9, .-~o iii!r?f. 
warble, St>!v~ 
Wyatt, JoiYI J. 

IncUana 

0 
Read, Charlotte J. • .. 

!. ....,... 
~ 

Klan"', Ertk 
11oore-Anderson, caro 1 J. 
11oore-Fle.ing, Del~res B. 
Hoore-Jones, Joan E. 
lhlssell, Derek 
Sperry, Theodore "· 
T.YSeh, hthan 

""""-ill 

Kelly, James C. 

i.C'...!hl~~ 

Anon)'GIOUs 

t•DD Of COtKJ(TS 011 lliE DRAfT EIYIIIOIIMDITAL ASSESSMENT fCIR THE YUCCA ltJUNTAIN SITE 

CLASSIFICATIQr 

OliiGAIIIZAnDII 

DuPage Audubon Society 

Illtnots Central Gulf 

Saote the Dmes Council 

Boy Scouts of Amertca,Pack 3 

LETTER CDHHENT 
NlMIER •lHIER 

80149 00001 
08161 08801 
00161 00002 
8005Z 00001 
oouz i18001 
00146 ..... 
00102 GOOOl 
00302 00002 
01071 00001 
01066 00001 
01740 00001 

00048 00001 

02736 00001 
02737 00001 
00034 00001 
00036 00001 
00037 00001 
02736 00001 ..... 00001 
o:zng 00001 

Q0197 00001 
00197 00004 

02178 00004 
02178 OGOOS 
02178 00006 
02178 00007 

FIRST SECOND T>IIRD 

C.3.4-.4-
C.i.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
(.3.4.4 
C.l.1.2 
C.l. 1.2 
C.3.4.4 
C.l.4.4 
C.3.4.4-
C.3.4.41 
C.2.8.2 

C.3. 1 .2 

C.l.1.2 
C.3.1.2 
(.3.4.4 
C.3.4.4 
(.3.4.4 
(.3.1.2 
(.3.1.2 
C.l.l.2 

(.3.4.4 
C.3.1.2 

c.] .1 .2 
c.z .4 .1 
c.z .4. 1 
C-2.4.1 

FOUiiTH 


